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While I do not agree that grazing is a bonafide use of the little area of the LaSals suitable to such, I realize I will not win that
Thank you for your comment expressing support for limiting grazing on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
battle. However, I would love to have one or even two trails, perhaps in aspen/fir forests, where there are no stinking cows!!!
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
As mentioned, I'm not as able to reach the alpine area as I have in the past (though in recent memory there were cows at a
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing grazing in the revised Forest Plan.
ridiculously high elevation as well).

14

Thank you for your interest, and information you have provided regarding trails on the forest. The Forest Plan
Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning as per 36 CFR 219.2. The revised Forest Plan will provide guidan
for future project planning and development. We appreciate your concerns for protecting trail infrastructure.
Recognizing and providing for the long-term sustainability of our trail system is consistently considered in all
I am also very concerned about the proliferation of mountain bike trails - 39 miles since 1986! Wouldn't it be nice if hikers
could see a few more? (Yes, I realize that bikers and hikers *can* share the same trails. However, most heavily used bike trails project specific planning. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning, but will be a separ
end up being 6" deep, 6" wide trenches which are not pleasant to hike on/in. There are also conflicts between hikers and bike NEPA process with public involvement at that time. Authorized use of roads and trails is enforced in accordance
riders, bike riders and dogs, and bike riders and horses - as noted in your assessment report.)
with the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which is updated annually to reflect changes. Motorized use of nonmotorized trails has been a travel management concern for many years and will continue to be a challenge in th
future. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conside
as we move forward.

14

Forest Service 2012 Planning Rule: As a retired Fed (33 years with National Park Service, and involved in many long-term
planning efforts), I find this summary a bit lacking. The three phases of "assessing current conditions and trends, revising the
forest plan, and monitoring the effectiveness of the plan" seems to be missing one critical step, which is of course the crux of
all planning, and that is IMPLEMENTATION. Geez, you'd think this would have been a step included!
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Response Text Assigned to Comment

I hike regularly in the La Sals, though not at as high elevations as I have in the past (aging body, crappy knees….). I am sick to
death of trails and terrain that are totally decimated by cows! On my last hike ( Warner Lake towards Burro Pass, as far as the Thank you for your comment expressing support for limiting grazing on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
cattle guard/gate a few miles up the trail), I was *never* out of sight, sound, or smell of the grazing beasts. Biting flies were
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
unbearable. Water was completely fouled (cows defecating and urinating *in* the stream). My dogs, who are well trained and comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing grazing in the revised Forest Plan.
will come when called, were splattered with shit just running down the trail. My boots - well, enough said.

1

5

Original Comment Text

In the timetable of 2016-2020, in 2017, it is mentioned that "Responsible Official approves draft Forest Plan." That's nice and
ambiguous. Who is said "Responsible Official?" Please state who this person is.
In the "Assessing Ecosystems and Watersheds" section, second page, last paragraph on rangelands: How on earth is
"rangeland" considered a terrestrial ecosystem???? Livestock grazing is mentioned under perennial forbs and grasslands, so it
is covered. Also, "desirable plant species and ground cover have increased on rangelands during the past 30 years." It is not
mentioned HOW or WHY this occurred. Perhaps chaining, that ridiculous management tool so often used, is the reason?? A bit
more clarity would improve credibility here.
Under Assessing Social and Economic Sustainability and Multiple Uses: Interesting (but not surprising) that the "multiple uses"
listed in the first sentence (livestock grazing, water, timber and wildlife and fish) omits recreation - even though the second
paragraph includes it. Noted in the Recreation and Scenery section is the statement that "viewing natural features ranked 1st
or 2nd when visitors were asked to select activities they engaged in. Separating recreation from "Social and Economic
Conditions, Benefits and Contributions" reflects the lower status that USFS affords to recreation users.

Thank you for your comment, The Forest will notify the public when the Notice of Intent (NOI) is published. The
Preliminary Need to Change Report will be sent to the public for review and comment when the NOI is publishe
Fall of 2018.The Forest Plan Revision Team will continue to provide opportunities for public input, and to provid
sufficient staffing and opportunities for Q & A during public meetings. To stay up to date on Forest Plan Revision
activities, visit our website https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning
The Responsible Official is the Forest Supervisor of the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Thank you for your questio
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. As we move forward into drafting our revised
Forest Plan we will continue to remain in compliance with all related laws and policies which include the Plannin
Rule (36 CFR 219; April 2012) and the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act. We recognize a variety of uses on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest and strive to integrate the social and economic elements of these uses in the revise
Forest Plan. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest P
and its associated monitoring program.

14

Besides a number of typographical errors (easily fixed by Spell Check!),

14

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
In all sections of "Management Tools," what I see are objectives, not actual tools. Example: "Separate incompatible recreation
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
uses and designate trails and areas for specific recreation opportunities." In any case, it would be more helpful to have a few
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
specific examples of how this might be accomplished, vs. saying simply, "USFS is going to do this."
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

14

Another Management Tool listed for recreation includes "Widen OHV trails to allow use of side by side OHVs." Seriously??
Why on earth is this deemed necessary?? (If a rationale is mentioned, I missed it.) There are plenty of OHV trails available;
they do NOT need to be wider!! I am seriously dismayed by the increase in use of motorized recreation, and the USFS doesn't
need to encourage more of it.

14

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
Table 11 shows miles of roads by district, yet Moab/Monticello is listed twice. I can only assume that one of the numbers is for graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
Moab and the other for Monticello. But this is confusing.
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

14

Thank you for your additional information related to the value of grazing for local communities, and as a tool fo
vegetation management on the Forest. The Forest recognizes the valuable contributions of ranchers to range
improvements on the forest and participating in adaptive management activities in support of long term range
land health. The Forest will work to recognize the value of these contributions in both the draft Assessment and
the revised Forest Plan which strives to integrate the social, economic, and ecological needs of the Manti-La Sal
National Forest.Additional information regarding Animal Unit Month(AUM's) determinations: The decision of
AUMs permitted is at the project level. The level analysis that needs to be done to determine whether AUMs ca
increase for a specific area cannot be done at the Forest Plan landscape scale level. The Forest Plan will contain
components that would guide project level grazing decisions. We agree that permitted AUMs have dropped sinc
the 1986 Forest Plan and have been reduced due to drought and other factors such as completing site specific
Environmental Assessments on some grazing Allotments. We appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address grazing in the revised
Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

p. 133 re "Value of Ranching" - earlier in the document, it is stated,

Thank you for your comments regarding increasing opportunities for non-motorized recreation. The draft
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing motorized recreation in the revised
Forest Plan.

14

Thank you for your comment related to the use of Best Available Scientific Information and engaging Cooperati
Agencies. Every effort has been made to use the Best Available Scientific Information (BASI) and this comment
period was intended to help identify new, relevant sources of information as well as providing the opportunity f
the public and Cooperating Agencies to review the draft document and contribute to the final product.Cooperat
Yet, on p. 133, the statement that "Research has found that many ranchers identify the value of ranching as being closer to the Agencies (CA) have been involved from the very beginning of the plan revision process. CAs were asked to
contribute information for inclusion in the Assessment Report, to identify external land management plans for
earth, providing a desirable place to raise a family, and providing a satisfying way of life" is from a 1972 citation. Really??
Nothing more recent than a 45 year old study??? While I realize this section is addressing the conflict and cultural shift from a consideration in Forest Plan revision. CA meetings were held during preparation of the Assessment report and
Interdisciplinary Team meetings are open to CAs. Since this comment has been received, the Forest has begun
ranching economy to a more diversified economy, this citation flies in the face of "best available science."
hosting monthly Cooperating Agency meetings to provide additional opportunities for information exchange an
sharing of ideas during the planning process. The Assessment Report is not a NEPA document and the Forest ha
not yet begun the NEPA process, there will be additional opportunities for review and comment of draft
documents during the NEPA process.

14

Thank you for your comment expressing support for limiting grazing on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
Also, the statement "Ecological integrity and sustainability are important parts of the grazing program today" is severely
challenged by what I see on the ground. I think your range folks need to get out on the ground more often! Public land grazing Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing grazing in the revised Forest Plan.
is an outdated concept that seriously needs to be phased out.

14

I am pleased to see this statement on the Value of Recreation, one that is often passed over in government planning efforts:
"Outdoor recreation opportunities on the Forest contribute to visitors' quality of life. The Forest provides an area for friends
and family to gather, to pass on traditions, and to strengthen relationship." Similar statements regarding wildlife and
watershed protection reflect the intangible benefits of protecting them. Kudos on these!

Thank you for your comments related to recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest including how you use a
access the Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions an
trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to recreation a
access on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

35

Please accept these comments regarding the Manti--La Sal National Forest, Forest Plan Revision Project on behalf of the Trails
Preservation Alliance ("TPA") and the Colorado Off--Highway Vehicle Coalition ("COHVCO"). The TPA is a volunteer based
organization created to be a viable partner to public lands managers, working with the United States Forest Service (USFS) and
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to preserve the sport of trail riding and multiple--use recreation. The TPA acts as an
advocate for the sport and takes the necessary action to insure that the USFS and BLM allocate a fair and equitable percentage
of public lands access to diverse trail multiple--use recreational opportunities. COHVCO is a grassroots advocacy organization
representing approximately 170,000 registered off-- highway vehicle ("OHV"), snowmobile and 4WD users in Colorado
seeking to represent, assist, educate, and empower all motorized recreationists in the protection and promotion of multiple-use and off-- highway motorized recreation throughout Colorado and the western United States. COHVCO is an
environmental organization that advocates and promotes the responsible use and conservation of our public lands and natural
resources to preserve their aesthetic and recreational qualities for future generations. The TPA and COHVCO are referred to
collectively in this correspondence as "The Organizations."

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.
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35

The Organizations endorse the comments submitted by our partner, Ride with Respect ("RwR") for this project. Specifically we
support and highlight their following comments: * The Monticello District's currently-- designated route system provides a
solid foundation. However, motorized singletrack of the eastern high--peaks area could include several new routes "make the
existing ones more useful, such as connecting Abajo Peak Trail to Robertson Pasture Trail, then to Indian Creek Trail, and back
up to Aspen Flat Trail. Likewise 52" or even larger trails could parallel graded and paved roads such as Abajo Peak and Blue
Mountain Byway for a more consistent quality to the Wagon Wheel--Shay Ridge loop. West of the high--peaks area, a 52"
trail from the lower Blue Mountain Byway across Shay Mesa to North Cottonwood Creek would enable ATV riders and
motorcyclists to reach Maverick Point and Vega Creek, respectively, for a large loop that returns via the Causeway. * The
Moab District's currently--designated route system offers very few OHV trails beyond the old roads below the peaks, such as
Brumley--Dorry and Two Mile--Hideout Mesa. SITLA accommodates small motorized--singletrack and ATV loops from
Canopy Gap to Dark Canyon, but Moab residents and visitors seek to reach them via the La Sal Loop Road for a full--day of
trail riding. Since the La Sal Pass area has been developed for more non--motorized and non--commercial use, motorcycle
and ATV riders could skirt South Mountain via Carpenter Basin and Pole Canyon trails, respectively. To avoid the graded roads
east of La Sal Pass, motorized singletrack and/or 52" trail could be constructed to reach state land. For the return trip,
motorized singletrack and/or 52" trail could parallel Dark Canyon and Geyser Pass roads. These routes would alleviate
congestion on the main roads while making the existing motorized and non--motorized trails more useful, all without
significantly encroaching upon the most primitive areas.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

35

As the State of Utah's population has grown, so have the sales of OHV's, bicycles, hiking equipment, camping units and other
forms of outdoor recreation increasing the demand for recreation sites within the Manti--La Sal National Forest. The need
and demand for OHV recreational opportunities are growing and will continue to grow. The Organizations believe that Forest
roads and trails must be considered as critical infrastructure for recreation.

Thank you for your comments related to recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest including how you use a
access the Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions an
trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to recreation a
access on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

35

We fully recognize that this action proposes to revise and update the Forest Plan for the Manti--La Sal National Forest and is
not a Travel Management decision. However, the implications for Travel Management into the future are significant and
cannot be disregarded or ignored. Just as previous Forest Plan revisions resulted in significant reductions in opportunities for
multiple--use and motorized recreation, we feel strongly that this new, revised Forest Plan will have implications aimed at,
and will "set the stage" for multiple--use and motorized recreation for many years to come.

The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel management will be a
separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during
this comment period.

35

3. As stated above, Forest Plan revisions regularly have direct, intended and often times unintended consequences on the
number of and quality of opportunities available for multiple--use, motorized and OHV recreation. Existing routes all have a
prolonged history of providing multiple--use recreation and have provided access for decades. Many of these routes enhance
connectivity and looping opportunities for all categories and groups of forest users. 4. The Organizations would encourage and
support the Forest's decision to convert most any existing National Forest Service Road (NFSR) to a Full Size Trail or another
trail designation (e.g., Trail open to Motorcycles, or open to Vehicles 50" or less in width). We encourage the use of conversion
techniques contained in Chapter 17 of the National Off--Highway Vehicle Conservation Council's (NOHVCC) 2015 Great Trails:
Providing Quality OHV Trails and Experiences publication1. Conversion from roads to trails will help reduce the required
maintenance level and reduce the necessary amount and back log of funding. Likewise by providing an adequate and varied
inventory of routes and trails that fulfills the user's spectrum of needs (today and the future) for variety, difficulty,
destinations, challenge, terrain and scenic opportunity will lead to improved management and compliance requiring less
expenditures on maintenance, signage, enforcement, etc. Finally, the lack of fiscal capacity by the USFS should not be criteria
for, or lead to closures and reductions in public recreational opportunities, closure of routes or elimination of public access to
the National Forest.[...]1 A copy of this publication can be provided to the Manti--La Sal National Forest by the TPA/COHVCO
upon request.

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.
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Wilderness Areas. We certainly understand that only Congress can designate Wilderness areas per the Wilderness Act of 1964.
However, we also understand that the Forest staff has the ability to recommend areas for Wilderness designation. The
Organizations generally do not support any additional Wilderness designated areas within the Manti--La Sal National Forest
(except as supported by our partner, RwR). Any additional Wilderness areas would concentrate use on shrinking multiple--use
lands and reduce the ability to remove fuels, fight fires or actively manage the lands to promote forest health. Furthermore
additional Wilderness will concentrate use, shrink the future reservoir of lands for multiple--use, increase environmental
impacts and reduce user satisfaction. The continued loss of multiple--use lands will reduce the capacity of the land for future
generations to use and recreate on, violating the intent of the Planning Rule for sustainability. This concentrated use will
decrease user satisfaction and harm tourism, which so many of our rural communities depend upon.

Thank you for your comment related to the impacts of Wilderness designation. The potential impacts (both
positive and negative) of recommending areas to be designated as wilderness will be analyzed in the Forest Plan
To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and current stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website
here https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059

35

The Organizations recognize that technology is changing with regard to propulsion of vehicles, namely the use of electrically
powered devices. In general we support the use of electrically assisted bicycles wherever bicycles are currently authorized.
And, that electrically powered motorcycles be grouped with other motorized uses and allowed for travel on routes designated
for motorized use.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

35

OHV recreation should not be cited as a threat for any Species of Conservation. If the analysis chooses to cite OHV trail tread
as having negative impacts on species, then the analysis must also disclose that non--motorized trail tread have a identical
negative impacts on species. The impacts from non--motorized trail tread will greatly exceed that of the motorized trails,
since there are far more miles and therefore more acres of non-- motorized trail tread. The analysis should not include OHV
Recreation as a threat to species of conservation, since trail tread should be excluded from being considered habitat, and
plants do not grow on the trail tread that OHV use is confined to.

Thank you for your comments regarding Species of Conservation Concern in the Assessment Report! The Forest
identified Species of Conservation Concern (SCC) in compliance with the Planning Rule [36 CFR 219.7(c)(3); Apri
2012]. All efforts were made to identify all potential threats for reviewed species. We greatly appreciate your ti
and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop the revised Forest Pla
To learn more about the SCC process and identified species on the Manti-La Sal National Forest, visit our websit
here https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534062

35

The Organizations believe that continued multiple--use access and motorized recreation within the National Forest is vitally
important to the preservation and conservation of our public lands and the well being of our citizens. The Organizations
acknowledge that as America becomes more urbanized and populations rise, our younger citizens are becoming less
connected to and are less likely to identify with the outdoors in their daily lives. Our organizations/partner RwR have worked
diligently and continuously to help citizens and visitors to the State of Utah to be able to access and enjoy our public lands in a
safe and responsible manner. We recognize that there is a bona fide correlation between an individual's personal health and
their participation in outdoor activities. We continually strive to get youth and families excited about visiting, seeing and
experiencing all that our public lands have to offer. We have a history of partnering with the USFS to protect our forest
resources while reducing and eliminating barriers that are continuing to make it difficult for Americans to get outside and
travel on a multiple--use trail or share a road as part of their outdoor recreational experience. The Organizations feel that this
project must work diligently to ensure that a balanced spectrum of opportunities are provided in the Manti--La Sal National
Forest to properly serve the diverse cross section of our population and meet their recreational needs.

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.

they will need to rely upon some sort of motorized or mechanized assistance to access the places we all enjoy and cherish.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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3. economic impacts of multiple--use and motorized recreation within the counties and communities encompassed by or
adjacent to the Manti--La Sal National Forest cannot be overlooked. Many of the visitors that choose to visit the Forest
combine their recreational activities and often include using forest routes to access camping sites, setting up a camp and then
employing motorized means to travel and explore the surrounding environment. Significant economic benefits are realized by
all of Utah as the public travels to and from their valued destinations within the Manti--La Sal National Forest. 4. "Desired
Recreational Experiences" is subjective and will vary from individual to individual. A call to decommission roads to return areas
into more natural states and enhance recreational experiences is mostly subjective. Very few will be able to enjoy the forest
and all of the resources the forest has to offer if adequate motorized access is not provided. Multiple--use and motorized
recreation is indeed a bona fide form of recreation and not one to be minimized or eliminated on public lands. Just as it is
important to maintain the quality of visitor experiences for non--motorized use, it is equally important to maintain the quality
of visitor experiences for motorized use.

Thank you for your comment regarding access and its importance for local communities. The Forest Service striv
to maintain a road system that provides safe reasonable access for public travel, recreation use, traditional and
cultural uses and land management and resource protection activities. We recognize the importance of
transportation access and its contributions to the social and economic sustainability of local communities. . We
greatly appreciate your time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components that may affect access.

35

1. Generally forest visitors participating in multiple--use activities will use routes that exist and adequately satisfy their needs
and desires. 2. Non--system/user created routes should be reviewed on a case--by--case basis to determine if any non-system routes will fulfill a valid need and can be altered to meet recreation and resource considerations. 3. Route networks
and multiple--use trail systems should meet local needs, provide the desired recreational opportunities and offer a variety of
quality experiences. We are not asking that this be done at the expense of other important concerns, but a system of routes
that does not meet user needs will not be used properly and will not be supported by the users. Occurrences of off--route
use, other management issues and enforcement problems will likely increase if the system routes do not provide an
appropriate and enjoyable opportunity. 4. Recreational enthusiasts look for variety in their various pursuits. For multiple-- use
to include motorized/OHV users, this means looped routes are a priority. An in--and--out route may be satisfactory if the
destination is so desirable that it overshadows the fact that forest visitors must use the same route in both directions (e.g.,
access to dispersed camping sites, overlooks, historic sites, geologic sites, etc.). However, even in these cases, loop systems
will always provide better experiences. 5. Adequate legal parking and dispersed camping areas are necessary to fulfill the
needs and desires of the recreation community

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.

35

The analysis of the effects of climate change, specifically upon forest recreation, and how to properly address effects (if indeed
there are any) remains a fledgling science at best, and subject to individual opinions. As a change in climate occurs (as it has in
the past) there is no doubt that the forest ecosystems will adapt and our socioeconomic habits and factors will also change
and adapt. To restrict or limit accessibility and the recreational use of the Manti--La Sal National Forest would be impulsive,
unjustified, reckless and impossible to enforce. The shear growth of our population, uncertainty about incomes and spending,
changes in future building materials, and the demand for forest products (domestic and imported) just to name a few will
likely have far more impacts on the forest compared to the effects of climate change. Properly constructed roads and trails
within the forest coupled with sensible timber management will all help to mitigate any effects of climate change both on the
existing and future road and trail infrastructure. Minor adjustments to USFS design criteria to include values such as Design
Storm Frequency, Rainfall Intensity, Runoff Coefficients coupled with appropriate sizing of the supporting drainage
infrastructure (e.g. ditch sizing, culvert sizing, rip rap sizing, re-- vegetation practices, trail/road alignment, etc.) can all be
used to mitigate more extreme weather events and any increased flows that might be attributed to climate change. We feel it
is interesting to note that one of the cited effects of climate change is an increase in wildfires; this concern would seem to
actually support an argument for an even more extensive and robust transportation network to facilitate emergency response
to wildfire.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change in the Draft Assessment Report. Per the Planning Rule
CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment [§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)] . During the
development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain in compliance with the Planning Rule
(and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as well as other stressors/drivers and
resources. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to Climate in the revised
Forest Plan.
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1. Desired Conditions for OHV Recreation: 1. Motorized vehicle use will occur on USFS system roads, trails and areas, except
as authorized by permit or for administrative uses. Opportunities exist in appropriate places for responsible motorized
recreation with varying experiences for a variety of vehicle classes and types. Forest visitors enjoy semi--primitive motorized
recreation and explore the backcountry in OHVs along designated routes. Sound from motorized vehicles is infrequent, away
from areas of higher road and motorized route density. 2. A motorized system of routes provides: a variety of route widths
and levels of challenge for a diversity of users, scenery and wildlife viewing, a variety of terrain and conditions, and dispersed
camping. Multi--use trails are more common than those available for only one class of vehicle or user and may interconnect
with roads or other routes to make loops. Motorized routes are easily identified on the ground and the Motor Vehicle Use
Map (MVUM). Single--track trails emphasize solitude from other types of motorized vehicles, to the extent practical, and
challenge. 3. Adequate signing is provided to advise users of motorized restrictions. Information kiosks are located at main
entryways onto the Forest with pertinent OHV recreation information. Information is provided for OHV recreationists and trail
users, including maps and signs that provide road and trail information and explain USNF regulations for such activities as OHV
travel, camping, and trail opportunities. Orientation information and interpretation is provided at sites that receive high levels
of visitation. 4. Resource damage from unauthorized motorized routes is minimal and existing user-- created roads and trails
are rehabilitated to prevent future access by the public and to mitigate long--term soil and water impacts. Roads and trails are
located with minimal impact to cultural sites, soil, water, and wildlife resources. Poorly located routes are redesigned or
relocated.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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1. Objectives 1. No net decrease in the total existing mileage of roads and multiple-- use/motorized system trails during the
period/lifetime of the revised plan with two modifications; 1) provide a substantial increase in total trail mileage available for
motorized/multiple--use single track, with an emphasis on providing additional opportunities for "novice" single track riders
and 2) provide designated recreational opportunities (e.g. loops and routes) for UTV's (AKA side by sides). 2. Rehabilitate 10 to
20 miles of user--created routes (including both motorized and non--motorized routes) per year until evidence of non-system trails is minimized Forest--wide. 3. Convert existing National Forest Service Roads (NFSR) to Full Size Trails or another
trail designation (e.g. Trail open to Motorcycles, or open to Vehicles 50" or less in width) whenever the primary purpose of the
road is recreation and the road does not provide a direct access from one area to another. (Note: We encourage the use of
conversion techniques contained in Chapter 17 of the National Off-- Highway Vehicle Conservation Council's (NOHVCC) 2015
Great Trails: Providing Quality OHV Trails and Experiences publication3). Complete conversions from NFSRs to trails suitable
for motorized recreation within 10 years of plan approval. 4. Within the first 5 years of plan approval, consider inclusion and
adoption of quality "non--system" routes to help meet the Forest's transportation and recreational needs and demands.[...]3
A copy of this publication can be provided to the Manti--La Sal National Forest by the TPA/COHVCO upon request.3

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
Off--route use of any kind (i.e., both non--motorized and motorized) should be limited to prevent loss of vegetative cover
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
and prevent soil erosion.
Forest Plan.
Seasonal and time of day access restrictions and closures are minimalized in order to maximize the availability of the forest
Thank you for your comments regarding concerns over increasing closures on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Yo
routes and areas for OHV recreational uses. Consistent and uniform closure dates/times are utilized to minimize confusion
within the individual Ranger Districts and throughout the Forest. Time of day restrictions are preferred to full seasonal/time of comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing recreation and access in the revise
Forest Plan.
year closures.
1. Standards 1. Prohibit motor vehicle use beyond the designated system of roads, trails, and areas, as defined on MVUMs,
except for those uses authorized by law, permits, and orders in connection with resource management and public safety. 2.
Discourage off--trail use by all other categories of trail users.

Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of access for a variety of reasons including maintenanc
of existing infrastructure. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comment will b
considered as we develop plan components that may influence access in the revised Forest Plan.

The Organizations realize that this Forest Plan revision does not specifically address Travel Management. However, we feel it is
important to spotlight the following principles regarding multiple--use recreation planning and are important considerations
when evaluating any modifications to recreational uses on the Forest2:[...]2Management Guidelines for OHV Recreation,
National Off-Highway Vehicle Conservation Council, 2006.

Thank you for your comments related to recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest including how you use a
access the Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions an
trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to recreation a
access on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
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BRC has reviewed the Draft Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan Revision Assessment Report and commends the agency for its
work to acknowledge the important role the Forest has in providing public access to high-quality motorized and nonmotorized recreational opportunities.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

56

Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
BRC also appreciates the agency's commitment to a robust public process that includes substantive collaboration with various
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
stakeholder groups. Since a significant amount of the national $887B economic impact of outdoor recreation occurs on federal
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
lands, BRC believes the agency should consider recreation-focused collaborative stakeholder group meetings at both the
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
Forest and Region levels, where diverse recreation interests can share ideas, discuss challenges, potential management
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
solutions, and building a strong partnership (including a volunteer work force) with the Forest Service. BRC would be glad to
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
review options with the Forest or Region for helping co-host and/or facilitate a recreation-focused workshop or forum.
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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BRC understands that many existing Forest Plans were created in the 1980s and mid 1990s and commends the agency for
highlighting the many new recreation modalities that are enjoying (or seeking to enjoy) Forest Service System lands. Some of
those relatively new recreation activities include Side X Sides, Mountain Bikes, and E-Bikes. Since recreational use of Forest
roads, trails, and areas is noted as an important topic in the report, BRC would like to offer our ideas/concepts for your
consideration related to the aforementioned recreational opportunities. BRC believes the agency should develop a
"recreation-focused strategy" as part of the Forest Plan Revision Process. Listed below are a number of issue areas that could
be included said strategy.
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Thank you for your comments related to dispersed recreation needs on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The
recreation section of the Assessment portrays a base-line report of current resource conditions on the ground a
landscape level. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to dispersed
recreation in the revised Forest Plan. For current question or needs, contact your local district office directly.
Contact information may be found on our website here https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home
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BRC believes that Forests should review current non-Wilderness non-motorized areas that could be reclassified, reopened, or
have cherry-stemmed routes designated for connectivity and/or touring opportunities. Many 1980-1990s-era Forest Plans
used non-Wilderness "non-motorized" classifications, particularly through ROS settings, to restrict or prohibit summer
wheeled recreation. In many cases, OHV/OSV was simply not at the table or given substantive consideration during these
programmatic planning efforts. Even where motorized recreation was considered or engaged, the creation and assignment of
Thank you for your comments regarding the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) and current designations.
ROS settings occurred decades ago and is not analogous to or particularly useful in applying the current management
ROS will be addressed, and potentially revised, as part of the Forest Plan Revision process.
framework under the current Planning Rule and/or Travel Management Rule. In some areas these classifications such as "SemiPrimitive Non-Motorized" have had, or support preservationist arguments for, the effect of functionally banning OHV/OSV use
including designation of cherry-stemmed routes. The Forest Plan Revision process is the appropriate planning tool to
reclassify lands for managed OHV/OSV recreation and to bring outdated designations into conformance with present needs
and guidance.
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Thank you for your interest, and information you have provided regarding trails on the forest. The Forest Plan
Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning as per 36 CFR 219.2. The revised Forest Plan will provide guidan
for future project planning and development. We appreciate your concerns for protecting trail infrastructure.
The impacts from non-recreation projects (e.g. veg, timber, etc.) often include obliteration/"storing" of the trail or removal of
Recognizing and providing for the long-term sustainability of our trail system is consistently considered in all
water control structures such as rolling dips and catch basins. Those soil erosion measures can often cost $15,000 to
project specific planning. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning, but will be a separ
$20,000/mile to install (or replace). The Forest Service should protect and mitigate impacts to engineered system trail
NEPA process with public involvement at that time. Authorized use of roads and trails is enforced in accordance
infrastructure during any pre or post-fire treatments or in forest health vegetative projects. Those projects should be reviewed
with the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which is updated annually to reflect changes. Motorized use of nonas to how they might potentially impact motorized use on designated roads, trails, and areas.
motorized trails has been a travel management concern for many years and will continue to be a challenge in th
future. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conside
as we move forward.
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Do not include new preliminary administrative recommendations for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation
System. BRC recognizes that some preservationist interests will aggressively push for creation of "Wilderness" in every form in
this effort, including through specific proposed addition to the National Wilderness Preservation System as well as through
"administrative" wilderness including recommended wilderness. It would be unwise and would greatly polarize/politicize this
process to capitulate to these preservationist campaigns. BRC believes the Forest Service should recognize the importance of
collaborative planning and partnerships to address sweeping topics like new Wilderness recommendations. This approach
would encourage more partnerships to support recreation opportunities and foster an appropriate dialogue on broader issues,
including Wilderness.
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The Forest is undergoing a Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation process as required in the Planning Rule. The
evaluation process is a multi-step process: 1) Eligibility, 2)Classification, 3)Suitability, 4) Agency Recommendatio
& Interim Management (if any river segments are identified as eligible and/or suitable, and 5) Congressional
Review and Designation.The public and cooperating agencies will be invited to participate throughout the proce
BRC is concerned about potential impacts to existing and future OHV/OSV opportunities that could or would be impacted by
At the time of the Draft Assessment, the WSR evaluation process for the Forest was just being initialized and no
wild and scenic river designations and their associated non-motorized buffers. There should be agency commitment to groundfinal Forest Recommendations have been made. Final decisions relating to WSR listing are decided by Congress.
truth any proposals for potential impacts to OSV/OHV recreation and either mitigate impacts or withdraw said river segment.
During the Forest's WSR evaluation process, the Forest will remain in compliance with all related laws and polic
including NEPA.For more information about the current stage of the Wild and Scenic River Evaluation on the Ma
La Sal National Forest, visit our planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077
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Thank you for your comment regarding the Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas, and recommending no
additional designations.The Forest is required by the 2012 Planning Rule to identify and evaluate lands that may
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend an
such lands for wilderness designation. To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and the current
stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059
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BRC understands the forest plan does not make the site-specific decisions required by the Travel Management Rule, and it
cannot set the rule aside or ignore it. The revised forest plans will provide the framework for future transportation system
decisions to be made but will not make decisions that designate roads, trails, or areas for motor vehicle use. BRC also
understands the forest plan revision process does not include determinations for whether or not specific roads and trails will
be constructed, maintained, closed, or decommissioned. The primary ways that the transportation system is managed during The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel management will be a
a plan period are by goals and desired conditions, including open motor vehicle route density, and the general suitability of an separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during
area for motor vehicle use or, conversely, the general suitability of an area for non-motorized use only. Decisions on motor
this comment period.
vehicle access are made through individual project planning and are reflected on the individual national forest annual motor
vehicle use map (MVUM). We acknowledge and generally concur in this view, but again note that "zoning" decisions in the
forest planning process can often limit options, and have the practical effect of a prohibition on certain uses, including
motorized/mechanized recreation, where such uses are not allowed under the designation.
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Climate p.13 Existing Condition of the Indicators. For the Plateaus Region, both mean and maximum temperatures have been
increasing over the last 50 years, while changes in precipitation patterns have not shown consistent patterns of deviation from
norms (USDA 2016, Figure 4 and 5). This infers that the figures show these trends. They no not. They are 30 year means. A 50
year graph with an annual rise of 0.027°F (1.35°F) would be a pretty flat line and annual variations would obscure any trend.
Furthermore, mean annual monthly temperature and mean total annual precipitation are meaningless. Biological systems
(plants and animals) respond to extreme temperatures and precipitation, not means. They adapt or evolve to these conditions
or perish and go extinct. This is the process of natural succession. Climate has changed in the past and will continue to change
in the future, but we are not able to accurately predict that change. In Table 3, the confidence of a 5°F increase in temperature
as "very likely" is pretty shaky. The confidence of changes in precipitation is "highly variable" is correct. Management of the
Forest should focus on its resiliance to adapt to change, whatever direction of change may occur.
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Thank you for your comments addressing fire hazard, and the recommendation of organizing the Assessment
Report by North and South Zone.Under the new Land Management Plan areas of concern are identified and are
analyzed to define the potential fire severity impacts and arrival times of the fire under various scenarios. Analy
shows six fires on the South Zone, and seven fires on North Zone matching the requirements regarding fires of
concern. This data is simply demonstrating locations where large long-duration historical fires occurred. All of th
data helps fire managers at a national and regional level to identify areas of greatest concern in order to identif
where suppression resources are needed. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment peri
your comments will be considered as we develop the revised Forest Plan and finalize the Assessment Report.

BRC believes the planning process should address how it will reduce megafires and their substantive impact to recreation and
recreation facilities. Many megafires result in the loss of public access in the burn footprint for 1 or more years. Direct and
indirect impacts to recreation can also include obliteration of system trails, fire damaged campgrounds and other facilities,
loss of scenic vistas, reduction in fishing and hunting opportunities, and blowdown fire damaged trees continually blocking
access on roads and trails for several decades. If possible, incorporate substantive fuel reduction program(s) that includes
both prescribed fire and timber removal to reduce size, scope, and number of megafires.

Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.
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p. 21 Wildfire, Vegetation and Fuels - "Management strategies (i.e., fire suppression and the lack of treating fuels) have
contributed to Forest conditions that encourage high-severity fires. The previous policy of fire suppression and the lack of
treating fuels have contributed to Forest conditions conducive of high-severity stand replacing fires". "The rate of
accumulation of fuels and tree mortality from insects and disease further increase the risk of catastrophic fires". "16% of the
Forest can expect high intensity stand replacing fires". In the Ecological Assessment section, a majority of the Forest Types
Thank you for your interest in the Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan. The 2012 Planning Rule emphasizes the
have moderate to high departure from historical conditions, especially the Aspen/mixed conifer type (84%) with the conifers integration of socio-economic plan components throughout the planning process. Your comments regarding the
shading out the aspen. The recent Seeley fire and current Brian Head fire have heightened awareness of the devastation and impacts of permitting and litigation delays will be considered as we develop the revised Forest Plan.
destruction of these catastrophic fires, and has publicized the role of litigation, or fear of litigation, as a factor in preventing
harvesting of beetle killed trees. Litigation of timber sales of beetle killed trees should be included in the Final Assessment as a
cause of the current undesirable forest condition, and policy written into the new Forest Plan to expedite salvage sale and
silvicultural practices to prevent widespread beetle outbreaks.
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p.24 Trends "In the absence of vegetation management, there is an increased potential for further loss of biological diversity
in the event of future high severity large fires that damage or eliminate components of the ecosystem." Table 10 National
Strategy Management Options outlines the options to prevent catastrophic fires. We recommend placing high priority on
fuels reduction (increased harvest of beetle killed trees, selective harvest in mixed aspen/conifer stands), prescribed burning
in both timber and decadent sagebrush plant communities, chaining and grinding of P/J, and active Silviculture practices to
create fire resistant and resilient stands.

53

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
p. 25 Vegetation Succession (refer to Chapter 2 Ecological Assessment of Terrestrial Vegetation) Vegetation succession was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
not adequately described as a major driver of the seral state and a determinant of the desired state of the Forest condition for considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
Aspen, Pinyon / Juniper woodlands, and Sagebrush (see comments on Ecological Assessment).
planning and development.
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Thank you for your comments regarding road closures, relocation and rehabilitation. Road Closures may occur i
areas to enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, soil, and watershed resources, among other values including uns
conditions due to weather conditions.The Forest refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report to make informed
future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing current roads,
p.25 Landslides and Geologic Hazards Landslides in Meadow Gulch and 12 Mile remain active. In consideration of the County
decommissioning likely not needed roads. Priority for decommissioning was given to roads located within ripari
Plan objective to maintain access to the Forest, we recommend language be written in the Forest Plan to enable rerouting
and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large secure
these roads above the slides to more stable land formations.
wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages; and those that may
impact cultural resources.The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel
management will be a separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered moving forward.
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Thank you for your comments. The Land Management Plans will help identify conditions for fuel reductions.
Analysis is done on a large-landscape scale necessary to identify the areas of greatest concern as a whole. This w
help land managers prioritize areas of greatest concern and potential measures to mitigate the concern. The ne
Land Management Plan will include analysis defining areas of greatest concern with high surface fuel loading an
potential fire behavior under various fire scenarios. Guidance will help land managers prioritize the areas of
greatest concern but will not identify specific strategies and tactics. Potential strategies and tactics will be includ
in project-specific analysis which will also include public input through official solicitations. We greatly appreciat
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

p. 27 Insects and Disease Although the disease, pathogens and insects are native and considered endemic, the cumulative
tree mortality has undesirable short and long term effects. p. 33 Management Tools - "Silvicultural practices can modify stand
and host type conditions so they are no longer favorable to insects and disease. Thinning tree stands is the preferred
strategy…It effectively reduces a particular host resource base that supports bark beetle populations, reduces competition for
water and nutrients, and disrupts the effectiveness of pheromone communication." In addressing the County Plan objective
to support the logging industry, we suggest active management and promotion of thinning and commercial timber sales to
attain healthy and resilient forests that are resistant to wide spread beetle kill.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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p. 34 Invasive Species p. 35 Cheatgrass invasion and spread is discussed. Its threat is mostly a low elevation disturbed areas
and won't invade good condition closed plant communities. An omission in this report is the greater threat and current
explosion of musk thistle. It has invaded the entire North Zone and is starting to explode and rapidly expand. Unlike other
invasive weeds, it can invade and take over undisturbed plant communities in good condition.

Thank you for your comments related to invasive species in the draft Assessment Report. The Invasive Species
report which is part of the Forest Plan project record included maps and tables that indicate how many acres of
weeds are found in each area. The Assessment, a summary of many reports, could not include all the informatio
provided by all the reports but this information would be available upon request. That report clearly does
recognize that Musk Thistle is both the weed with the highest amount of acreage inventoried and the most wid
spread. Found in 27 Land Type Associations and all Vegetation Types.Your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components addressing invasive species in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding noxious weed policies in the revised Forest Plan. Your comments will b
considered as we develop plan components addressing invasive species and vegetation management in the rev
In addressing the County Plan objective and Utah State Noxious Weed Law, we suggest elevating the priority of noxious weed Forest Plan. For more information regarding the Region 4, Intermountain Region weed policy visit the following
control in the new Forest Plan, and giving the Skyline Weed Management Association the resources and manpower to be
website https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/r4/forest-grasslandhealth/invasivespecies. It includes elements of
effective.
prevention, early detection and rapid respond, restoration and rehabilitation and monitoring similar the Biologi
Wildfire model you have referred to. It also includes policy of collaboration. The revised Forest Plan will be
consistent with Regional directives.
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The current noxious weed policy and approach is woefully inadequate. In the comments from Cooperating Agencies in
December, the Conservation District recommended the Forest adopt the USU Biological Wildfire model to control noxious and
invasive weeds. We recommend the Forest officers sit down with the County Weed Supervisors to develop an effective
approach using chemical, biological, and grazing; and surveillance, monitoring and follow-up to eradicate these noxious weeds
on the Forest. Invasive and noxious weeds are the greatest biological threat to the health and proper functioning of upland
and forest plant communities.
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p. 35 Management Tools - Education The best education tool would be to require all Forest Service employees to stop and dig
Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. We will consider these recommendations as we
up every noxious weed when they encounter it. 20-30 employees driving across all areas of a District could make a significant
move forward into developing our revised Forest Plan and its associated monitoring program.
impact
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Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
p.44, Wildlife A glaring omission in the Assessment are the current and historical populations of wildlife species. Although the to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
state manages the animals, the Forest Service manages the habitat. This cooperative arrangement should be explained.
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
Hunting and viewing of wildlife populations is one of the larger uses of the multiple uses of the Forest resources.
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding noxious weed policies in the revised Forest Plan. Your comments will b
considered as we develop plan components addressing invasive species and vegetation management in the rev
Forest Plan. For more information regarding the Region 4, Intermountain Region weed policy visit the following
website https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/r4/forest-grasslandhealth/invasivespecies. It includes elements of
prevention, early detection and rapid respond, restoration and rehabilitation and monitoring similar the Biologi
Wildfire model you have referred to. It also includes policy of collaboration. The revised Forest Plan will be
consistent with Regional directives.
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Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
The Stressors or Drivers, Indicators, and Trends all deal with the "effect of people on animal's food supply and shelter." There 79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
is a need for the final Assessment Report to address other natural Stressors that have the major impact and do indeed Drive to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
the populations: short term climatic cycles (drought, wet years), competition among species (elk vs deer critical winter range, recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
elk and livestock competition on grazing allotments), over population of elk herds and exceeding herd unit caps and biological wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
carrying capacity.
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.
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Chapter 2: Ecological Assessment - Forested and Non-forested Vegetation It would have been much more efficient to read
and comment if the Existing Conditions of each forest type had been followed immediately by its Trend.
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p. 52, 59 - Spruce-Fir Communities (54,754 acres) "The spruce beetle has resulted in large-scale mortality of Engelmann
spruce" (90% of mature trees). Trend data suggest subalpine fir will fill in and dominate the stands for many decades. In the
North Zone, silviculture treatments have been removing standing dead. We recommend this practice increase, to provide
lumber for industry, reduce fuel loads and high intensity fire, and to clean up the forest.
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p.53, 62 - Aspen/Mixed Conifer, Vegetation Succession (246,722 acres) "Aspen is an early seral tree species in the mixed
conifer zone that relies on vegetative suckering to regenerate. Lack of disturbance allows conifers to increase and dominate,
resulting in less diverse stands that are structurally continuous and more fire prone." "Once conifer invasion approached 50%,
undergrowth production is only a small fraction of what it once was on these formerly excellent grazing lands." p.62,
Succession of Seral Aspen is adequately described as noted above. However, succession of Stable Aspen was omitted although
a significant reduction in its population was noted. "Reduction in persistent aspen from 160,400 acres to 96,017 acres."
Management objectives and treatments to maintain desired plant communities of the two aspen types differ and should be
described.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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The Assessment also failed to acknowledge that Aspen decline is a significant ecological concern throughout the Region, both
from succession to conifer dominance and from failure to regenerate stable stands. The aspen plant community is the most
productive vegetation type on the Forest. Its deciduous nature allows for more snow accumulation and uses less soil moisture
than conifers, allowing for higher water yields. Its canopy allows light penetration to support a diverse array of shrubs, forbs
and grasses, thus providing abundant forage for livestock, browse for wildlife, small mammals, birds and insects, and pleasant
aesthetics for recreation.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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The Conservation District recommends managing to keep mixed aspen/conifer type in the early to mid-seral stage, and the
stable aspen type in a healthy multi-age class state, by increasing prescribe burns and timber harvest. Ecosystem services of
this forest type is the greatest of all forest types in terms of water production, wildlife habitat, forage for livestock, and
recreation. The Forest and Communities dependent upon it are best served by early seral aspen dominated stands.

Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
Forest Plan.
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p. 54, 63 - Dry Mixed Conifer (106,133 acres) "Early harvesting of Ponderosa Pine and subsequent fire suppression has
resulted in secondary growth stands of high density, interconnecting canopies and ladder fuels. Risk of catastrophic high
intensity stand replacing fires is high." We recommend implementing silvicultural practices of stand thinning and prescribed
burns to reduce the risk of catastrophic wild fires and to clean up the forest floor.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan Revision process. These comments regarding
Assessment content structure, organization or information included will be considered as the Final Assessment
Report is completed.
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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p. 55, 65 - P/J Woodlands (21% of Forest) In the lower elevations, pinyon and juniper have increased in density and invaded
sagebrush, mountain brush and gamble oak communities. It has increased in extent 3-4 times since settlement. P/J Succession
P/J encroachment and into sagebrush and mountain brush and its causes were discussed, but not the natural succession of
historical P/J stands, as well as the invaded communities. As succession proceeds to late seral state old growth stands,
understory shrubs, grass and forbs decline and are essentially eliminated. Browse for wildlife, forage for livestock is greatly
diminished, and potential for high intensity crown fires increases. The barren understory greatly increases erosion and
resulting downstream sedimentation of reservoirs and irrigation structures. Type conversions should be considered to reduce
erosion and improve watershed condition, increase browse in critical winter habitats for wildlife, and forage for livestock.
Practices such as chaining and seeding in dense mature stands, grinding individual trees in stands where understory vegetation
is still abundant, and prescribed burns to control sprouts in old chainings and in areas it is starting to invade sagebrush sites.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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p. 56, 67 - Sagebrush (7% of Forest) "Most of the sagebrush on the Forest is in intermediate and late structural stages."
Sagebrush Succession p. 68 "Sagebrush plant community dynamics across the landscape are primarily driven by climate. This
statement is not accurate. The role of ecological succession was omitted in the Assessment Report, but in reality is the major
driver of this plant community. Climate change, fire suppression, invasion of juniper and cheatgrass all have an influence. But
in the absence of disturbance, natural succession is the major driver of this plant community. Decadent mature stands of big
sagebrush with depoperate understory vegetation will not improve without disturbance. The past fire suppression policy and
reluctance to conduct prescribed burns has allowed succession of sagebrush communities to advance to the decadent old
growth seral state. Current science, as reflected in NRCS State and Transition Models, illustrate that in the absence of
disturbance (fire, mechanical or chemical treatment), big sagebrush increases in density and size and out competes understory
grasses and forbs, forming decadent mature stands devoid of understory. This accelerates erosion, reduces forage for
livestock and wildlife, and increases the risk of destructive fires. The role of succession should be expanded in the final
Assessment Report, and serve as a basis for managing these plant communities to maintain them in mid seral states for the
benefit of multiple uses, rather than "hands off, let nature take its course" which allows them to advance to the old growth
decadent late seral state. As a side note, the State and Transition Models clearly state that livestock exclusion will not reverse
these succession trends, only disturbance can change the plant community to an earlier seral state. We recommend managing
the sagebrush communities for the early to mid-seral stage by introducing periodic disturbance such as cool season prescribed
burns, spike where rabbit brush is present, and mechanical treatments such as the Dixie harrow or grinder.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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p. 58, 59 - Rangelands (870,900 acres upland, 7800 acres riparian) Forest Inventory Analysis Program data is needed to
determine Rangeland health of vegetation groups. When will this data be available? Over 1300 condition and trend transects
were installed to monitor the success of the seedings and measure trend in range condition. It is a travesty that these
transects have not been analyzed to determine if the grand scheme of rest rotation grazing has been successful in improving
range condition. 40 greenline studies in riparian areas show upward trends and most areas meeting desired conditions.
Vegetation condition of all the Forest Types or Plant Communities must be measured, not estimated. Species composition, as
measured by either cover or clipped weight, determines Ecological Condition and Seral State of the plant community. The
current condition measured over time establishes Trend towards or away from Desired Condition that will be determined in
the Forest Plan.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Page 70, second paragraph, and second sentence: Land management activities common on the Forest include…Irrigation
contributes to increased dissolved solids as does natural sources. Fourth sentence states: Land management activities, such as
timber… and livestock grazing, COMMENT: Not only livestock grazing but wildlife grazing (12,000 or more head of elk grazing
the forest 365 days a year)
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Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
Page 70, third paragraph uses the word Roc Creek. Shouldn't this term be Rock Creek instead? Roc Creek is mentioned several graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
times in this section
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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Page 71 top paragraph states, once again livestock grazing is mentioned but not wildlife grazing. With over 12,000 head of elk
on the Forest, 365 days of the year, they surely have some impact when livestock are only on the Forest for 3 ½ months, or
just over 110 days.
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Page 71, "Water Quality Issues", First sentence mentions human related flow alteration on the Forest, but why not mention
diversion caused by beaver, tree falls, or debris dams causing water to re-rout and carry sediment with it in the process?

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality issues and the way it is addressed in the Assessment
Report, including the reference of human and non-wildlife related impacts such as Beavers. Water quality is one
indicator of the 12 watershed condition classification indicators. Watershed restoration is prioritized based on
total score of indicators. Beaver and tree falls can alter a stream course locally, their presence are considered
ecologically beneficial as they reduce the energy of the water, create elevated water tables where water is
temporarily stores and filter sediment out of the water all improving water quality. They do not prevent organis
moving along the stream as human diversions do. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.
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Same page, last paragraph mentions Roc Creek again. Should this be Rock Creek instead?

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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Page 73, top paragraph mentions water for the Hunter Plant comes from Cottonwood Creek and Joe's Valley Reservoir, but
nothing about the amount of water coming from Ferron Creek and Millsite Reservoir is mentioned. Kyle Singleton, Hunter
Power Plant engineer, could provide this information to you.

Thank you for you comments and the information you provided concerning the Water Use on the forest. We
greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period and your comments will be considered as w
move forward in developing plan components that address water use in the revised Forest Plan.
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Page 75, 1st paragraph, 14th line down, please add the word "as" between the words "such control"…

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
Page 76, Proper Functioning Condition Data section, second paragraph uses the words, Roc Creek again instead of Rock Creek.
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Page 77, first full paragraph, and first sentence states that temperatures, with global warming, could raise 50 degrees. Is this a Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
correct number? We have never heard of a 50 degree rise in temperature because of global warming. (This apparently a typo - to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
5°F, p. 15)
the Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality issues and the way it is addressed in the Assessment
Report, including the reference of human and non-wildlife related impacts such as Beavers. Water quality is one
indicator of the 12 watershed condition classification indicators. Watershed restoration is prioritized based on
Page 84, third paragraph states: "The rating for the soil quality and stability KEC are also related to the impacts of livestock use
total score of indicators. Beaver and tree falls can alter a stream course locally, their presence are considered
on springs. Once again, wildlife, especially elk can impact soil and water quality around springs. This must be stated to be fair
ecologically beneficial as they reduce the energy of the water, create elevated water tables where water is
to the situation.
temporarily stores and filter sediment out of the water all improving water quality. They do not prevent organis
moving along the stream as human diversions do. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.
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Page 84, fourth paragraph, third line states: Some impacts are due to livestock use, mostly trampling… Again, no mention of
wildlife doing this same type of damage. Remember, elk have access to the Forest 365 days of the year and they have to have
some impact especially with over 12,000 there.
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Thank you for your comment related to watershed restoration in the draft Assessment Report. The issue of
general watershed restorative efforts on the forest was addressed on p 78 in the past conditions of the Watersh
Condition Section in the Trends - Watershed and Water:"Major degradation of watershed conditions occurred
from around 1880 to 1903 due to overgrazing, which lead to a lack of vegetation, excessive erosion, and floodin
p. 88 - "Early decades of intense grazing and the following restorative efforts have transformed the landscapes, flood plains,
Since then watershed restoration activities have occurred, beginning mainly in the 1950s with contouring,
stream channels, and sediment sources of the Wasatch Plateau. Studies show that heavy grazing in this region led to a
furrowing, and seeding. Restoration activities have also been implemented to deal with the aftermath of severe
transition from a fairly stable landscape to a serious flood source. Furthermore, grazing exclusion does not satisfactorily
flooding and landslides in the early 1980s. The combination of improved land management practices and best
reduce erosion and flooding." Need to acknowledge large areas terraced in the Ferron and Cottonwood Creek drainages to
management practices have, overall, resulted in improved watershed condition since the period of 1880 to
prevent erosion and sediment in Millsite and Joes Valley reservoirs. Also acknowledge the resulting floods from the Seeley fire
1903."The specific drainages are project specific references which are beyond the scope of the Forest Plan
and current efforts to seed and rehabilitate the watershed.
Revision. Forest Plan Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan wil
provide the guidance for future project planning and development. We appreciate your time and effort during t
comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components addressing watershed
restoration in the revised Forest Plan
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Page 90, last paragraph states that cattle grazing if mismanaged can cause harm to channel and streambank stability. The
same goes for wildlife and their uncontrolled mismanagement of grazing. Pages 91, first paragraph, second sentence states:
"More recently, livestock use has damaged vegetation and soil near streams… Why do you not mention wildlife as well? There
seems to be bias towards cattle and livestock in general. Page 91, Third paragraph is the only mention of wild ungulates in this
section. The Emery County Resource Needs Assessment, June 2012, talks of the importance of wildlife control and the use of
livestock as a grazing tool. Deer and Elk numbers are impacting the range and forest lands and their numbers are over the
targeted numbers selected by Utah Division of Wildlife. Assistance by the Forest Service to reduce wildlife numbers to allow
for more stable livestock numbers, improved watershed health, including grasses, forbs, stream bank improvements, wetland
and riparian health.
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p.102 Carbon Stocks The ability of forestland to absorb and store carbon from the atmosphere can play a significant role in
managing current levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide. Trends - Large-scale high-severity fires and insects and disease
disturbances have resulted in significant carbon emissions. A forest's rate of sequestering carbon is higher when vegetation is
relative young and actively growing. The silvicultural practices mentioned above: selective harvest, thinning and salvage of
beetle killed timber, also contribute to the national priority of carbon sequestration. It also supports the need to revitalize the
local timber industry (p. 134) as a tool to manage the timber on the Forest.
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p. 92 Riparian Trends - "Livestock grazing has occurred on the Forest for over 150 years and will continue as part of the
Forest's directives to provide sustained yield and support local communities." "A use standard, such as herbaceous stubble
height is an indicator that is useful in determining if proper duration, timing and intensity is occurring, but is not itself the
Thank you for your comment. We agree that stubble height is not a condition of permit compliance.The draft
desired condition (Clay et al. 2000, Collaborative Group 2012, USFS 2014). This is an important acknowledgement that stubble Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
height is not a condition of permit compliance, but a management objective. More green line transects should be added to the comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing grazing in the revised Forest Plan.
present 40 transects, to determine current condition of the riparian plant communities and establish an equitable desired
future condition.
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Thank you for your comments regarding wolves in the draft Assessment Report. The gray wolf is currently listed
endangered in the southern portion of Utah and in Colorado. It is not known or believed to occur in Utah outsid
of the Northern Rockies DPS (northern Utah), where it has been delisted. The Mexican gray wolf is considered a
separate subspecies, and the MLNF is well outside the area currently considered for recovery of Mexican wolf
populations. No portion of the planning area is covered by a wolf recovery plan. Over time, gray wolves may
At Risk Species p. 112 - Sage Grouse Trends Low numbers on Horn Mountain and Wildcat Knowles, but there is little potential naturally disperse into Utah, and management of suitable habitat would be directed under the ESA at that time
Under Utah's wolf management plan, wolf populations would be managed to avoid conflicts with Ute Tribe wild
to increase to more than 100 - 200 birds because of limited habitat and geographic restrictions. With the recent Interior
management, unacceptable livestock depredation, and not contribute to wildlife populations below manageme
Secretarial Order "Greater Sage-Grouse conservation and Cooperation with Western States, June 7 2017" and concurrent
objectives. Wolves were eliminated from Utah by the 1930s. Management of this predator is quite controversia
letter from FS Chief Tom Tidwell, to review the 2015 Record of Decision, the implementation of the Federal Standards and
Guidelines have been put on hold and will likely be rescinded. For the Forest Plan process, we request the local data form the and would have potential benefits (wildlife viewing, indirect effects to habitat from changes in deer and elk
Emery population and Parker Mountain Work Group be used for standards and guidelines. Furthermore, the negative impacts behavior) and also potential adverse impacts to big game management and livestock management. Wolves and
of restrictions imposed by Sagebrush Focal Areas (SFA), Priority Habitat Management Areas (PHMA) and General Habitat
potential wolf habitat were not addressed in the Assessment, as that document covers current conditions in the
Management Areas (GMA), on the livestock industry and motorized recreation, must be calculated and evaluated to comply plan area and wolves are not known or believed to occur in the plan area at the current time. The Southwest wo
with the Multiple Use requirement in the county land use plans.
recovery program area includes AZ, NM, TX, OK and Mexico. In 2015, the US Fish and Wildlife Service
recommended delisting the northern Rocky Mountain population of gray wolves, and listing the Mexican gray w
as endangered. They designated an experimental population area and southwest recovery area which do not
include any lands in Utah or Colorado. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period,
your comments will be considered as we revise the draft Assessment and develop plan components related to
wildlife in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments related to carbon sequestration and vegetation management in the draft
Assessment Report The Assessment is meant to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the
Forest. The revised Forest Plan will include guidance regarding management toward healthy stands including
diversity of forested vegetation both in composition and structure. We will consider your comments as we deve
plan components addressing vegetation and climate change in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your additional information related to the value of grazing for local communities, and as a tool fo
vegetation management on the Forest. The Forest recognizes the valuable contributions of ranchers to range
improvements on the forest and participating in adaptive management activities in support of long term range
land health. The Forest will work to recognize the value of these contributions in both the draft Assessment and
p. 128 Benefits to People Historic Conditions of Range Resources Estimates of 100,000 animals grazed on the LaSal Reserve in the revised Forest Plan which strives to integrate the social, economic, and ecological needs of the Manti-La Sal
the late 1800's. What were the permitted numbers at the beginning of the LaSal Reserve? After establishment of the Manti National Forest.Additional information regarding Animal Unit Month(AUM's) determinations: The decision of
Forest Reserve … 200,000 sheep and 28,000 cattle were permitted. The 1986 Forest Plan permitted 175,334 AUMs or about AUMs permitted is at the project level. The level analysis that needs to be done to determine whether AUMs ca
20,700, cattle and 85,000 sheep. Since 1986, permitted AUMs have declined to 137,986 (21% reduction) Currently, permit
increase for a specific area cannot be done at the Forest Plan landscape scale level. The Forest Plan will contain
obligations and estimated grazing capacity are close to balancing.
components that would guide project level grazing decisions. We agree that permitted AUMs have dropped sinc
the 1986 Forest Plan and have been reduced due to drought and other factors such as completing site specific
Environmental Assessments on some grazing Allotments. We appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address grazing in the revised
Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your additional information related to the value of grazing for local communities, and as a tool fo
vegetation management on the Forest. The Forest recognizes the valuable contributions of ranchers to range
improvements on the forest and participating in adaptive management activities in support of long term range
land health. The Forest will work to recognize the value of these contributions in both the draft Assessment and
p. 129 Current Conditions In comments submitted by the San Rafael Conservation District in December 2016, we requested
the revised Forest Plan which strives to integrate the social, economic, and ecological needs of the Manti-La Sal
the Forest acknowledge the contribution of the Livestock Industry to the improvement in rangeland condition. Permittees
National Forest.Additional information regarding Animal Unit Month(AUM's) determinations: The decision of
took 40-60% cuts in livestock numbers and time in the 1960's and early 1970's. Range improvements such as fences and water
AUMs permitted is at the project level. The level analysis that needs to be done to determine whether AUMs ca
developments were installed, many areas were plowed and seeded, and chainings were put in. Rest rotation or deferred
increase for a specific area cannot be done at the Forest Plan landscape scale level. The Forest Plan will contain
rotation grazing systems were implemented on all allotments. Permittees assisted the Forest in putting in these improvements
components that would guide project level grazing decisions. We agree that permitted AUMs have dropped sinc
and are required to maintaining them.
the 1986 Forest Plan and have been reduced due to drought and other factors such as completing site specific
Environmental Assessments on some grazing Allotments. We appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address grazing in the revised
Forest Plan.
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p. 169 Range Infrastructure An inventory of Range Improvement Structures (fences, corrals, water troughs, pipelines, ponds)
should be included in the Final Assessment, and an acknowledgement that in many cases, the Forest provided the materials
and the Permittees installed them, and in all cases the Permittees are tasked with maintaining them.
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p. 142 Economic Contribution Analysis from Multiple Uses Grazing contributes the highest number of jobs, and the 3rd
highest income to the local economy and regional economy (behind only mining and government jobs). Note: Utah State
Univ. is currently conducting an economic analysis of the contribution of livestock grazing on public lands to the economy of
Carbon, Emery and Sanpete counties, and will be available in the fall for the Final Assessment Report.

Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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The Livestock industry is facing increasing opposition from NGO's and sometimes the public, for this productive use of public
lands. Livestock grazing of public lands, and permits held by long time ranches, predate the Forest Reserves. We acknowledge
that overgrazing and watershed degradation occurred. But the Livestock Industry has partnered with the Forest to heal these
lands and improve ecological conditions. We respectfully request that the number of animals at the beginning of the Forest
Reserve be included in the Final Assessment to compare with the numbers and AUMs permitted in the 1986 Forest Plan and
the current numbers, and acknowledge the reduction in grazing use to improve the ecological condition of the Range
resource. We further request an inventory of range improvement structures be included in the final Assessment Report, and
acknowledgement that many were installed, and all are maintained by Permittees, to sustain grazing as one of the multiple
uses of the Forest. We ask to acknowledge that a grazing fee is paid to use the resource, in addition to a much higher Grazing
Association fee and individual time and expense, to implement the grazing systems, all in an effort to improve the range
condition.

Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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p. 141 Carbon Sequestration and Storage Carbon emissions and carbon storage associated with the Forest have costs and
benefits that extend far beyond the 10-county analysis area in this report. The national policy to increase carbon
sequestration supports the need to manage the forest for healthy, actively growing trees.

Thank you for your comments related to carbon sequestration and vegetation management in the draft
Assessment Report The Assessment is meant to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the
Forest. The revised Forest Plan will include guidance regarding management toward healthy stands including
diversity of forested vegetation both in composition and structure. We will consider your comments as we deve
plan components addressing vegetation and climate change in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments and suggestions related to the socio-economic portions of the draft Assessment
Report. Your suggestions will be considered as the Report is finalized, and also while plan components are
developing addressing the social and economic needs of the communities who use the Manti-La Sal National
Forest in the revised Forest Plan.The assessment report addresses ecological, social, and economic conditions,
consistent with the 2012 planning rule and directives. The assessment captures the social and economic
contributions of the five multiple uses (timber, watershed, range, outdoor recreation, and wildlife and fish) as w
p. 134 Forest Products Figure 28 and 29, Percent of total private employment in timber sectors of North and south Zones, are as other ecosystem services and forest uses (e.g., mineral extraction). The assessment present information both
the sectoral composition of the planning area economy as well as the specific contributions of the Manti-La Sal
misleading. The Trend discussion indicates the contribution of the timber sector to local economies is negligible, yet these
graphs show sizable contribution to total private employment. A better explanation of what these graphs represent is needed. National Forest to economic activity (pp. 128-144).The assessment identifies environmental justice populations
the planning area (pp. 126-128). It finds that San Juan County, UT and Montrose County, CO in the South Zone
contain larger shares of minority residents and/or experience higher rates of poverty than their respective state
Sub-county data on race, ethnicity, and poverty in the planning area have very high margins of error that do not
allow for a credible analysis. Therefore, the environmental justice analysis uses county-level information. The
possibility of including sub-county data will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Fore
Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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Trends in Forest Products Sectors The contribution of forest products to private employment in the North Zone was 0.5% and
<1% in the South Zone, contributing only 71 jobs to the economy. The Forest Service now finds itself in a conundrum. Its policy
against timber harvest and litigation against salvage harvest has almost eliminated the local timber harvest industry. Yet the
timber industry is the only practical and economical tool to manage the substantial acreage of timber on the Forest. Trees
grow. They take up C02 and store it in wood. Carbon Sinks in wood are one of the purported benefits of the forest, and Carbon
Sequestration to reduce atmospheric CO2 is a national priority (p. 141). Yet accumulation of woody biomass far exceeds the
natural decay process, resulting in the dense, overgrown forests susceptible to beetle kill and devastating stand replacing fires.
The US Forest Service needs to change its policy to promote the timber industry, and the Manti LaSal Forest needs to write
policy into its Forest Plan to give assurances of stability to the forest products industry, and encouragement to participate in
silvicultural practices to harvest beetle killed trees and thin stands to return the forest to a healthy state.

53

Thank you for your comment related to grazing the draft Assessment Report. The Assessment Report was writte
to cover the 15 topics required by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219). The Report is organized by the 15 topics
FINAL COMMENT: In looking over the Assessment Table of Contents, Grazing is not even mentioned. You really have to dig to
and as a result, grazing is discussed as a part of these sections and not as a stand alone section.Your comments
find anything related to grazing.
be considered as we develop a content structure for the revised Forest Plan with an eye for ease of use and
understanding by both specialists and the general public.

21

These comments support the identification of a need for OHV trail system improvements in the La Sal Mountains of the Moab
RD. The Ride with Respect (RWR) recommendations provide greater diversity of outdoor recreation opportunities by
improving singletrack motorcycle loop opportunities, improving ATV loop opportunities, and adding some connection of
routes for side-by-sides. I read through the RwR plans, and they make good trail improvements to the existing FS route
system with very little new trail construction. Please consider and include the input of RwR in your proposed action. And
please consider management prescriptions, standards, and guidelines which support future site-specific processes in the areas
outlined in the RwR recommendations This can be done with minimal impact to resources, agency funds and manpower, and
other uses / users. Truly moving in a "greatest good to the greatest number of people for the longest time" direction.

3

Rachel Brown at Rocky Mtn Power requesting higher quality land management maps (especially any related to utility lines,
Thank you for your comment regarding the inability to magnify maps contained within the draft Assessment
etc.) from our draft Assessment (she mentioned pages 231-236). When they try to zoom in on the PDF of the assessment doc, document. The supplementary data requested in this comment was sent to the commenter via email
it becomes hard to read.
communications between July 3-July 11, 2017.
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Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

48

Rocky Mountain Power (RMP) appreciates the opportunity to review the Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan Revision. Rocky
Mountain Power currently has a number of projects undergoing various stages of the NEPA process including the Gateway
South project which has a several alternatives in Utah. RMP currently operates and maintains the Camp Williams - 4 Comers
345kV transmission line and the Rattlesnake 12-24 kV distribution line located within the Manti-La Sal Forest boundary. RMP
requests that these proposed routes and existing facilities, as well as associated access roads, be considered in the final
assessment report and recognized as existing authorized uses, and that USFS consider these projects as part of
baseline/existing/planned activities discussed in the Final EIS. Rocky Mountain Power submits the following comments for
your consideration.

Thank you for your suggestion regarding access for possible transmission line routes. We appreciate your
comment, your comments will be taken into consideration as we develop plan components that will address ut
infrastructure on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

48

The Gateway South project has a several alternative routes in Utah. Gateway South includes approximately 0.9 miles of
transmission line, 3.6 miles of new road, and 0.6 miles of existing roads within the Manti-La Sal boundary. Maps are available
on the Gateway South website: http://www.paci[icorp.com/tran/tpleglgs.html We request that these alternatives be
recognized as existing projects undergoing NEPA review, and not be closed to access for possible transmission line routes.

Thank you for your suggestion regarding access for possible transmission line routes. We appreciate your
comment, your comments will be taken into consideration as we develop plan components that will address ut
infrastructure on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

48

On page 167 of the Assessment Report it states that the National Forest Travel Analysis Report 2015 identifies approximately
615 miles of roads identified as "likely not needed." It is unclear what the definition of "not needed" includes. R.\.1P requests
The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel management will be a
a clear definition be included in the Final EIS. Existing right-of-ways (ROWs), currently listed under the names of PacifiCorp and
separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during
Rocky Mountain Power, need to be included as valid existing rights for utilities and not fall within the "likely not needed"
this comment period.
category. Utility roads are necessary for cultural and biological monitoring access as well as maintenance and outage
response, and can also contribute to access for potential firefighting.

48

Operation and Maintenance In order to maintain and improve safety, reliability, and operational conditions, RMP requires
access to our existing electric power lines. This includes our Rattlesnake distribution power line, which requires access to 42
locations along 9.8 miles of the power line right-of-way in the Manti-La Sal National Forest boundary. Installation of the
Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of access for a variety of reasons including maintenanc
Rattlesnake distribution line occurred in the early 1960s. Normal operation and inspection of this line has occurred since that
of existing infrastructure. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comment will b
time. RMP needs access to conduct current and ongoing maintenance work (e.g. insulator and/or cross arm replacements, and
considered as we develop plan components that may influence access in the revised Forest Plan.
vegetation pruning etc.) in order to maintain and/or improve reliability of the line and to also repair or replace damaged
equipment as needed. RMP requests that all existing power lines be considered in the Final EIS as existing facilities with access
authorized for operation and maintenance activities.

48

Best Management Practices for Sage-grouse The Draft Assessment Report does not include any specific reference to the Avian
Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC) document, Best Management Practices for Electric Utilities in Sage-grouse Habitat
(available on the APLIC website www.aplic.org). Since 2012, APLIC has worked with a group of member utilities and
state/federal agency representatives to develop Best Management Practices (BMPs) for the construction, maintenance and
operation of electric utilities in sage-grouse areas. The BMPs are intended to be a living document that is updated and refined
as new research is available. Consequently, these BMPs would be easier to update (compared to a Forest Plan) to reflect new
science and technology. RMP and its peers in APLIC have been working with the Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and state wildlife agencies to develop these measures, which are practical, effective, science-based, and
justifiable to customers and public service commissions. RMP applies these BMPs as appropriate in its projects. Rocky
Mountain Power recommends that these BMPs be referenced in the Final EIS.

Thank you for your comment regarding additional information related to Sage Grouse and Colorado Cutthroat
populations referenced in the draft Assessment Report. Sage Grouse were addressed in the draft assessment on
the following pages. Pg. 56, 57, 112, and 113. Your comments will be considered as we move forward into
developing plan components addressing these species in the revised Forest Plan.

Please enter these comments into the administrative record for this project, and add us to your mailing list for future notices
and documentation.

Thank you for your comments! The provided emails in your comment were added to our online mailing list. For
future requests, the public can add themselves to our mailing list by visiting
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=50121 and selecting 'Subscribe to Email Updates' on the right side o
the screen. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be
considered as we move forward.
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The Manti-La Sal National Forest is of great importance to us for many reasons. We regularly visit the Forest for nonmotorized
recreation (running, hiking, backpacking, backcountry skiing, and big-game hunting) as well as using it as a source of firewood
and medicinal herbs. Beyond these personal concerns, we view federal public lands as invaluable blocks of collectively owned
watersheds, wildlife habitat, and carbon "sinks," critically unlike private and state lands that are much more vulnerable to
commercial exploitation. Nowhere else can one find acreages sufficient, for example, for recovery of populations of Mexican
and Gray Wolves. It's our belief that the MLNF (and National Forests generally) have nevertheless been grossly overstressed by
commercial uses like grazing, as well as motorized recreation, authorized and illegal both. It's my hope that you will consider
an alternative that will best protect the unique values that MLNF could offer. Currently, the MLNF is sacrificing these values to
private interests, and this overwhelming fact needs to be addressed by the EIS.

49

Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
Cattle grazing is currently allowed on the entire MLNF. It is far and away the greatest stressor on the forest. The MLNF Draft
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
Assessment (DA) fails to list livestock grazing as a stressor, and this is simply unacceptable. The Final Assessment needs to
directly study the past and current conditions, and future trends, of grazing. There is a serious and immediate need to address not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
this issue. Everywhere in the Forest, grazing impacts are grossly evident to any visitor. Trampled streambanks, denuded and
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
eroding meadows, large quantities of animal waste, dust, and flies are hallmarks of virtually every grazeable square foot of the 79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
MLNF.
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.

49

The Forest Plan Revision Team (FPRT) needs to achieve a much better balance of livestock-grazed and livestock-free areas on
the MLNF. A "Conservation Alternative" might appraise possible future conditions on the Forest were is substantially, or
perhaps entirely, relieved of cattle grazing. This alternative might at least examine an adjustment of livestock capacity with
consideration to other stressors such as climate change and drought. Linkages between riparian and other habitats might be
considered, with a desired conditions for wild ungulates, pollinators, native grass seed production, and non-game wildlife
habitat.

Thank you for your comment. During NEPA process, a range of alternatives will be developed for consideration.
Alternatives are generally presented on a scale, ranging from less to more conservative land management
approaches.

Invasive plant species are also closely associated with grazing, and consideration should be given to remediation of this
chronic and undesirable condition.

Thank you for your comments related to invasive species in the draft Assessment Report. The Invasive Species
report which is part of the Forest Plan project record included maps and tables that indicate how many acres of
weeds are found in each area. The Assessment, a summary of many reports, could not include all the informatio
provided by all the reports but this information would be available upon request. That report clearly does
recognize that Musk Thistle is both the weed with the highest amount of acreage inventoried and the most wid
spread. Found in 27 Land Type Associations and all Vegetation Types.Your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components addressing invasive species in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment. The assessment is a baseline report of current resource condition at a landscape
Will the FPRT consider the value of native vs. non-native plants with respect to grazing impacts? Is there any sort of inventory level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Thank you f
of non-native vs. native plants?
your feedback specific to improvements to the way grazing impacts are addressed in the Assessment. Your
comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.

49

Will the FPRT consider the value of wild herbivores vs. domestic cattle, and how elk and deer might take on greater
importance than cattle? This is well within the scope of this planning process; the Team would also do well to consider the
economic, aesthetic, cultural and political values in favoring wildlife over cattle. Hunting, for example, is an egalitarian use of
public lands, offering the chance for anyone to acquire highly nutritious food from the Forest; cattle grazing is an exportation
of the Forest's resources-its grasses, water, shrubs, and topsoil-its very health and value to the public-in the form of private
enterprise. The following, from http://www.publiclandsranching.org/htmlres/fs_cows_v_hunting.htm, summarizes the
impact on hunting by cattle grazing: Domestic livestock grazing reduces wildlife populations by competing for food, water,
and space, and degrading habitat. Habitat degradation caused by grazing also exposes prey species to increased predation
(due to lost vegetative cover for concealment and escape), resulting in further declines in those populations. The vast majority
of forage and water resources in the West are devoted to domestic livestock grazing, depriving hunters and fishers of what
could be incredible sporting opportunities. Ironically, despite the preference it receives, livestock grazing provides less
economic benefit to local, regional and national economies than does the presence of wildlife. Economic studies comparing
grazing to hunting/fishing/watching/photographing elk, deer, trout, waterfowl, wolves and songbirds demonstrate that native
wildlife has a higher economic value than producing livestock from the same natural resources (Duffield, et al.1994, Campbell
1970, Loomis, et al. 1989, Duffield 1989).

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

49

Range resources in the arid West are finite and the past and present practice of allocating the majority of forage, water, and
space to cattle and sheep on public lands has seriously affected the carrying capacity for native species (Wuerthner 1992).
Every blade of grass consumed by domestic livestock is unavailable to wild herbivores. For example, a study of antelope and
domestic livestock in New Mexico showed that pronghorn diets over-lapped 39 percent with domestic sheep and 16 percent
with cattle (Howard, et al. 1990). Another study reported forage competition between deer, elk and livestock in Montana's
Missouri Breaks (Mackie 1970). Similar findings of dietary overlap of deer and elk with domestic livestock were reported in
Oregon (Miller and Vavra 1982) and Alberta (Teller 1994).

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

49

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
The mere presence of domestic livestock also causes a shift in habitat use by native species, often relegating native ungulates
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to less suitable habitats with a resulting decline in vigor and survival. For example, mule deer have been discovered to shift
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
their habitat use in response to livestock grazing (Lott, et al. 1991). Elk in Montana have also moved away from pastures that
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
were actively grazed by cattle (Frisina 1992), and elk and mule deer in Arizona have declined after cattle were introduced to
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
pastures (Wallace and Krausman 1987). Both deer and elk vacated preferred habitats after livestock were introduced into
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
areas in Alberta (Teller 1994).
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.
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49

Disease transmission from domestic livestock to wildlife is yet another problem. Many bighorn sheep herds in the West are
decimated by disease transmitted from domestic livestock (Goodson 1982, Berger 1990, Krausman, et al. 1996). Indeed, the
presence of domestic sheep in bighorn range is often the only factor that precludes the restoration of wild sheep to many
former and otherwise suitable habitats throughout the West.

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

49

Many gamebirds are also negatively affected by livestock grazing. Sage grouse populations are declining throughout the West
due to a host of problems created by livestock production (Connelly, et. al. 2000). The loss of hiding cover in heavily grazed
rangelands exposes nesting grouse and other species like quail and sandhill crane to higher predation rates (Gregg et. al 1994,
Brown 1982, Littlefield and Paullin 1990). Grazing on wet meadows used by sage grouse chicks reduces food availability and
increases losses to predators. Fences used to contain livestock become perching sites for avian raptors that prey on grouse.
Haying operations negatively impact many ground nesting bird species (Kirsh, et al. 1978). Waterfowl production also suffers
as a result of grazing and haying operations that reduce hiding cover, resulting in higher nest failures (Greenwood, et. al. 1988,
Gilbert, et al. 1992).

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

49

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
Hunters, fishers, and other lovers of wildlife have good reason to support the removal of domestic livestock from public lands. to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
As livestock numbers are reduced, hunting, fishing, and wildlife watching opportunities will increase, as well as the quality of recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
the experience.
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

49

We have added the bibliography from this document to the end of these comments, and ask that it be included in the
administrative record.
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Thank you for your comment and inclusion of a list of references to be included in the administrative record. Al
comments and associated documents received during the 30-day Assessment comment period will be included
the project record for the Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan.

49

Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
Cattle grazing causes many other problems, such as: soil destruction by vegetation disturbance and consumption, in turn
leading to dust (hastening snowmelt), wind and water erosion, reduced water infiltration and retention, soil compaction,
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
drying wetlands, destruction of native plant communities, and loss of native cold-water fish, amphibian habitat, availability of Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
water to native wildlife, partial and total destruction of riparian areas, water pollution. Livestock increase the spread of
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
cheatgrass and increase fire risk by shortening the fire cycle in sagebrush, mountain mahogany, bitterbrush, and other shrubs not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
needed by wildlife. They browse cottonwood, willow, and aspen seedlings, which could lead to extirpation of these species
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
and subsequent loss of whole forest types. There is nothing worse for the MLNF, for wildlife, for hunting, for topsoil, for clean 79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
water, for the very land, than cattle grazing. Yet outrageously, it is not even considered a major stressor. The FPRT must
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
closely consider the impact of grazing (including a no-grazing or conservation alternative) if the Plan Revision is to have any
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
credibility at all.
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.

49

Aspen Forests Related to cattle grazing, but also of immense importance, is the health of persistent (as opposed to mixed)
aspen forests. Apart from providing habitat and fuel wood, aspen forests have great aesthetic value, and are also threatened
by global warming and, of course, livestock grazing. Persistent aspen condition, stressors, and trends are ignored in the DA,
which focuses nearly all its assessment on aspen/conifer stands, despite the estimate that persistent aspen accounts for more
than one-fourth of the aspen on the Forest. Problems facing persistent aspen, such as ungulate browsing, are different than
those facing aspen mixed with conifers. The DA focuses on lack of fire, while never mentioning the impacts caused by
browsing. This is a conspicuous omission to say the least. Norbert V. DeByle, at
https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs_rm/rm_gtr119/rm_gtr119_115_123.pdf, notes: Browsing has a direct impact on aspen trees
in this forest community. Through the early sapling stage, browsing reduces aspen growth, vigor, and numbers (fig. 2). Heavy
browsing by sheep can eliminate aspen sucker regeneration (Houston 1954, Sampson 1919, Smith et al. 1972) (fig. 3). Deer
browsing, during a time of high population density, prevented aspen regeneration on small clearcuts as well as in the
untreated aspen forest of southern Utah (Mueggler and Bartos 1977). Suckers can be drastically reduced or eliminated by big
game browsing on their winter range Graham et al. 1963, Krebill 1972, Packard 1942). Elk can be particularly damaging where
they are concentrated on winter ranges near feed grounds (Krebill 1972, Packard 19-42), where they effectively can prevent
successful aspen regeneration and eventually may eliminate aspen from the landscape (fig. 4). Since elk and deer on the
MLNF compete with cattle for forage, this is an additional impact indirectly attributable to livestock grazing. Aspen
recruitment problems on the MLNF are obvious. The DA mentions decline only in relation to aspen/conifer stands or "dieback"
during drought. The Final Assessment must examine browsing as one of the contributors to decline of aspen on the MLNF,
paying particular attention to the impact of livestock, along with the cumulative impact of other grazing herbivores and other
impacts, such as firewood cutting, anticipated atmospheric warming, drought, fungal pathogens, and other stressors.
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

49

Beaver Restoration We strongly support the restoration of beaver to all suitable areas within the MLNF. A review of the DA
showed the FPRT isn't planning on examining this possibility, and we hope that the FA will remedy this. We also note that
Grand Canyon Trust provided extensive information to the MLNF in 2016 to aid in this assessment, and that this has evidently
been ignored by the planning team. We ask that the Trust's contribution be considered as "the best available scientific
information," and included in full in the FA. The benefits to the Forest offered by beaver cannot be ignored, and would be well
at home in a Conservation Alternative. As you know, beaver are a "keystone species," providing flood mitigation, riparian area
expansion, habitat for many other species of mammals as well as birds, fish, and amphibians, moderation of spring runoff,
aquifer regeneration, and many other benefits. The MLNF has plenty of suitable habitat for beaver that is presently
unoccupied, and this too is a disservice to the health of the land. To what extent does grazing-supportive activity impact
beaver? Does the FPRT intend to address this in the FA? Since the MLNF has the resources to do so, such as the Grand Canyon
Trust's information, as well as Utah Division of Wildlife and its own staff's knowledge, there is no reason the FPRT can't detail
the existing and desired future conditions for beaver and their associated habitat on the Forest.

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.

49

The explosion in popularity of ORVs has had a devastating effect on public lands, and the MLNF is no exception. Every visit,
literally every single visit to the Forest in the last several years, I've seen evidence of illegal ORV use. Complaints I've made to
both the BLM and the Forest Service have always revealed some admission that law enforcement's ability is limited, and that
without some sort of evidence (like a photographed license plate), there's nothing that can be done. We understand the limits
of law enforcement, but we also find the high road densities in the Forest to be most of the problem. The more legal access
there is, the more illegal activity can occur. Remote areas are thus affected, and law enforcement organizations are admitting
they're powerless to control ORV use in their jurisdictions. In a 2007 memo, an organization called Rangers for Responsible
Recreation writes: "The consensus of [law enforcement] respondents is that off-road vehicle violations have increased in
recent years. Specifically: A majority of respondents (53%) say that 'the off-road vehicle problems in my jurisdiction are out of
control.' Nearly three quarters (74%) agree that the off-road vehicle problems in their jurisdictions 'are worse than they were
five years ago.' Fewer than one in six (15%) believe that ORV problems are 'turning around for the better.'" See "First-Ever
Survey of Federal Rangers Shows ORVs Out of Control, Need for Tougher Penalties," Rangers for Responsible Recreation,
December 11, 2007, http://www.glorietamesa.org/RangersForResponsibleRecreation.pdf GlorietaMesa.org, "an umbrella
organization consisting of ranchers, horseback riders, hikers, environmentalists, wood-gatherers, residents, hunters and offroaders, who are dedicated to protecting Glorieta Mesa from irresponsible Off-Road Vehicle recreation" writes: "A 2002 Utah
report reveals that a high percentage of riders prefer to ride 'off established trails' and did so on their last outing. Of the ATV
riders surveyed, 49.4% prefer to ride off established trails, while 39% did so on their most recent excursion. Of the dirt bike
riders surveyed, 38.1% prefer to ride off established trails, while 50% rode off established trails on their most recent
excursion. "More than nine out of ten (91%) of respondent rangers from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS) agree that off road vehicles represent 'a significant law enforcement problem' in their jurisdictions.
According to one BLM respondent, '90% of ORV users cause damage every day they ride. Most will violate a rule, regulation or
law daily.'" See "Facts About OHV (ORV) Use," GlorietaMesa.org, http://www.glorietamesa.org/ohv-orv-facts-sheet.php

Thank you for your comments related to illegal OHV use, over snow vehicles and their impacts on the Manti-La
National Forest.Prior to preparing the Moab Non-Motorized Trail Plan in 2011 a planning effort was conducted
the open areas across the Moab District and this decision resulted in the designation and construction of new
motorized trail opportunities on the District. The Forest Plan revision process does not include route-specific tra
planning. Travel management will be addressed separately at the project level and will include public comment
opportunities during NEPA.The USFS recognized the impacts from unauthorized motorized use and take the issu
seriously. While Law Enforcement capability is often stretched thin the Manti-La Sal National Forest works with
responsible to motorized users and groups to educate the users groups about their impacts. Unauthorized route
are signed closed, barricaded and reclaimed when they are found. Objectives, guidelines and desired conditions
motorized and non-motorized recreation opportunities will be prepared during the Forest Planning process.
Suitability determinations for motorized recreation including over the snow vehicles may also be made using th
ROS. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considere
we move forward with developing plan components addressing recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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49

ORV damage is just another example of economically privileged access to (and abuse of) limited resources, and it extends
beyond the impacted land to the airborne dust that worsens early mountain snowmelt (see:
http://wwa.colorado.edu/climate/iwcs/archive/IWCS_2008_July_feature.pdf) and to the spread of invasive weeds. (See
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/mbot/0497763.0044.402/1)

Thank you for your comments related to illegal OHV use, over snow vehicles and their impacts on the Manti-La
National Forest.Prior to preparing the Moab Non-Motorized Trail Plan in 2011 a planning effort was conducted
the open areas across the Moab District and this decision resulted in the designation and construction of new
motorized trail opportunities on the District. The Forest Plan revision process does not include route-specific tra
planning. Travel management will be addressed separately at the project level and will include public comment
opportunities during NEPA.The USFS recognized the impacts from unauthorized motorized use and take the issu
seriously. While Law Enforcement capability is often stretched thin the Manti-La Sal National Forest works with
responsible to motorized users and groups to educate the users groups about their impacts. Unauthorized route
are signed closed, barricaded and reclaimed when they are found. Objectives, guidelines and desired conditions
motorized and non-motorized recreation opportunities will be prepared during the Forest Planning process.
Suitability determinations for motorized recreation including over the snow vehicles may also be made using th
ROS. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considere
we move forward with developing plan components addressing recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

49

In the Abajo Mountains, the road density is so high it's virtually impossible to distance yourself from the noise and air pollution
that come with ORVs. During hunting season, there are so few places that are inaccessible to road and ORV hunters that
nonmotorized hunters have very little opportunity to find game. Even Forest Service and Utah Division of Wildlife biologists
have few suggestions for deer hunting if you don't have an ORV to penetrate to every corner of Forest Service land. How will
the FPRT evaluate the transportation plan in relation to habitat security for big-game and nongame wildlife? How will the FPRT
evaluate the impact of road densities on other values like water quality, nonmotorized recreation, and air quality when
considering alternatives? How will winter motorized vs. non-motorized recreation be evaluated?

Thank you for your comment related to road density and the impacts to resources and uses on the Forest. The
revised Forest Plan does not include route-specific travel planning but will develop desired conditions and
objectives related to recreation opportunities on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop p
components addressing recreation and as we analyze their impacts during the NEPA process.

49

Thank you for your comments related to illegal OHV use, over snow vehicles and their impacts on the Manti-La
National Forest.Prior to preparing the Moab Non-Motorized Trail Plan in 2011 a planning effort was conducted
the open areas across the Moab District and this decision resulted in the designation and construction of new
motorized trail opportunities on the District. The Forest Plan revision process does not include route-specific tra
planning. Travel management will be addressed separately at the project level and will include public comment
opportunities during NEPA.The USFS recognized the impacts from unauthorized motorized use and take the issu
The explosion of legal and illegal ORV recreation is an issue well within the scope of the FPRT's mission. The Forest's policies
need to be updated for increased visitation, vehicle technology, illegal trail use, and competing, non-motorized recreation. The seriously. While Law Enforcement capability is often stretched thin the Manti-La Sal National Forest works with
responsible to motorized users and groups to educate the users groups about their impacts. Unauthorized route
conditions are drastically different since the completion of the 1986 Forest Plan.
are signed closed, barricaded and reclaimed when they are found. Objectives, guidelines and desired conditions
motorized and non-motorized recreation opportunities will be prepared during the Forest Planning process.
Suitability determinations for motorized recreation including over the snow vehicles may also be made using th
ROS. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considere
we move forward with developing plan components addressing recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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49

Thank you for your comments regarding road closures, relocation and rehabilitation. Road Closures may occur i
areas to enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, soil, and watershed resources, among other values including uns
conditions due to weather conditions.The Forest refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report to make informed
Far too much land is currently found in the in the 1986 ROS's "Semi-Primitive Motorized" classification (59%), and not nearly
future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing current roads,
enough in Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized classification (8%) to address all the changes since 1986. The FPRT might easily bow
decommissioning likely not needed roads. Priority for decommissioning was given to roads located within ripari
to pressure from ORV interests but given their overwhelming tendency to violate boundaries and the law, this would not serve
and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large secure
the interests of the Forest at all. A reduction in road densities, via road removal and recontouring, could well be explored in a
wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages; and those that may
Conservation Alternative, with benefits to wildlife habitat, water quality, and aesthetic values studied in detail.
impact cultural resources.The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel
management will be a separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered moving forward.

49

Because of the MSLF's unique importance as "island" habitat insularized by desert, it has a special duty to maintain its lands in
the best possible condition, for watershed health, climate refugia, migratory species refugia, wildlife habitat, big game habitat,
and opportunities for quiet winter and summer recreation. The Need for Change, then, from its management as a cattle
feedlot is serious and overdue. Any opportunity to protect roadless lands, wild and scenic rivers, and protected migration
corridors should be vigorously undertaken.

49

The discussion concerning the possibility of establishing additional Research Natural Areas is somewhat encouraging but still
not adequate to the need for change. While wilderness and wild and scenic river designations are controversial, the
Thank you for your comment. During NEPA process, a range of alternatives will be developed for consideration.
assessment should still thoroughly evaluate the possibilities for additional protection of the MSLF's wild lands, streams and
Alternatives are generally presented on a scale, ranging from less to more conservative land management
rivers, particularly as local and global stressors increase. An accurate evaluation is well apart from the politically charged topic
approaches.
of designating more wilderness; and it would also be an opportunity for a conservation alternative to depict the best possible
future condition for the Forest.

49

An example that might guide the FPRT in this evaluation is "Citizen reVision of the Flathead Forest Plan,"
(http://www.swanview.org/reports/Citizen_reVision_Flathead_Forest_Plan.pdf) an independently compiled plan for the
Flathead National Forest of northwest Montana. While of course management considerations are much different for that
Forest, the "Citizen reVision" contains many sound principals that might be applied to the MSLF, such as: * Protect all roadless
areas so they maintain the characteristics necessary to be designated as wilderness by Congress in the future. * Reduce the
miles of roads to improve wildlife security and watershed integrity while also providing good paying jobs and reducing road
maintenance costs to taxpayers. * Provide wildlife linkage corridors so that animals can move unimpeded across the
landscape. * Limit mechanized access to provide secure areas for...wildlife, while reducing erosion to streams, compaction of
fragile soils, and the spreading of invasive weeds. * Protect soils, the building blocks for healthy tree and vegetation growth
that is vital for wildlife food and shelter. By leaving carbon-storing trees in the forest, reducing road miles and trimming back
the use of motorized vehicles, the Citizen reVision reduces carbon emissions and promotes human health. We hope the FPRT
will take such a possibility strongly into consideration as it progresses through the Plan Revision process.
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Berger, J. 1990. Persistence of different-sized populations: an empirical assessment of rapid extinctions in bighorn sheep.
Conservation Biology 4: 91-98.
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Brown, R. L. 1982. Effects of livestock grazing on Means Quail in southeastern Arizona. J. Range Management 35(6): 727-732.
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Campbell, H. J. 1970. Economic and social significant of upstream aquatic resources on the West Coast in Symp. Forest Land
Uses and Stream Environments. Oregon State University. Corvallis, OR
Connelly, J. W., M. A. Shroeder, A. R. Sands, C. E. Braun. 2000. Guidelines to manage sage grouse populations and their
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Thank you for your comment regarding the importance of the Manti-La Sal National Forest as critical habitat for
wildlife and the need to reference this in the Need to Change document. Your comment will be considered as w
draft the Preliminary Need to Change document. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comme
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Thank you for the recommendation of additional literature citations within the draft Assessment Report. The
Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid evaluation of current conditions and trends and as such. The
recommended literature cited does not change the associated resource condition assessment itself, we appreci
the additional supporting information. These associated sources cited and related recommendations will be
considered as we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Duffield, J. 1989. Nelson property acquisition: social and economic impact assessment. Report to Montana Department of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

49

Duffield, J. W., T. C. Brown, S. D. Allen. 1994. Economic value of instream flow in Montana's Big Hole and Bitterroot Rivers.
Res. Paper RM-137. USDA-Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Exp. Stn. Fort Collins, CO.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Gilbert, D. W., D. R. Anderson, J. K. Ringelman, M. R. Szymczak. 1992. Response of nesting ducks to habitat and management Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
on the Monte Vista National Wildlife Refuge, Colorado. Wildlife Monographs 131: 1-44.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Goodson, N. J. 1982. Effects of domestic sheep grazing on bighorn sheep: a review. Biennial Symp. North American Wild Sheep Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
and Goat Council 3: 287-313.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Greenwood, R. J., A. B. Sargeant, D. H. Johnson, L. M. Cowardin, T. L. Shaffer. 1998. Mallard nest success and recruitment in
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
prairie Canada. North American Wildlife and Natural Resources Conf. 52: 298-309.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Gregg, M. A., J. A. Crawford, M. S. Drut, A. K. Delong. 1994. Vegetational cover and predation of sage grouse nests in Oregon. J. Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Wildlife Management 58(1).
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Howard, V. W., J. L. Holechek, R. D. Pieper, K. Green-Hammond, M. Cardenas, S. L. Beasom. 1990. Habitat requirements for
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
pronghorn on rangelands impacted by livestock and net wire in east-central New Mexico. Agric. Ext. Bulletin 750. New Mexico
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
State University. Las Cruces, NM.
Kirsh, L. M., H. F. Duebbert, A. D. Kruse. 1978. Grazing and haying effects on habitats of upland nesting birds. North American Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Wildlife and Natural Resources Conf. 43: 486-497.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Krausman, P. R., R. Valdez, J. A. Bissonette. 1996. Bighorn sheep and livestock in RANGELAND WILDLIFE. Society for Range
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Management. Denver, CO.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Littlefield, C. D. and D. G. Paullin. 1990. Effects of land management on nesting success of sandhill cranes in Oregon. Wildlife Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Society Bull. 18: 63-65.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Loomis, J., D. Donnelly, C.Sorg-Swanson. 1989. Comparing the economic value of forage on public lands for wildlife and
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
livestock. J. Range Management 42(2): 134-138.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Lott, R. E., J. W. Menke, J. G. Kie. 1991. Habitat shifts by mule deer: the influence of cattle grazing. J. Wildlife Management
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
55:16-26.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Mackie, R. J. 1970. Range ecology and relations of mule deer, elk, and cattle in the Missouri Breaks, Montana. Wildlife
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Monographs 20. 79 pages.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
McIntosh, B. J. and P. R. Krausman. 1982. Elk and mule deer distribution after a cattle introduction in northern Arizona. Pages
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
545-552 in J. M. Peek and P. D. Dalke (eds.). Symp. Wildlife-Livestock Relationships. Forest, Wildlife and Range Exp. Station
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Bull. Univ. Idaho. Moscow, ID.
Frisima, M. R. 1992. Elk habitat use within a rest-rotation grazing system. Rangelands 14: 93-96.
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Miller, R. F. and M. Vavra. 1982. Deer, elk, and cattle on northeastern Oregon rangelands in J. M. Peek and P. D. Dalke (eds.).
Symp. Wildlife-Livestock Relationships. Forest, Wildlife and Range Exp. Station Bull. Univ. Idaho. Moscow, ID.

49

Teller, E. 1994. Cattle and cervid interactions in Alberta. Canadian Field Naturalist 108(2): 186-194.

49

Wallace, M. C. and P. R. Krausman. 1987. Elk, mule deer, and cattle habitats in central Arizona. J. Range Management 40: 8083.

49

Wuerthner, G. 1992. Wall Creek Game Range-A dissenting view. Rangelands 14(1): 8-11.

49

Yeo, J. F., J. M. Peek, W. T. Wittinger, C. T. Kvale. 1993. Influence of rest-rotation cattle grazing on mule deer and elk habitat
use in east-central Idaho. J. Range Management 46: 245-250.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Beschta, RL, DL Donahue, DA DellaSala, JJ Rhodes, JR Karr, MH O'Brien, TL Fleischner, and C Deacon Williams. 2013. Adapting
to Climate Change on Western Public Lands: Addressing the Ecological Effects of Domestic, Wild, and Feral Ungulates
Environmental Management 51:474-491 Available at www.uwyo.edu/law/directory/_files/donahue.pdf

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

49

DeByle, N.V. 1985. Animal impacts. In Aspen: ecology and management in the western United States. Edited by N.V. DeByle
and R.P. Winokur. USDA For. Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. RM-119. pp. 115-123.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

49

Krishnan P, Black TA, Grant NJ, Barr AG, Hogg EH, Jassal RS, Morgenstern K. 2006. Impact of changing soil moisture distribution Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
on net ecosystem productivity of a boreal aspen forest during and following drought. Agric. For. Meteorol. 139: 208-223
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Andrew P. Barrett, National Snow and Ice Data Center, University of Colorado; Thomas H. Painter, University of Utah; and
Christopher C. Landry Center for Snow and Avalanche Studies, "Desert Dust Enhancement of Mountain Snowmelt," Feature
Article From Intermountain West Climate Summary, July 2008,
http://wwa.colorado.edu/climate/iwcs/archive/IWCS_2008_July_feature.pdf
Thomas P. Rooney, "Distribution of Ecologically-Invasive Plants Along Off-Road Vehicle Trails in the Chequamegon National
Forest, Wisconsin," The Michigan Botanist, Volume 44, Issue 4, Fall, 2005,
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/mbot/0497763.0044.402/1

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
Vegetation Succession: The resulting loss of vegetation from fire, overgrazing, landslides, roads (including illegal roads) and
Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
heavy human use eventually impacts watershed health. We believe actions should be considered which resolve some of these
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
impacts as the plan moves forward.
Forest Plan.

27

Invasive Species: We appreciate the discussion on aquatic invasive species and hope to see additional management tools and
objectives defined for future management of this issue.

Thank you for your comments related to invasive species in the draft Assessment Report. The Invasive Species
report which is part of the Forest Plan project record included maps and tables that indicate how many acres of
weeds are found in each area. The Assessment, a summary of many reports, could not include all the informatio
provided by all the reports but this information would be available upon request. That report clearly does
recognize that Musk Thistle is both the weed with the highest amount of acreage inventoried and the most wid
spread. Found in 27 Land Type Associations and all Vegetation Types.Your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components addressing invasive species in the revised Forest Plan.

27

Recreation: Trout Unlimited recognizes the significant impact which occurs from irresponsible use of off-highway vehicles and
the growing use and conflict associated with the variety of trail and motorized vehicle use in Utah's public lands. With 3,418
inventoried unauthorized routes across the MLSNF (and totaling 1,008 miles) it becomes incumbent upon the public to help
stem this problem. We recommend the plan revision include ways and means for assembling stakeholders to help resolve this
problem.

Thank you for your comments related to unauthorized travel routes on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
Assessment is meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. Site specific travel
management decisions are not part of the plan revision process. Unauthorized routes are closed and reclaimed
part of routine travel management. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related
the management of motorized recreation and OHVs in the revised Forest Plan.

27

In order to provide options for future land management planning with respect to increased human interaction conflicts among
the variety of forest users, TU recommends the MLSNF consider the creation of backcountry or sportsmen's use areas. The
revised MLSNF plan should include management approaches that ensure sustainable infrastructure related to recreation,
forest health and habitat connectivity. Angling and hunting are important uses of Forest lands and according to the
assessment, are the most popular motivations for people to use the MLSNF. These uses are dependent on high quality waters,
outstanding habitat conditions, intact watersheds and appropriate access. Typically these uses are lumped in with other
recreational uses such as hiking, skiing, sightseeing and camping, and receive no specific management guidance. Frequently
there is significant attention to biodiversity, viability and habitat conditions, but rarely is there a direct linkage to sportsmen
and their use of these public lands for their traditional activities. Trout Unlimited hopes that new management approaches be
utilized as a framework by which we can develop a sportsmen's "vision" for the MLSNF that not only protects intact
backcountry lands, but that also address need and opportunity for stream restoration, protecting and improving winter range,
and travel management, among other objectives.
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Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Access: We are encouraged to see the discussion on roads and their impacts to fisheries. Yours is not an easy task, as the
number of illegal roads contributes to impacts just as much as the 4,162 miles of designated roads in the MLSNF. We
encourage the use of stakeholders and other users to become invested in helping stem the problematic road use, participate
in projects designed to improve road conditions to minimize impacts to fish and wildlife, and to help recognize when illegal use
is occurring and being proactive about informing the MLSNF. Providing educational information that is highly informative
should also be part of the management tool options.

Thank you for your comment. The Forest Service refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report (TAR) to make
informed future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing curre
roads, or decommissioning likely not needed road. Priority for decommissioning are given to roads located with
riparian and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large
secure wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages. The TAR is not
decision document. We greatly appreciate your time and effort in this comment period, and recommendations
future travel decisions. Your comments will be considered moving forward.

27

Wildlife: The MLSNF provides important habitat for a variety of wildlife species, including big game such as elk and mule deer.
By incorporating decommissioning of some of the illegal roads and improving habitat opportunities through decreased
fragmentation, wildlife security increases and threats ideally decrease. A strong messaging component to the public should be
included as a management tool. If there are sensitive seasonal habitat uses by wildlife (i.e., big game calving or fawning areas),
the forest should consider limiting access in order to provide security for these species. Bringing the multiple users of the
forest to the table in seeking solutions to the increased human use which impacts habitat in a variety of ways should be a
priority in the plan. We support the discussion and identification of management tools for dealing with these issues but also
request that the MLSNF consider involving the public more in the process. Instead of identifying tools that use buzzwords such
as "closures", "limits to campground use", "restrictions" (which we believe are all good options), we recommend seeking more
pro-active approaches and getting stakeholder skin in the plan, which ultimately might help limit negativity towards future
management actions the MLSNF will need to take.

Thank you for your comment. Habitat connectivity plays a vital role in sustaining healthy ecosystems and
improving wildlife habitats and biodiversity. Especially with an increase in the number people using the forest. T
is why habitat connectivity is an indicator used to measure the increased human recreation stressor/driver (pag
44 Assessment). This information will continue to inform the development of the revised Forest Plan.It is true th
connectivity is important to address across the landscape and it doesn't end at political boundaries. We will be
looking at other management plans in addressing these key issues. The 2012 Planning Rule requires that Forest
Service planning efforts "…identify and consider relevant existing information in governmental or nongovernmental assessments, plans, monitoring reports, studies, and other sources of relevant information" (36 C
219.16).The Forest planning process will make a concerted effort to recognize the many ongoing programs, plan
and policies that are being implemented in and around the planning area by other land managers and governme
agencies as required by the 2012 Planning Rule. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condit
on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in t
Planning Rule. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be consider
as we move forward.

27

Groundwater Withdrawals: With the increased stressors identified in this section to ground water and, consequentially, to
surface water, the MLSNF must provide a robust plan for protecting its groundwater resources. As stated, the Forest has the
ability to stipulate the terms and conditions for access to and use of the water resources on this forest. It appears there are
considerable water-related issues with underground coal mining activities, both historic and current, within the MLSNF. The
discussion of stressor accumulations to groundwater is very narrow and appears to only consider houses with well systems.
We would like to see a more thorough assessment of the groundwater situation, its larger role on the forest for stream
connectivity and other impacts that occur when groundwater is compromised. A few recommendations we offer the MLSNF to
consider implementing in the plan revision include: * Continue to identify priority watersheds to reflect current watershed
conditions, challenges and best management practices to protect these areas in the future. * Review current (and most likely
outdated) stipulations which protect fish and wildlife resources and update accordingly. Increased stipulations for stream and
river buffers should be applied especially in sensitive watersheds. * We recommend that the Forest continue and improve its
underground mining monitoring and reviews, updating management options with updated science. Stronger protection
measures must be a consideration in the plan revision in order to protect water, wildlife and vegetation. * We support the use
of the Forest's Watershed Condition Framework and its role in the plan revision. The tools identified within the Framework
can be applied to new 2012 Forest Planning Rule concepts such as landscape level connectivity and watershed health. We
encourage the MLSNF to provide a robust review and application of this option.

Thank you for your comment related to groundwater quality and public water systems.The Forest Plan will com
Federal and State laws and regulations. Public drinking water supply sources, sole source aquifers and source
water protection zones will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. The For
relies on State and Federal agencies for information about water quality and does not have a water quality
monitoring program. The revised Forest Plan will include Public Drinking Water Supply Sources, a discussion and
map of the municipal water management area and at least a discussion of source water protection zones.
Protections are provided by stating National BMPs and Regional SWCPs during the project NEPA pocess which
includes public involvement and by following them during project implementations. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort in this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward and develop pla
components addressing groundwater quality and quantity.
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Mineral Exploration and Development: Trout Unlimited is pleased to see that the MLSNF is including mineral exploration
directives in its planning process for this new plan. While we support the MLSNF's policy to not consent to additional oil and
gas leasing, we believe the plan should provide a suitability analysis and include directives that make it clear in the plan how
energy and mineral development will be accessed and managed. Under the 2012 Planning Rule, land management decisions
regarding oil and gas suitability and leasing availability analysis can be made concurrently as part of the plan development.2
The Forest clarified under the Rule the relationship between oil and gas leasing decisions and the land management planning
process by stating: The relationship between oil and gas leasing analysis and the land management planning was modified
from the proposed directive and is described in FSH 1909.12, chapter 20, section 23.23i. The Forest Service decision regarding
which lands are available for oil and gas leasing is supported through preparation of a leasing availability analysis. A leasing
analysis may be for all or portions of a plan area. The leasing availability decision may be as part of the plan, as a separate
decision concurrently with the plan, or as a decision that may occur subsequent to the plan decision. The difference in scope,
proposed action, and level of detail between a planning effort and a leasing analysis must be made clear should a single NEPA
analysis document be used to support both the plan and oil and gas leasing availability decisions. Oil and gas leasing
availability decisions must be consistent with the applicable land management plan.
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprd3828565.pdf see page 59. With the variety of hard rock and
mineral development occurring and potentially occurring on this Forest, it becomes increasingly important to provide a
thorough analysis, including an updated reasonably foreseeable development scenario. A concurrent increase in water
demand, recreation demand, and other multiple users such as livestock operators, means providing a well-designed leasing
and development plan clearly directs future forest use. Due to the increase in oil and gas development across the West in the
past 20 years, much research has been undertaken to determine the level of impacts associated with energy development.
We encourage the MLSNF to review available research and new management options for protecting and minimizing impacts
to fish, wildlife, air, and water resources.

Thank you for your comments regarding mineral exploration in the draft Assessment Report and the developme
of plan components addressing mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan.Extensive historic exploration
conducted under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) failed to identify any significant uranium
mineralization zones within the Forest boundaries. Thousands of exploration holes were drilled in areas such as
Polar Mesa in the La Sal Mountains and Elk Ridge in the Abajo Mountains in an attempt to locate sizable deposit
without success. The Manti-La Sal National Forest does not currently have a significant amount of land associate
with uranium mining in the La Sal or Abajo Mountains. If future uranium mining or exploration is proposed on th
Forest, then it will be determined how much to bond for those activates in order to responsibly reclaim surface
disturbances and protect Forest resources.The new oil and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA
will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management plan (management goals) and all applicable ru
and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the
MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to
protect multiple user resources and the environment. At present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis
cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas
leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land management plan is in place. We appreciate your
time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan component
related to mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan

27

The MLSNF contains a variety of native and nonnative coldwater fish species, providing a high value recreational fishing
resource for many users. The Draft Assessment identifies Bonneville and Colorado River cutthroat trout as potential species of
conservation concern (in addition to the bluehead sucker). In addition, there is current research (and debate) about a
population of threatened Greenback Cutthroat trout in Beaver Creek within the MLSNF boundary.

Thank you for your comment related to fish species considered during the Species of Conservation Concern
evaluation process. To learn more about the Species of Conservation Concern evaluation, and species identified
the Manti-La Sal National Forest visit our website
herehttps://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534062
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Thank you for comments regarding water resources and oil and gas leasing stipulations in the revised Forest Pla
It is recognized that the protection of groundwater/surface water resources is critical to the Moab Area Waters
Partnership (MAWP) and Trout Unlimited and that there is public concern over the development of oil and gas
resources on the Manti-La Sal National Forest (MLSNF). It is understood that the MAWP and Trout Unlimited
would like to see a "No Surface Occupancy" (NSO) stipulation for the protection of the Glen Canyon Aquifer
recharge area and surface waters with both Greenback Cutthroat and native Cutthroat trout, with a half-mile
buffer, located on the MLSNF.For the purposes of land management planning, the MLSNF will address the
We recommend the plan include very specific leasing stipulations for any surface and subsurface activities near this area since
protection of water resources and develop management goals. However, the NSO stipulation would be more
the Forest (and Utah DWR) are managing this subspecies as Greenback Cutthroat trout. Trout Unlimited recommends a
appropriately addressed during the NEPA process for the oil and gas leasing analysis. The new oil and gas leasing
minimum of one-half mile no surface occupancy on any native cutthroat trout waters.
analysis, under the requirements of NEPA, will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management pla
(management goals) and all applicable rules and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the
development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are
not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to protect groundwater/surface water resources. At present, th
1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing
nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land
management plan is in place.Thank you again for taking the time to comment on the MLSNF draft assessment.

27

Thank you for your comment. We recognize the importance of water quality as it relates to species habitats and
viability. Water quality is mentioned throughout the draft assessment. The National Best Management Practice
Program was developed to improve management of water quality consistently with the Federal Clean Water Ac
and state water quality programs. Best management practices are specific practices or actions used to reduce o
control impacts to water bodies from non point sources of pollution, such as roads, campgrounds, parking lots,
While most of the native cutthroat trout occur on the headwaters of the MLSNF, populations are expanding downstream and buildings. The Watershed Condition Framework is a comprehensive approach for proactively implementing
it becomes very important for the MLSNF to protect stream and riparian corridor areas in order to maintain viable habitat for integrated restoration on priority watersheds on national forest and grasslands. Primary emphasis is on aquatic
these sensitive species. Further, protection of wetlands and meadows will have a direct consequence on downstream fish
and terrestrial processes and conditions that Forest Service management activities can influence. Water quality
habitat and we recommend considerable attention be addressed in the plan revision toward management of these areas.
and wetland protection will continue to be an emphasis moving forward into developing the revised Forest
Plan.There is reference to conservation efforts; although no specifics are mentioned. More specific information
will be included about At-Risk species in the draft plan; including, habitat descriptions. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and
effort during this comment period, your comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the
revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment. The National Forest system is a partner in the Clean Water Action Pan (CWAP),
issued on October 15, 2009. This plan provides a blueprint for a cooperative approach to restoring and protectin
water quality. Under this approach, state, federal, tribal, regional, and local governments, as well as private
partners, work collaboratively to focus resources and implement effective strategies for protecting and restorin
watersheds identified by states and tribes as priorities through unified watershed assessments. A key element o
the Action Plan is the integration of public health and aquatic ecosystem goals when identifying priorities for
watershed restoration and protection. According to Utah administrative Code R309-605 (Drinking Water Source
Where multiple uses are having a negative effect on vegetation near streams and rivers, the Forest should work with users to
Protection) it is the Public Water Systems (PWS) that are responsible for protecting their sources of drinking wa
minimize those impacts. We support the MLSNF's designation of several priority watersheds due to their conditions from fire,
from contamination. The National Best Management Practices Program was developed to improve managemen
grazing, dewatering, and unauthorized road systems. Protecting healthy watersheds should also be important as the healthy
of water quality consistently with the Federal Clean Water Act and state water quality programs. Best
watersheds will provide that additional habitat for fish and wildlife that those protected priority areas no longer provide.
management practices are specific practices or actions used to reduce or control impacts to water bodies from
non point sources of pollution, such as roads, campgrounds, parking lots, and buildings. The Watershed Conditio
Framework is a comprehensive approach for proactively implementing integrated restoration on priority
watersheds on national forest and grasslands. Primary emphasis is on aquatic and terrestrial processes and
conditions that Forest Service management activities can influence. Water quality and wetland protection will
continue to be an emphasis moving forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. We appreciate your time a
effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

27

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality issues and the way it is addressed in the Assessment
Report, including the reference of human and non-wildlife related impacts such as Beavers. Water quality is one
indicator of the 12 watershed condition classification indicators. Watershed restoration is prioritized based on
Water quality is of considerable concern to TU, as indicated by the assessment of the streams on the MLSNF: 42 of the 44 5th
total score of indicators. Beaver and tree falls can alter a stream course locally, their presence are considered
level watersheds (or 95%) have impaired streams identified by 303d data. This is indicative of land management practices and
ecologically beneficial as they reduce the energy of the water, create elevated water tables where water is
we strongly urge the Forest to include objectives and guidelines for reducing these stream impairments.
temporarily stores and filter sediment out of the water all improving water quality. They do not prevent organis
moving along the stream as human diversions do. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.

27

Wilderness and Other Designated Areas: We recommend that the MLSNF address the increasing conflicts on water quality and
quantity between grazing conditions and recreationists in Dark Canyon Wilderness, the only Wilderness Area in the Forest.

27

Trout Unlimited supports protections of areas that contain high quality habitat and backcountry wilderness conditions. With
40 inventoried roadless areas (IRAs) covering 645,000 acres, there exist opportunities for further protection of fish and wildlife
Thank you for your comments regarding aquatic and riparian resources. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid
resources that would simultaneously improve backcountry use experience for outfitters, guides, hunters, anglers, and wildlife
review of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components a
watchers. Since the assessment has determined that most of these 40 IRAs remain in pristine condition, we commend the
developed for aquatic and riparian resources in the revised Forest Plan.
Forest for managing for these conditions. We would, however, recommend the plan include some specific actions which
would remove or reduce those impacts that are creating problems to the aquatic and terrestrial resources.
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Climate Change: The Draft Assessment provides information related to climate change impacts on the forest and region which
illustrates the need to protect those important headwaters and watersheds within the MLSNF landscape. The tables presented
show areas where there exists considerable gap in data and importantly, that data gap is related to water—stream
temperatures, community water needs and greenhouse gas levels. All impact water and watershed health to some degree.
The discussion for climate change is thorough and up to date—we appreciate that the MLSNF has provided such a robust
assessment. The MLSNF could include strong management objectives in the new plan that remove these gaps with sound
management practices and strive to reduce the stressors that impact climate change factors.

27

Trout Unlimited feels privileged to be partners with the Forest Service through volunteer and citizen science projects. We
believe these grassroots collaborations are the heart and soul of our organization and they are in no short supply on national
forests in Utah. Under the plan revision process, we recommend the prioritization of citizen science contributions, but also for
an internal monitoring and feedback structure that provides accountability and continuity for understanding the data obtained
through the volunteer citizen science program. We want to be sure that the work contributed through the citizen science
program is valuable, useable, and provides an opportunity to critique the process of those contributions.

27

There is enough science on watershed protections and climate change adaptation tools available now that can help modify
these dire trends we are seeing. The Draft Assessment mentions impacts to aquatic habitats and fisheries are particularly
vulnerable. Our own research has illustrated ways in which providing a diverse portfolio of management approaches may
lower the risk of habitat loss, and in the case of our interests in coldwater fisheries, ensure that long term persistence of
native trout are maintained.1 We support the Draft Assessments' climate change review and would like this strong discussion
to continue in the plan revision process, with opportunities provided which address lowering these risks. A few
recommendations include: * We would recommend that Table 4 (p. 19 -- Resources impacted by climate change…) include
water. Water is a resource and a commodity and is used, like timber, fuels, etc., by livestock industry, municipalities,
recreationists, and of course fish and wildlife. * Include a discussion with management options for dealing with the water
management challenges mentioned that bring new and traditional stakeholders to the table in helping to incorporate better
water resource management. The use of volunteers, nonprofit organizations, citizen science use, and land users to help
improve landscape and watershed health should be a top priority, especially in times of stressed budgets and lack of staff.

Thank you for your comment providing additional management recommendations for watershed and climate
impacts. The Assessment is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends, as a result,
future management activities are not addressed in detail.Water is addressed in the referred table under the
Resources Affected "Aquatics" and "Hydrology/Groundwater". The Aquatics Indicators mentioned includes: hab
fragmentation, water temperature, water quality (surface), Water quantity (surface), Bank stability,
Sedimentation, timing of peak water flows, watershed function/condition, and species richness and diversity. Th
indicators listed under hydrology/groundwater are: water quality (surface), Water Quantity (surface), watershe
function/condition, # of recharge and discharge points and aquifer quality. We greatly appreciate your time and
effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components and
associated monitoring programs for watersheds and climate.

9

PLEASE DO NOT CLOSE ROADS! FOREST ACCESS IS IMPORTANT TO THE SANPETE COUNTY ECONOMY FOR MULTIPLE USES,
INCLUDING: RECREATION, TIMER, MINING, CULINARY AND IRRIGATION WATER, GRAZING, ETC.

Thank you for your comment regarding access and its importance for local communities. The Forest Service striv
to maintain a road system that provides safe reasonable access for public travel, recreation use, traditional and
cultural uses and land management and resource protection activities. We recognize the importance of
transportation access and its contributions to the social and economic sustainability of local communities. . We
greatly appreciate your time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components that may affect access.

41

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
Of all those who advocate for or against the Trans Mountain Trail and other proposed motorized trails on our local mountain, I decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
probably have the greatest stake. In 1963 my father was contracted to rebuild the Miner's Basin Road.
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments related to climate change in the Draft Assessment Report. Per the Planning Rule
CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment [§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)] . During the
development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain in compliance with the Planning Rule
(and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as well as other stressors/drivers and
resources. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to Climate in the revised
Forest Plan.

41

41

In 1991 I noticed an article in the local newspaper about a new "travel plan", and something in the print concerned me about
the plan. I contacted the USFS office and was directed to Pat Spahr who was directing the circus that had just been completed.
I was appalled to learn the the "travel plan" had involved "stake holders" who met repeatedly and had input and voted on
options. I was told by one of the stake holders that he and others requested my involvement and that of a motorcycle friend
but that request was deliberately ignored. Since 1991 I have not failed to use the process to the best of my knowledge to
Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Changes to the Travel Management Plan wi
affect the situation but efforts have been belittled and ignored. As the person doing more to improve the trail condition on the require a separate NEPA process which will include public involvement at that time.
ground than any other over twenty years, I was deliberately excluded from the process. I appealed to no avail. We were
promised that there would be a revision in three years, so "don't worry." We were told we could have single track trails
parallel to main roads. We were told that it looked good for us that there had not been a single complaint from the public
concerning motorized trail use on the Trans Mountain Trail.

41

We were given token designated trails halfway down the mountain to appease us. We watched as bicycle and other groups
created illegal trails that were later legitimized and sanctioned. I have raised five children who watched these events unfold. I
now have thirteen grandchildren who are being taught the truth about US Government broken faith, failed promises. They
know what everybody in Utah knows. Still we try in good faith and in hopes that someone, maybe you, will bring the USFS to
some sense of responsibility and remedy the current dismal situation. Ride with Respect has presented a thoroughly thought
out and complete plan as a first step in the right direction. Please use your influence to correct the wrongs so that we can
teach our grandchildren happier facts and show them the joy of motorized single track trails.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

41

I hope you can fix this, it's been 26 years since the high mountain single track went from one hundred percent open to one
hundred percent closed with one document.

Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Changes to the Travel Management Plan wi
require a separate NEPA process which will include public involvement at that time.

23

You need to coordinate with the counties and cities and in other local government groups as required by NEPA law and it
should be stated in your assessment wild fires are not caused by global warming, but by your management global warming
may turn out like the coming of an ice age that was forecast in the 1950's and 60's what will that do to your assessment?

Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan revision process. It is worth noting that the draft
Assessment document being reviewed is intended to be a report on the condition of natural resources within th
Forest and is not our revised Forest Plan which we have yet to draft. The public and cooperating agencies will
continue to have opportunities to participate in the Plan Revision process as we move forward into drafting the
revised Forest Plan.The draft Assessment is not a decision document and not part of our Plan Revision NEPA
process. The draft Assessment Review period is an effort to include the public and cooperating agencies from th
earliest steps in the long-term revision process. The Forest will continue to provide opportunities for cooperatin
agencies and the public to be involved per the Planning Rule and NEPA requirements.

6

The Town of Castle Valley is a Cooperating Agency in regards to the Forest Plan Revision related to the Castle Valley
watershed. I attended the Assessment Presentation on Thursday, June 15 at the Grand Center in Moab, Utah. I, and the Town
We appreciate the interest, involvement and input provided from the public and all of our cooperating agencies
of Castle Valley, appreciate this opportunity to hear the explanation of the Draft Assessment. I had a chance to review it prior
We look forward to seeing you all at our future meetings.
to the meeting, thank you, and was able to discuss with FS staff some thoughts on the management of BLM lands adjacent to
FS land in the drinking water watersheds of southern Grand County and northern San Juan County.
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Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

In my university days I purchased a better motorcycle, and in summers I would ride parts of the Trans Mountain Trail with any
friend I could coax into it. When Raymon Carling came to Moab in 1979 to be Ranger he encouraged our trail use, and made
the USFS chainsaw available to us anytime we would go. He showed me where old trails were barely in evidence, and
expressed a desire to clear them and reintroduce them to human traffic. I frequently took Boy Scouts to work on the trails in
hopes of accomplishing Raymon's dream.

6
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Thank you for your comments regarding mineral exploration in the draft Assessment Report and the developme
of plan components addressing mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan.Extensive historic exploration
conducted under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) failed to identify any significant uranium
mineralization zones within the Forest boundaries. Thousands of exploration holes were drilled in areas such as
Polar Mesa in the La Sal Mountains and Elk Ridge in the Abajo Mountains in an attempt to locate sizable deposit
without success. The Manti-La Sal National Forest does not currently have a significant amount of land associate
with uranium mining in the La Sal or Abajo Mountains. If future uranium mining or exploration is proposed on th
Forest, then it will be determined how much to bond for those activates in order to responsibly reclaim surface
disturbances and protect Forest resources.The new oil and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA
will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management plan (management goals) and all applicable ru
and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the
MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to
protect multiple user resources and the environment. At present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis
cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas
leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land management plan is in place. We appreciate your
time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan component
related to mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan

6

The Utah Geological Survey Field Notes (Volume 46, Number 2, May 2014, Pages 8-9) contains an article, UGS Set to Publish
Major Study on Potential Paleozoic Shale-Gas Resources, by Thomas C. Chidsey, Jr. The article identifies a "sweet spot" in the
Paradox Formation shale-gas play area that includes the shoulders of the La Sals, east of Moab (See Figure 2).

6

Thank you for you comments related to groundwater in the draft Assessment report, and the provision of
The map below (Figure 3) shows his educated opinion of the Glen Canyon Aquifer recharge area and groundwater flow to the additional information sources for consideration. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comme
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to groundwater sources in th
Moab Valley.
revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
The BLM Moab Field Office Resource Management Plan (RMP) spells out these areas for "No Surface Occupancy" related to oil
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
and gas drilling (See Figure 1). The Town believes this information is worthy of inclusion in the Draft Assessment currently out
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
for public review when it is finalized.
Forest plan.
Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
Furthermore, the Town would like the Forest Service to follow the BLM's lead and designate Forest Service lands within the
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
Castle Valley watershed as "No Surface Occupancy" and believes that these same provisions ought to be applied to Moab's
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
adjacent drinking water aquifer, the Glen Canyon aquifer. This should be part of the next Forest Plan.
Forest plan.
Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
The Moab Area Watershed Council letter to the Grand County Council on the State of Utah Resource Management Plan
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
included a clause that all lands within the drinking water watersheds of Moab and Castle Valley should be NSO.
Forest plan.

6

The headwaters of the Castle Creek system are delineated in the map but were not a focus of this graphic. Nonetheless, the
overlap of both aquifer recharge areas with the UGS identified "sweet spot" for frackable resources

Thank you for your comments related to fracking and the draft Assessment Report. It is recognized that the
protection of groundwater resources is critical to the Town of Castle Valley and that there is public concern ove
the development of oil and gas resources on the Manti-La Sal National Forest (MLSNF). It is understood that the
Town of Castle Valley would like to see a "No Surface Occupancy" (NSO) stipulation for the protection of the Gle
Canyon Aquifer recharge area, located on the MLSNF. For the purposes of land management planning, the MLS
will address the protection of water resources and develop management goals. However, the NSO stipulation
would be more appropriately addressed during the NEPA process for the oil and gas leasing analysis. The new o
and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA, will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land
management plan (management goals) and all applicable rules and regulations that pertain to oil and gas
decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the MLSNF will work closely with BLM to ident
areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to protect groundwater/surface water resources.
present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas
leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF lan
management plan is in place. A new oil and gas leasing analysis is not directly applicable for the purposes of the
land management assessment, but more appropriately addressed when NEPA is conducted for the oil and gas
leasing analysis.Thank you again for taking the time to comment on the MLSNF draft Assessment Report. Your
comments will be considered as plan components are developed related to mining activities on the Forest.

verify that the BLM No Surface Occupancy designation is justified and should be adopted by the Forest Service in the Forest
Plan Amendment.

Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
Forest plan.

Fracking has been banned in the states of New York, Vermont, Maryland, while France and Bulgaria are countries that have
banned the aquifer threatening process. Germany is currently considering a ban. The Town thinks in light of all of this that
eliminating the threat from the drinking water aquifers makes sense and should be codified so to speak in the Manti-LaSal
National Forest Plan Revision.

Thank you for your comments related to fracking and the draft Assessment Report. It is recognized that the
protection of groundwater resources is critical to the Town of Castle Valley and that there is public concern ove
the development of oil and gas resources on the Manti-La Sal National Forest (MLSNF). It is understood that the
Town of Castle Valley would like to see a "No Surface Occupancy" (NSO) stipulation for the protection of the Gle
Canyon Aquifer recharge area, located on the MLSNF. For the purposes of land management planning, the MLS
will address the protection of water resources and develop management goals. However, the NSO stipulation
would be more appropriately addressed during the NEPA process for the oil and gas leasing analysis. The new o
and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA, will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land
management plan (management goals) and all applicable rules and regulations that pertain to oil and gas
decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the MLSNF will work closely with BLM to ident
areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to protect groundwater/surface water resources.
present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas
leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF lan
management plan is in place. A new oil and gas leasing analysis is not directly applicable for the purposes of the
land management assessment, but more appropriately addressed when NEPA is conducted for the oil and gas
leasing analysis.Thank you again for taking the time to comment on the MLSNF draft Assessment Report. Your
comments will be considered as plan components are developed related to mining activities on the Forest.
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Thank you for your comments related to fracking and the draft Assessment Report. It is recognized that the
protection of groundwater resources is critical to the Town of Castle Valley and that there is public concern ove
the development of oil and gas resources on the Manti-La Sal National Forest (MLSNF). It is understood that the
Town of Castle Valley would like to see a "No Surface Occupancy" (NSO) stipulation for the protection of the Gle
Canyon Aquifer recharge area, located on the MLSNF. For the purposes of land management planning, the MLS
will address the protection of water resources and develop management goals. However, the NSO stipulation
would be more appropriately addressed during the NEPA process for the oil and gas leasing analysis. The new o
and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA, will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land
management plan (management goals) and all applicable rules and regulations that pertain to oil and gas
decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the MLSNF will work closely with BLM to ident
areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to protect groundwater/surface water resources.
present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas
leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF lan
management plan is in place. A new oil and gas leasing analysis is not directly applicable for the purposes of the
land management assessment, but more appropriately addressed when NEPA is conducted for the oil and gas
leasing analysis.Thank you again for taking the time to comment on the MLSNF draft Assessment Report. Your
comments will be considered as plan components are developed related to mining activities on the Forest.

6

At the June 15th meeting, Moab-Monticello District Ranger Mike Diem indicated that the Town should refer to the current
Forest Plan as a starting point to identify current management tools and strategies and determine what was good, what we
felt needed changing, and where we see a "need" that is not being covered. The Town considers fracking a "need' that is not
covered in the current plan. Mr. Diem indicated the Town should lay out this case. We believe the above background clearly
shows that there is reason to address fracking in the drinking water watersheds of the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Below is
an analysis of the current Forest Plan related to watershed protection.

6

Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
As an aside, the Town feels that grazing is a stressor that should be added to the list of stressors in the Forest Plan
Amendment. We appreciate that San Juan County pointed out this omission and trust that the Forest Service will stick by their not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
word and add it to the list. The Town just wants to go on the record supporting grazing's inclusion as a stressor in all
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
appropriate documents.
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.

6

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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Castle Creek is missing from the list of streams and should be added to the Forest Plan Revision

6

Forest Management Goals III-4 Soil and Water * Maintain satisfactory watershed conditions. * Provide favorable conditions
of water flow (quality, quantity, and timing). * Protect National Forest System lands or resources from unacceptable damage
caused by the development of water uses. * Improve deteriorated watershed conditions where feasible. * Provide sufficient
water for multiple-use management by securing favorable flows of water, which is interpreted to include those flows
necessary to maintain stable and efficient steam channels as required by the Organic Act of 1897, and provide for fish and
wildlife habitat, recreation, and livestock use as required by the Multiple Use Act of 1960. * Protect soil and water
productivity so that neither will be significantly or permanently impaired. * Protect and enhance riparian areas including
dependent resources. The Town feels these goals are sufficient and that the highlighted goals justify the NSO policy we are
recommending for the Drinking Water Watersheds of Moab and Castle Valley.

Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
Forest plan.

6

III-44 * RPN - Riparian * MWS - Municipal Water Supply * WPE - Watershed Protection and Improvement (Page III-74)
MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTION MWS (EMPHASIS IS ON MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY) Management emphasis is on producing
water for municipal uses. These units include portions of some select watershed areas and some springs or other water
sources dedicated to the production of municipal water. The unit(s) is managed to maintain the hydrologic integrity of the
watershed or water source for the protection of water quality and quantity. On these units, maximizing herbaceous ground
cover and minimizing surface disturbing activities is the overall direction. Some limited land uses or activities that do not
degrade the water quality of disrupt the watershed or source areas may occur. Unfortunately, this designation only works for
drinking water supplies largely from surface waters. It does not protect either Moab's Glen Canyon Aquifer or Castle Valley
pristine alluvial fill aquifer. A 2006 Forest Service Hydrologist Report referenced in the Forest Plan Amendment and provided
as comment by the Town earlier in this process, clearly indicates that the surface water and groundwater of Castle Valley are
directly linked and should be managed as one system. Since it is unlikely that this surface water/groundwater catch-22 will get
resolved anytime soon, the Town feels the best way to actually "protect" the drinking water watersheds is NSO designation for
them.

Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
Forest plan.

6

III 75 GEOLOGIC RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (G00) ? 01 Design activities to minimize negative or emphasize positive effects
on geologic features concerning recharge areas, depth and extent of the water resource, and surface use in the management Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
of municipal water systems. The Town feels these provisions are excellent but should be extended to all drinking water
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
watersheds not just the ones having the Municipal designation which as we saw above eliminate groundwater resources from surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
these protections. NSO designation would go a long ways toward accomplishing these goals related to the most dangerous sub- Forest plan.
surface industrial practice to date, fracking.

6

III 76 MINING LAW COMPLIANCE AND ADMINISTRATION (LOCATABLES) (G01) ? 01 Avoid or minimize and mitigate
detrimental disturbance to the MWS unit by mineral activities. Initiate timely and effective rehabilitation of disturbed sites.
The Town feels these provisions are excellent but should be extended to all drinking water watersheds not just the ones
having the Municipal designation which as we saw above eliminate groundwater resources from these protections.

Thank you for you comments related to groundwater in the draft Assessment report, and the provision of
additional information sources for consideration. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comme
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to groundwater sources in th
revised Forest Plan.

6

III 76 MINERALS MANAGEMENT LEASABLES (G02 TO 07) * 01 Allow mineral leasing where it has been determined that
stipulated methods of mining will not affect the watershed values to any significant degree. * 02 Allow oil and gas leasing
where appropriate using the "Controlled or limited Surface Use" stipulation which allows uses within specific areas of the lease
to be strictly controlled or surface use entirely excluded as necessary. The Town feels that clause 02 is not sufficient and
should break out NSO from "Controlled or limited Surface Use" as a third clause and applied to drinking water watersheds
related to shale-gas resources development.

Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
Forest plan.
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6

MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTION WPE (EMPHASIS IS ON WILDERNESS PROTECTION/IMPROVEMENT) Note: The above heading
was copied directly from the 1986 Forest Plan and should have the word watershed substituted for the highlighted word
wilderness.

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

6

Management emphasis is for watershed protection and improvement in areas where watershed treatment (i.e., contour
trenching and furrowing) have been, or should be, applied, and where other use restrictions are implemented to protect onsite and downstream values from flooding and sedimentation. On completed watershed projects where grazing is restricted,
maintaining sufficient ground cover and minimizing surface disturbing activities will be the general management objective.
Investments to protect and maintain past watershed projects will be made. Other uses and activities that do not damage the
watershed will be permitted. On areas in the 10 year watershed program where the surface cover is inadequate to protect
the soil and results in excessive soil erosion rates, emphasis is placed on management practices and restoration projects which
increase vegetative cover and control surface runoff. Priorities for watershed improvement should be determined through the
Forest's Watershed Improvement Needs Inventory (WINI) and Evaluation Process. Also included, but not mapped, are some
areas that have received damage by landslide and flood events. Units receiving damage by such events should be entered on
the Watershed Improvement Needs Inventory list and evaluated against all other potential projects for priority of treatment.
The Town included this category for background but feels as written it is beyond the scope of "drinking water watersheds"

Thank you for your comment highlight the Watershed Protection section of the 1986 Forest Plan. The comment
you have identified relate to all watersheds, not just those important for drinking water protection. We greatly
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move
forward and develop plan components in the revised Forest Plan that will affect drinking water sources.

6

Thank you for your comment related to groundwater quality and public water systems.The Forest Plan will com
Federal and State laws and regulations. Public drinking water supply sources, sole source aquifers and source
water protection zones will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. The For
relies on State and Federal agencies for information about water quality and does not have a water quality
Municipal Watershed Management (j) Clarify direction for management of suitable uses within those areas where municipal
monitoring program. The revised Forest Plan will include Public Drinking Water Supply Sources, a discussion and
water sources areas exist. The Town feels fracking is not a suitable use in drinking water watersheds and should be spelled
map of the municipal water management area and at least a discussion of source water protection zones.
out as such.
Protections are provided by stating National BMPs and Regional SWCPs during the project NEPA pocess which
includes public involvement and by following them during project implementations. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort in this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward and develop pla
components addressing groundwater quality and quantity.

6

In closing, the Town of Castle Valley would like to thank the Manti-La Sal National Forest staff for this opportunity to comment
on the assessment phase of the Forest Plan Revision. Furthermore, we strongly encourage the Forest Plan Revision to include
No Surface Occupancy for the drinking water watersheds of the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Fracking is a present and real
danger to aquifer protection world-wide. The drinking water aquifers of the Manti-La Sal National Forest deserve the foresight
needed to include NSO designation for our irreplaceable watersheds in the Forest Plan Revision.

12

Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
Comments recommending No Surface Occupancy designation for the FS lands in the drinking water watersheds of Moab and
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
Castle Valley. Again, this would be adopting the same regulations that the BLM has in the ir RMP for the adjoining lands in the
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
watersheds.
Forest plan.
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Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
Forest plan.

40

To whom it may concern, as a frequent visitor to the Moab area, I wholeheartedly agree with any upcoming designs to expand
riding options in the La Sal area. It would certainly relieve pressure on other sensitive areas and provide a different mid
summer area for those seeking single track. If approved, some of my fellow Salt Lake riders and I can help with construction
and maintenance as we have supported Ride with Respect near Sovereign and other areas. Thank you for your serious
consideration.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

31

I'd like to write a brief letter talking about the recreational usage of the La Sal mountains here in Moab, Utah. I am a third
generation local of Moab and have recreated in the mountains my whole life. If there is an opportunity to add to the limited
motorized single track up there then I am ecstatic. I don't go to the La Sals to ride motorized single track anymore because of
how limited it is; we instead go to the Abajos. Anything that is added up there should be coordinated with Cliff Koontz and
Ride With Respect.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

52

Aesthetics are of primary importance to me including healthy trees and undergrowth, clear free flowing streams, natural lakes
and ponds, well maintained trails that protect the forest and allow visitors access on foot. I think bicycles and motorized
Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. We will consider these recommendations as we
vehicles must be limited in their access to trails to maintain healthy forests. Numbers of campers must also be limited and well move forward into developing our revised Forest Plan and its associated monitoring program.
trained hosts are critical in maintaining campgrounds. There is no substitute for people on the ground in managing resources.

51

I am a supporter of the Brumley-Twomile motorcycle loop proposed by Ride With Respect for the Manti-La Sal forest.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

51

In my opinion, the trails around South Mountain and the SITLA property would be more enjoyable if riders could access them
more easily from Moab, without having to ride on dirt roads used by SUVs and pickup trucks.

Thank you for your interest, and information you have provided regarding trails on the forest. The Forest Plan
Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning as per 36 CFR 219.2. The revised Forest Plan will provide guidan
for future project planning and development. We appreciate your concerns for protecting trail infrastructure.
Recognizing and providing for the long-term sustainability of our trail system is consistently considered in all
project specific planning. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning, but will be a separ
NEPA process with public involvement at that time. Authorized use of roads and trails is enforced in accordance
with the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which is updated annually to reflect changes. Motorized use of nonmotorized trails has been a travel management concern for many years and will continue to be a challenge in th
future. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conside
as we move forward.

17

The Moab Area Watershed Partnership (MAWP) would like to thank the Manti-La Sal National Forest planning team for the
opportunity to comment and consult on the Manti-La Sal Forest Plan revision Assessment Report. The MAWP appreciates the We appreciate the interest, involvement and input provided from the public and all of our cooperating agencies
historical cooperative efforts between our partners and looks forward to continuing those cooperative efforts to protect,
We look forward to seeing you all at our future meetings.
improve, and utilize water quality.
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17

In our first comment letter, the MAWP suggested the Manti-La Sal National Forest consider several sources of information for
your assessment. The MAWP appreciates your consideration of the Comprehensive Watershed Management Plan for the
Moab Area, the UDWQ 2016 Draft Integrated Report , the Sole Source Aquifer status for Castle and Spanish Valley and the
2008 BLM Moab Field Office Resource Management Plan.

17

Thank you for your comment related to groundwater quality and public water systems.The Forest Plan will com
Federal and State laws and regulations. Public drinking water supply sources, sole source aquifers and source
water protection zones will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. The For
relies on State and Federal agencies for information about water quality and does not have a water quality
The MAWP did note that your assessment didn't refer to UDWQ's anti-degradation policy and the State's designation of
Category 1 anti-degradation waters for most waterbodies in the Manti-La Sal National Forest (Category 1 waters). The MAWP monitoring program. The revised Forest Plan will include Public Drinking Water Supply Sources, a discussion and
also noted that your assessment did not refer to the UDWQ groundwater classifications and the studies for Spanish Valley and map of the municipal water management area and at least a discussion of source water protection zones.
Protections are provided by stating National BMPs and Regional SWCPs during the project NEPA pocess which
Castle Valley. The MAWP encourages your agency to include the latter documents in the final Assessment Report
includes public involvement and by following them during project implementations. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort in this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward and develop pla
components addressing groundwater quality and quantity.

17

Thank you for comments regarding water resources and oil and gas leasing stipulations in the revised Forest Pla
It is recognized that the protection of groundwater/surface water resources is critical to the Moab Area Waters
Partnership (MAWP) and Trout Unlimited and that there is public concern over the development of oil and gas
resources on the Manti-La Sal National Forest (MLSNF). It is understood that the MAWP and Trout Unlimited
would like to see a "No Surface Occupancy" (NSO) stipulation for the protection of the Glen Canyon Aquifer
recharge area and surface waters with both Greenback Cutthroat and native Cutthroat trout, with a half-mile
buffer, located on the MLSNF.For the purposes of land management planning, the MLSNF will address the
The MAWP would like to note that the aforementioned groundwater classification reports suggest the La Sal Mountains are a
protection of water resources and develop management goals. However, the NSO stipulation would be more
recharge area for the municipal water sources of Spanish and Castle Valley. We appreciate the draft Assessment Report's
appropriately addressed during the NEPA process for the oil and gas leasing analysis. The new oil and gas leasing
recognition of these areas as such. The MAWP is concerned with Oil and Gas Development and Mining.
analysis, under the requirements of NEPA, will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management pla
(management goals) and all applicable rules and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the
development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are
not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to protect groundwater/surface water resources. At present, th
1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing
nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land
management plan is in place.Thank you again for taking the time to comment on the MLSNF draft assessment.

17

The potential devastating impacts of these activities have been thoroughly explored and explained in the comment letter you
received from our member, the Town of Castle Valley. The MAWP has chosen not to repeat the information or conclusions in
that letter. To the extent possible, the MAWP supports their recommendation for No Surface Occupancy in municipal water
supply recharge areas. The MAWP also supports the 2008 BLM Moab Field Office Resource Management Plan which
designates recharge areas for our municipal water sources with No Surface Occupancy.
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Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. We recognize that the Forest Plan Revision proc
can be complex, and at times feel fast paced.The Manti-La Sal National Forest plan revision team strives to
maintain a transparent planning process by making information readily available on the Plan Revision website, a
hosting public and cooperating agency meetings at key stages in the planning process, and when draft documen
are available for public review.Visit our website and sign up for the Forest Plan Revision mailing list for more
information https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning .

However, our first comment is on the timing and logistics of cooperating meetings and draft reports. The MAWP understands
that this revision is a difficult and time consuming process with numerous obstacles that prevented completion of the Draft
Assessment Report before the cooperator meeting on the report. However, it is difficult for cooperators to effectively
comment and discuss with the revision team on a report that is not available to them. The MAWP encourages the USFS to
make draft reports available to cooperating agencies at least one week prior to cooperator meetings.

Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
Forest plan.

17

The draft Assessment Report indicates that numerous waters on the Manti-La Sal National Forest are impaired according to
the UDWQ 2016 Draft Integrated Report. The Assessment Report failed to identify specific explanations for impairment on
individual stream reaches. The MAWP would like the Manti La Sal National Forest to note that some of the possible
explanations include but are not limited to: 1. Streams that may not be impaired are listed as impaired because they are a
tributary to an impaired stream. 2. Streams that may not be impaired are listed as impaired because monitoring was not
performed after Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) project implementations. 3. TMDL projects have not been implemented or
TMDL's have not been performed on those water bodies. The MAWP hopes the Assessment Report would consider assessing
possible means for removing water bodies from the State of Utah's impaired water body list.

17

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality issues and the way it is addressed in the Assessment
Report, including the reference of human and non-wildlife related impacts such as Beavers. Water quality is one
The MAWP was encouraged by the Reports identification of spring and riparian degradation. The MAWP was also encouraged
indicator of the 12 watershed condition classification indicators. Watershed restoration is prioritized based on
by the Assessment Reports identification of Properly Functioning Streams (PFC) and the identification of at risk stream
total score of indicators. Beaver and tree falls can alter a stream course locally, their presence are considered
reaches. It was also encouraging that the Assessment Report identified Drinking Water Protections Zones. The MAWP
ecologically beneficial as they reduce the energy of the water, create elevated water tables where water is
considers these resources and their integrity crucial to watershed health and is looking forward to a Management Plan that
temporarily stores and filter sediment out of the water all improving water quality. They do not prevent organis
restores at-risk areas and protects functional areas.
moving along the stream as human diversions do. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.

8

Recommended updates to the Federal Plans listed in the June 2017 Cooperating Agency * Delete 2017 BLM Monticello RMP
(does not exist) * Delete 2013 Zion Virgin River Management Plan unclear on the applicability * Delete 2008 BLM Price
Management Plan - Biological Opinion (just refer to the 2008 RMP, the BO is an appendix to the plan, not a plan itself) *
Delete 2000 Grand Staircase Management Plan - unclear on the applicability * 1986 Fishlake (not Fish Lake) * Add 2008 Moab
RMP * * https://eplanning.blm.gov/epl-frontoffice/eplanning/planAndProjectSite.do?methodName=dispatchToPatternPage&currentPageId=94940 * Add 2008
Monticello RMP * https://eplanning.blm.gov/epl-frontoffice/eplanning/planAndProjectSite.do?methodName=dispatchToPatternPage&currentPageId=98873 * Add 2016 Moab
MLP * https://eplanning.blm.gov/epl-frontoffice/eplanning/planAndProjectSite.do?methodName=dispatchToPatternPage&currentPageId=99717 * Add 2015 Utah
Greater Sage-Grouse Approved Resource Management Plan Amendment * * https://eplanning.blm.gov/epl-frontoffice/eplanning/planAndProjectSite.do?methodName=renderDefaultPlanOrProjectSite&projectId=68351

18

Table 2. Stressors and drivers—notes that under the topic Access/Infrastructure, Ground Water Withdrawals, Air Emissions,
and Mineral Exploration & Development that human population with tourism, social and multiple use, water demand, mining,
water diversions, and associated economic demand are the major stressors. It should be noted that in a review of just the
Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan Revision process. These comments regarding
recorded and plotted subdivisions on the west-side of the Manti adjacent to Indianola, Milburn, Fairview, Mount Pleasant,
Assessment content structure, organization or information included will be considered as the Final Assessment
Spring City, and Ephraim, there are 4,452 lots. With any kind of build-out in these subdivisions, there will be major impacts
Report is completed.
watersheds, recreation, fire, grazing, etc. Not included in these numbers is the possible cabins in Fairview Heights and
Gooseberry as they are not recorded subdivisions.

18

Indicators to measure impacts of a changing climate include but are not limited to projected community water needs based on
Thank you for you comments and the information you provided concerning the Water Use on the forest. We
future population estimates. Of note, the Kem Gardner Institute at the University of Utah has projected the Sanpete County
greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period and your comments will be considered as w
population by 2040 to be over 40,000. This is an approximately 35% increase. Population of Sanpete County will have a
move forward in developing plan components that address water use in the revised Forest Plan.
significant impact on community needs provided by the forest.
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Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality in the Assessment. The Assessment Report is meant to b
a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends, and as a result a basic level of information references were
provided in the document. Thank you for identifying additional information for consideration in the Assessment
Report.Water quality data, including TMDLs, are monitored by the states and the results can be found on the
respective agencies websites. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

18

Thank you for your comments addressing fire hazard, and the recommendation of organizing the Assessment
Report by North and South Zone.Under the new Land Management Plan areas of concern are identified and are
analyzed to define the potential fire severity impacts and arrival times of the fire under various scenarios. Analy
Page 24 Risks of wildfire. We think it would be important here to delineate between the north and south regions for risk
especially to the WUI and community watersheds. Report noted that the Forest had 13 fires since 1985 that met the criteria of shows six fires on the South Zone, and seven fires on North Zone matching the requirements regarding fires of
fires of concern; but were these fires more often located in the north versus the south or evenly distributed. When looking at concern. This data is simply demonstrating locations where large long-duration historical fires occurred. All of th
the Forest, as a whole, this data may be skewed.
data helps fire managers at a national and regional level to identify areas of greatest concern in order to identif
where suppression resources are needed. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment peri
your comments will be considered as we develop the revised Forest Plan and finalize the Assessment Report.

18

Thank you for your comments related to invasive species in the draft Assessment Report. The Invasive Species
report which is part of the Forest Plan project record included maps and tables that indicate how many acres of
weeds are found in each area. The Assessment, a summary of many reports, could not include all the informatio
Page 34 When addressing indicators of invasive species, assessment states less than 2 percent considering 22,000 acres
(about 15,900 within the Forest and 6,300 outside the Forest). Again, distinguishing between the two distinct North and South provided by all the reports but this information would be available upon request. That report clearly does
Zones would be helpful for making comment.
recognize that Musk Thistle is both the weed with the highest amount of acreage inventoried and the most wid
spread. Found in 27 Land Type Associations and all Vegetation Types.Your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components addressing invasive species in the revised Forest Plan.

18

Page 40 In the Section beginning on page 40 regarding ACCESS. No mention of the need to provide access to those that have
grazing permits on the Forest—access to repair fences, maintain water troughs, move sheep camps, etc. Nor any mention of
the need for communities to ACCESS their watersheds.

18

Thank you for your comments and suggestions related to the socio-economic portions of the draft Assessment
Report. Your suggestions will be considered as the Report is finalized, and also while plan components are
developing addressing the social and economic needs of the communities who use the Manti-La Sal National
Forest in the revised Forest Plan.The assessment report addresses ecological, social, and economic conditions,
consistent with the 2012 planning rule and directives. The assessment captures the social and economic
Page 131 Question the analysis regarding "Trends in Agriculture Sectors" for the North Zone by using farm employment added contributions of the five multiple uses (timber, watershed, range, outdoor recreation, and wildlife and fish) as w
jobs between 1970 and 2015. Even though only 300 jobs were added, what is reflected is a stable agriculture environment at as other ecosystem services and forest uses (e.g., mineral extraction). The assessment present information both
least in Sanpete County. If employment numbers had dramatically decreased showing agriculture as a declining economy, then the sectoral composition of the planning area economy as well as the specific contributions of the Manti-La Sal
National Forest to economic activity (pp. 128-144).The assessment identifies environmental justice populations
the need for continuing use of the forest for grazing makes sense. But stable or even an increase of 300 jobs shows that
agriculture is still an important economy to the county. What was being farmed in 1970 is still being farmed in 2014.
the planning area (pp. 126-128). It finds that San Juan County, UT and Montrose County, CO in the South Zone
contain larger shares of minority residents and/or experience higher rates of poverty than their respective state
Sub-county data on race, ethnicity, and poverty in the planning area have very high margins of error that do not
allow for a credible analysis. Therefore, the environmental justice analysis uses county-level information. The
possibility of including sub-county data will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Fore
Plan.

18

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
Page 134 Trends in Forest Production Sectors The description completely ignores the inability of the Forest, due to suits over developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
timber sales, to award timber sales which did result in local sawmills and timber harvesting businesses to close. One sawmill considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
closed and one struggled to get timber resulting in trucking loads from Canada to meet their demand.
planning and development.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of access for a variety of reasons including maintenanc
of existing infrastructure. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comment will b
considered as we develop plan components that may influence access in the revised Forest Plan.

18

Page 154 Trends—Recreation Use How many counters are on each Forest; and have paved versus gravel/unpaved been
documented for ADT. ADT might be a reflection of the condition of the road.

18

In addition to hosting public meetings and cooperating agency meetings to solicit data requests, the Forest has
Page 157 State of Utah We believe that Utah State Parks and Recreation have more current data on visitation to parks within been working the State of Utah's Public Lands Policy Coordinating Office (PLPCO) as well as working directly wit
specialists from state departments. If you have additional data to submit please send directly to the Forest Plan
or bordering the Forest.
Revision team at mlnfplanrevision@fs.fed.us.
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Page 161 Shouldn't there be mention of the Flat Canyon Coal Lease and the Green Hollows Coal Lease RODs allowing for
increased coal production from the Skyline Mine and the Sufco Mine respectively.

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the draft assessment of the forest plan revision effort. It is
understood that your recommendation entails including information in the assessment pertaining to operating
mines, mines in reclamation and mines that may begin operating or reopening during the planning process.On p
164 under Nonrenewable Energy and Minerals - Coal, provides some description of the current coal mining
situation on the Forest. This was not the intent of the stressor/driver reports as incorporated into the assessme
document. The assessment does not include information on the Greens Hollow Lease, which was not issued dur
the development of the assessment document. The assessment does not cover site specific leasing, permitting
reclamation directly. The assessment does provide a brief description of the Coal Unsuitability Analysis on pg
264.The objective of this assessment is to identify and assess a solid base of available information relevant to th
development of a new Forest land management plan. Therefore, your comments would more appropriately be
applied during the NEPA and land management planning phase.Thank you again for taking the time to submit yo
comments, they will be considered as the draft Assessment is revised and plan components related to mining a
developed in the revised Forest Plan.

18

Page 184 Shouldn't State Highway 264 & 96 also be included here as part of the Energy Loop (Huntington/Eccles National
Scenic Byway)

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

18

The document would have been much easier to comment on if the two distinct Forests(North Zone and South Zone) were
described separately.

Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan Revision process. These comments regarding
Assessment content structure, organization or information included will be considered as the Final Assessment
Report is completed.

18

In several places, assessments were not specific as to areas not meeting recommended standards. One example is on page 99,
Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan Revision process. These comments regarding
subtitle Grazing. Last sentence states, "All sites were rated as stable or very stable except one, which was rated at risk with
Assessment content structure, organization or information included will be considered as the Final Assessment
moderate stability due to compaction, loss of organic matter at the site, and reduced carbon storage." It is impossible to
Report is completed.
provide comment when there is no indication of where this site is located.

18
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Needs something regarding 18-8's comment.Thank you for your comment! Data on visitor use trends is being
collected and will be used in the preparation of the Forest Plan. Dispersed Recreation is difficult to quantify as it
by definition dispersed across the landscape. The forest contains hundreds of roads and trails that provide acce
to forest and monitoring all of them for use numbers would be a huge undertaking. That being said the Forest is
looking for innovative ways of quantifying use and will be looking for those methods to include in the monitorin
section of the Forest Plan. Visitor expectations are included in the assessment to describe the management
landscape the Forest Service is operating within, but it is true that we cannot meet all of these expectations and
that balancing uses and impacts to other users will be important in future management. We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

18

Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
The document consistently references grazing as a contributor/stressor to many of the resources. The use of the term grazing
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
wholly relates to livestock grazing when wild life grazing is also a contributor. It may be good to distinguish between the two
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
as livestock grazing and wild life foraging or at least to acknowledge that both types contribute as stressors. What are the
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
current numbers of Wild Life who inhabit the Forest year-round versus the number of livestock that are limited to grazing
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
permits and only inhabit the Forest in the late spring to late fall.
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.

5

Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.
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Within the Plateaus subregion, both mean and maximum temperatures have risen around 0.027°F in the last 50 years.
Comment: Temperatures have risen 0.027 degrees f per year. The sentence intimates that the total increase over the past 50
years has been 0.027 degrees.

5

Page 14. Higher temperatures will accelerate evapotranspiration resulting in soils drying faster. Comment: higher
temperature will accelerate evaporation. Transpiration on the other hand may actually decrease and possibly very
substantially. With increased CO2, comes increased water use efficiency across a broad range of plants - in some cases as
much as 75% which might lead to much less water use by the watershed.[...]Choury, Z., Shestakova, T.A., Himrane, H.,
Touchan, R., Kherchouche, D., Camarero, J.J. and Voltas, J. 2017. Quarantining the Sahara desert: growth and water-use
efficiency of Aleppo pine in the Algerian Green Barrier. European Journal of Forest Research 136: 139-152.[...]Urrutia-Jalabert,
R., Malhi, Y., Barichivich, J., Lara, A., Delgado-Huertas, A., Rodríguez, C.G. and Cuq, E. 2015. Increased water use efficiency but
contrasting tree growth patterns in Fitzroya cupressoides forests of southern Chile during recent decades. Journal of
Geophysical Research, Biogeosciences 120: 2505-2524.[...]Soulé, P.T. and Knapp, P.A. 2015. Analyses of intrinsic water-use
efficiency indicate performance differences of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir in response to CO2 enrichment. Journal of
Biogeography 42: 144-155.[...]Saurer, M., Spahni, R., Frank, D.C., Joos, F., Leuenberger, M., Loader, N.J., McCarroll, D., Gagen,
M., Poulter, B., Siegwolf, R.W., Andreu-Hayles, L., Boettger, T., Linan, I.D., Fairchild, I.J., Friedrich, M., Gutierrez, S., Haupt, M.,
Hilasvuori, E., Heinrich, I., Helle, G., Grudd, H., Jalkanen, R., Levanic, T., Linderholm, H.W., Robertson, I., Sonninen, E., Treydte,
Thank you for the additional information about the water efficiency in response to CO2 densities. Microbial
K., Waterhouse, J.S., Woodley, E.J., Wynn, P.M. and Young, G.H.F. 2014. Spatial variability and temporal trends in water-use
diversity and vegetation response to drought will be considered as we develop plan components for soils in the
efficiency of European forests. Global Change Biology 20: 3700-3712.[...]The Increasing Water-Use Efficiencies of Temperate
revised Forest Plan.
and Boreal Forests of the Northern Hemisphere Over the Past Two Decades Volume 16, Number 46: 13 November 2013
Battipaglia, G., Saurer, M., Cherubini, P., Calfapietra, C., McCarthy, H.R., Norby, R.J. and Cotrufo, M.F. 2013. Elevated CO2
increases tree-level intrinsic water use efficiency: insights from carbon and oxygen isotope analyses in tree rings across three
forest FACE sites. New Phytologist 197: 544-554. Wang, W., Liu, X., An, W., Xu, G. and Zeng, X. 2012. Increased intrinsic wateruse efficiency during a period with persistent decreased tree radial growth in northwestern China: Causes and implications.
Forest Ecology and Management 275: 14-22. Soule, P.T. and Knapp, P.A. 2011. Radial growth and increased water-use
efficiency for ponderosa pine trees in three regions in the western United States. The Professional Geographer 63: 379-391.
Bert, D., Leavitt, S.W. and Dupouey, J.-L. 1997. Variations of wood d13C and water-use efficiency of Abies alba during the last
century. Ecology 78: 1588-1596. Feng, X. 1999. Trends in intrinsic water-use efficiency of natural trees for the past 100-200
years: A response to atmospheric CO2 concentration. Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 63: 1891-1903. Arneth, A., Lloyd, J.,
Santruckova, H., Bird, M., Grigoryev, S., Kalaschnikov, Y.N., Gleixner, G. and Schulze, E.-D. 2002. Response of central Siberian
Scots pine to soil water deficit and long-term trends in atmospheric CO2 concentration. Global Biogeochemical Cycles 16:
10 1029/2000GB001374 Lodge R J Dijkstra P Drake B G and Morison J I L 2001 Stomatal acclimation to increased CO2

5

Comment: since transpiration is the vast majority of water use across the watershed (streamflow being what is left over after
all other processes have occurred) and recognizing that most watersheds in the forest are water limited - substantial increases Thank you for you comments and the information you provided concerning the Water Use on the forest. We
in water use efficiency may have very beneficial effects on plant life of all kinds - and may allow greater vegetative cover and greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period and your comments will be considered as w
health given precipitation remains the same or increases. Whether streamflow increases, remains the same or decreases in
move forward in developing plan components that address water use in the revised Forest Plan.
response to higher water use efficiencies is an area that needs study.

5

This may also have impact on other statements regarding the health and vitality of vegetative communities as water stress is
one of the main factors. If a plant in the future only uses 50% or 70% of its current use - that could be a huge factor in the
eventual composition, health and vitality of the community. That, then influences a host of other factors such as fire and fire
behavior, insect infestations, etc.

5

Journal of Earth Science and Engineering 5 (2015) 147-172 doi: 10.17265/2159-581X/2015. 03. 001 Discussion of Influences
on Snow Water Equivalent at Utah Snow Courses As Julander and Clayton have documented - snow at the Buckboard Flat and
LaSal mtn lower sites have been substantially impacted by vegetation change concurrent with snowpack declines and sites on
the Wasatch Plateau above Ephriam and in Salina Canyon that have not had substantial vegetation change have snowpacks
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
that are virtually unchanged over time. The assessment likely overstates the current decline in snowpacks for the region.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Temperature is not the main driver of snowmelt - that is shortwave solar radiation (60%-70%), then long wave (10%-15%)
then all the rest including temperature at 20% to 30% of the total energy. Fall and early winter temperature will control the
onset of snow season and it is expected that it will start later in the season.
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Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.
Comment: see previous comment on snowpack decline. In addition, snowmelt occurring earlier in the year is not necessarily a Thank you for your comments related to snowpack in the draft Assessment. As mentioned in your comments an
function of temperature. As tom painter showed in one of his publications, a 2 degree c rise in temperature would accelerate in scientific literature snow dust is a factor that contributes to increased snow melt. In Wenger et al. 2010, U.S.
snowmelt by a week to 2 weeks whereas dust on snow could accelerate the process by 6 weeks. Also snow melt out dates are Geological Survey 2005, they were referring to increased flood risk in winter months due to warmer and rainier
strongly correlated to snowpack magnitude - thus the current early melt is more likely a function of drought than of
winters. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be
temperature.
considered as we develop the revised Forest Plan .
Comment: precipitation is predicted to change - in what direction? More or less? And with what degree of uncertainty? Over
the past 30+ years on climate change study precipitation predictions for Utah have ranged from plus 150% in early
assessments to desertification and everything in between.

Soil moisture conditions are a component of landslide susceptibility but they are not the only component, other
components including geology, topology, soils, and geomorphology play a large role in determining susceptibilit
of an area to landslides. These coupled with climate and weather data are most used to examine landslide
potential. Potential for the occurrence of landslides across the Forest is discussed within the assessment under
Landslides and Geologic Hazards section of the report beginning on Page 25, as well as in the Soils section of the
assessment beginning on page 96. A map displaying the landslide potential across the Forest is located within th
appendices of the Soils Assessment Report. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition o
the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the
Planning Rule.We appreciate your feedback on the SNOTEL data set and we will consider additional
instrumentation, such as soil moisture sensors for monitoring at the project level. The Forest will be developing
Monitoring Plan as a part of Forest Plan Revision.

5

Comment: scientific information - data… come from observational systems such as SNOTEL. Consider additional
instrumentation, especially soil moisture sensors for management applications (grazing, forage production, access, trail
maintenance, seedling planting, fire potential, etc).

5

Soil moisture conditions are a component of landslide susceptibility but they are not the only component, other
components including geology, topology, soils, and geomorphology play a large role in determining susceptibilit
Landslides on the Wasatch Plateau typically occur under conditions of high precipitation rates, including high snow pack,
of an area to landslides. These coupled with climate and weather data are most used to examine landslide
saturated soils, and rapid spring snowmelt run-off. When these factors occur simultaneously, the 26 potential for large
potential. Potential for the occurrence of landslides across the Forest is discussed within the assessment under
landslides increases as do hazards to people, roads, and other facilities on the Forest. The North Zone has the highest
Landslides and Geologic Hazards section of the report beginning on Page 25, as well as in the Soils section of the
concentration of landslides on the Forest, primarily when soils are saturated. The geologic units of the North Zone, include the
assessment beginning on page 96. A map displaying the landslide potential across the Forest is located within th
Tertiary Flagstaff limestone, Tertiary-Cretaceous North Horn shale, and the Cretaceous Price River sandstone and shale. Other
appendices of the Soils Assessment Report. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition o
contributing factors to increased risk of landslides include slope steepness, earthquakes, loss or removal of vegetative cover,
the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the
and aspect. Comment: this section highlights the need for additional instrumentation for soil moisture conditions and down
Planning Rule.We appreciate your feedback on the SNOTEL data set and we will consider additional
to deeper depths than what SNOTEL currently has.
instrumentation, such as soil moisture sensors for monitoring at the project level. The Forest will be developing
Monitoring Plan as a part of Forest Plan Revision.
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TOWARD A GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF SNOWMELT HYDROLOGY IN UTAH Randall P. Julander1, Jordan Clayton2 In
publication process - Ref: EJRH_2017_165 Title: Toward a greater understanding of snowmelt hydrology in Utah Journal:
Journal of Hydrology: Regional Studies Advance copy available on request.

5

Page 70 Mountain precipitation in the form of snow, the amount of snow and the length of time its stored in the mountains,
forms the chief source of water that supports agricultural, industrial and domestic use, as well as the Forest's hydrologic and
aquatic ecosystems. It is estimated that up to 75 percent of water supplies for the Western United States are from snow melt
(USDA Forest Service 2013 # 095, U.S. Geological Survey 2005). Location on the forest also influences the amount of
precipitation, with the Book Cliffs area receiving less precipitation (rain and snow) than the Wasatch Plateau (U.S. Geological
Survey 1981). In addition higher elevation mountainous areas receive more snow than low elevation valley or basin floors.
Comment: julander and clayton have shown that the amount of streamflow from snowmelt is more likely in the 98% range for
most areas of Utah including the manti lasal. TRandall P. Julander1, Jordan Clayton2 In publication process - Ref:
EJRH_2017_165 Title: Toward a greater understanding of snowmelt hydrology in Utah Journal: Journal of Hydrology: Regional
Studies Advance copy available on request.

5

Climate change analysis indicates that maximum daily temperatures and minimum daily temperatures have been rising since
the 1960s and are predicted to continue rising, by as much as 50° F, through the year the mid-21st century (USDA 2016).
Comment. Predicted to continue rising, by as much as 50 degrees? Seriously? Better move to venus then. Page 77

Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.

5

Past Conditions (30 years or more) Data analysis of water quantity show four major trends: increasingly earlier runoff, lower
summer flows, reduced total water yield, and increased or altered flood risk (Wenger et al. 2010, U.S. Geological Survey 2005).
These alterations will modify snowpack residence time, the timing and volume of peak flows, center of flow mass, summer
low flow volumes, and the amount of water available for use on the Forest (Cummins 2016a). Reduced discharge will also
result in alteratons to groundwater aquifers and groundwater dependent ecosystems. Comment: if you have lower
snowpacks, less streamflow - how do you increase flood risk?

Thank you for your comments related to snowpack in the draft Assessment. As mentioned in your comments an
in scientific literature snow dust is a factor that contributes to increased snow melt. In Wenger et al. 2010, U.S.
Geological Survey 2005, they were referring to increased flood risk in winter months due to warmer and rainier
winters. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be
considered as we develop the revised Forest Plan .

5

Projecctions for precipitation amounts is variable and no clear trends have been defined. While air temperature is projected to
Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan Revision process. These comments regarding
increase over time, combined with changing amounts of precipitation, continued reductions to snow residence time,
Assessment content structure, organization or information included will be considered as the Final Assessment
increased evapotranspiration, and reduced groundwater recharge define a picture of severely increasing pressure on water
Report is completed.
quantity (Cummins 2016a, Jaworski 2016). Comment: see previous comment on evapotranspiration.

5

Past Conditions (30 years or more) Major degradation of watershed conditions occurred from around 1880 to 1903 due to
overgrazing, which lead to a lack of vegetation, excessive erosion, and flooding. Since 1903 watershed restoration activities
have occurred, beginning mainly in the 1950s with contouring, furrowing, and seeding. Restoration activities have also been
Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan Revision process. These comments regarding
implemented to deal with the aftermath of severe flooding and landslides in the early 1980s. The combination of improved
Assessment content structure, organization or information included will be considered as the Final Assessment
land management practices and best management practices implementation have, overall, resulted in improved watershed
Report is completed.
condition since the period of 1880 to 1903. Comment: you need to expand this very positive section and take credit for a job
well done over a period of many years and many people.

5

The effects of climate change are evident in the Wasatch Plateau. The average winter temperature of the Wasatch Plateau has
increased by 1.47 °C and the average winter precipitation has decreased by more than 0.35 inches. Because the effects of
climate change are especially apparent in this region and there are multiple additional stressors, groundwater and surface
water in many of their LTAs are functioning outside their NRV. This region may require more specific planning to mitigate the
effects of climate change on groundwater and surface water resources. Comment: citation for increased temperature and
decreased precipitation?
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Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.

5

The value of water is not captured in market transactions, therefore, the type of economic contribution analysis done for
other multiple uses (range, recreation, and timber) cannot be done for water. However, the absence of water as an
independent category in the economic contribution analysis does not reflect a lack of economic importance, rather that water
is an input to all economic activity. Comment: because water is the limiting factor in just about all aspects for western living
from its actual use by individuals, municipalities, agriculture, recreation, wildlife, etc - forest management plans should include
a section on forest management practices that can enhance water quantity and quality such as patterned timber cutting that
increases snow catch, vegetation management in water producing areas, etc.

Thank you for your comment. The revised plan will include desired conditions for vegetation and for watershed
management at the 5th level Watershed HUC (hydrologic unit code). These will integrate socio-economic
conditions related to water supply, quality and quantity. We greatly appreciate your time and effort in this
comment period, your comment will be considered as we move forward in developing plan components for wa
resources in the revised Forest Plan.

59

Please accept these comments on the Manti-La Sal Forest Plan Revision. My name is Dan Kent and i have been a wildlife
biologist and environmental activist for 34 years in the Abajos and La Sals and have deep interest and knowledge of the
district. Most of these points have been made at various recent public meetings. Thanks for the additional opportunity to
comment!

We appreciate the interest, involvement and input provided from the public and all of our cooperating agencies
We look forward to seeing you all at our future meetings.
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Thank you for your comment. The timing for the NEPA scoping process is being reviewed and a new date will be
* comment periods need to take place when relevant FS staff members are available for consultation. Please change the final
provided to the public and cooperating agencies. We appreciate efforts to make sure that the public process is
comment period, currently scheduled during the winter holiday season.
accessible and timed for the best possible opportunity for interaction.
* core value in Desired Future Condition: retain native species in natural distribution and abundance.
Thank you for your comments regarding wolves in the draft Assessment Report. The gray wolf is currently listed
endangered in the southern portion of Utah and in Colorado. It is not known or believed to occur in Utah outsid
of the Northern Rockies DPS (northern Utah), where it has been delisted. The Mexican gray wolf is considered a
separate subspecies, and the MLNF is well outside the area currently considered for recovery of Mexican wolf
populations. No portion of the planning area is covered by a wolf recovery plan. Over time, gray wolves may
naturally disperse into Utah, and management of suitable habitat would be directed under the ESA at that time
Under Utah's wolf management plan, wolf populations would be managed to avoid conflicts with Ute Tribe wild
management, unacceptable livestock depredation, and not contribute to wildlife populations below manageme
objectives. Wolves were eliminated from Utah by the 1930s. Management of this predator is quite controversia
* TES must be considered. The grey wolf is listed and well known to occur in the La Sals and Abajos historically, yet there is no
and would have potential benefits (wildlife viewing, indirect effects to habitat from changes in deer and elk
mention of the wolf under the TES section.
behavior) and also potential adverse impacts to big game management and livestock management. Wolves and
potential wolf habitat were not addressed in the Assessment, as that document covers current conditions in the
plan area and wolves are not known or believed to occur in the plan area at the current time. The Southwest wo
recovery program area includes AZ, NM, TX, OK and Mexico. In 2015, the US Fish and Wildlife Service
recommended delisting the northern Rocky Mountain population of gray wolves, and listing the Mexican gray w
as endangered. They designated an experimental population area and southwest recovery area which do not
include any lands in Utah or Colorado. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period,
your comments will be considered as we revise the draft Assessment and develop plan components related to
wildlife in the revised Forest Plan.

Thank you for your comments regarding wolves in the draft Assessment Report. The gray wolf is currently listed
endangered in the southern portion of Utah and in Colorado. It is not known or believed to occur in Utah outsid
of the Northern Rockies DPS (northern Utah), where it has been delisted. The Mexican gray wolf is considered a
separate subspecies, and the MLNF is well outside the area currently considered for recovery of Mexican wolf
populations. No portion of the planning area is covered by a wolf recovery plan. Over time, gray wolves may
naturally disperse into Utah, and management of suitable habitat would be directed under the ESA at that time
Under Utah's wolf management plan, wolf populations would be managed to avoid conflicts with Ute Tribe wild
management, unacceptable livestock depredation, and not contribute to wildlife populations below manageme
objectives. Wolves were eliminated from Utah by the 1930s. Management of this predator is quite controversia
and would have potential benefits (wildlife viewing, indirect effects to habitat from changes in deer and elk
behavior) and also potential adverse impacts to big game management and livestock management. Wolves and
potential wolf habitat were not addressed in the Assessment, as that document covers current conditions in the
plan area and wolves are not known or believed to occur in the plan area at the current time. The Southwest wo
recovery program area includes AZ, NM, TX, OK and Mexico. In 2015, the US Fish and Wildlife Service
recommended delisting the northern Rocky Mountain population of gray wolves, and listing the Mexican gray w
as endangered. They designated an experimental population area and southwest recovery area which do not
include any lands in Utah or Colorado. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period,
your comments will be considered as we revise the draft Assessment and develop plan components related to
wildlife in the revised Forest Plan.

59

* please discuss wolves as an extirpated endangered species that would create many forest- wide benefits if reintroduced or
allowed to reintroduce themselves.

59

Thank you for your comment! Wildlife Re-introductions and transplants are possible but require the cooperatio
and agreements from state and other federal agencies. Wildlife populations are directly managed by the
State.Forest Service Handbook 2640.41 - Regional Forester. The Regional Forester shall: 1. Reach joint agreeme
with the appropriate State fish and wildlife agencies on proposals for introductions of the following fish and
* please repudiate staff explanations such as "reintroduction is not politically possible" and "the state controls wildlife." In
wildlife on National Forest System lands: a. Exotic and nonindigenous fish and wildlife to a National Forest whe
reality, the state manages wildlife only at the pleasure of the fed, and Utah has been outrageously mismanaging the national they do not presently occur. b. Federally listed endangered and threatened species. 2. Coordinate exotic and
treasure of our wildlife for decades, including ignoring their own Cougar Management Plan in order to continually increase the Federally listed species introduction proposals with the Fish and Wildlife Service. 3. Coordinate recommendatio
on hunting, fishing, or trapping regulations to State and Federal fish and wildlife agencies in States with more th
lion hunt.
one Supervisor's Office.The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a
landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. W
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move
forward.
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59

Thank you for your comments regarding wolves in the draft Assessment Report. The gray wolf is currently listed
endangered in the southern portion of Utah and in Colorado. It is not known or believed to occur in Utah outsid
of the Northern Rockies DPS (northern Utah), where it has been delisted. The Mexican gray wolf is considered a
separate subspecies, and the MLNF is well outside the area currently considered for recovery of Mexican wolf
populations. No portion of the planning area is covered by a wolf recovery plan. Over time, gray wolves may
naturally disperse into Utah, and management of suitable habitat would be directed under the ESA at that time
Under Utah's wolf management plan, wolf populations would be managed to avoid conflicts with Ute Tribe wild
management, unacceptable livestock depredation, and not contribute to wildlife populations below manageme
objectives. Wolves were eliminated from Utah by the 1930s. Management of this predator is quite controversia
* wolves would have very specific benefits such as dispersing elk and cattle that tend to congregate in meadows, forage on
willows, and exacerbate downcutting in upper drainages. These benefits, particularly those most needed on this district, must and would have potential benefits (wildlife viewing, indirect effects to habitat from changes in deer and elk
behavior) and also potential adverse impacts to big game management and livestock management. Wolves and
be discussed in a proper and thorough Plan revision.
potential wolf habitat were not addressed in the Assessment, as that document covers current conditions in the
plan area and wolves are not known or believed to occur in the plan area at the current time. The Southwest wo
recovery program area includes AZ, NM, TX, OK and Mexico. In 2015, the US Fish and Wildlife Service
recommended delisting the northern Rocky Mountain population of gray wolves, and listing the Mexican gray w
as endangered. They designated an experimental population area and southwest recovery area which do not
include any lands in Utah or Colorado. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period,
your comments will be considered as we revise the draft Assessment and develop plan components related to
wildlife in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding wolves in the draft Assessment Report. The gray wolf is currently listed
endangered in the southern portion of Utah and in Colorado. It is not known or believed to occur in Utah outsid
of the Northern Rockies DPS (northern Utah), where it has been delisted. The Mexican gray wolf is considered a
separate subspecies, and the MLNF is well outside the area currently considered for recovery of Mexican wolf
populations. No portion of the planning area is covered by a wolf recovery plan. Over time, gray wolves may
naturally disperse into Utah, and management of suitable habitat would be directed under the ESA at that time
Under Utah's wolf management plan, wolf populations would be managed to avoid conflicts with Ute Tribe wild
management, unacceptable livestock depredation, and not contribute to wildlife populations below manageme
objectives. Wolves were eliminated from Utah by the 1930s. Management of this predator is quite controversia
* the mexican wolf is critically endangered. A population in the western Abajos would be vital in re-establishing a link between
and would have potential benefits (wildlife viewing, indirect effects to habitat from changes in deer and elk
the population south of I-40 and the northern grey wolf. Wolf recovery is mandated by the ESA.
behavior) and also potential adverse impacts to big game management and livestock management. Wolves and
potential wolf habitat were not addressed in the Assessment, as that document covers current conditions in the
plan area and wolves are not known or believed to occur in the plan area at the current time. The Southwest wo
recovery program area includes AZ, NM, TX, OK and Mexico. In 2015, the US Fish and Wildlife Service
recommended delisting the northern Rocky Mountain population of gray wolves, and listing the Mexican gray w
as endangered. They designated an experimental population area and southwest recovery area which do not
include any lands in Utah or Colorado. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period,
your comments will be considered as we revise the draft Assessment and develop plan components related to
wildlife in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding wolves in the draft Assessment Report. The gray wolf is currently listed
endangered in the southern portion of Utah and in Colorado. It is not known or believed to occur in Utah outsid
of the Northern Rockies DPS (northern Utah), where it has been delisted. The Mexican gray wolf is considered a
separate subspecies, and the MLNF is well outside the area currently considered for recovery of Mexican wolf
populations. No portion of the planning area is covered by a wolf recovery plan. Over time, gray wolves may
naturally disperse into Utah, and management of suitable habitat would be directed under the ESA at that time
Under Utah's wolf management plan, wolf populations would be managed to avoid conflicts with Ute Tribe wild
management, unacceptable livestock depredation, and not contribute to wildlife populations below manageme
objectives. Wolves were eliminated from Utah by the 1930s. Management of this predator is quite controversia
* there is no better place for wolf recovery in the southwest than the greater canyonlands, of which Elk Ridge is the core. The
and would have potential benefits (wildlife viewing, indirect effects to habitat from changes in deer and elk
FS should not ignore this outstanding potential.
behavior) and also potential adverse impacts to big game management and livestock management. Wolves and
potential wolf habitat were not addressed in the Assessment, as that document covers current conditions in the
plan area and wolves are not known or believed to occur in the plan area at the current time. The Southwest wo
recovery program area includes AZ, NM, TX, OK and Mexico. In 2015, the US Fish and Wildlife Service
recommended delisting the northern Rocky Mountain population of gray wolves, and listing the Mexican gray w
as endangered. They designated an experimental population area and southwest recovery area which do not
include any lands in Utah or Colorado. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period,
your comments will be considered as we revise the draft Assessment and develop plan components related to
wildlife in the revised Forest Plan.
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* the Friends of the Abajos and Red Rock Forests have done a thorough, photo documented roadless area analysis and
wilderness recomendation that is much more recent, accurate and complete than anything done by the Forest Service, and
should be used in creating a wilderness recommendation. It was submitted to the MLS in 1999-2000

59

* the Abajos contain an unparrellelled opportunity at protecting fully functioning and productive ecoystems throughout the
majority of the district: ~85% qualifies as potential wilderness. The FS should not let this opportunity pass, particularly in light Thank you for your comments regarding the benefits of roadless areas. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid
of the direction of the newly created Bear's Ears National Monument and its preservation mandate that encompasses the
assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop th
majority of the district. Wilderness is the best tool we have to protect fully functioning ecosystems, other than RNA's, which revised Forest Plan.
are intended to protect much more specific zones than wilderness designation, which is by purpose large in scale.
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Thank you for your comments regarding designated areas in the Assessment Report, and suggestions for additio
language to be included in the final draft of the report. The Assessment discusses existing designated wildernes
national monuments, wild and scenic rivers, inventoried roadless areas, national recreation trails, research natu
areas, scenic byways, and special interest areas. The Assessment also includes a discussion of trends associated
with the designated areas. Using existing information the Assessment discusses the potential new RNAs and
Special Areas that have been identified in past planning efforts. The Assessment also includes a description of th
ongoing Wilderness Evaluation process and the Wild and Scenic River review process. While the Assessment
primarily relied on existing information there will be opportunities for internal as well as public identification of
opportunities and needs for additional designated areas throughout the planning process.We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in
developing plan components related to Designated Areas.
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* similar to the wolf bullets above, the Abajos have outstanding wilderness potential, possibly with more of the district
qualifying for wilderness consideration, as a percentage of the district, than any district in the lower 48.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

59

Thank you for you comments related to Designated Areas in the Assessment Report. The Assessment is a baseli
* please include the highly valuable "Little Forest" in your wilderness-quality lands, as it is contiguous, through BLM wildlands, report of current resource conditions on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available
with Sinbad Ridge in Utah and Sewemup Mesa WSA in Colorado. Please don't allow a confusion of state, county and federal
scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Thank you for your recommendations for additional
artificial boundaries to obscure the fact that this is a huge, intact, valuable wilderness landscape!
information to be included, this will be considered when preparing the final Assessment Report, and while
developing the revised Forest Plan.
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* the road network serves modern users poorly. * mining, grazing and forest product extraction created the haphazard road
system * many impacts deriving from poor design exist * guidelines should be put in place so that damaging and unneeded
roads are eliminated/reclaimed.

Thank you for your comments regarding road closures, relocation and rehabilitation. Road Closures may occur i
areas to enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, soil, and watershed resources, among other values including uns
conditions due to weather conditions.The Forest refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report to make informed
future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing current roads,
decommissioning likely not needed roads. Priority for decommissioning was given to roads located within ripari
and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large secure
wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages; and those that may
impact cultural resources.The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel
management will be a separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered moving forward.
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* road network guidelines should be developed/implemented that emphasize health and retention of native species in their
natural distribution and abundance. Road density is a key aspect of such guidelines

Thank you for your comments regarding road closures, relocation and rehabilitation. Road Closures may occur i
areas to enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, soil, and watershed resources, among other values including uns
conditions due to weather conditions.The Forest refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report to make informed
future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing current roads,
decommissioning likely not needed roads. Priority for decommissioning was given to roads located within ripari
and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large secure
wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages; and those that may
impact cultural resources.The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel
management will be a separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered moving forward.
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Thank you for your comment. The Forest Service refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report (TAR) to make
informed future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing curre
* a citizen's panel should be convened to create a more sensible road network, with roads ending at reasonable places in ways roads, or decommissioning likely not needed road. Priority for decommissioning are given to roads located with
riparian and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large
that discourage off-roading and encourage walking to view points, but do not cut off popular, sensible camps. * providing
secure wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages. The TAR is not
good camping opportunities is a primary function of the current road system
decision document. We greatly appreciate your time and effort in this comment period, and recommendations
future travel decisions. Your comments will be considered moving forward.
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Thank you for your comment. The Forest Service refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report (TAR) to make
informed future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing curre
roads, or decommissioning likely not needed road. Priority for decommissioning are given to roads located with
riparian and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large
secure wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages. The TAR is not
decision document. We greatly appreciate your time and effort in this comment period, and recommendations
future travel decisions. Your comments will be considered moving forward.
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* maintain a process to evaluate roads for practicality, environmental degradation, wildlife impacts, etc.

59

Thank you for your interest, and information you have provided regarding trails on the forest. The Forest Plan
Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning as per 36 CFR 219.2. The revised Forest Plan will provide guidan
* specifically, "the Wilderness" trail on Starvation Point in the Abajos needs to be reclaimed. It was 27 years into that process, for future project planning and development. We appreciate your concerns for protecting trail infrastructure.
based on trees cut down in the tread, when i documented local ATV enthusiasts from SULU making their way with chainsaws Recognizing and providing for the long-term sustainability of our trail system is consistently considered in all
project specific planning. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning, but will be a separ
all the way to the tip of Starvation Point. Despite a temporary closure due to degradation of numerous springs and unique
vegatative communities, the closure order lapsed and the route is now open again, languishing and degrading. The process of NEPA process with public involvement at that time. Authorized use of roads and trails is enforced in accordance
evaluating environmental impacts of roads and ATV trails should not languish, as it makes it very difficult to close routes that with the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which is updated annually to reflect changes. Motorized use of nonhave what rapidly become thought of as "historical" (hysterical?) use...
motorized trails has been a travel management concern for many years and will continue to be a challenge in th
future. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conside
as we move forward.
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* please incorporate the long standing recognition of the inverse relationship between road density and wildlife density,
particularly elk, deer, bear and cougar.

Thank you for your comments regarding road closures, relocation and rehabilitation. Road Closures may occur i
areas to enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, soil, and watershed resources, among other values including uns
conditions due to weather conditions.The Forest refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report to make informed
future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing current roads,
decommissioning likely not needed roads. Priority for decommissioning was given to roads located within ripari
and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large secure
wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages; and those that may
impact cultural resources.The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel
management will be a separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered moving forward.

* commit to reducing currently excessive road densities (more than 1/2 mile per square mile of Forest)

Thank you for your comments regarding road closures, relocation and rehabilitation. Road Closures may occur i
areas to enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, soil, and watershed resources, among other values including uns
conditions due to weather conditions.The Forest refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report to make informed
future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing current roads,
decommissioning likely not needed roads. Priority for decommissioning was given to roads located within ripari
and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large secure
wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages; and those that may
impact cultural resources.The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel
management will be a separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered moving forward.

* commit to decommissioning at least equal miles of road and motorized trail for every mile of road and motorized trail
created/put into service/made useable, at least in principle; a mandate would be preferable

Thank you for your comments regarding road closures, relocation and rehabilitation. Road Closures may occur i
areas to enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, soil, and watershed resources, among other values including uns
conditions due to weather conditions.The Forest refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report to make informed
future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing current roads,
decommissioning likely not needed roads. Priority for decommissioning was given to roads located within ripari
and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large secure
wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages; and those that may
impact cultural resources.The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel
management will be a separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered moving forward.
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* commit to discouraging all illegal motorized use of mon-motorized trails

Thank you for your interest, and information you have provided regarding trails on the forest. The Forest Plan
Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning as per 36 CFR 219.2. The revised Forest Plan will provide guidan
for future project planning and development. We appreciate your concerns for protecting trail infrastructure.
Recognizing and providing for the long-term sustainability of our trail system is consistently considered in all
project specific planning. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning, but will be a separ
NEPA process with public involvement at that time. Authorized use of roads and trails is enforced in accordance
with the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which is updated annually to reflect changes. Motorized use of nonmotorized trails has been a travel management concern for many years and will continue to be a challenge in th
future. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conside
as we move forward.

* commit to rehabilitating, through closures and rerouting, all trails and roads that are causing unacceptable
impacts/erosion/degradation.

Thank you for your comments regarding road closures, relocation and rehabilitation. Road Closures may occur i
areas to enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, soil, and watershed resources, among other values including uns
conditions due to weather conditions.The Forest refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report to make informed
future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing current roads,
decommissioning likely not needed roads. Priority for decommissioning was given to roads located within ripari
and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large secure
wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages; and those that may
impact cultural resources.The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel
management will be a separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered moving forward.

DUST, CLIMATE CHANGE, ECOSYSTEM MANIPULATION * Dust is a very real climactic factor. It buries soil crusts, prematurely
melts snow pack, and affects riparian species. ORV's and grazing are key sources of dust. Please address this in the plan.

Thank you for your comments related to snowpack in the draft Assessment. As mentioned in your comments an
in scientific literature snow dust is a factor that contributes to increased snow melt. In Wenger et al. 2010, U.S.
Geological Survey 2005, they were referring to increased flood risk in winter months due to warmer and rainier
winters. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be
considered as we develop the revised Forest Plan .
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Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
GRAZING * books could be written here. Suffice it to say that GRAZING IS THE #1 HUMAN-CAUSED STRESSOR ON THE FOREST.
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
grazing is a substantial part of many identified problems on the forest, including: •reduced species diversity •polluted water
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
•user conflicts •poison and trapping accidents •erosion •downcutting •soil loss •dust •climate change (methane) •exotic
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
species (stockponds breed weeds; cows spend much time there and spread to all surrounding range; roads and range
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
"improvements" create disturbance/exotic habitat; grazing itself reduces ecosystem resiliency and enhances exotic
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
reproduction and spreading) The MLS Forest must analyze livestock as a primary stressor and consider a range of alternatives,
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
including my preferred alternative, NO PUBLIC LANDS GRAZING
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.
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chaining whole ecosystems for the sake of a few livestock permittees at massive, long-term taxpayer and wildlife expense is a
Thank you for your comment expressing support for limiting grazing on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
grievious mistake of past generations, yet the FS and BLM continue with these destructive projects in places like Shay Mesa
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
with devastating consequences to archeological resources, wilderness, wildlife, and ecosystem integrity. Please make it a
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing grazing in the revised Forest Plan.
priority in the plan to avoid tragic and still very present mistakes like the chaining on the rims of Dark Canyon.

39

Our contributors greatly value primitive trails such as singletrack for mountain biking or motorcycling, 52" routes for ATV
riding, and 4 WD routes for larger vehicles. The Monticello District's currently designated route system provides a solid
foundation. However, motorized singletrack of the eastern high-peaks area could include several new routes to make the
existing ones more useful, such as connecting Abajo Peak Trail to Robertson Pasture Trail, then to Indian Creek Trail, and back
up to Aspen Flat Trail. Likewise 52" or even larger trails could parallel graded and paved roads such as Abajo Peak and Blue
Mountain Byway for a more consistent quality to the Wagon W heel-Shay Ridge loop. West of the high-peaks area, a 52" trail
from the lower Blue Mountain Byway across Shay Mesa to North Cottonwood Creek would enable ATV riders and
motorcyclists to reach Maverick Point and Vega Creek, respectively, for a large loop that returns via the Causeway. The Moab
District's currently-designated route system offers very few OHV trails beyond the old roads below the peaks, such as BrumleyDorry and Two Mile-Hideout Mesa. SI TLA accommodates small motorized-singletrack and ATV loops from Canopy Gap to Dark
Canyon, but Moab residents and visitors seek to reach them via the La Sal Loop Road for a full-day of trail riding. Since the La
Sal Pass area has been developed for more non-motorized and non-commercial use, motorcycle and ATV riders could skirt
South Mountain via Carpenter Basin and Pole Canyon trails, respectively. To avoid the graded roads east of La Sal Pass,
motorized singletrack and/or 52" trail could be constructed to reach state land. For the return trip, motorized singletrack
and/or 52" trail could parallel Dark Canyon and Geyser Pass roads. These routes would alleviate congestion on the main roads
while making the existing motorized and non-motorized trails more useful, all without significantly encroaching upon the most
primitive areas.
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Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

39

We are not categorically against additional layers of protection, even wilderness designation, for locations such as the Mount
Peale RNA. However we generally oppose additional protections that would inhibit building connector trails where there is
currently a gap in motorized or mechanized trail systems (such as the connectors proposed above). Until the 1990's,
Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Changes to the Travel Management Plan wi
motorcyclists rode and maintained virtually every singletrack in the Moab District, but the only one that we propose to reopen require a separate NEPA process which will include public involvement at that time.
is Carpenter Basin. Instead we view sustainably-designed trails that stay at lower elevation or else parallel the pass roads as a
way of meeting the multiple-use mandate while maintaining the other social and natural resources.

39

In Chapter 1, the section on motorized recreation concludes: "New trails constructed since 1986 when the Forest Plan was
put into place, include 53 miles of motorized trail, all within the North Zone, 39 miles of non-motorized trails all within the La
Sal Loop/Moab Front area of the South Zone, and 27 miles of non-motorized trails on the North Zone. It is projected that
future new trail construction will be restricted to key connections forming loops and reconstruction following major
disturbances, such as the 2012 Seeley Fire. Emphasis will instead be placed on maintaining and improving the existing trail
system and right-sizing the existing system including decommissioning trails or managing them as primitive routes with
minimal or no maintenance." While restricting OHV trail construction "to key connections forming loops and reconstruction"
is acceptable in the Abaja Mountains, where a foundation of motorized singletrack and ATV trails is already in place, this
restriction is excessive in the La Sal Mountains, which has not provided any singletrack or ATV trails for the past quartercentury (except for Trail 17 around Hideout Mesa, which is relatively far away and sparse in forest canopy). For Moab
motorcyclists to reach the very-small Trust Lands Singletrack loop around Upper Twomile Canyon (which SITLA refers to as its
South Block), motorized singletrack is greatly needed in the national forest. This loop could utilize some primitive roads that
already exist (whether currently designated open or closed), and it would tie into the singletrack currently designated open by
SITLA, so in this way perhaps it does fit within the goal of constructing "key connections forming loops." Nevertheless, since
this motorcycle loop would require adding at least twenty miles to the current travel plan, it should be specifically prioritized
in your Assessment Report. We apologize if its absence was due to the late arrival of our most recent letter on April 27, 2017.
However, at the district level, Ride with Respect (RwR) has been pursuing the vision of including motorcycling back into the
mix of Moab District trails since 2004 when your agency began scoping for the Forest Plan revision. RwR is directly supported
by hundreds of motorcyclists who live locally and across the country. Unlike the Manti and Monticello districts, the Moab
District's current travel plan does not live up to the USFS multiple-use mission. We have performed a couple-thousand hours
of high-quality trail work in the Abajo's, and along with continuing that work, we are willing and able to do all the physical
work necessary to establish and maintain a motorized singletrack from Moab to Upper Twomile that's relatively safe,
sustainable, and satisfying to motorcycle as well as non-motorized enthusiasts.
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Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

39

During the scoping stage of Forest Plan revision in 2004, RwR proposed to avoid some northern trails that were popular for
non-motorized use, but to re-open South Mountain trails for motorcycling since it would avoid social conflicts, by and large. By
2006, after realizing that motorcycling on South Mountain would conflict with the "wilderness" values of people who rarely
visited there, we further compromised our proposal to build trail that simply parallels the Geyser Pass and La Sal Pass roads
where no "wilderness" characteristics exist, and where other impacts could essentially be consolidated with the nearby pass
roads. Then the Forest Plan revision came to a halt, so RwR focused on the SITLA property around Upper Twomile Canyon
where motorcycling and ATV riding had been disorganized for decades. We began using trail maintenance to steer riders away
from sensitive, redundant routes and toward more durable ones that formed a singletrack loop with exterior links and an ATV
loop with bypasses for full-size vehicles. Thankfully, when SITLA limited the area to designated routes in 2010, the agency
included the majority of RwR's proposed loops. That said, with only fourteen miles of designated singletrack, an experienced
motorcyclist can ride the loop in less than one hour. We needed more "saddle time" on the trail and preferably less driving
time on the highway. Still we appreciate access to these trails since providing recreation opportunities is not SITLA's
responsibility, and we faithfully maintain the singletrack and ATV loops in cooperation with the agency. Also we urged
motorcyclists to limit trail riding to the SITLA property rather than poaching USFS trails. We assured them that working
through the system of USFS planning would return some trail access for motorcycling, rather than simply creating new
motorcycle routes and "asking forgiveness" later.

39

In 2010, when the Moab District began to more closely implement road closures of the 1991 travel plan, they discovered that
trails weren't the only imbalance left by that plan. The plan also lacked many short roads that had been in continuous use,
some of which probably should not have been excluded from the travel plan in the first place. USFS implementation of these The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel management will be a
closures was met with quite a bit of local resistance, and it spawned the "Sagebrush Coalition" (see attached newspaper
separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during
article). Note that RwR still encouraged the public to work with the USFS, and we didn't oppose all of the road closures, but we this comment period.
did hope that the ordeal would increase agency awareness that the Moab District travel plan lacks adequate opportunity for
OHV riding, especially motorcycling.

39

Apparently the USFS thought that non-motorized trails were more lacking than motorized ones, because in 2011 it initiated a
Moab Non-Motorized Trail Plan. During this process, the agency reserved La Sal Pass to be less active commercially and
possibly in other ways, so RwR once again compromised our proposal. Instead of paralleling La Sal Pass Road, motorcyclists
could simply skirt South Mountain by utilizing Carpenter Basin Trail, which had formed the boundary of an OHV open area only
a couple years prior. This request was incorporated in the draft alternatives, but later set aside to be considered by a
motorized trail planning process. Likewise, motorized singletrack paralleling Geyser Pass was set aside for future consideration
in conjunction with road planning. So, while the Moab Non-Motorized Trail Plan didn't make any headway for motorcycle trail
riders, it didn't restrict our prospects, just delayed them further. To some motorcyclists, the agency's final decision indicated
that it's better to "ask forgiveness" than to "ask permission" as, for example, the adoption of Burlfriends Trail followed a
pattern established by Hazard County and UPS trails. RwR still contends otherwise, but with each passing year it's getting
harder to convince our fellow riders to stay on the roads.
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Thank you for your interest, and information you have provided regarding trails on the forest. The Forest Plan
Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning as per 36 CFR 219.2. The revised Forest Plan will provide guidan
for future project planning and development. We appreciate your concerns for protecting trail infrastructure.
Recognizing and providing for the long-term sustainability of our trail system is consistently considered in all
project specific planning. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning, but will be a separ
NEPA process with public involvement at that time. Authorized use of roads and trails is enforced in accordance
with the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which is updated annually to reflect changes. Motorized use of nonmotorized trails has been a travel management concern for many years and will continue to be a challenge in th
future. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conside
as we move forward.

Thank you for your comments related to illegal OHV use, over snow vehicles and their impacts on the Manti-La
National Forest.Prior to preparing the Moab Non-Motorized Trail Plan in 2011 a planning effort was conducted
the open areas across the Moab District and this decision resulted in the designation and construction of new
motorized trail opportunities on the District. The Forest Plan revision process does not include route-specific tra
planning. Travel management will be addressed separately at the project level and will include public comment
opportunities during NEPA.The USFS recognized the impacts from unauthorized motorized use and take the issu
seriously. While Law Enforcement capability is often stretched thin the Manti-La Sal National Forest works with
responsible to motorized users and groups to educate the users groups about their impacts. Unauthorized route
are signed closed, barricaded and reclaimed when they are found. Objectives, guidelines and desired conditions
motorized and non-motorized recreation opportunities will be prepared during the Forest Planning process.
Suitability determinations for motorized recreation including over the snow vehicles may also be made using th
ROS. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considere
we move forward with developing plan components addressing recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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Although others have lost faith, RwR will still work constructively with your agency in the Abajo's, and we will still engage with
planning in the La Sal's. Our letter from April 27th, 2017 provided an overview of RwR's service work on USFS trails, our
suggestions for improving the connectivity of Abaja trails, and our request to avoid additional layers of protection that would
block any prospects of establishing a motorcycle loop over the La Sal's. It described the loop's basic location and rationale such
as constructing singletrack parallel to graded roads in order to provide trail-like characteristics (e.g. primitiveness, challenge,
and flow) and to alleviate congestion on the roads. We'd prefer to route the singletrack a hundred-yards away from the road's
edge to create a sense of remoteness, not to mention reducing the potential for short-cutting between the road and trail.
Also, although some non-motorized advocates would complain about reopening Carpenter Basin for motorcycling, the fact is
that it would benefit all trail uses. Although people who actually use Carpenter Basin would occasionally encounter
motorcyclists, the trail itself would be in much better shape. RwR would install 40" width limiters at both ends and many
drains in between, plus brushing and logging out the trail each year. Now we are attaching a sketch showing the approximate
locations of this Brumley-To-Twomile Motorcycle Loop (see attached map). It start at Brumley Creek (from the graded road
4691) in order to avoid the residential area of Pack Creek. Then it would follow a new ATV or side-by-side trail for two miles to
reach La Sal Pass Road east of the Pack Creek picnic area. (This route ought to accommodate ATVs or side-by-sides so that
even more people can avoid the Pack Creek residential area, whether they're ultimately heading up to La Sal Pass or over to
Pole Canyon.) Then the route would head south on Pack Creek Road to reach Carpenter Basin Trail. Then simply follow the
currently-designated roads past Lackey Basin and Deer Spring. (From there, we'd prefer to stay on the southwest side of La Sal
Pass Road to get under forest canopy, but we also understand that this side possesses more "wilderness" characteristics.)
Then cross La Sal Pass Road onto new singletrack that would cross a narrow stretch of La Sal Creek, which is upstream of the
diversion dam. Once on the northeast side of La Sal Creek, climb up gradually to reach a closed road. (From there, we'd prefer
to construct new trail that's designed to maximize both sustainability and satisfaction of all singletrack uses, but if NEPA
approval depends on utilizing closed routes, we would gladly make the closed routes work.) The closed road leads nearly to
Sheepherders Trail (on SITLA property), only having to make new singletrack for the last half-mile or so. Once north of Dark
Canyon (back onto the national forest), utilize a half-mile of closed road, then new singletrack, then the Blue Lake Road, then
another combination of new singletrack and closed road that manages to avoid wetlands on its way to Geyser Pass. (From
there, we'd prefer to switch to the south side of Geyser Pass Road to stay above the road, but we understand that this side
possesses more "wilderness" characteristics.) Then follow new singletrack on the north side of Geyser Pass Road past the fork
for Gold Basin Where Geyser Pass Road crosses Horse Creek switch over to more new singletrack on the south side of Geyser
In terms of impacts to the local tourism economy, reestablishing some motorcycle and ATV opportunities in the La Sals would
benefit Moab during the summer lull, just as snowmobiling and snow biking could help to fill the winter off season. Providing
more consistent business throughout the year would make tourism jobs more stable, enabling residents to become rooted,
and the community to thrive. That said, these activities would not match the popularity of the Whole Enchilada trail. The
Whole Enchilada is exceptional to downhill mountain bikers because it drops over a vertical mile from forest to desert, starting
from above tree line and ending at the Colorado River. In contrast, a Brumley-To-Twomile motorcycle loop wouldn't be
globally unique, but could draw some of our repeat visitors at a new time of year, and serve local residents who so they don't
have to drive 120 miles roundtrip just to do a day ride. By the way, motorcycling from Moab around the Brumley-To-Twomile
loop and back to town would consume just a couple gallons of gasoline.

Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Changes to the Travel Management Plan wi
require a separate NEPA process which will include public involvement at that time.

Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of the tourism industry for communities surrounding th
Manti-La Sal National Forest.The assessment identifies the importance of tourism to the local economy, noting
that about 12 percent of private employment in the communities surrounding the Ferron/Price and Sanpete
Ranger Districts and 20 percent of private employment in the communities surrounding the Moab and Montice
Districts are due to tourism (pp. 137-138).The assessment describes the role of ranching in contributing to sens
place in the planning area (pg. 133). However, an evaluation of the relationship between livestock grazing and
outdoor recreation visitation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest is not possible given existing information. As
reflected in comments provided, observing active ranching operations and understanding the legacy of ranching
the West could benefit the tourism industry and local economies.

39

Regarding the economics of your agency, we realize that recreation budgets have shrunk as fire budgets have grown. It seems
like fire costs could go way down if the USFS would allow more conservation-oriented timber harvest like SITLA has done
around Upper TwoMile Canyon. Also, when fire crews are not responding to fires, they could be helping with trail work.
Volunteers through RwR and other groups could be further encouraged to clear logs, especially along motorized trails where
it's far more feasible to pack a chain saw. Old trails that are too steep to be truly fixed with "rolling dips" or too saturated to
be truly fixed with rock armoring can be rerouted, just as RwR has done in cooperation with USFS staff on several miles of
motorized singletrack in the Abaja Mountains. In addition to volunteers, we have accomplished these projects through OHV
industry and government grants, all of which are funded by the sale of OHV's, registrations, and fuel-tax revenue. Utah State
Parks loans a 50"-wide dozer for work on ATV trails, and they have just been approved to acquire a 30"-wide dozer and 40"wide excavator for work on motorized singletrack. Suffice it to say, if the USFS plans to improve OHV opportunities in the
Moab and Monticello districts, we are ready to help.

39

Please consider a historical account of our perspective. For decades prior to the current travel plan from 1991, motorcyclists
rode and even helped maintain every trail in the La Sal's, as all of them were open to motorcycling (see attached cover of
"LaSal Mountain Trail Guide" from 1985 "by Sena Taylor in cooperation with the Moab Ranger District").

39

In the late 1980's, the USFS quietly planned to prohibit motorcycling on every trail in the La Sal's. Meanwhile, although the
agency may have posted a newspaper notice about "transportation" planning back then, motorcyclists didn't realize that this
pertained to recreational trails, so they didn't comment. By 1991, when motorcyclists realized what was going on, the district
Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Changes to the Travel Management Plan wi
ranger and recreation planner suggested a couple consolations. First, they could leave Carpenter Basin open for motorcycling.
require a separate NEPA process which will include public involvement at that time.
Second, they could build motorized singletrack to basically parallel the major roads. Unfortunately these consolations fell by
the wayside. The decision to go from 100% open to 0% open created a drastic imbalance that hasn't gone away any more than
motorcyclists have gone away from Moab.

39

Widening ATV trails would improve opportunities for side-by-side drivers, and RwR supports this measure on a case-by-case
basis. However the agency should weigh these benefits against the costs to ATV, motorcycle, and non-motorized users as well
as costs to the agency, itself. Other types of trail users prefer the primitive character of narrower trails, and they can have
difficulty passing large machines. Side by sides cannot maintain the trail bench on side hills as well as an ATV whose rider can
lean uphill. Wider trails require a deeper bench cut and bigger bridges where applicable. The wider tread surface leads to more
and faster runoff, which can multiply erosion. Further, side-by-sides are evolving to be as wide as some trucks and SUV's, and
modifications make them even wider. Unless a trail is widened to the point of accommodating full-size vehicles, then some
side-bysides will still be excluded. All of the aforementioned issues can be mitigated, but they should be considered before
reclassifying a trail. In general, ATV trails that were originally roads are good candidates to be widened. Also the USFS should
seriously consider reclassifying short ATV trails that enable much larger loops for side-by side drivers to more effectively utilize
existing roads. Across most forest districts, though, ATV trail and especially motorized singletrack is relatively rare. Therefore,
to improve the connectivity of primitive roads for side-by-side enthusiasts, we primarily recommend making several brandnew link trails for this growing segment of forest visitors.
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Thank you for your comment. The sources you have provided and related recommendations will be considered
we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this
comment period.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

39

Regarding user conflict, it is key to (a) teach the more conspicuous trail users how and why they should be considerate of the
trail's condition and the other user's experience, (b) educate the less conspicuous user that specific routes are shared so that
they'll develop the proper expectation, and (c) inform the less conspicuous user that other specific trails exist which are not
shared by as many types of use so that they're aware of alternatives where they won't have to share as much. Of course the
education depends upon a spectrum of opportunities being available in each forest district. That way visitors can find a trail to
meet their needs. Each trail is likely to combine at least two types of use in order to utilize at least three benefits of trail
sharing. First, it's efficient in terms of natural-resource impacts, since separate trails lead to double the damage. Second, it's
efficient in terms of maintenance, since separate trails lead to double the burden for the USFS and the given user groups.
Third, it can facilitate community cohesion, since separate trails isolate segments of the public which can reduce one another's
understanding and tolerance. In short, RwR encourages the USFS to resolve user conflicts by providing diverse opportunities
(i.e. ROS), informing the public of those options (i.e. ROG), then specifically and persuasively promoting a trail etiquette (i.e.
Tread Lightly).

39

At the Monticello meeting, we were pleased to see SPEAR and San Juan County representatives supporting improved
connectivity of the existing OHV trail system in the Abajo Mountains. At the Moab meeting, over twenty-five motorcyclists
attended in support of RwR's proposal for a motorized singletrack to connect Moab with the OHV trails on state land around
Upper Twomile Canyon. Unlike last year's DOI listening session in Bluff, where many monument advocates were provided longdistance transportation, lodging, and meals, RwR provided nothing to motorcyclists other than an email notification on the
same day that you held an Open House in Moab. Our point was to show motorcyclists the importance of participating in publiclands planning, and to show the USFS that there is a great need for OHV trails in the Moab District of Manti-La Sal National
Forest. We hope that the Forest Plan will recognize this need, and ideally resolve it during the four-year planning period. If
Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Changes to the Travel Management Plan wi
this is not possible, then the Forest Plan should at least direct and prioritize a Moab Motorized Trails Project, just as it
require a separate NEPA process which will include public involvement at that time.
developed a Moab Non-Motorized Trails Project from 2011 through 2013. Generally, we were impressed by your agency's
work on the non-motorized trails plan, and feel that a motorized trails plan is even more greatly needed. It's actually been
needed for over a quarter-century, but now more than ever. At minimum, the Forest Plan revision should ensure adequate
discretion to plan for motorized trails in the near future. For example, RwR's proposed Brumley-Twomile motorcycle loop
skirts the edges of three IRA's (South Mountain, Mount Peale, and Horse Mountain-Manns Peak). Considering that existing
routes like Carpenter Basin were constructed and used as roads, these IRA boundaries should be trimmed. Alternatively, they
should include language that clearly accommodates motorized trails, since this is consistent with current policy. That way,
future planners are not hobbled by blunt IRA classifications and boundaries.
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Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.
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Our proposed Brumley-Twomile motorcycle loop is the culmination of input that RwR has provided since your scoping period
of the Forest Plan revision in 2004. Since then we've made a succession of compromises to ensure a viable proposal. Allow us
to highlight some of its benefits: 1. Compensate for the 1991 loss of motorcycling access to every singletrack designated in
the Moab District. 2. Connect Moab to SITLA's OHV trail system around Upper Twomile Canyon to decrease trailering
motorcycles and the associated fuel consumption (as motorcycles are far more efficient than trucks). 3. Increase riding time
on trails that provide a sense of flow, challenge, exercise, adventure, scenery, and connection to natural resources, which
promotes mental health, physical health, a spirit of community, and support for public-lands conservation. 4. Satisfy rider
interests to discourage the blazing of new routes or poaching of trails that prohibit motorcycling, even though the vast
majority of them had accommodated motorcycling for decades prior to 1991. 5. Modestly boost local tourism during the
summer lull, as visiting motorcyclists typically spend several-hundred dollars, and many residents choose Moab for its
proximity to a spectrum of trail opportunities year-round. 6. Divert traffic from the Pack Creek residential area by establishing
a parking area near Brumley Creek (Forest Road 4691). 7. A mile away from the Pack Creek residential area, construct two
miles of ATV or UTV trail for many types of OHV use to reach La Sal Pass Road and Pole Canyon in addition to the BrumleyTwomile motorcycle loop. 8. Improve the condition of Carpenter Basin Trail (through RwR's installation of width-limiters at all
access points, rolling dips or realignments as needed to reduce erosion, and clearing of the trail each year) to the benefit of all
singletrack trail users. 9. Utilize open primitive roads where possible, such as those on the south flank of South Mountain. 10.
Where open primitive roads do not exist, utilize closed roads where possible, provided that they can be converted into
singletrack trails that are relatively safe, sustainable, and satisfying to all types of trail use. 11. Where closed roads to not exist,
RwR's expertise in professional trail design and construction would ensure a high quality of singletrack for all types of trail use.
12. To avoid the Mount Peale IRA, the Brumley-Twomile motorcycle loop could stay on the downhill side of Dark Canyon Road
(although trail users would prefer to be on the uphill side). 13. By paralleling Dark Canyon and Geyser Pass roads (preferably
with up to a quarter-mile gap), singletrack would be constructed within a corridor that's already impacted by the roads,
effectively serving two public needs with one set of environmental impacts. 14. By paralleling Dark Canyon and Geyser Pass
roads, singletrack would reduce congestion on the roads, particularly motorcycles that tend to go faster than automobile
traffic, and bicycles that tend to go slower than automobile traffic. 15. By paralleling Dark Canyon and Geyser Pass roads,
singletrack would help bicyclists link trails like Moonlight Meadows and Trans La Sal. 16. Downhill of the Gold Basin turnoff,
singletrack could switch to the south side of Geyser Pass Road to utilize the old Geyser Pass road grade, and to avoid
campsites on the north side 17 While most motorcyclists would utilize Brumley and Dorry primitive roads to complete the
These benefits are not merely theoretical. RwR has a proven track record of 15,000 hours of physically- and mentallydemanding service work from the Book Cliffs to the Abajo Mountains, which includes fixing up the user-created trails around
Upper Twomile Canyon: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFq4p6e1ncw
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20110113MoabTimes.pdf - Article from the Times Independent (Moab, UT): "Local residents call for end to road closures on
public lands"

39

LaSalMountainTrailGuide.pdf - Cover page of USDA Forest Service "LaSal Mountain Trail Guide"

Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Changes to the Travel Management Plan wi
require a separate NEPA process which will include public involvement at that time.

Thank you for your comment. The sources you have provided and related recommendations will be considered
we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this
comment period.
Thank you for your comment. The sources you have provided and related recommendations will be considered
we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this
comment period.
Thank you for your comment. The sources you have provided and related recommendations will be considered
we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this
comment period.

47

It is no secret that off road motorcycle riders from all over the world love the unique landscape that Moab offers. What Moab
lacks is the riding experience that only comes from riding a motorcycle in tight trees, shadows, cool, clean air and changes in
elevation. The La Sals are the closest mountains to Moab and although there are many miles of roads, to my knowledge there
is zero miles of motorized single track. I believe in 2013 the USFS inventoried 88.6 miles of non-motorized single track. 88.6
miles of non motorized single track to zero miles of motorized single track is grossly disproportionate and needs to be
changed. The money that O.H.V. riders invest in the communities they enter is proven to be greater than any other user
group. Just ask your neighbors in Emery County Utah and Mesa County Colorado. It is essential that trails for off road
motorcycles be connected either continuously or with short sections of atv trails or O.H.V. legal forest roads. Having
connectivity over long distances offers users the options of staging, starting and ending their rides in different places. The
benefits of this is less congestion at only a few roads, parking lots and trailheads. Ride With Respect in Utah has a long term
history of responsible, reliable and beneficial relationships with the B.L.M. U.S.F.S. , S.I.T.L.A. and the town of Moab. I strongly
urge you to see the desperate need for and the benefit of adding the only motorized single track in the La Sal's as well as
working with Ride With Respect to bring it to reality.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

26

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the possibility of more singletrack in the high country above Moab. That would be
great because due to temps, I avoid Moab most of the summer, except maybe for some rafting. Also, I believe there should be
motorized singletrack in the area, to better spread people out. Having some good trails in the La Sals, and connecting further
south would be awesome. I go to Moab spring and fall to ride, since I live only about 2.5hrs away. This would give me places
even closer to ride, on my way over.

Thank you for your comments related to recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest including how you use a
access the Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions an
trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to recreation a
access on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

13

Thank you for your comments related to recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest including how you use a
My family and extended family are permitees of a cabin in the North Zone. We appreciate the beauty of the forest, and we are
access the Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions an
frequent visitors. We appreciate our relationship with the Forest Service and believe that it is using sound practices of
trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to recreation a
management.
access on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

13

I notice with some concern the trend to reduce or eliminate maintenance of some roads because of shrinking budget. While
that may be necessary, it suggests to those of us in the public that appreciate access and recreation in the forest to
communicate that concern to our congressional delegations.

Thank you for your comment regarding access and its importance for local communities. The Forest Service striv
to maintain a road system that provides safe reasonable access for public travel, recreation use, traditional and
cultural uses and land management and resource protection activities. We recognize the importance of
transportation access and its contributions to the social and economic sustainability of local communities. . We
greatly appreciate your time and effort towards this comment period, your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components that may affect access.

I would not want to handcuff the Forest Service in forest management options. However, prescribed burns always make me
nervous because of the possibility for the fire to jump the perimeter. I would expect the Forest Service to have sufficient
resources on hand to cover the worst case scenario when such a management practice is used.

Thank you for your comment and concerns related to prescribed fire. Prescribed fire is an essential component
a healthy ecosystem as well as a way to minimize future uncharacteristic large wildland fires. Land managemen
plans do not address specific protocol and contingencies for prescribed burning but identifies guidance and
direction for prescribed fire in order to maintain a healthy ecosystem and restore our forests to their natural fir
regimes.Prior to any prescribed fire ignitions many hours of planning and preparation occur which are addresse
project-specific analysis and a written prescribed fire burn plans. Topics such as weather parameters, required
resources, contingency resources, important values around the project boundary, decision makers guidelines to
proceed, and various other required elements. Nationally, the US Forest Service ignites over 4,500 prescribed fi
a year totaling over 1.4 million acres with 99.87% success rate (2017 National RT300 Prescribed Fire Burn Boss
Refresher). We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be
considered as we develop plan components for the revised Forest Plan.
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I value multiple use of the forest, including recreation, grazing, extraction of natural resources, and using good stewardship
practices, driven by data.

Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. As we move forward into drafting our revised
Forest Plan we will continue to remain in compliance with all related laws and policies which include the Plannin
Rule (36 CFR 219; April 2012) and the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act. We recognize a variety of uses on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest and strive to integrate the social and economic elements of these uses in the revise
Forest Plan. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest P
and its associated monitoring program.

13

I value preservation of historical sites, preserving areas already designated for special tribal uses.

Thank you for your comments supporting tribal access to the Forest, and engagement in the Forest Plan revisio
process. We appreciate the recommendation of additional Tribes to be engaged during the Forest Plan Revision
the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Efforts to involve Tribes and tribal members in the planning process are on-go
throughout the Plan revision process including regular presentations at meetings of Tribal governments and
leaders and the opportunity for Cooperating Agency status and Government to Government Consultation.The
Manti-La Sal National Forest has provided Forest Plan Revision updates and provided the opportunity for
additional meetings in a variety of ways from 2016 to present including meetings of the the Utah Tribal Leaders
group, Navajo Utah Commission, Ute Business Council, and meetings of the All Pueblo Council of Governor's in
New Mexico. The Forest recently hosted a Tribal Engagement Workshop in May 2018, and continues to seek
opportunities to engage Tribes and tribal communities during Plan Revision. To contact the Plan Revision team
directly to suggest future opportunities, visit the website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning or call the Forest Plan Revision Team
directly at 436-636-3508.

13

I think it wise for you to play the political game and mention trends that might be the result of climate change. Wisely, you
have not directly defined climate change, but implications are there to satisfy political means. Although it is a hot, polarizing
topic, I advise being careful in your wording. I believe in taking care of the environment. I also believe in responsible use of
resources. Truthfully, I have not conducted a thorough study of the literature on climate change. However, I am always
skeptical of statements saying that all of the models support the notion of global warming. I am an expert modeler, but in
geomechanics. My experience tells me that there are some very poor modeling that passes technical review and becomes
published. Models can be made to show just about anything that you want. Therefore, it takes careful evaluation of what was
done to assess the worth of a model. Most papers that include models do not contain sufficient information to assess their
worth. I also note that nearly all funding for such research comes from the pro-global warming organizations. Thus, the results
of such funded research are called into question for conflict of interest. I believe that there is such a climate effect resulting
from man-made behavior. The significance of the magnitude of that effect is in question in my mind until I have put forth the
effort to examine the science. As for the Forest Service, you have played the political issue well.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change and data modeling in the draft Assessment Report. Per
the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment
[§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)]. During the development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain i
compliance with the Planning Rule (and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as
well as other stressors/drivers and resources. Your comments will be considered as plan components are
developed to address climate in the revised Forest Plan.

In summary, I do not support wilderness areas in the North Zone.

Thank you for your comment regarding the Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas, and recommending no
additional designations.The Forest is required by the 2012 Planning Rule to identify and evaluate lands that may
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend an
such lands for wilderness designation. To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and the current
stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059

I do support continued maintenance and access in the forest, but I realize that this takes sufficient budget.

Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of access for a variety of reasons including maintenanc
of existing infrastructure. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comment will b
considered as we develop plan components that may influence access in the revised Forest Plan.
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I will be requesting your latest Traffic Analysis Report. Please seek to maintain access as much as is possible.

The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel management will be a
separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during
this comment period.

More motorized singletrack trails would be great! High altitude trails would be especially welcome.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

25

More motorized singletrack trails would be great! High altitude trails would be especially welcome.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

7

The two primary elements that stress the Manti La Sal National Forest are cows and people.

Thank you for your comment emphasizing the importance of humans and cows as the primary stressors to the
resources of the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comment will be considered as we revise the Forest Plan.

1. Cows stress wildlife by eating their winter feed.

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

2. Cows stress trees by eating all the young aspen in many areas of the forest.

Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
Forest Plan.

3. Cows stress riparian areas by polluting streams and springs with coli and manure.

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality issues and the way it is addressed in the Assessment
Report, including the reference of human and non-wildlife related impacts such as Beavers. Water quality is one
indicator of the 12 watershed condition classification indicators. Watershed restoration is prioritized based on
total score of indicators. Beaver and tree falls can alter a stream course locally, their presence are considered
ecologically beneficial as they reduce the energy of the water, create elevated water tables where water is
temporarily stores and filter sediment out of the water all improving water quality. They do not prevent organis
moving along the stream as human diversions do. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.
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4. Cows stress Moab?s watershed by reducing percolation into the aquifer by removing the tall grasses necessary to capture
rainfall in the fall.

Thank you for your comment. The National Forest system is a partner in the Clean Water Action Pan (CWAP),
issued on October 15, 2009. This plan provides a blueprint for a cooperative approach to restoring and protectin
water quality. Under this approach, state, federal, tribal, regional, and local governments, as well as private
partners, work collaboratively to focus resources and implement effective strategies for protecting and restorin
watersheds identified by states and tribes as priorities through unified watershed assessments. A key element o
the Action Plan is the integration of public health and aquatic ecosystem goals when identifying priorities for
watershed restoration and protection. According to Utah administrative Code R309-605 (Drinking Water Source
Protection) it is the Public Water Systems (PWS) that are responsible for protecting their sources of drinking wa
from contamination. The National Best Management Practices Program was developed to improve managemen
of water quality consistently with the Federal Clean Water Act and state water quality programs. Best
management practices are specific practices or actions used to reduce or control impacts to water bodies from
non point sources of pollution, such as roads, campgrounds, parking lots, and buildings. The Watershed Conditio
Framework is a comprehensive approach for proactively implementing integrated restoration on priority
watersheds on national forest and grasslands. Primary emphasis is on aquatic and terrestrial processes and
conditions that Forest Service management activities can influence. Water quality and wetland protection will
continue to be an emphasis moving forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. We appreciate your time a
effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

5. Cows stress tourists by leaving manure in camping spots.

Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of the tourism industry for communities surrounding th
Manti-La Sal National Forest.The assessment identifies the importance of tourism to the local economy, noting
that about 12 percent of private employment in the communities surrounding the Ferron/Price and Sanpete
Ranger Districts and 20 percent of private employment in the communities surrounding the Moab and Montice
Districts are due to tourism (pp. 137-138).The assessment describes the role of ranching in contributing to sens
place in the planning area (pg. 133). However, an evaluation of the relationship between livestock grazing and
outdoor recreation visitation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest is not possible given existing information. As
reflected in comments provided, observing active ranching operations and understanding the legacy of ranching
the West could benefit the tourism industry and local economies.

The new Forest plan needs to recognize that Moab?s economy is tourist based

Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of the tourism industry for communities surrounding th
Manti-La Sal National Forest.The assessment identifies the importance of tourism to the local economy, noting
that about 12 percent of private employment in the communities surrounding the Ferron/Price and Sanpete
Ranger Districts and 20 percent of private employment in the communities surrounding the Moab and Montice
Districts are due to tourism (pp. 137-138).The assessment describes the role of ranching in contributing to sens
place in the planning area (pg. 133). However, an evaluation of the relationship between livestock grazing and
outdoor recreation visitation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest is not possible given existing information. As
reflected in comments provided, observing active ranching operations and understanding the legacy of ranching
the West could benefit the tourism industry and local economies.
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Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
and the financial benefit to Moab by cows is less than 1% of the economy. The 3 or 4 ranchers grazing the Manti La Sals above and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
Moab should not be allowed to stress almost every acre in the forest with grazing.
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.

7

The Forest Plan needs to recognize the stress that cows do to the forest.

Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.

7

Include cows and people in the same category and recognize the damage both do to the forest.

Thank you for your comment emphasizing the importance of humans and cows as the primary stressors to the
resources of the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comment will be considered as we revise the Forest Plan.

I fully support the addition of any motorized single track in this area. We are about to lose some motorized trail miles due to
the Bears Ears Monument and this would be a common sense way to replace those lost miles. Motorcycle trail riders are not
afraid to volunteer for construction or maintenance and I would be more than willing to bring a group from SW Colorado to
help construct any new trails.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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I enjoy recreating in three ways and do so every time I visit. I love riding the trails in the La Sal mountains on my motorcycle,
my E-Bike (Pedelec with no throttle) and by mountain bike. Mountain bikes are well taken care of in the La Sals as there is
plenty of opportunity for a variety of trails to ride. For motorcycles and E-Bikes there is much less opportunity and what is
there lacks the ability to connect. The SITLA trails are OK, but with an hour drive for about 14 miles of trails it's just not worth
it.

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.
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I have volunteered with Clif Koontz of Ride With Respect in the past and likely will in the future as time and family needs allow.
I generally defer to him on matters pertaining to access and trail building. Ride With Respect has a common sense approach
and represents my wishes and needs for the La Sal and Abajo mountain areas. Clif generally has a better handle on what is
actually needed and happening in all the areas that he helps work and manage then anyone I know including Forest Service or
BLM land managers. At the very least his word and requests can be trusted to be in the best interest of as many recreational
users of our public land as possible. That even includes hikers whether they can admit it or not. Please consider the letters Clif
has written on behalf of Ride With Respect as being supported by my-self and another 30-40 Colorado riders who will
probably get this email well past deadline.

Thank you for your comments related to recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest including how you use a
access the Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions an
trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to recreation a
access on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
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During the July 2017 Open House in Price, Utah, a member of the planning team indicated a Draft Preliminary Need to Change
the Forest Plan would be "soon" on the website. No announcement was made to interested parties when this document was
posted, though at some date it was placed on the website. As we had no notice of this document, and had only 30 days to
comment on the document that was available at the time of the Open Houses, we will send comments on the Preliminary
Draft Need for Change within the coming 30 days (i.e., by August 30).

Thank you for your comment, The Forest will notify the public when the Notice of Intent (NOI) is published. The
Preliminary Need to Change Report will be sent to the public for review and comment when the NOI is publishe
Fall of 2018.The Forest Plan Revision Team will continue to provide opportunities for public input, and to provid
sufficient staffing and opportunities for Q & A during public meetings. To stay up to date on Forest Plan Revision
activities, visit our website https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning
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The planning team has indicated that the EIS scoping period plus a Need for Change Document will both be issued sometime in
Thank you for your comment. The timing for the NEPA scoping process is being reviewed and a new date will be
November 2017 with a legally minimum 60-day period for comments. This 60 day period will likely fall within the holidays
provided to the public and cooperating agencies. We appreciate efforts to make sure that the public process is
during which many Forest Service staff are on leave and thus will be unable to answer questions or supply information such as
accessible and timed for the best possible opportunity for interaction.
those noted above. We urge a 90-day period for the scoping period.
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This is all of concern for public participation. There is the potential for interactive webinars, in-person meetings on particular
topics of particular interest to particular people, and other far more engaging options than the Open Houses. For instance, the
Price Open House in July was attended by 8 people, and because of staffing problems with the revision team, most FS people
staffing particular posters did not have answers to the most basic of questions from those of us who are familiar with the
forest.

54

The 2012 National Forest System Land Management Planning Rule requires the Forest Service to provide opportunities for
public participation in the development of the assessment, including the submission of existing information by the public.1
The National FACA Committee for the implementation of the 2012 planning rule issued recommendations in late 2015 for
improving the development of assessments and suggested that planning teams better address, incorporate, and respond to
relevant information submitted by the public during the assessment phase.2 [Emphasis added.] However, the Draft
Assessment incorporates almost none of the extensive, relevant, on-ground data and information and published scientific
research relevant to the Manti-La Sal NF that was submitted by Grand Canyon Trust in November 2016 during the public
Thank you for your comment on requirements of the planning process. The Manti-La Sal National Forest seeks t
comment period for this Draft Assessment Report. We incorporate in these comments. all data, information, photographs,
comply with all laws and regulations associated with the Forest Plan Revision process.
and scientific research that were earlier submitted. Each document can be found at this link managed by Great Old Broads for
Wilderness.[...]1 36 C.F.R. § 219.4(a) (generally requiring "opportunities to the public for participating in the assessment
process"); id. § 219.6(a)(2) (agency must "[c]oordinate with or provide opportunities for . . . non-governmental parties[] and
the public to provide existing information for the assessment"). 2 Planning Rule National Advisory Committee,
Recommendations on the Development of Assessments, Recommendation# 4 (Dec. 1, 2015), available at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd489766.pdf.
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Thank you for your comment, The Forest will notify the public when the Notice of Intent (NOI) is published. The
Preliminary Need to Change Report will be sent to the public for review and comment when the NOI is publishe
Fall of 2018.The Forest Plan Revision Team will continue to provide opportunities for public input, and to provid
sufficient staffing and opportunities for Q & A during public meetings. To stay up to date on Forest Plan Revision
activities, visit our website https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning
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Dale VH et al. 2001. Climate change and forest disturbances. BioScience 51:723.
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Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Summary: Manti-La Sal NF Springs Reports. Unpublished report.
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Abatzoglou JT, Kolden CA. 2011. Climate change in western US deserts: potential for increased wildfire and invasive annual
grasses. Rangeland Ecology and Management 64:471- 478.
Cummins, Tiffany. 2016. Manti-La Sal National Forest Potential Species of Conservation Concern (SCC) Review Procedural
Report. Manti- La Sal National Forest, Price, UT.

US Forest Service 2014.Initial Review of Livestock Grazing Effects on Select Ecosystems of the Dixie, Fishlake and Manti-La Sal
National Forests
Allen CD et al. 2010. A global overview of drought and heat-induced tree mortality reveals emerging climate change risks for
forests. Forest Ecology and Management 259:660-684.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Allen, C.D., A. K. Macalady, H. Chenchounic, D. Bachelet, N. McDowell, and others. 2010. Adaptation of Forests and Forest
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Management to Changing Climate — Selected papers from the conference on "Adaptation of Forests and Forest Management
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
to Changing Climate with Emphasis on Forest Health: A Review of Science, Policies and Practices", Umea, Sweden,
Bradley BA, Curtis CA, Chambers JC. 2016. Bromus Response to Climate and Projected Changes with Climate Change. Pages
257-274 in United States Forest Service, editor. Exotic Brome-Grasses in Arid and Semiarid Ecosystems of the Western US.
Springer Switzerland.
Bradley, B.A., R.A. Houghton, HJ.F. Mustard, and S. P. Hamburg. 2006. Invasive grass reduces above ground carbon stocks in
shrublands of the Western U.S. Global Change Biology 12:1815-1822.
Brown RT, Agee JK, Franklin JF. 2004. Forest restoration and fire: principles in the context of place. Conservation Biology 18:
903-912

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Brown, James K, Reinhardt, Elizabeth D, and Kramer, Kylie A, 2003. Coarse Woody Debris: Managing Benefits and Fire
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Hazards in the Recovering Forest. USDA Forest Service Rocky Mountain Research Station General Technical Report RMRS-GTRwith development of the revised Forest Plan.
105. Accessed on the World Wide Web at http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs/rmrs_gtr105.pdf on July 29, 2011.
McDowell NG et al. 2015. Multi-scale predictions of massive conifer mortality due to chronic temperature rise. Nature Climate
Change 6:295- 300.
McDowell, N., Paul J. Hanson, Inés Ibáñez, Richard P. Phillips, and Michael G. Ryan. 2016. Physiological Responses of Forests
to Future Drought. In: Effects of Drought on Forests and Rangelands in the United States, a Comprehensive Science Synthesis.
Editors: James M. Vose, James S. Clark, Charles H. Luce, and Toral Patel-Weynand. Forest Service Research & Development
Gen. Tech. Report WO-93b.
Munson SM, Duniway MC, Johanson JK. 2015. Rangeland monitoring reveals long-term plant responses to precipitation and
grazing at the landscape scale 69:76-83.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Munson, S.M., T.T. Sankey, G. Xian, M.L. Villarreal, and C.G. Homer. 2016. Decadal shifts in grass and woody plant cover are
driven by prolonged drought and modified by topo-edaphic properties. Ecological Applications 26(8): 2480-2494.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Alvarez LJ, Epstein HE, Li J, Okin GS. 2012. Aeolian process effects on vegetation communities in an arid grassland ecosystem.
Ecology and Evolution 2:809-821.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Archer, S. R., and K. I. Predick. 2008. Climate change and ecosystems of the southwestern United States. Rangelands 30:23-28.
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
Aumann, Emily. Existing Beaver Dam Capacity. 2016. Grand Canyon Trust.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Baker, Maggie. Riparian Condition Assessment Manti La-Sal Districts. 2016. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Barger NN, Adams HD, Woodhouse C, Neff JC, Asner GP. 2009. Influence of livestock Grazing and climate on pinyon pine (Pinus
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
edulis) dynamics. Rangeland Ecology & Management 62:531-539.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Barger NN, Woodhouse C. 2015. Piñon pine (Pinus edulis Engelm.) growth responses to climate and substrate in southern
Utah, U.S.A. Plant Ecology 216:913-923.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Barnett TP et al. 2008. Human- induced changes in the hydrology of the western United States. Science 319:1080-3.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Barth, Jonathan and Ruckman, Rachel. 2016. MLSNF Pastures With Regular Rest. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Barth, Jonathan and Ruckman, Rachel. Grazing and Resting of Pastures: La Sal National Forest. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Barth, Jonathan and Ruckman, Rachel. When a bad score isn't really bad: an explanation. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Barton-Russell Rachel and Barth, Jonathan. 2016a. Overlap Grazing Scores: Manti La Sal National Forest, 2007-2016. Ferron
Price District. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Barton-Russell, Rachel and Barth, Jonathan. 2016b . Overlap Grazing Scores: Manti La Sal National Forest, 2007-2016. MoabMonticello District. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Barton-Russell, Rachel and Barth, Jonathan. 2016c. Overlap Grazing Scores: Manti La Sal National Forest, 2007-2016. Sanpete
District. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Belnap J, Reynolds RL, Reheis MC, Phillips SL, Urban FE, Goldstein HL. 2009. Sediment losses and gains across a gradient of
livestock grazing and plant invasion in a cool, semi- arid grassland, Colorado Plateau, USA. Aeolian Research 1:27-43.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
Belnap, J., S. L. Phillips, and T. Troxler. 2006. Soil lichen and moss cover and species richness can be highly dynamic: The effects public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of invasion by the annual exotic grass Bromus tectorum, precipitation, and temperature on biological soil crusts in SE Utah.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
Applied Soil Ecology 63-76.
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Beschta RL, Donahue DL, Dellasala DA, Rhodes JJ, Karr JR, O'Brien MH, Fleischner TL, Williams CD. 2013. Adapting to climate
change on western public lands: Addressing the ecological effects of domestic, wild, and feral ungulates. Environmental
Management 51:474-491.

Beschta RL, Donahue DL, DellaSala DA, Rhodes JJ, Karr JR, O'Brien MH, Fleischner TL, Williams CD. 2014.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Reducing livestock effects on public lands in the Western United States as the climate changes: a reply to Svejcar et al.
Environmental Management 53:1039-1042. BLACK, Scott Hoffman, HODGES, Nathan, VAUGHAN, Mace, and SHEPHERD,
Matthew. 2007.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Pollinators in Natural Areas: A Primer on Habitat Management. Portland, OR: The Xerces Society for Invertebrate
Conservation.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Black, Scott Hoffman, Shepherd, Matthew and Vaughan, Mace. Rangeland Management for Pollinators. Rangelands. 2011.
Vol.Â 33, no.Â 3p.Â 9â€"13.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Bradley BA, Oppenheimer M, Wilcove DS. 2009. Climate change and plant invasions: restoration opportunities ahead? Global
Change Biology 15:1511-1521.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Brantley SL, PL Ford. 2012. Climate Change and Arthropods: Pollinators, Herbivores, and Others: 35-47 in Climate Change in
Grasslands, Shrublands, and Deserts of the Interior American West: A Review and Needs Assessment. Fort Collins, CO: Rocky
Mountain Research Station.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Breshears DD et al. 2005. Regional vegetation die-off in response to global-change-type drought. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 102:15144-15148.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Briggs JM, Knapp AK, Blair JM, Heisler JL, Hoch GA, Lett MS, McCarron JK, Carron JKMC. 2005. An ecosystem in transition:
causes and consequences of the conversion of mesic grassland to shrubland. BioScience 55:243-254.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Briske DD, Joyce LA, Polley HW, Brown JR, Wolter K, Morgan JA, McCarl BA, Bailey DW. 2015.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Climate-change adaptation on rangelands: linking regional exposure with diverse adaptive capacity. Frontiers in Ecology and
the Environment 13:249-256.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Brodie J, Post E, Watson F, Berger J. 2012. Climate change intensification of herbivore impacts on tree recruitment.
Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences 279:1366-1370.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Brookshire ENJ, Weaver T. 2015. Long-term decline in grassland productivity driven by increasing dryness. Nature
Communications 6:7148.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Brosi BJ, HM Briggs. 2013. Single pollinator species losses reduce floral fidelity and plant reproductive function. Proceedings of
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
the National Academy of Sciences 110 (32): 13044-13048.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Brough, A.M., R.J. DeRose, M.M. Conner, and J.N. Long. 2017. Summer-fall home-range fidelity of female elk in northwestern
Colorado: Implications for aspen management. Forest Ecology and Management 389:220â€"227.

Cane JH, VJ Tepedino. 2016. Gauging the effect of honey bee pollen collection on native bee communities. Conservation
Letters 0: 1-6.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Capon, S. J., L. E. Chambers, R. MacNally, R. J. Naiman, P. Davies, N. Marshall, J. Pittock, M. Reid, T. Capon, M. Douglas, J.
Catford, D. S. Baldwin, M. Stewardson, J. Roberts, M. Parsons, and S. E. Williams. 2013. Riparian ecosystems in the 21st
century: hotspots for climate change adaptation? Ecosystems 16:359-381.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Carter, John. 2016. Updating the Animal Unit Month.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Castro, Janine, Pollock, Michael, Jordan, Chris, Lewallen, Gregory, and Woodruff, Kent. 2015. The Beaver Restoration
Guidebook. US Fish and Wildlife Services, NOAA, Portland State University, and the USFS. Version 1.0.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Cates RG, Zou J, Wooley SG, Singer FJ, Mack LC, Zeigenfuss L. 1999. Predisposition of willows to elk browsing due to willow
interactions with abiotic factors. Pages 191-195. USDA Forest Service Proceedings RMRS-P-11.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
Cayan, D. R., T. Das, D. W. Pierce, T. P. Barnett, M. Tyree, and A. Gershunov. 2010. Future dryness in the southwest US and the public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
hydrology of the early 21st century drought. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
107:21271-6.
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Chambers JC, Pellant M. 2008. Climate change impacts on northwestern and intermountain United States rangelands.
Rangelands 30:29-33.
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Champion, Amanda, AURICHIO, Maya, BAKER, Maggie, and O'BRIEN, Mary. 09/28/2016. Spring 177 Condition Assessment.
Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Champion, Amanda, Baker, Maggie, Aurichio, Maya, and Romasco-Kelly, Evan. 09/25/2016. Pack Creek Spring Condition
Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Cronk, Griffin, Greenfield, Elizabeth, Poukish, Sofie, and Tretterno, Hannah. 09/28/2016. Cottonwood Creek Spring Condition
Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Cronk, Griffin, Greenfield, Elizabeth, Poukish, Sofie, and Tretterno, Hannah. 09/28/2016. North Point Spring Condition
Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Cronk, Griffin, Greenfield, Elizabeth, Poukish, Sophie, and Tretterno, Hannah. 09/25/2016. Mason Draw Spring Condition
Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Cronk, Griffin, Greenfield, Elizabeth, Poukish, Sophie, and Tretterno, Hannah. 09/25/2016. South Mesa Spring Condition
Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Cronk, Griffin, Greenfield, Elizabeth, Poukish, Sophie, and Tretterno, Hannah. 09/25/2016. Webb Hollow Spring Condition
Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Debano SJ. 2006. Effects of livestock grazing on aboveground insect communities in semi-arid grasslands of southeastern
Arizona. Biodiversity and Conservation 15:2547-2564.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Donahue DL. 2000. Elephant in the room: Livestock's role in climate and environmental change. Michigan State Journal of
International Law 22:1-28.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Dunn, Hunter, Finley, Nina, Popenoe, Abby, and Rollins, Emma. 09/28/2016. Crandall Canyon Spring Complex (#186) Condition
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Dunn, Hunter, Finley, Nina, Popenoe, Abby, and Rollins, Emma. 09/28/2016. Joe's Valley Spring (#239) Condition Assessment.
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Economic Profile System. A Profile of Agriculture, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on Aug 9, 2016 on
headwaterseconomics.org.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Economic Profile System. A Profile of Development and the Wildland- Urban Interface, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on
Aug 9, 2016 on headwaterseconomics.org.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Economic Profile System. A Profile of Federal Land Payments, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on Aug 9, 2016 on
headwaterseconomics.org.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Economic Profile System. A Profile of Government Employment, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on Aug 9, 2016 on
headwaterseconomics.org.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Economic Profile System. A Profile of Industries that Include Travel and Tourism, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on Aug 9,
2016 on headwaterseconomics.org.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Economic Profile System. A Profile of Land Use, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on Aug 9, 2016 on
headwaterseconomics.org.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Economic Profile System. A Profile of Mining, Including Oil and Gas, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on Aug 9, 2016 on
headwaterseconomics.org.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Economic Profile System. A Profile of Socioeconomic Measures, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on Aug 9, 2016 on
headwaterseconomics.org.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Economic Profile System. A Summary Profile, Manti-La Sal NF Counties. Created on Aug 9, 2016 on headwaterseconomics.org. will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Epps. C et al. 2003. Effects of Climate Change on Population Persistence of Desert-Dwelling Mountain Sheep in California.
Conservation Biology. 18:1 102-113.

54

Furst MA, DP McMahon, JL Osborne, RJ Paxton, and MJF Brown. 2014. Disease associations between honeybees and
bumblebees as a threat to wild pollinators. Nature 506: 364-366.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Ferrenberg S, Reed SC, Belnap J. 2015. Climate change and physical disturbance cause similar community shifts in biological
soil crusts. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 112:12116-12121.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Ford, Fields, Lindquist, Signe, Spooner, Kenzie, Dunn, Sarah. 09/25/2016. Deer Springs Complex Condition Assessment.
Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Ganskopp, David and Vavra, Martin. 1984. Use of Slopes by Cattle in Rugged Terrain. Oregon State University, Agricultural
Experiment Station.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Ganskopp, David and Vavra, Martin. Slope Use by Cattle, Feral Horses, Deer, and Bighorn Sheep. 1987. Northwest Science
62(2): 74-81.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2014. Manti La Sal Slope Vegetation Analysis.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Annual, Heavy Livestock Grazing During Similar Times in the Growing Season.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Bromus inermis: A Significant Assessment Issue

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Graph of vegetation on 0-20% slopes.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Iris missouriensis: A Significant Assessment Issue.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Old Trees: A Significant Assessment Issue. Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Oowah Bench.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Pasture rotation charts for Bald Mesa. Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Significant Issue: >20% slope
seldom used by cattle.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Mountain Goats are Concentrating Use on Mount Peale Research Natural Area: Maps of Utah
Division of Wildlife Resource Data 2014-June 2016 GIS and VHS Collar Data

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016a. Map: Vegetation on 0-10% slope in MLSNF: Moab-Monticello District.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Grand Canyon Trust. 2016b. Map: Vegetation on 0-10% slope in MLSNF: Ferron-Price and Sanpete Districts

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016c. Map: Vegetation on 0-20% slope in MLSNF: Moab-Monticello District.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. An Illustration of Forest Service Resource Concerns: Photos on Manti-La Sal NF.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. 2016d. Map: Vegetation on 0-20% slope in MLSNF: Ferron-Price and Sanpete Districts.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Manti-La Sal NF Forest Plan Revision Assessment Information: Beaver: A focal species for sure

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Manti-La Sal NF Forest Plan Revision Assessment Information: The livestock-related resource
concerns noted by the Forest Service are widespread on the Manti-La Sal NF and ecologically significant Grand Canyon Trust.
2016. Springs: A Significant Assessment Issue re: loss of biodiversity

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Grand Canyon Trust. 2016. Summary: GPS- and VHS-Collar Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Data for Which 2016 Data exist,
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
as Provided to GCT on Mountain Goats in the La Sal Mountains 2014-June 2016.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Grand Canyon Trust. 2o16. Significant Issue: Ungulate Aspen Herbivory: Without and With Fencing; Boren Mesa, Brumley
Ridge Allotment, Moab-Monticello District Manti-La Sal NF. Unpublished report.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Grand Canyon Trust. November 10, 2016. Species of Conservation Concern for Manti-La Sal NF: RO and Manti-La Sal NF
Recommendations.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Gremer JR, Bradford JB, Munson SM, Duniway MC. 2015. Desert grassland responses to climate and soil moisture suggest
divergent vulnerabilities across the southwestern United States. Global Change Biology 21:4049-4062.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Hatfield RG, G Lebuhn. 2007. Patch and landscape factors shape community assemblage of bumble bees, Bombus spp.
(Hymenoptera: Apidae), in montane meadows. Biological Conservation 139 (2007): 150-158.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

He, Q., B.R. Silliman, Z. Liu, an B. Cui. 2017. Natural enemies govern ecosystem resilience in the face of extreme droughts.
Ecology Letters 20 (2), 194-201

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Herrera, CM. 1988. Variation in mutualisms: the spatiotemporal mosaic of a pollinator assemblage. Biological Journal of the
Linnean Society 35: 95-125.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Hoglander C. 2014. Changes in Vegetation Productivity for Three National Forests in Utah, 1986-2011: Dixie, Fishlake, and
Manti-La Sal National Forests. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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HOGLANDER, C., Erley, D., and O'Brien, M. 2016. Assessment: Fifteen Elk Ridge Springs, June 27- 29, 2016.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

HOGLANDER, C., Erley, D., and O'Brien, M. 2016. Assessments: Eleven La Sal Mountain Springs, August 9-11, 2016.
Unpublished Grand Canyon Trust report. HOGLANDER, Cerissa. 2016.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Change in Vegetation Productivity for Three National Forests in Utah, 1986- 2011: Dixie, Fishlake, and Manti-La Sal National
Forests. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Hood GA, Bayley SE. 2008. Beaver (Castor canadensis) mitigate the effects of climate on the area of open water in boreal
wetlands in western Canada. Biological Conservation 141:556- 567.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Hughes MK, Diaz HF. 2008. Climate variability and change in the drylands of western North America. Global and Planetary
Change 64:111-118.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Johnson RL. 2008. Impacts of habitat alterations and predispersal seed predation on the reproductive success of Great Basin
forbs (Doctoral dissertation). Brigham Young University, Provo, UT.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

JOHNSON, Willa, MEINZEN, Thomas, and O'BRIEN, Mary. 09/25/2016. Coyote Spring Condition Assessment. Semester in the
West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Johnson, Willa, Meinzen, Thomas, And O'brien, Mary. 09/25/2016. Lackey Basin Spring Condition Assessment. Semester In The
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
West With Grand Canyon Trust.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Johnson, Willa, Meinzen, Thomas, Butler, Grace, Dee, Gardner, And Romasco-Kelly, Evan. 09/28/2016. 169 Spring Conditions
Assessment. Semester In The West With Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Johnson, Willa, Meinzen, Thomas, Butler, Grace, Dee, Gardner, And Romasco-Kelly, Evan. 09/28/2016. Spring 243 Conditions
Assessment. Semester In The West With Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Jones, A., B. Hansen, And M. Moyano. 2015. Impacts Of Non- Native Mountain Goats In Introduction Areas Of The West: A
Review Of The Literature. Unpublished Review By Wild Utah Project. Unpublished Report.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Joyce La, Blate Gm, Mcnulty Sg, Millar Ci, Moser S, Neilson Rp, Peterson Dl. 2009. Managing For Multiple Resources Under
Climate Change: National Forests. Environmental Management 44:1022-1032.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Knowles N. 2015. Trends In Snow Cover And Related Quantities At Weather Stations In The Conterminous United States.
Journal Of Climate 28:7518-7528.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Krause Cm, Cobb Ns, Pennington Dd. 2015. Range Shifts Under Future Scenarios Of Climate Change: Dispersal Ability Matters
For Colorado Plateau Endemic Plants. Natural Areas Journal 35:428-438.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Laursen L. 2015. Lone Rangers: Solitary Bees Receive Scant Attention, But Research Shows That They Are Vital Pollinators Of
Crops And Wild Habitats. Nature Outlook 521(7552): 62-63.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Lesica, P, And E.E. Crone. 2017. Arctic And Boreal Plant Species Decline At Their Southern Range Limits In The Rocky
Mountains. Ecology Letters 20: 166-174

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Lesica, P, And E.E. Crone. 2017. Arctic And Boreal Plant Species Decline At Their Southern Range Limits In The Rocky
Mountains. Ecology Letters 20: 166â€"174

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Ley El, S Buchmann, L Stritch, And G Soltz. Public Lands: 14 In Selecting Plants For Pollinators: A Regional Guide For Farmers,
Land Managers And Gardeners In The Intermountain Semidesert And Desert Province. San Francisco, Ca: The Pollinator
Partnership And Nappc.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Lindenmayer, David B., Laurance, William F., Franklin, Jerry F., Likens, Gene E., Banks, Sam C., Blanchard, Wade, Gibbons,
Philip, Ikin, Karen, Blair, David, Mcburney, Lachlan, Manning, Adrian D. And Stein, John A.R. New Policies For Old Trees:
Averting A Global Crisis In A Keystone Ecological Structure. Conservation Letters. 2013. Vol. 7, No. 6 69. Doi
10.1111/Conl.12013.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Llewellyn, Bethany. 2016. Mlsnf R- Cat Maps. Grand Canyon Trust. Maps By Wheaton, Joe, Utah State University.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Llewellyn, Bethany. 2016. Trends in Temperature and Precipitation for Counties in the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Grand
Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Lyons, Robert K And Machen, Richard V. Livestock Grazing Distribution: Considerations and Management. Texas Cooperative
Extension. Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas. 2001.

54

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
Macfarlane, William W., Gilbert, Jordan T., Jensen, Martha L., Gilbert, Joshua D., Hough-Snee, Nate, Mchugh, Peter A.,
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Wheaton, Joseph M. And Bennett, Stephen N. Riparian vegetation as an indicator of riparian condition: Detecting departures
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
from historic condition across the North American West. Journal of Environmental Management. 26 October 2016. P. 1â€"14.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
DOI 10.1016/j.jenvman.2016.10.054.
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Macfarlane, William, Wheaton, Joseph, And Jensen, Martha. 2014. The Utah Beaver Restoration Assessment Tool: A Decision
Support and Planning Tool. Ecogeomorphology and Topographic Analysis Lab, Utah State University, Prepared for Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources, Logan, Utah, 135 pp. Available at: http://etal.usu.edu/BRAT/

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Maestre FT et al. 2012. Plant species richness and ecosystems multifunctionality in global drylands. Science 335:2014-2017.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Maestre FT et al. 2015. Increasing aridity reduces soil microbial diversity and abundance in global drylands. Proceedings of the
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 112:15684-15689.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Martin TE, Maron JL. 2012. Climate impacts on bird and plant communities from altered animal- plant interactions. Nature
Climate Change 2:195-200.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Mazdiyasni O, AghaKouchak A. 2015. Substantial increase in concurrent droughts and heatwaves in the United States.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 112:11484- 11489.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

McCabe GJ, Wolock DM. 2015. Increasing Northern Hemisphere water deficit. Climatic Change 132:237-249.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Meixner T et al. 2016. Implications of projected climate change for groundwater recharge in the western United States.
Journal of Hydrology 534:124-138.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Meyer SE. 2011. Is climate change mitigation the best use of desert shrublands? Natural Resources and Environmental Issues
17:1-10.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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MLSNF_PrecipVsTemp_2016_11_17.docx

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Mork LA. 2010. Livestock Grazing After Wildfire: Understory Response, Current Management, and Implications for
Conservation of Southwestern Forests. Thesis. Scholl of Earth Sciences and Environmental Sustainability, Northern Arizona
University.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Southwestern Forests. Thesis. School of Earth Sciences and Environmental Sustainability, Northern Arizona University.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Munson SM, Belnap J, Okin GS. 2011. Responses of wind erosion to climate- induced vegetation changes on the Colorado
Plateau. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 108:3854-9.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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National Wildlife Federation. 2015. Wildlife in Hot Water: America's Waterways and Climate Change.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Nusslé S, Matthews KR, Carlson SM. 2015. Mediating water temperature increases due to livestock and global change in high
elevation meadow streams of the Golden Trout Wilderness. PLOS ONE 10:1-22.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

O'Brien, Mary. Letter to Forest Plan Revision Team. 2016. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

O'Brien JM, JH Thorne, ML Rosenzweig, AM Shapiro. 2011. Once-yearly sampling for the detection of trends in biodiversity:
The case of Willow Slough, California. Biological Conservation 144(7): 2012-2019.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Obama, B. 2014. Creating a Federal Strategy to Promote the Health of Honey Bees and Other Pollinators [Memorandum].
Washington, DC: The White House.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Perla, B.S. and L.E. Stevens. Biodiversity And Productivity At An Undisturbed Spring In Comparison With Adjacent Grazed
Riparian And Upland Habitats. Chapter 11 in L.E. Stevens and V.J. Meretsky. Aridland Springs in North America.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Pinchak, William E., Smith, Michael A., Hart, Richard H. And Waggoner, James W. Beef Cattle Distribution Patterns on Foothill
Range. Journal of Range Management. 1991. Vol.Â 44, no.Â 3p.Â 267. DOIÂ 10.2307/4002956.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Redmond MD, Forcella F, Barger NN. 2012. Declines in pinyon pine cone production associated with regional warming.
Ecosphere 3:1-14.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Reeves MC, Moreno AL, Bagne KE, Running SW. 2014. Estimating climate change effects on net primary production of
rangelands in the United States. Climatic Change 126:429-442.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Rehfeldt GE, Crookston NL, Warwell M V., Evans JS. 2006. Empirical analyses of plant-climate relationships for the western
United States. International Journal of Plant Sciences 167:1123- 1150.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Rehfeldt, GE, DE Ferguson, and NL Crookston. 2009. Aspen, climate, and sudden decline in Western USA. Forest Ecology and
Management 258 (11): 2353-64.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Rollins, Emma, Dunn, Hunter, Finley, Nina, And Popenoe, Abby. 09/25/2016. Hillside (Beaver Creek) Spring Condition
Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Schwinning S, Belnap J, Bowling D, Ehleringer JR. 2008. Sensitivity of the Colorado Plateau to change: climate, ecosystems, and
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
society. Ecology and Society 13:28.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Schwinning S, Starr BI, Ehleringer JR. 2005. Summer and winter drought in a cold desert ecosystem (Colorado Plateau) part I:
effects on soil water and plant water uptake. Journal of Arid Environments 60:547-566.

Schwinning S, Starr BI, Ehleringer JR. 2005. Summer and winter drought in a cold desert ecosystem (Colorado Plateau) part II:
effects on plant carbon assimilation and growth. Journal of Arid Environments 61:61-78.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Seager ST, Eisenberg C, St. Clair SB. 2013. Patterns and consequences of ungulate herbivory on aspen in western North
America. Forest Ecology and Management 299:81-90.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust. 09/23/2016. Lower Pinhook Spring Condition Assessment. Semester In The
West. 2014. Mountain Goat Physical Impacts in the la Sal Mountains Alpine Area, Including the Mount Peale Research Natural will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
Area. Grand Canyon Trust unpublished report.
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Shinneman DJ, Baker WL, Lyon P. 2008. Ecological restoration needs derived from reference conditions for a semi-arid
landscape in Western Colorado, USA. Journal of Arid Environments 72:207-227.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Shinneman DJ, Baker WL. 2009. Environmental and climatic variables as potential drivers of post-fire cover of cheatgrass
(Bromus tectorum) in seeded and unseeded semiarid ecosystems. International Journal of Wildland Fire 18:191-202.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Sinkins, Peter A. And Otfinowski, Rafael. Invasion or retreat? The fate of exotic invaders on the northern prairies, 40Â years
after cattle grazing. Plant Ecology. November 2012. Vol. 213, no. 8p. 1251-1262. DOI 10.1007/s11258-012-0083-8.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Smith, Stephanie. Manti La-Sal National Forest Ideal Streams for Beaver Restoration, Map 1 of 2. 2016. Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Smith, Stephanie. Manti La-Sal National Forest Ideal Streams for Beaver Restoration, Map 2 of 2. 2016. Grand Canyon Trust.

54

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Smith, Sue. 2016. The invasive qualities of smooth brome (Bromus inermis). Smith, Sue. White Mesa Cultural and Conservation
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
Area. rep. 2016.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Spooner, Kenzie, Dunn, Sarah, Lindquist, Signe, Ford, Fields, And Smith, Collin. 09/28/2016. Gentry Mountain Spring (#158)
Condition Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Spooner, Kenzie, Dunn, Sarah, Lindquist, Signe, Ford, Fields, And Smith, Collin. 09/28/2016. Gentry Mountain Spring (#181)
Condition Assessment. Semester in the West with Grand Canyon Trust.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Stavins RN, Richards KR. 2005. The Cost of U.S. Forest-based Carbon Sequestration. Pew Center on Global Climate Change.
Arlington, VA, USA.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

STEVENS, C, PASZKOWSKI, C and FOOTE, A. Beaver (Castor canadensis) as a surrogate species for conserving anuran
amphibians on boreal streams in Alberta, Canada. Biological Conservation. 2007. Vol. 134, no. 1p. 1â€"13. DOI
10.1016/j.biocon.2006.07.017.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Steward AL, Von Schiller D, Tockner K, Marshall JC, Bunn SE. 2012. When the river runs dry: human and ecological values of dry
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
riverbeds. Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment 10:202-209.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

STRAUBE, Michelle and BELTON, Lorien. 2012. Collaborative Group on Sustainable Grazing for U.S. Forest Service Lands in
Southern Utah: Final Report and Consensus Recommendations.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Sugden, EA. 1985. Pollinators of Astragalus monoensis barneby (fabacae): New host records; potential impact of sheep
grazing. The Great Basin Naturalist 45(2): 299-312.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Svejcar T et al. 2014. Western land managers will need all available tools for adapting to climate change, including grazing: a
critique of Beschta et al. Environmental Management 53:1035-1038.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Swetnam TW, Betancourt JL. 1997. Mesoscale disturbance and ecological response to decadal climatic variability in the
American Southwest. Journal of Climate 11:3128-3147.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

The Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation. 2011. Native Bee Conservation Pollinator Habitat Assessment Form and
Guide.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Thomson, D. 2016. Local bumblebee decline linked to recovery of honey bees, drought effects on floral resources. Ecology
Letters 19(10): 1247-1255

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

United State Department of Agriculture. 2015. Pollinator- Friendly Best Management Practices for Federal Lands. USDA,
Washington, D.C. Utah Native Plant Society. 2017 Review of Manti-La Sal National Forest Speciesof Conservation Concern,
February 20.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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van Mantgen PJ et al. 2009. Widespread Increase of Tree Mortality Rates in the Western United States. Science 323:521-524.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Weltzin JF et al. 2003. Assessing the response of terrestrial ecosystems to potential changes in precipitation. BioScience
53:941-952.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Wentz J, Glovin G, Ang A. 2016. Survey of Climate Change Considerations in Federal Environmental Impact Statements, 20122014.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Westerling AL, Hidalgo HG, Cayan DR, Swetnam TW. 2006. Warming and earlier spring increase western U.S. forest wildfire
activity. Science 313:940-3.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
Whitcomb HL. 2011. Temperature Increase Effects on Sagebrush Ecosystem Forbs: Experimental Evidence and Range Manager
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
Perspectives. Thesis. Utah State University.
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Wild Utah Project. 2015. Alpine Vegetation Impact Assessment of the Mt. Peale Research Natural Area: 2015 Survey Report.
Salt Lake City, UT: Wild Utah Project

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

Wild Utah Project. 2015. Alpine Vegetation Impact Assessment of the Mt. Peale Research Natural Area: 2015 Survey Report.
Unpublished report. Salt Lake City UT: Wild Utah Project

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Williams AP, Allen CD, Millar CI, Swetnam TW, Michaelsen J, Still CJ, Leavitt SW. 2010. Forest responses to increasing aridity
and warmth in the southwestern United States.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 107:21289-94. Worrall, JJ, GE Rehfeldt, A
Hamann, EH Hogg, SB Marchetti, M Michaelian, and LK Gray. 2013. Recent declines of Populus tremuloides in North America
linked to climate. Forest Ecology and Management 299:35-51.

Thank you for your comment. All efforts were made to review scientific literature documents received from the
public and Cooperating Agencies during the development of the draft Assessment. Documents not directly cited
will not show up in the literature cited section of the draft assessment. That does not preclude the consideratio
of these documents during the development of our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and ef
during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

54

Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. We recognize that the Forest Plan Revision proc
can be complex, and at times feel fast paced.The Manti-La Sal National Forest plan revision team strives to
The Plan Revision Team has been understaffed, particularly by Forest Service staff who have first-hand knowledge of the
maintain a transparent planning process by making information readily available on the Plan Revision website, a
forest whose 31-year old plan is being revised. The result is that with rare exceptions (e.g. recreation settings), there is little in
hosting public and cooperating agency meetings at key stages in the planning process, and when draft documen
the way of comprehensive information on MLNF, especially within the past 15 years.
are available for public review.Visit our website and sign up for the Forest Plan Revision mailing list for more
information https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning .

54

There are no tables or graphs * ranking good-to-poor conditions (e.g., watershed ranks) and primary causes of those
conditions; * showing trends, e.g., of grazing economics, increase in users of various forms of recreation There are no maps
* describing locations of uses (e.g., system roads, user-created roads, extent of sheep and cattle livestock grazing, active
mines; * describing conditions that must be managed in the new plan, e.g., 303d listed segments of streams; major locations
Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan Revision process. These comments regarding
of cheatgrass; major locations of seeded exotics such as smooth brome and crested wheatgrass * showing locations of water
Assessment content structure, organization or information included will be considered as the Final Assessment
(streams, springs, wetlands) and water diversions As well, there is no list of maps that ARE present. Maps, graphs, and tables
Report is completed.
are extremely helpful to the public to understand the current condition of their forest of interest, in this case, the MLNF.
Certain aspects of the assessment report require modifications to ensure compliance and consistency with the requirements
of the planning regulations and the best available scientific information and to better inform the need for change and other
components of the plan revision.

54

On page 21264 the 2012 Forest Plan requires the Forest Assessment to "System drivers, including dominant ecological
processes, disturbance regimes, and stressors, such as natural succession, wildland fire, invasive species, and climate change;
and the ability of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem on the plan area to adapt to change" The Draft Assessment fails to assess
Thank you for your comments related to climate change and stressors in the draft Assessment. Your comments
how climate change will influence the trends and adaptation ability of all of the MLNF terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem.
will be considered as we develop plan components, including a monitoring program, related to climate change a
Specifically, in the ecological assessment of forested and non-forested vegetation (beginning on page 50), climate change
stressors on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
should be listed as a stressor/driver for trends within spruce-fir communities, aspen & mixed conifer communities, mixed
conifer dry communities, woodland communities, rangelands, and riparian communities. The ability of these ecosystems to
adapt to change needs to be assessed.

54

Additionally, the ways in which other stressors and/or drivers will interact with climate change needs to be assessed in the
trends of all vegetation communities.

54

The Draft Assessment fails to assess all system drivers and ecosystem components that may be impacted by climate change
and/or exacerbate climate change effects. Specifically, topics such as the emergence of novel ecosystems,
connectivity/dispersal capacity for endemic plant species, amounts of biological soil crust cover, amounts and consequences
of Aeolian erosion, and dust deposition onto snow are not assessed.

Thank you for your comment related to climate change and stressors and drivers to vegetation communities. Th
Assessment is meant to be a rapid evaluation of current conditions and trends on the Forest. e will consider how
climate change interacts with other stressors and drivers while developing plan components, including a
monitoring program, for the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments related to climate change and stressors in the draft Assessment. Your comments
will be considered as we develop plan components, including a monitoring program, related to climate change a
stressors on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

54

Additionally, the Draft Assessment fails to assess how grazing, a clear system driver/stressor, can exacerbate climate change
impacts on ecosystems by impacting vegetation communities and soil processes. The vegetation and soil processes that are
Thank you for your comments related to climate change and stressors in the draft Assessment. Your comments
known to be impacted by both climate change and grazing in the Southwest include lower vegetation production, increased
will be considered as we develop plan components, including a monitoring program, related to climate change a
presence of invasive species, increased amounts of bare soil and soil erosion, increased dust on snow, declines of cool season stressors on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
grasses, reduced riparian productivity and increased sedimentation, and increased need for water diversion.

54

For example, see below the only entries in the Draft Assessment with regard to dust, despite the fact that the Trust had
provided the MLNF in November with research at Dugout Ranch and Canyonlands showing that ungrazed lands provide
greater soil retention (Bowker, M.A., Miller, M.E., and Belote, R.T., 2012, Assessment of rangeland ecosystem conditions, Salt
Creek watershed and Dugout Ranch, southeastern Utah: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2012-1061, 56 p.) : and
research in the nearby San Juan Mountains showing shortened snow retention with dust from the region (Painter, T. H., A. P.
Barrett, C. C. Landry, J. C. Neff, M. P. Cassidy, C. R. Lawrence, K. E. McBride, and G. L. Farmer (2007), Impact of disturbed
desert soils on duration of mountain snow cover, Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, L12502, doi:10.1029/2007GL030284). See also,
Belnap, J, RL Reynolds, MC Reheis, SL Phillips, FE Urban, and HL Goldstein. 2009. Sediment losses and gains across a gradient of
livestock grazing and plant invasion in a cool, semi-arid grassland, Colorado Plateau, USA. Aeolian Research 1: 27-43 showing
up to 5,000 times more sediment losses on previously-plowed, currently-grazed sites during drought compared to nevergrazed sites.

Thank you for your comments addressing the information contained in the draft Assessment Report for soil
erosion, landslide risks and the importance of monitoring and managing for biological soil crusts. Your comment
will be considered as we develop plan components, and a monitoring program, to address soil resource issues o
the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

54

The Draft Assessment fails to include all available science on projected climate change in the MLNF region. Specifically,
research suggesting the likely occurrence of extreme temperature and precipitation variations (pulse events) atop prolonged
temperature and precipitation variation (press events) is not mentioned in the climate trends on page 14. The trends
associated with how pulse events atop of press events will influence the MLNF should be assessed. Below is a list of topics
relevant to climate change that should be addressed in the Assessment, reasons why these topics are relevant to the MLNF,
and research relevant to the topics and Manti-La Sal. Each cited research article includes a link. Many of the research
documents were submitted to the MLNF during the November 2016 public comment period that was to lead to the Draft
Assessment; none were used by the MLNF. W submit them again.

Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.

54

Dust on Snow Dust on snow is not mentioned, though it has the potential to accelerate stressors that are mentioned in
watershed potential future conditions on page 78, including precipitation amount and type, snow storage time, and increasing
temperatures. Alvarez LJ, Epstein HE, Li J, Okin GS. 2012. Aeolian process effects on vegetation communities in an arid
grassland ecosystem. Ecology and Evolution 2:809-821. Painter, T. H., A. P. Barrett, C. C. Landry, J. C. Neff, M. P. Cassidy, C. R.
Lawrence, K. E. McBride, and G. L. Farmer (2007), Impact of disturbed desert soils on duration of mountain snow cover,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, L12502 MLNF is near the San Juan Mountains where this research took place and dust is very likely to
influence snowpack within the MLNF. Needs to be addressed in Assessment and EIS

Thank you for your comments related to snowpack in the draft Assessment. As mentioned in your comments an
in scientific literature snow dust is a factor that contributes to increased snow melt. In Wenger et al. 2010, U.S.
Geological Survey 2005, they were referring to increased flood risk in winter months due to warmer and rainier
winters. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be
considered as we develop the revised Forest Plan .
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Novel ecosystems The expected occurrence of novel ecosystems, or community compositions that have not previously
occurred is not mentioned. It would belong In the section on trends within Chapter 2's Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems
section Archer, S. R., and K. I. Predick. 2008. Climate change and ecosystems of the southwestern United States. Rangelands
30:23-28. MLNF is in SW U.S. and management of novel ecosystems will need to be addressed in the EIS

Thank you for your comments related to climate change and stressors in the draft Assessment. Your comments
will be considered as we develop plan components, including a monitoring program, related to climate change a
stressors on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
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Aeolian erosion Projected increase in erosion, particularly aeolian erosion, is not mentioned, though it is expected under
future climate. It would belong on page 102 where soil trends are discussed Munson SM, Belnap J, Okin GS. 2011. Responses
of wind erosion to climate-induced vegetation changes on the Colorado Plateau. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America 108:3854-9. Alvarez LJ, Epstein HE, Li J, Okin GS. 2012. Aeolian process effects on
vegetation communities in an arid grassland ecosystem. Ecology and Evolution 2:809-821. Belnap J, Reynolds RL, Reheis MC,
Phillips SL, Urban FE, Goldstein HL. 2009. Sediment losses and gains across a gradient of livestock grazing and plant invasion in
a cool, semi-arid grassland, Colorado Plateau, USA. Aeolian Research 1:27-43. Aeolian erosion is a substantial driver of
sediment movement in our area. Current and projected levels of aeolian erosion need to be addressed in the Assessment and
EIS

Thank you for your comments addressing the information contained in the draft Assessment Report for soil
erosion, landslide risks and the importance of monitoring and managing for biological soil crusts. Your comment
will be considered as we develop plan components, and a monitoring program, to address soil resource issues o
the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

54

Biological soil crust Biological soil crusts are not mentioned, though they are potential in many soils of the MLNF Belnap, J., S.
L. Phillips, and T. Troxler. 2006. Soil lichen and moss cover and species richness can be highly dynamic: The effects of invasion
by the annual exotic grass Bromus tectorum, precipitation, and temperature on biological soil crusts in SE Utah. Applied Soil
Ecology 63-76 Ferrenberg S, Reed SC, Belnap J. 2015. Climate change and physical disturbance cause similar community shifts
in biological soil crusts. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 112:12116-12121. Belnap J, Reynolds RL, Reheis MC,
Phillips SL, Urban FE, Goldstein HL. 2009. Sediment losses and gains across a gradient of livestock grazing and plant invasion in
a cool, semi-arid grassland, Colorado Plateau, USA. Aeolian Research 1:27-43. Munson SM, Belnap J, Okin GS. 2011.
Responses of wind erosion to climate-induced vegetation changes on the Colorado Plateau. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 108:3854-9. All of these papers address the importance of biological soil
crust to dryland ecosystems occurring on the flanks of the Manti-La Sal NF. Biological soil crusts need to be addressed In the
Assessment and management for biocrusts needs to be addressed in the EIS.

Thank you for your comments addressing the information contained in the draft Assessment Report for soil
erosion, landslide risks and the importance of monitoring and managing for biological soil crusts. Your comment
will be considered as we develop plan components, and a monitoring program, to address soil resource issues o
the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
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Need for vegetation dispersal/connectivity Vegetation fragmentation/ connectivity is not mentioned, though it is an issue for
sensitive species. It should be mentioned on page 117 under terrestrial vegetation at-risk species Krause CM, Cobb NS,
Pennington DD. 2015. Range shifts under future scenarios of climate change: dispersal ability matters for Colorado Plateau
endemic plants. Natural Areas Journal 35:428-438. MLNF is on the Colorado Plateau and has sensitive endemic plants.
Vegetation fragmentation/ connectivity needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS.

Thank you for suggesting that Vegetation fragmentation/ connectivity needs to be addressed in the Assessment
and EIS. We appreciate your time and effort during this time, your comments will be considered as we move
forward in revising the Assessment report and while developing plan components addressing habitat connectivi
in the revised Forest Plan

54

Pulse and press climate events The likelihood of pulse events (aka severe drought) atop of prolonged drought is not
mentioned, and should be mentioned in climate trends on page Hoover, D.L., Duniway, M.C. & Belnap, J. Pulse-drought atop
press-drought: unexpected plant responses and implications for dryland ecosystems. Oecologia (2015) 179: 1211.
doi:10.1007/s00442-015-3414-3 Hoover, D. L., Duniway, M. C. and Belnap, J. (2017), Testing the apparent resistance of three
dominant plants to chronic drought on the Colorado Plateau. J Ecol, 105: 152-162. doi:10.1111/1365-2745.12647 The MLNF is
within the region where pulse events atop press events are expected to occur. Needs to be addressed in Assessment and EIS

Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.
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Climate change as a stressor for all vegetation species When listing the trends of stressors and drivers in terrestrial
ecosystems (beginning on page 50) climate change is not mentioned as stressor for spruce-fir communities, aspen & mixed
conifer communities, mixed conifer dry communities, woodland communities, or rangelands. Climate change should be listed
as a stressor for these vegetation types. McDowell NG et al. 2015. Multi-scale predictions of massive conifer mortality due to
chronic temperature rise. Nature Climate Change 6:295-300 Williams AP, Allen CD, Millar CI, Swetnam TW, Michaelsen J, Still
CJ, Leavitt SW. 2010. Forest responses to increasing aridity and warmth in the southwestern United States. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 107:21289-94. van Mantgen PJ et al. 2009. Widespread
Increase of Tree Mortality Rates in the Western United States. Science 323:521-524. Capon, S. J., L. E. Chambers, R. MacNally,
R. J. Naiman, P. Davies, N. Marshall, J. Pittock, M. Reid, T. Capon, M. Douglas, J. Catford, D. S. Baldwin, M. Stewardson, J.
Roberts, M. Parsons, and S. E. Williams. 2013. Riparian ecosystems in the 21st century: hotspots for climate change
adaptation? Ecosystems 16:359-381. Rehfeldt, GE, DE Ferguson, and NL Crookston. 2009. Aspen, climate, and sudden decline
in Western USA. Forest Ecology and Management 258 (11): 2353-64. Briggs JM, Knapp AK, Blair JM, Heisler JL, Hoch GA, Lett
MS, McCarron JK, Carron JKMC. 2005. An ecosystem in transition: causes and consequences of the conversion of mesic
grassland to shrubland. BioScience 55:243-254. The MLNF is in the Southwest and has the same vegetation communities that
are expected to undergo mortality due to increased temperatures and changes in precipitation. Needs to be addressed in
Assessment and EIS

54

Livestock grazing post wildfire The timeline for return to multiple uses, specifically grazing, after wildfire is not mentioned in
the Assessment. It should be mentioned under the wildfire section on page 20 Mork LA. 2010. Livestock Grazing After
Wildfire: Understory Response, Current Management, and Implications for Conservation of Southwestern Forests. Thesis.
School of Earth Sciences and Environmental Sustainability, Northern Arizona University. The MLNF is in the Southwest and
experiences fire and grazing. Therefore the trends related to the return to multiple use after fire need to be addressed in the
Assessment and EIS

54

Seeding as an active management strategy Using seeding of native species is not mentioned as a management strategy. It
should be listed on page 36 as a management tool for dealing with invasive species Shinneman DJ, Baker WL. 2009.
Environmental and climatic variables as potential drivers of post-fire cover of cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) in seeded and
unseeded semiarid ecosystems. International Journal of Wildland Fire 18:191-202. Shinneman DJ, Baker WL, Lyon P. 2008.
Ecological restoration needs derived from reference conditions for a semi-arid landscape in Western Colorado, USA. Journal of
Arid Environments 72:207-227. The MLNF is part of a semi-arid landscape in the Southwest experiencing non-native plant
invasion. The strategy of seeding native plants needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS
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Thank you for your comment related to climate change as a stressor for vegetation communities. After reviewin
the stressors identified for the said vegetation types, this information is indeed missing and would be beneficial
inclusion in future plan components and associated monitoring programs.. We will take your comment into
consideration when addressing stressors in the revised Forest Plan.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
Grazing as a stressor for perennial forbs and grasses Grazing as a stressor for climate change-challenged perennial grasses and the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
forbs is not listed. It should be addressed on page 67 where the stressors and drivers of perennial forbs and grasslands are
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
discussed. Archer, S. R., and K. I. Predick. 2008. Climate change and ecosystems of the southwestern United States.
Rangelands 30:23-28. Briske DD, Joyce LA, Polley HW, Brown JR, Wolter K, Morgan JA, McCarl BA, Bailey DW. 2015. Climate- not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
change adaptation on rangelands: linking regional exposure with diverse adaptive capacity. Frontiers in Ecology and the
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
Environment 13:249-256 Grasslands and forbs on the MLNF are utilized for grazing, located in the Southwest, and are
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
expected to undergo changes in climate. Therefore grazing as an additional stressor needs to be addressed in the Assessment to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
and EIS
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.

54

Complexity of interactions between stressors Using seeding of native species is not mentioned as a management strategy. It
should be listed on page 36 as a management tool for dealing with invasive species Shinneman DJ, Baker WL. 2009.
Environmental and climatic variables as potential drivers of post-fire cover of cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) in seeded and
unseeded semiarid ecosystems. International Journal of Wildland Fire 18:191-202. Shinneman DJ, Baker WL, Lyon P. 2008.
Ecological restoration needs derived from reference conditions for a semi-arid landscape in Western Colorado, USA. Journal of
Arid Environments 72:207-227. The MLNF is part of a semi-arid landscape in the Southwest experiencing non-native plant
invasion. The strategy of seeding native plants needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Incorporating dry streambeds in watershed plans Dry stream beds are not mentioned. The state of dry streambeds and their Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
contribution to the aquatic landscape needs to be discussed under Aquatic Ecosystems on page 73 Steward AL, Von Schiller D, Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
Tockner K, Marshall JC, Bunn SE. 2012. When the river runs dry: human and ecological values of dry riverbeds. Frontiers in
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Ecology and the Environment 10:202-209. Grasslands and forbs on the MLNF are utilized for grazing, located in the
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
Southwest, and are expected to undergo changes in climate. Therefore grazing as an additional stressor needs to be addressed 79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
in the Assessment and EIS
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.
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Declines in pinyon trees/pinyon nut production Decline in pinyon nut production and likelihood of extreme pinyon mortality
are not mentioned. Should be mentioned in the Forested and Non- forested Vegetation trends on page 65 and when
discussing non- timber products on page 136 Redmond MD, Forcella F, Barger NN. 2012. Declines in pinyon pine cone
production associated with regional warming. Ecosphere 3:1-14. Barger NN, Adams HD, Woodhouse C, Neff JC, Asner GP.
2009. Influence of livestock Grazing and climate on pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) dynamics. Rangeland Ecology & Management
62:531- 539. Barger NN, Woodhouse C. 2015. Piñon pine (Pinus edulis Engelm.) growth responses to climate and substrate in
southern Utah, U.S.A. Plant Ecology 216:913- 923. Clifford, Michael J.; Rocca, Monique E.; Delph, Robert; Ford, Paulette L.;
Cobb, Neil S. 2008. Drought induced tree mortality and ensuing bark beetle outbreaks in southwestern pinyon- juniper
woodlands. In: Gottfried, Gerald J.; Shaw, John D.; Ford, Paulette L., compilers. 2008. Ecology, Management, and Restoration
of Pinon- Juniper and ponderosa Pine Ecosystems: Combined Proceedings of the 2005 St. George, Utah and 2006
Albuquerque, New Mexico workshops. Proceedings RMRS-P-51. Fort Collins, CO: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station. p. 39-51 The MLNF is on the Colorado Plateau and has multiple stressors that
interact. Needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS

54

The likelihood of increased recreation with increased temperatures The likelihood that earlier snow melt will lengthen the
recreation season for motorized vehicles, mountain bikes, and equestrians and the likelihood that increased temperatures will Thank you for your comments related to climate change the potential for increased visitation and the resulting
increase visitation is not addressed. Needs to be addressed on page 155. Fisichelli NA, Schuurman GW, Monahan WB, Ziesler impacts. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest Plan
PS (2015) Protected Area Tourism in a Changing Climate: Will Visitation at US National Parks Warm Up or Overheat? PLoS ONE and its associated monitoring program.
10(6): e0128226. The MLNF has dry streambeds and their role needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS

54

Reductions in microbial diversity Reductions in microbial diversity under climate change is not mentioned. It should be
mentioned in soil section on page 96 Maestre FT et al. 2015. Increasing aridity reduces soil microbial diversity and abundance Thank you for the additional information about the water efficiency in response to CO2 densities. Microbial
in global drylands. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 112:15684-15689.
diversity and vegetation response to drought will be considered as we develop plan components for soils in the
Available from The MLNF is in the Southwest and within the region where extreme pinyon mortality and reduced pinyon cone revised Forest Plan.
production has been documented. Needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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The Forest Service needs to include the expected trends of all vegetation community types under climate change and include
the expected trends of vegetation communities when considering the interactions of climate change with other stressors.

54

The Forest Service needs to assess all ecosystem components and processes relevant to the Manti-La Sal, and how those
Thank you for your comments related to climate change and stressors in the draft Assessment. Your comments
processes might interact with or compound climate change. Specifically, grazing impacts, the emergence of novel ecosystems,
will be considered as we develop plan components, including a monitoring program, related to climate change a
connectivity/dispersal capacity for endemic plant species, amounts of biological soil crust cover, amounts and consequences
stressors on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
of Aeolian erosion, and dust deposition onto snow need to be assessed.
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Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
The Forest Service needs to include the likelihood of pulse and press climate events in the list of expected climate change
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
scenarios on page 14, and what those pulse/press events might mean for the vegetation communities and water resources of to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
the Manti-La Sal.
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments related to carbon stocks and emissions in the draft Assessment. The Assessment
The Draft Assessment fails to assess all factors involved in determining baseline carbon stocks and carbon stock trends. For
meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. We appreciate the
instance, coal reserves are not included in the calculation of carbon stocks on the Forest. Additionally, reduction of carbon
recommendation to include additional information in the Assessment and will consider your comments while
stocks due to grazing and coal extraction is not included in the carbon stock trends.
developing the revised Forest plan.
Thank you for your comments related to carbon stocks and emissions in the draft Assessment. The Assessment
On page 104, the Draft Assessment writes: "Basically, when vegetation is removed, a forest's ability to sequester and store
meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. We appreciate the
carbon is reduced." Because grazers remove vegetation and increase soil erosion, the trends that grazers have had on carbon
recommendation to include additional information in the Assessment and will consider your comments while
stocks needs to be assessed.[...]3 Executive Orders 11644 and 11989
developing the revised Forest plan.
On page 104, the Draft Assessment writes: "Over the past 60 years (this dataset) the Forest has been a carbon sink (Figure
Thank you for your comments related to carbon stocks and emissions in the draft Assessment. The Assessment
23)." However, this dataset does not include the carbon lost due to coal extraction, which could reduce the carbon stock
meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. We appreciate the
calculations for the Forest. The Draft Assessment lists perennial forbs, grasslands, sagebrush, and alpine vegetation types as
recommendation to include additional information in the Assessment and will consider your comments while
storing relatively small amounts of carbon but fails to give a citation for this information or provide trends for carbon storage
developing the revised Forest plan.
of these vegetation types.

54

Influence of grazing on carbon stocks Influence of grazing on carbon stocks is not addressed in the assessment. Needs to be
addressed when assessing carbon stocks on page 102 Bowker, M.A., Miller, M.E., and Belote, R.T., 2012, Assessment of
rangeland ecosystem conditions, Salt Creek watershed and Dugout Ranch, southeastern Utah: U.S. Geological Survey OpenFile Report 2012-1061, 56 Carter J., Jones A., O'Brien M., Ratner J., Wuerthner G. 2014. "Holistic Management:
Misinformation on the Science of Grazed Ecosystems," International Journal of Biodiversity. 2014:163431 Briske, D.D.,
Bestelmeyer, B.T., Brown, J.R., Fuhlendorf, S.D., Polley, H.W., 2013. The Savory Method can not green deserts or reverse
climate change. Rangelands 35, 72-74. Much of the MLNF is grazed, which can impact carbon stocks. Needs to be addressed in
the Assessment and EIS.

Thank you for your comments related to carbon stocks and emissions in the draft Assessment. The Assessment
meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. We appreciate the
recommendation to include additional information in the Assessment and will consider your comments while
developing the revised Forest plan.

54

Carbon stocks and coal mining There is no mention of coal mining when calculating carbon stocks on the MLNF. Needs to be
mentioned with carbon stocks on page 102 McGlade, C., Ekins, P. 2015. The geographical distribution of fossil fuels unused
when limiting global warming to 2 degrees C. Nature. 517(7533):187-90 The MLNF has active coal mines which are removing
sequestered carbon from under the ground. Needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS.

Thank you for your comments related to carbon stocks and emissions in the draft Assessment. The Assessment
meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. We appreciate the
recommendation to include additional information in the Assessment and will consider your comments while
developing the revised Forest plan.
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Methane emissions associated with coal- mining There is no mention of methane emissions associated with coal mining
Warmuzinski, K. 2008. Harnessing methane emissions from coal mining. Process Safety & Environmental Protection:
Transactions of the Institution of Chemical Engineers Part B. 86:5, 315- 320. The MLNF has active coal mines which are
releasing methane, a greenhouse gas. Needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS.

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding coal industry related emissions in the draft Assessment
Report. The assessment does discuss air quality at length, or methane released from coal mining activities. The
assessment covers coal-bed methane, which should not be confused with methane generated from coal mines.
new forest land management plan, under the requirements of NEPA, must be consistent with all applicable rule
and regulations that pertain to coal mining to include EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Air
quality rules and regulations are typically applied on a site specific basis in order to protect the ecological integr
and species diversity when coal mining related surface disturbances are proposed. Thank you for your
recommendation to include additional information related to methane emissions in the draft Assessment Repo
this will be considered as the Report is revised and plan components to address air quality are developed in the
revised Forest Plan.

54

The importance of shrub lands to carbon stocks The importance of shrublands to carbon sequestration is not accurately
addressed on page 103. Nor is possibility that invasive species can reduce carbon stocks in shrublands. Meyer SE. 2011. Is
climate change mitigation the best use of desert shrublands? Natural Resources and Environmental Issues 17:1- 10. Bradley,
B.A., R.A. Houghton, HJ.F. Mustard, and S. P. Ha mburg. 2006. Invasivegrass r educes above ground carbons tocks in shrublands
of the Western U.S. Global Change Biol ogy 12:1815-1822. The MLNF has extensive shrub cover, which this research suggests
holds more carbon than what is included in the assessment

Thank you for your comments related to carbon sequestration and vegetation management in the draft
Assessment Report The Assessment is meant to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the
Forest. The revised Forest Plan will include guidance regarding management toward healthy stands including
diversity of forested vegetation both in composition and structure. We will consider your comments as we deve
plan components addressing vegetation and climate change in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding mineral exploration in the draft Assessment Report and the developme
of plan components addressing mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan.Extensive historic exploration
conducted under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) failed to identify any significant uranium
mineralization zones within the Forest boundaries. Thousands of exploration holes were drilled in areas such as
Polar Mesa in the La Sal Mountains and Elk Ridge in the Abajo Mountains in an attempt to locate sizable deposit
without success. The Manti-La Sal National Forest does not currently have a significant amount of land associate
with uranium mining in the La Sal or Abajo Mountains. If future uranium mining or exploration is proposed on th
Societal costs of carbon emissions The cost of extracting carbon, natural gas, and releasing methane is not addressed in the
Forest, then it will be determined how much to bond for those activates in order to responsibly reclaim surface
economic analysis of multiple uses on page 144 Nordhaus, WD (2016). Revisiting the social costs of carbon. Proceedings of
disturbances and protect Forest resources.The new oil and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA
the National Academy of Sciences, 114 (7), 1518-1523. The MLNF has active coal mines and natural gas pumps that contribute
will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management plan (management goals) and all applicable ru
to carbon and methane emissions. Needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS.
and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the
MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to
protect multiple user resources and the environment. At present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis
cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas
leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land management plan is in place. We appreciate your
time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan component
related to mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan

54

Vegetation carbon sequestration saturation The likelihood that terrestrial vegetation's ability to sequester carbon will
diminish is not addressed. This should be addressed when considering carbon sequestration trends on page 104 Canadell, J.
G., D. E. Pataki, R. Gifford, R. A. Houghton, Y. Luo, M. R. Raupach, P. Smith, and W.Steffen (2007), Saturation of the terrestrial
carbon sink, in Terrestrial Ecosystems in a Changing World, edited by J. G. Canadell, D. E. Pataki, and L. F. Pitelka, pp. 59-78,
Springer, Berlin, Germany. The vegetation communities in the MLNF are currently sequestering carbon, but their ability to be
a carbon sink will likely diminish as carbon saturation increases. This needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS.
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Thank you for your comments related to carbon sequestration and vegetation management in the draft
Assessment Report The Assessment is meant to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the
Forest. The revised Forest Plan will include guidance regarding management toward healthy stands including
diversity of forested vegetation both in composition and structure. We will consider your comments as we deve
plan components addressing vegetation and climate change in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding mineral exploration in the draft Assessment Report and the developme
of plan components addressing mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan.Extensive historic exploration
conducted under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) failed to identify any significant uranium
mineralization zones within the Forest boundaries. Thousands of exploration holes were drilled in areas such as
Polar Mesa in the La Sal Mountains and Elk Ridge in the Abajo Mountains in an attempt to locate sizable deposit
without success. The Manti-La Sal National Forest does not currently have a significant amount of land associate
with uranium mining in the La Sal or Abajo Mountains. If future uranium mining or exploration is proposed on th
Methane emissions associated with natural gas extraction There is no mention of the methane emissions associate with
Forest, then it will be determined how much to bond for those activates in order to responsibly reclaim surface
natural gas extraction Frankenberg, C. et al. 2016. Airborne methane remote measurements reveal heavy- tail flux
disturbances and protect Forest resources.The new oil and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA
distribution in Four Corners region. PNAS. 113 (35) 9734-9739 The MLNF is on the Colorado Plateau and has active natural gas
will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management plan (management goals) and all applicable ru
extraction. This needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS.
and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the
MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to
protect multiple user resources and the environment. At present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis
cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas
leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land management plan is in place. We appreciate your
time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan component
related to mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan
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Methane emissions associated with cattle There is no mention of the methane emissions associated with livestock Lassey,
K.R., 2007. Livestock methane emissions: from the individual grazing animal through national inventories to the global
methane cycle. Agricultural and Forest Meteorology 142, 120-132. The MLNF has livestock grazing. Those livestock are
releasing methane into the air. This needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS.

Thank you for your comments related to carbon stocks and emissions in the draft Assessment. The Assessment
meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. We appreciate the
recommendation to include additional information in the Assessment and will consider your comments while
developing the revised Forest plan.
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The Draft Assessment fails to assess how the Forest's multiple uses are influencing the Forest's ability to regulate climate. The
2012 Forest Plan requires National Forest Assessments to assess "Benefits people obtain from the NFS planning area
(ecosystem services)" (page 21263). Those ecosystem services include "Regulating services…defined as services such as long
term storage of carbon; climate regulation; water filtration, purification, and storage; soil stabilization; flood" (page 21271).
Therefore, the amount and trends of methane emission, a potent greenhouse gas that can change climate, needs to be
assessed for the sources of methane that occur on the Forest: livestock grazing, coal mining, and natural gas extraction needs
to be assessed.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change in the Draft Assessment Report. Per the Planning Rule
CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment [§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)] . During the
development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain in compliance with the Planning Rule
(and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as well as other stressors/drivers and
resources. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to Climate in the revised
Forest Plan.
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Thank you for submitting your comments regarding coal industry related emissions in the draft Assessment
Report. The assessment does discuss air quality at length, or methane released from coal mining activities. The
Additionally, the Draft Assessment fails to assess how greenhouse gas emissions resulting from coal extracted from the Manti- assessment covers coal-bed methane, which should not be confused with methane generated from coal mines.
new forest land management plan, under the requirements of NEPA, must be consistent with all applicable rule
La Sal Forest are influencing climate regulation. The Planning Directives state that the Forest Assessments should include
information on "the impacts of nonrenewable energy and mineral development on ecological integrity and species diversity." and regulations that pertain to coal mining to include EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Air
quality rules and regulations are typically applied on a site specific basis in order to protect the ecological integr
FSH 1909.12, Sec. 13.52(3)(h). However, the Draft Assessment does not include information on how carbon and methane
released from nonrenewable energy development on the Manti-La Sal will impact ecological integrity and species diversity
and species diversity when coal mining related surface disturbances are proposed. Thank you for your
through contributing to alterations of the global climate.
recommendation to include additional information related to methane emissions in the draft Assessment Repo
this will be considered as the Report is revised and plan components to address air quality are developed in the
revised Forest Plan.

54

Thank you for your comments related to carbon stocks and emissions in the draft Assessment. The Assessment
meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. We appreciate the
recommendation to include additional information in the Assessment and will consider your comments while
developing the revised Forest plan.
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Calculate carbon stocks for all vegetation types and coal reserves to understand baseline carbon stocks and carbon stock
trends
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Comments on the 2017 Assessment Report - Air Quality The Forest Service references "natural" background concentrations of
ozone without explaining what "natural" means. 2017 Assessment Report at 93. The agency should indicate what actual
background concentrations are in the various counties encompassing and abutting the Forest. The agency should also address
actual concentrations of PM2.5. Like ozone, PM2.5 is a threat to human health and the environment. The Forest Service
states that "[a]ll ten counties are [] in attainment" with the NAAQS. Id. At 94. However, The Forest Service states that the
Forest is located in, inter alia, Utah County. Utah County is a serious nonattainment area for both the primary and secondary
24-hour PM2.5 NAAQS. https://www3.epa.gov/airquality/greenbook/utid25_2006.html. Utah and Salt Lake counties are also
Thank you for your comments regarding air quality and opportunities for additional monitoring as part of the
nonattainment areas for the PM10 NAAQS.
revised Forest Plan. These comments will be considered during the development of plan components related to
https://epa.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=41f979229e6d457188c3b49f
quality in the revised Forest Plan.
ba97852b&webmap=3483f6af7da9492bb9fc0a5c40106d7b Moreover, EPA has determined, based on the referenced air
quality values, that the following counties are violating the 2015 ozone standard (70ppb): Duchesne (78 ppb); Uintah (76 ppb);
Rio Blanco, CO (74 ppb); Salt Lake (75 ppb) and Tooele (71 ppb). The Forest is encompassed by these counties or these
counties are immediately adjacent to counties in which the Forest is located.
https://ozoneairqualitystandards.epa.gov/OAR_OAQPS/OzoneSliderApp/index.html# Because the information cited above is
missing from the 2017 Assessment Report, the Forest Service has failed to determine air quality trends accurately or
adequately. See FSH 1909.12.21.
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The Forest Service calls Manti and Moab "urban" centers and suggests that these towns are a source of air pollution. Id. There
is no information to support this contention. The Forest Service fails to address the fact that the average number of pollution
sensitive species collected equated to those collected along the Wasatch Front, which is in close proximity or in (depending on
Thank you for your comments regarding air quality and opportunities for additional monitoring as part of the
the elevation) areas characterized by high levels of short term pollution in the winter. The Forest Service refers to "sampling
revised Forest Plan. These comments will be considered during the development of plan components related to
sites" for assessing deposition rates of nitrogen, ammonium and sulfur, but then refers only to "modeling." 2017 Assessment
quality in the revised Forest Plan.
Report at 95. This is unclear. The Forest Service does not mention that, as with the Dark Canyon Wilderness Area, all areas of
the Forest are Class II areas and therefore should be protected from air pollution. Thus, the agency must address deposition,
critical loads and visibility in all parts of the Forest, including those encompassed by or close to Utah's dirties airsheds.
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The Forest Service states that, according to Utah: emissions for criteria air pollutants either stayed the same or continued
their downward trends in 2015. The Utah Division of Air Quality states that with an increasing population, industrial base, and
more stringent federal air quality standards, it has been a challenge to meet air quality objectives, and that 2015 proved to be
a year in which Division of Air Quality made great strides to ensure cleaner air in the years to come. The monitoring shows an Thank you for your comments regarding air quality and opportunities for additional monitoring as part of the
overall reduction in air pollution. 2017 Assessment Report at 96. However, the Forest Service failed to address monitoring
revised Forest Plan. These comments will be considered during the development of plan components related to
results for the 24-hour PM2.5 NAAQS. Recall that Utah County is not meeting this NAAQS. Moreover, the data on ozone does quality in the revised Forest Plan.
not show great strides toward lower concentrations, but rather a disturbing trend toward higher concentrations of ozone. See
AQ Assessment at 21. A similar conclusion must be drawn from the NO2 data. Id. The Forest Service also failed to analyze the
impacts of particulate matter pollution on any Forest values or resources.
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Thank you for your comments related to carbon stocks and emissions in the draft Assessment. The Assessment
meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. We appreciate the
include grazing and coal extraction in the assessment of carbon stock trends
recommendation to include additional information in the Assessment and will consider your comments while
developing the revised Forest plan.
Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
assess how the multiple uses of grazing, coal mining, and natural gas extraction are influencing the climate regulation services
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
that the Forest provides
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.

60

I see that no specific reference was given for macroinvertebrate information within the Draft Assessment, bu
macroinvertebrates are an indicator species on MLSNF, so I assume there are plenty of data.

This is a FOIA request and was responded to as such. The FOIA request was received by the Forest on August 5,
2017. The Forest sent a response with related material to the requester on August 25, 2017. Responses to offici
FOIA requests during Forest Plan Revision may be found on the Forest Plan Revision webpage
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd554370 .

Attachment: FOIA Request for MLNF macroinvertebrate data

This is a FOIA request and was responded to as such. The FOIA request was received by the Forest on August 5,
2017. The Forest sent a response with related material to the requester on August 25, 2017. Responses to offici
FOIA requests during Forest Plan Revision may be found on the Forest Plan Revision webpage
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd554370 .

Watersheds and Water The Forest Service states: In Utah, 303(d )data shows that 42 of the 44, 5th level watersheds on the
Forest have impaired stream acreages. This means that 95 percent of the 5th level watersheds contain a Category 4A, 5, or
4A/5 stream. Twelve 5th level watersheds contain Category 4A or 5 streams (streams w/ total maximum daily load (TMDL)
prescriptions for a water quality analyte(s) or needing a TMDL). Primary causes of impairment in these twelve watersheds are
temperature, total dissolved solids, selenium, bio-assessment (an observed versus an expected assessment for
macroinvertebrates), dissolved oxygen, gross alpha (a measure of radioactivity), pH, phosphorous, and sedimentation. 2017
Assessment Report at 70. At a minimum, the Forest Service should indicate with a table and maps which of the 42 5th level
watersheds are impaired, for which uses and based on which water quality standards. The Forest Service should also provide
information on the quality of all stream segments in the Forest and should indicate the results, if any, of water quality
monitoring on the Forest. The Forest Service provides data on water quantity, 2017 Assessment Report at 70-71, but makes
no connection between water quality and water quantity even though water quantity has a direct bearing on water quality.
Although the agency purports to assess watersheds and water, the agency does not make any connection, such as though
maps or tables, between water quality and watershed health. This is particularly troublesome given that water quality on the
Forest is so poor. Although the agency indicates that the Forest is a critical source of drinking water and should be protected
as such, 2017 Assessment at 71-71, the agency does not indicate what adequate protection entails, does not determine
whether drinking and municipal watersheds are being properly managed and makes no connection between impaired water
quality and municipal and drinking water sources. The Forest Service fails to address the quality of water in the reservoirs,
even though these water bodies are a source of municipal water and presumably support ecosystem health. 2017 Assessment
Report at 72. The Forest Service mentions the impact of the coal-fired power plants on water quantity, but fails to address the
impact of these facilities on water quality. Id. at 72-73. The Forest Service fails to address adverse impacts to water quality by
ORV use, user-created routes and oil and gas development. See id. at 77.

Thank you for your comment addressing watershed ratings in the draft Assessment Report. The Clean Water Ac
directs the states to place the water bodies on a list of "impaired" waters referred to as the 303(d) list and prep
a plan to restore water quality called a Total Maximum Daily Load study (TMDL). The Utah Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) is tasked with this requirement for the State of Utah. Every other year the
department of Water Quality (DWQ) submits a list with 303d impaired streams for approval to the EPA. Includin
the 2016 list could be obsolete by 2018. The most up-to-date 303d list information can be found at the followin
website: https://enviro.deq.utah.gov/ (accessed 5 September 2017). Assessing water quality of drinking water i
the responsibility of the department of water quality (DWQ) according to the SDWA. Drinking water source
protections falls is the responsibility of cities and towns. For non-drinking water, water quality is one of the 12
indicators used in the watershed condition classification (WCC) developed in 2007 by the USDA FS developed at
HUC 6 level -12 digits. The current watershed condition classes are discussed on p 77-78 of the assessment repo
Twelve watershed condition (WC) indicators were developed, including water quality, which are surrogate
variables representing underlying ecological functions and processes that affect soil and hydrologic function. Th
12 indicators are grouped in four major process categories (aquatic physical, aquatic biological, terrestrial physi
and terrestrial biological). Each of the indicators uses a defined set of one or more attributes (24 attributes tota
The attributes are evaluated using quantitative and qualitative rule sets. Each indicator attribute receives a ratin
The ratings are expressions of the "best-fit" descriptor of the attribute for the entire 6th-level watershed being
classified.Condition Rating 1 is synonymous with "GOOD" condition. It is the expected indicator value in a
watershed with high geomorphic, hydrologic, and biotic integrity relative to natural potential condition. The rat
suggests that the watershed is functioning properly with respect to that attribute.Condition Rating 2 is
synonymous with "FAIR" condition. It is the expected indicator value in a watershed with moderate geomorphic
hydrologic, and biotic integrity relative to natural potential condition. The rating suggests that the watershed is
functioning at risk with respect to that attribute.Condition Rating 3 is synonymous with "POOR" condition. It is t
expected indicator value in a watershed with low geomorphic, hydrologic, and biotic integrity relative to natura
potential condition. The rating suggests that the watershed is impaired or functioning at unacceptable risk with
respect to that attribute.The assessment report does not make a connection between water quality and water
quantity because that information is not available in the sources used to compile the report. According to the
planning rule (36 CFR 219 5(a)(1)) only the assessment report are only required to rapidly evaluate existing
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The Forest Service fails to provide the "source" of its "fair or poor" rating of Forest watersheds. Water Assessment at 3. The
Forest Service addresses 303(d) streams in Colorado and Utah, though without the necessary specificity. Id. Stream segments
not meeting water quality standards should be listed along with corresponding standards that are being violated. Moreover, it
is important to note that just because a stream segment is not on the 303(d) list does not mean that it has good water quality.
Often, the state has not monitored the quality of the relevant stream, or has not done so with the required frequency. The
Forest Service fails to provide water quality monitoring data specific to the surface water on the Forest. Utah presents its
303(d) list as a table as well as in GIS format. See id. at 4. Without water quality monitoring data, the Forest Service may not
assume that the Roc Creek segment on the Forest is meeting state water quality standards. Id. The Forest Service's citation to
Utah's 303(d) list conflicts with that in the 2017 Assessment Report. Please refer to our comments on the 2017 Report.
Beyond Figure 6, the agency does not make any connection between water quality and watershed health or assess watershed
health in light of water quality. However, water quality is an essential component of watershed health. Figure 6 contains
critically important information but is not decipherable.

54

The Forest Service fails to address adverse impacts to water quality by ORV use, user-created routes and oil and gas
development. See id. at 6.

54

The Forest Service addresses drinking water protection zones, but does not provide adequate information on the
"protections" afforded those zones. Water Assessment at 9. The agency does not make a connection between these zones
that findings that stream segments on the Forest are impaired. The Forest Service does not determine if there are any
applicable Drinking Water Source Protection Plans (both for ground water and surface water sources) or assessments in place
and if so, what those plans entail. See https://www.epa.gov/sourcewaterprotection/source-water-protection-basics. The
Forest Service does not assess whether management activities and conditions are in compliance with these plans or whether
drinking water sources are adequately protected. The Forest Service states: "Clarification of actual reservoir use for drinking
water/municipal use is needed." Water Assessment at 12. As the purpose of the Assessment is to do exactly that, the Forest
Service is obligated to undertake this clarification and present it to the public. It would seem that Cooperating Agencies would
have provided such information to the forest.
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Thank you for your comment addressing watershed ratings in the draft Assessment Report. The Clean Water Ac
directs the states to place the water bodies on a list of "impaired" waters referred to as the 303(d) list and prep
a plan to restore water quality called a Total Maximum Daily Load study (TMDL). The Utah Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) is tasked with this requirement for the State of Utah. Every other year the
department of Water Quality (DWQ) submits a list with 303d impaired streams for approval to the EPA. Includin
the 2016 list could be obsolete by 2018. The most up-to-date 303d list information can be found at the followin
website: https://enviro.deq.utah.gov/ (accessed 5 September 2017). Assessing water quality of drinking water i
the responsibility of the department of water quality (DWQ) according to the SDWA. Drinking water source
protections falls is the responsibility of cities and towns. For non-drinking water, water quality is one of the 12
indicators used in the watershed condition classification (WCC) developed in 2007 by the USDA FS developed at
HUC 6 level -12 digits. The current watershed condition classes are discussed on p 77-78 of the assessment repo
Twelve watershed condition (WC) indicators were developed, including water quality, which are surrogate
variables representing underlying ecological functions and processes that affect soil and hydrologic function. Th
12 indicators are grouped in four major process categories (aquatic physical, aquatic biological, terrestrial physi
and terrestrial biological). Each of the indicators uses a defined set of one or more attributes (24 attributes tota
The attributes are evaluated using quantitative and qualitative rule sets. Each indicator attribute receives a ratin
The ratings are expressions of the "best-fit" descriptor of the attribute for the entire 6th-level watershed being
classified.Condition Rating 1 is synonymous with "GOOD" condition. It is the expected indicator value in a
watershed with high geomorphic, hydrologic, and biotic integrity relative to natural potential condition. The rat
suggests that the watershed is functioning properly with respect to that attribute.Condition Rating 2 is
synonymous with "FAIR" condition. It is the expected indicator value in a watershed with moderate geomorphic
hydrologic, and biotic integrity relative to natural potential condition. The rating suggests that the watershed is
functioning at risk with respect to that attribute.Condition Rating 3 is synonymous with "POOR" condition. It is t
expected indicator value in a watershed with low geomorphic, hydrologic, and biotic integrity relative to natura
potential condition. The rating suggests that the watershed is impaired or functioning at unacceptable risk with
respect to that attribute.The assessment report does not make a connection between water quality and water
quantity because that information is not available in the sources used to compile the report. According to the
planning rule (36 CFR 219 5(a)(1)) only the assessment report are only required to rapidly evaluate existing
Thank you for your comment regarding ORV impacts to water quality. The effect of ORV on water quality are
mentioned in the Groundwater dependent ecosystem section beginning on page 83 of the Assessment. Your
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing impacts to groundwater quality an
associated monitoring programs
Thank you for your comment related to groundwater quality and public water systems.The Forest Plan will com
Federal and State laws and regulations. Public drinking water supply sources, sole source aquifers and source
water protection zones will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. The For
relies on State and Federal agencies for information about water quality and does not have a water quality
monitoring program. The revised Forest Plan will include Public Drinking Water Supply Sources, a discussion and
map of the municipal water management area and at least a discussion of source water protection zones.
Protections are provided by stating National BMPs and Regional SWCPs during the project NEPA pocess which
includes public involvement and by following them during project implementations. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort in this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward and develop pla
components addressing groundwater quality and quantity.
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Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
The following sentence is difficult to understand: "As 5th level watersheds are the level of analysis for the forest plan revision,
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
Table 8, Appendix C, summarizes the relationships between 5th and 6th level watersheds and their ratings" Id. at 15. There is
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
no citation for the information presented in Table 5.
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

54

Thank you for your comment regarding ORV impacts to water quality. The effect of ORV on water quality are
The Forest Service fails to consider ORV use, user-created routes and oil and gas development as potential stressors on water mentioned in the Groundwater dependent ecosystem section beginning on page 83 of the Assessment. Your
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing impacts to groundwater quality an
quality and watershed health. Water Assessment at 19-22.
associated monitoring programs
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The Forest Service admits: Six of the watersheds lacking a WCC rating for forest-administered lands had acreages greater than
1,000 acres. These 6th level watersheds are: Skumpah Creek-Salina Creek, Middle Soldier Creek, Lower Soldier Creek, and
Lower Thistle Creek, Footes Canyon-Salt Creek and Hop Creek. Hop Creek watershed has over 11,000 acres within the Forest's
boundary. Water Assessment at 23. As the Assessment should include such data, the Forest Service must undertake the
requisite analysis and present it to the public.

Thank you for your comment related to hydrologic information contained within the draft Assessment Report. T
paragraph in the comment is taken verbatim from the hydrology assessment specialist report. According to the
planning rule (36 CFR 219.3) the assessment is based on the best available science, and intended to be a rapid
assessment of current conditions and trends not requiring additional analysis. The Assessment only has to consi
existing information (36 CFR 219.6 (a)(1). We will consider your comment as we develop plan components and
associated monitoring programs for watersheds.

54

The Forest Service Handbook requires: Watersheds relevant to the plan should include those lands outside the National
Forest System that contribute surface or subsurface water flows to the plan area, and those that receive surface or subsurface
water flows from the plan area. FSH 1909.12. 23. The Water Assessment did not address this requirement. The Forest Service
Handbook suggests that the Assessment include "[a]vailable information for relevant species at risk (sec. 12.5 of this
Handbook)." FSH 1909.12. 23(1)(e). The Assessment did not include or reference this information. In the specific context of
water quality, water quantity and watershed health, the Forest Service does not adequately address the following: * existing
and reasonably foreseeable future consumptive uses and non-consumptive uses * nature and distribution of water rights
across the plan area * spawning, rearing, and other necessary habitat for native fish * future patterns of drought,
evapotranspiration and floods * effects of land use, projects, and activities, and reasonably foreseeable future water
withdrawals and diversions, and water storage facilities on hydrologic and geomorphic processes and water resources (sec.
13.34 of this Handbook) * the existing conditions and trends of watersheds and water resources assuming existing plan
direction remains in place. FSH 1909.12. 23. There does not appear to be a "system drivers and stressors report" for water,
water quality, water quantity or watershed health.

Thank you for your comment. Watersheds inside the forest boundary were addressed throughout the report,
Watershed issues - including domestic water use, sole source aquifers, and power plants - related to areas outs
the forest boundary, which are downstream as the forest forms the headwaters of the watersheds, were gener
addressed in the Water Quantity Section starting page 70 of the assessment report. The USFS WO allowed to
restrict the Watershed Condition Classes evaluation to the area with the forest boundary because of lack of
indicator data available on non-forest lands (personal communication with Mark Muir, Regional Hydrologist 7
September 2017). The at-risk species were addressed on pages 105 and 106 (table 30) in the assessment
report.The list of issues raised are project specific which are beyond the scope of the Forest Plan Revision. Fores
Plan Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the
guidance for future project planning and development. According to the forest planning rule the assessment rep
is directed to evaluate existing information (36 CFR 219.6 (a)(1)) without the need for additional analysis.There
no system drivers and stressors report for water, water quality, water quantity or watershed health because it i
not one of the 15 topics that have to be addressed in the assessment report according to the planning rule (36 C
219.6(b)). All the topics listed in the planning rules are addressed in the assessment report. We appreciate your
time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conisdered as we move forward.
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The Assessment admits that relatively little is known about groundwater-dependent ecosystems (springs and wetlands) on the
MLNF. For instance: At p. 83: Existing information on the condition of spring groundwater-dependent ecosystems is very
uneven on the Forest as well as across the LTAs. We found no field-based information on springs for the San Pitch Mountains,
so insufficient information was available to determine current condition of groundwater-dependent ecosystem resources for
this portion of the Forest. On the Wasatch Plateau, field collected information was available for 6 of the 15 LTAs with known
springs At p. 84: Information was most available for the water quantity KEC, largely due to the qualitative point-of-diversion
assessments that were conducted on springs of the LaSal and Abajo Mountain portions of the Forest. Information was least
available for the water quality and soil quality KECs across all parts of the Forest. Information on wetland resources of the
Forest is largely limited to the WP_LTAG8 LTA on the Wasatch Plateau. At p. 85: Very little is known about wetland resources
for much of the FOREST, even though relatively high densities occur in each of the four portions of the Forest Ironically, when
relatively recent information is available that indicates concerns, the MLNF kind of hopes maybe conditions have improved
since then (without indicating the basis for that hope). For instance, at p. 84, the Assessment notes regarding a 2011 survey in
the La Sal Mountains and mesas and canyons surrounding the Abajo Mountins: Some information on wetlands and wet
meadows associated with spring GDEs was recorded during spring site visits in the LaSal Mountains (LSMB_LTAG1,
LSMB_LTAG2, Vanderbilt and Curtis-Tollestrup 2011) and the Mesas and Canyons surrounding the Abajo Mountains
(MC_LTAG3, GCT 2016b). Based on brief field notes, wetlands in the LaSal Mountains and the Mesas and Canyons were noted
as heavily impacted by wildlife and livestock grazing and trampling, however these conditions are based on limited data and
may not be reflective of conditions today. Given the interconnection between springs and aquifers and streams, and the
pressures of climate change, it would seem that much more attention to water will need to be paid in the new forest plan
compared to the 1986 plan.

Thank you for your comment related to Fen and Wetlands. The assessment is a base-line report of current
resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
information as required in the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219.6(3)). The Manti-La Sal NF contracted out mapping the
fens on the forest to the Colorado Natural Heritage Program at the Warner College of Natural Resources at
Colorado State University. The deliverable, including a report and GIS data, of this contract were submitted to t
MLNF in April 2017 which was past the deadline for the Assessment report. Mapping the GDE on the Wasatch
Plateau is currently under contract with the Utah Geological Survey (UGS). Fens, which are difficult to replace o
altered, form a critical hydrological function on the forest in terms of water quality and providing base flow to
streams later in the season. Little is know about the location of the fens on the forest. The comments suggest th
they should be included in the assessment report. Similarly little is know about Groundwater Dependent
Ecosystems (springs and wetlands) on the Forest and the comments suggest much more attention should be pa
in the revised forest plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comme
will be taken into consideration as we move forward and develop plan components related to Fens and Wetlan
in the revised Forest Plan.
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The Forest has done a commendable job with this portion of the assessment, and in further planning, the information gleaned
here must be used to inform decisions on wilderness and other special designations and on infrastructure decisions, including
the transportation network. The needs of the resource, the public's desires, trends in visitation and use, and local economic
impact and use all have important bearing on other plan components.

Thank you for your comments related to recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest including how you use a
access the Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions an
trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to recreation a
access on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
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The Forest's Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) needs to be updated to reflect changes in public desire and increase in
visitation and vehicle technology (ATVs and OSVs) since the completion of the current 1986 plan. Though the ROS is both an
inventory and desired condition tool, far too much land is currently found in the in the 1986 ROS's "Semi-Primitive Motorized"
(SPM) classification (59%), and not enough in Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized (SPNM) classification (8%) to adequately reflect
changes since the mid-1980s. An example of the broad overuse of SMP has resulted in many singletrack trails that are open to
motorcycles, but are not designed for or currently used by motorcycles. A revised ROS shodul accurately reflect both current
and desired uses on roads, primitive roads, and trails. With the most popular and growing use of the forest being
"walking/hiking," more lands need to be added to the SPNM classification to suit the public's desires while providing benefits
Thank you for your comments regarding the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) and current designations.
to ecosystem, soil, watershed, and aquatic resources. The Forest's Winter ROS must also be updated. In preparation for the
ROS will be addressed, and potentially revised, as part of the Forest Plan Revision process.
Forest's upcoming Winter Travel Management Planning process (as required by the 2005 Travel Management Rule), the Forest
must set an appropriate framework in the LRMP, and the Winter ROS is part of that framework. The new Forest plan must
provide guidance on over-snow vehicle use appropriateness and setting, minimizing wildlife and resource disturbance, and on
reducing or eliminating non-motorized user conflict. Particular plan guidance is necessary to address and preserve the growing
popularity of backcountry skiing, particularly in the La Sals and Abajos. Plan guidance is also necessary to provide for
protection of community viewsheds, the Forest's high scenic character, and importance of intact viewsheds protection from
nearby National Parks, BLM Wilderness Study Areas, and BLM Natural Areas. Protection of scenic character is an importance
consideration with the update of the ROS.
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There is a need to fully address and mitigate UTV/side-by-side OHV use in the plan. Users are already pushing these larger
vehicles down motorized trails designed and permitted for standard- size ATV use. In some cases, these trails were not
constructed for and cannot handle this expanded use (both in numbers and in trail design). Resource concerns are also
present, including UTV use on steep slopes and unstable soils. Plan guidance necessary to inform upcoming Travel
Management Planning process to minimize impacts and to comply with the off-road vehicle executive orders,3 law, and policy.

Thank you for your comments related to unauthorized travel routes on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
Assessment is meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. Site specific travel
management decisions are not part of the plan revision process. Unauthorized routes are closed and reclaimed
part of routine travel management. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related
the management of motorized recreation and OHVs in the revised Forest Plan.
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The Forest needs to provide plan guidance to tamp down the Moab mountain bike (MTB) community's desire for everexpanding trail networks. A NEPA process for non-motorized trails for Moab RD with broad constituency buy-in was
completed in 2013, providing a positive example of collaboration across user communities. The new Forest plan must provide
guidance to encourage and cement this kind of cooperation. Above all, the Forest must state clearly in plan guidance that
illegal trail building will not be rewarded by designating user- created/constructed trails after their discovery. Plan guidance is
also necessary for the explosion in permitted outfitter/guide mountain biking use on trails such as the "Whole Enchilada" and
"Moonlight Meadows." Troublingly, the assessment documents an indicated desire for MTB-exclusive trails. In addition to
being unenforceable, providing for a single exclusive use on national forest trails would be highly unpopular with the public.
Better visitor education and signage at kiosks, visitor high contact points, and trailheads may be a solution to the problem of
visitors encountering undesirable experiences, and guidance for provision of this kind of information should be considered in
the plan.

Thank you for your comment addressing increasing pressures for recreation trails in the Moab area. The 2013
Moab Trails Decision will direct non-motorized trail management in the La Sals for the immediate future. It is
Forest Service Policy to immediately close and rehabilitate any new illegal trails. The Manti La Sal National Fores
Needs Assessment and Resource Capability Guidance for Special Use Permits was prepared in 2013 and include
limits on commercial use on the Whole Enchilada ad Moonlight Meadows Trails. The Assessment states that
"Cyclists are concerned about keeping available trails open to them, adding additional trails, and designing singl
track trails specifically for mountain biking". This did not mean that cyclists have requested trails open to bikes
only but that they requested trails built to mountain bike design standards. Objectives and strategies for directi
the management of trails and dispersed recreation will be included in the Forest Plan We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Plan guidance is also necessary to curbing unauthorized motor vehicle use. The plan must include methods and strategies to
enforce allowed vehicle use, both by type of use (UTVs vs. ATVs), and illegal use off-designated route use and incursion on
closed roads and trials. This is primarily an issue around the Arapeen OHV Trail System on the North Zone, but problems are
present across the Forest where enforcement is minimal and the opportunity for users to flout designated routes (whether
intentional or not) is present. Strong plan guidance, coupled with community education and peer enforcement mechanisms
are important, as well as an enhanced fine structure for willful violators.

Thank you for your comments related to illegal OHV use, over snow vehicles and their impacts on the Manti-La
National Forest.Prior to preparing the Moab Non-Motorized Trail Plan in 2011 a planning effort was conducted
the open areas across the Moab District and this decision resulted in the designation and construction of new
motorized trail opportunities on the District. The Forest Plan revision process does not include route-specific tra
planning. Travel management will be addressed separately at the project level and will include public comment
opportunities during NEPA.The USFS recognized the impacts from unauthorized motorized use and take the issu
seriously. While Law Enforcement capability is often stretched thin the Manti-La Sal National Forest works with
responsible to motorized users and groups to educate the users groups about their impacts. Unauthorized route
are signed closed, barricaded and reclaimed when they are found. Objectives, guidelines and desired conditions
motorized and non-motorized recreation opportunities will be prepared during the Forest Planning process.
Suitability determinations for motorized recreation including over the snow vehicles may also be made using th
ROS. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considere
we move forward with developing plan components addressing recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your interest, and information you have provided regarding trails on the forest. The Forest Plan
Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning as per 36 CFR 219.2. The revised Forest Plan will provide guidan
for future project planning and development. We appreciate your concerns for protecting trail infrastructure.
Recognizing and providing for the long-term sustainability of our trail system is consistently considered in all
The plan must establish a framework to address dispersed campsites further than 300 feet from designated routes (perhaps
by designating short spurs to appropriate campsites in the upcoming TMP revision process.) The plan must also provide
project specific planning. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning, but will be a separ
guidance to relocate high-impact dispersed campsites, and to address mega-use areas (adjacent to Sand Flats Recreation Area, NEPA process with public involvement at that time. Authorized use of roads and trails is enforced in accordance
for example).
with the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which is updated annually to reflect changes. Motorized use of nonmotorized trails has been a travel management concern for many years and will continue to be a challenge in th
future. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conside
as we move forward.
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Needs something regarding 18-8's comment.Thank you for your comment! Data on visitor use trends is being
collected and will be used in the preparation of the Forest Plan. Dispersed Recreation is difficult to quantify as it
by definition dispersed across the landscape. The forest contains hundreds of roads and trails that provide acce
to forest and monitoring all of them for use numbers would be a huge undertaking. That being said the Forest is
Finally, careful consideration and construction of plan guidance must provide for the prioritization of resource needs (greatest
looking for innovative ways of quantifying use and will be looking for those methods to include in the monitorin
good over the long term) in decision making, not just mere accommodation of visitor desires.
section of the Forest Plan. Visitor expectations are included in the assessment to describe the management
landscape the Forest Service is operating within, but it is true that we cannot meet all of these expectations and
that balancing uses and impacts to other users will be important in future management. We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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The 2012 planning rule requires assessments to address forest infrastructure, including "recreation facilities and
transportation and utility corridors."4 The planning handbook recognizes that "[i]nfrastructure in the plan area can have a
substantial impact on social, cultural, economic, and ecological conditions both within the plan area and in the broader
landscape."5 Given the extensive and decaying nature of the Forest Service road system and its significant aggregate impacts
on landscape connectivity, ecological integrity, water quality, species viability and diversity, and other forest resources and
ecosystem services, a robust assessment of transportation infrastructure is necessary to ensure the forest plan revision
The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel management will be a
complies with the relevant substantive provisions of the 2012 planning rule, 36 C.F.R. §§ 219.8-219.10 and other regulatory
separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during
requirements, including subpart A of the travel management regulations.6[...]4 36 C.F.R. § 219.6(b)(11)[...]5 Forest Service
this comment period.
Handbook 1909.12, ch. 10, § 13.13[...]6 Current Forest Service policy requires the agency to: (1) "identify the minimum road
system needed for safe and efficient travel and for administration, utilization, and protection of National Forest System lands,"
and (2) "identify the roads . . . that are no longer needed to meet forest resource management objectives and that, therefore,
should be decommissioned or considered for other uses, such as for trails." 36 C.F.R. § 212.5(b). With forest plans determining
the framework for integrated resource management, the plan revision is the appropriate place to establish direction for
identifying and achieving a sustainable minimum road system over the life of the plan.
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The assessment includes key findings from the Forest's 2015 Travel Analysis Report (TAR) including: inadequate funding for
maintaining the current transportation system to standard; some roads are causing adverse impacts to soil productivity, water
quality, wildlife habitat, and cultural resources; resources are being damaged as a result of motor vehicle travel off system
roads; and there are many roads that are likely not needed or that present a greater risk of causing adverse impacts to the
surrounding environment than they are a benefit in providing access opportunities. Approximately 615 miles as "likely not
needed" in the Travel Analysis Report. The assessment's discussion of a preference for retaining or even increasing road miles
is inconsistent with the needs of the Forest and the TAR in the face of declining budgets and increasing backlog of deferred
road maintenance, and should be clarified in the final assessment. The discussion of access and roads in the "system drivers
and stressors" chapter uses miles of roads by maintenance level as the primary indicator of conditions. It is difficult to discern
how this indicator would be used in planning (e.g., more miles = better access vs. fewer miles = fewer ecological and financial
liabilities?). These issues should be further explored and clarified in the final version of the assessment. Though the
assessment includes a discussion of trends including decreasing budgets and increasing recreational use of roads and trails
resulting in deteriorating condition, no specific information about maintenance needs, budgets, and deferred maintenance are
included. There is also no mention of climate change as a stressor to infrastructure. These oversights should be corrected in
the final version of the assessment.
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Thank you for your comment. We strive and do our best to keep roads and access well maintained and accessib
and value the partnerships we maintain with local, county and state entities to maintain this infrastructure. We
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop
plan components related to roads and facilities in the revised Forest Plan.
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Given the importance of recreation and access on this forest, it is important that the final assessment do a better job of
making the connection to the need for plan direction aimed at achieving an ecologically and fiscally sustainable road system.
The final assessment should include a short summary of progress made toward "right-sizing" the roads and trails system to be
more sustainable. In short, the draft assessment does not adequately address the significant fiscal and ecological impacts of
the combination of a deteriorating road system, declining maintenance budgets, increasing deferred maintenance needs, and
climate change stressors. The assessment is missing important specific information regarding the physical and fiscal condition
of existing roads and trails as well as the effects of this infrastructure on the ecological integrity of aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems. The best available science on the impacts of Forest Service roads should be integrated into the final assessment
report.

Thank you for your comment. We strive and do our best to keep roads and access well maintained and accessib
and value the partnerships we maintain with local, county and state entities to maintain this infrastructure. We
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop
plan components related to roads and facilities in the revised Forest Plan.
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Though the assessment reports on Bears Ears National Monument7 the potential for additional Research Natural Areas,
compliance efforts with the Chapter 70 process, and the Forest's only designated wilderness area, Dark Canyon Wilderness8, it
fails to address the potential need and opportunity for additional wilderness areas and Wild and Scenic Rivers. The 2012
planning rule requires that an assessment evaluate "[e]xisting designated areas located in the plan area including wilderness
and wild and scenic rivers and potential need and opportunity for additional designated areas."9 Such an evaluation is
necessary to inform the plan revision process, which in turn requires the Forest Service to determine whether to recommend
for designation any additional areas: The responsible official shall: . . . (v) Identify and evaluate lands that may be suitable for
inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend any such lands for wilderness
designation. (vi) Identify the eligibility of rivers for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System . . . . (vii) Identify
existing designated areas other than [Wilderness and Wild and Scenic Rivers] and determine whether to recommend any
additional areas for designation. If the responsible official has the delegated authority to designate a new area or modify an
existing area, then the responsible official may designate such area when approving the . . . plan revision.10 To comply with
this mandatory duty, it is critical that the revised assessment include additional analysis to effectively evaluate the potential
need and opportunity for additional designated areas, including wilderness. Unfortunately, some early assessments under the
2012 planning rule (including the Manti - La Sal National Forest), have failed to do so.11 For a positive example of how to
comply with this requirement, please see materials produced by the Rio Grande National Forest in Colorado.12 To effectively
evaluate the potential need and opportunity for additional designated areas, including additional wilderness areas, we
recommend that the revised assessment analyze and answer the following questions: 1. What ecosystem and habitat types
exist across the forest, and what are their levels of protection within the forest and throughout the region? What types are
least represented in designated areas? 2. What unique features, values, or resources exist across the forest - including but not
limited to the examples listed below - and what is their current status of protection? * Botanical, geological, historical,
cultural, paleontological, recreational, scenic, aquatic, or zoological resources * Climate refugia, migratory corridors, rivers and
streams, and other features that enhance species protection and habitat connectivity 1. What congressional proposals to
designate additional wilderness areas on the Forest exist?13 2. What external proposals to designate additional wilderness
exist on the Forest?14 3. Have circumstances changed since the Forest's 2003 (and 2007 update) to a systematic inventory of
rivers eligible for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System? Is additional review warranted? 4. Do existing
Research Natural Areas satisfy the objectives listed in Forest Service Manual 4063.02? 5. What are the socio-economic factors
relevant to protecting national forest lands through additional conservation designations including wilderness (e g recreation

Thank you for your comments regarding designated areas in the Assessment Report, and suggestions for additio
language to be included in the final draft of the report. The Assessment discusses existing designated wildernes
national monuments, wild and scenic rivers, inventoried roadless areas, national recreation trails, research natu
areas, scenic byways, and special interest areas. The Assessment also includes a discussion of trends associated
with the designated areas. Using existing information the Assessment discusses the potential new RNAs and
Special Areas that have been identified in past planning efforts. The Assessment also includes a description of th
ongoing Wilderness Evaluation process and the Wild and Scenic River review process. While the Assessment
primarily relied on existing information there will be opportunities for internal as well as public identification of
opportunities and needs for additional designated areas throughout the planning process.We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in
developing plan components related to Designated Areas.
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Ecological benefits of designated areas The final assessment report must integrate the discussion of existing and potential
designated areas with the ecological integrity and sustainability components of the assessment. Particularly in the context of
ensuring ecological integrity and species diversity in light of climate change,16 the ecological importance of the Manti-La Sal's
vast and largely intact roadless areas must be thoroughly evaluated. The Forest must better describe the numerous ecological
benefits of a connected network of protected areas that represent the diversity of ecosystem types. We are disappointed that
the designations chapter of the draft assessment report contains no references to relevant scientific studies and believe that
approach is contrary to the requirement to use the best available scientific information to inform the assessment.17 We
recommend inclusion of the following paragraph (or something similar) under the header "Ecosystem Services of Designated
Areas." Information from this subsection should be cross-referenced and incorporated into the assessment of potential need
and opportunity for additional designated areas and into the assessment of the contribution to social, economic, and
ecological sustainability. The best available scientific information documents the numerous ecological benefits and services
provided by roadless and other undeveloped natural areas. These areas play a key role in conserving biodiversity (Loucks et al.
2003). They enhance the representation of different ecosystems, thereby preserving refugia for species (Dietz et al. 2015).
They facilitate connectivity (Belote et al. 2016; Loucks et al. 2003). They provide high-quality or undisturbed water, soil, and air
resources (Anderson et al. 2012; DellaSala et al. 2011). And they serve as ecological baselines to facilitate better
understanding of our impacts to other landscapes and as reference areas for ecological restoration (Arcese and Sinclair 1997).
Land management plans are required to provide for these and other ecological services. 36 C.F.R. §§ 219.8-219.9. In addition,
undeveloped natural areas provide important social and economic services, including unsurpassed recreational and scenic
opportunities, places to connect with nature and spirit, and contributions to the local tourism industry (Headwaters Economics
2012; Rasker et al. 2009). Protecting these areas through administrative designations provides some level of protection for
these services and the values for which the areas were designated. 36 C.F.R. 219.19.[...]16 see 36 C.F.R. §§ 219.8-219.9[...]17
36 C.F.R. § 219.3

Thank you for you comments related to Designated Areas in the Assessment Report. The Assessment is a baseli
report of current resource conditions on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available
scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Thank you for your recommendations for additional
information to be included, this will be considered when preparing the final Assessment Report, and while
developing the revised Forest Plan.
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While we appreciate the discussion about potential opportunities to establish additional Research Natural Areas, overall we
are disappointed by the assessment of the potential need and opportunity for additional designations. Assessment of the
potential need and opportunity for additional designations is required by the planning rule,18 and is designed to help inform
the corresponding requirement to determine, as part of the plan revision, whether to designate or recommend for
designation additional wilderness, eligible wild and scenic rivers, and other designated areas.19 We understand that
wilderness and wild and scenic river designations are polarizing issues, but the assessment report should still meaningfully
evaluate the importance of and opportunity to provide additional protection to portions of the forest's vast wildlands and
beloved and ecologically vital streams and rivers, particularly in the face of climate change and other stressors. That
assessment is separate and distinct from divergent stakeholder sentiments about whether there should be more wilderness or
wild and scenic rivers. To address this deficiency, we suggest that the final assessment report include the following language
about the potential need and opportunity for additional designated areas: The forest assessment is required to evaluate the
potential need and opportunity for additional designated areas, including but not limited to recommended wilderness, eligible
wild and scenic rivers, and Research Natural Areas. 36 C.F.R. § 219.6(b)(15). This evaluation is intended to inform the
corresponding requirement to determine, as part of the plan revision, whether to designate or recommend for designation
any additional areas. 36 C.F.R. § 219.7(c)(2)(v)-(vii). While any potential wilderness recommendations or eligible wild and
scenic river designations will be identified and fully vetted with the public through the upcoming Chapter 70 and Chapter 80
processes, there is a potential opportunity to provide additional protection to portions of the forest's vast complex of largely
undeveloped natural areas. These areas are among the Manti- La Sal National Forest's greatest assets.[...]1836 C.F.R. §
219.6(b)(15)[...]19 id. § 219.7(c)(2)(v)-(vii)

Thank you for your comments regarding designated areas in the Assessment Report, and suggestions for additio
language to be included in the final draft of the report. The Assessment discusses existing designated wildernes
national monuments, wild and scenic rivers, inventoried roadless areas, national recreation trails, research natu
areas, scenic byways, and special interest areas. The Assessment also includes a discussion of trends associated
with the designated areas. Using existing information the Assessment discusses the potential new RNAs and
Special Areas that have been identified in past planning efforts. The Assessment also includes a description of th
ongoing Wilderness Evaluation process and the Wild and Scenic River review process. While the Assessment
primarily relied on existing information there will be opportunities for internal as well as public identification of
opportunities and needs for additional designated areas throughout the planning process.We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in
developing plan components related to Designated Areas.
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Roadless lands on the Manti-La Sal National Forest provide important ecosystem services, and managing them to protect
those services will contribute to ecological sustainability by preserving intact natural systems that serve as biological
strongholds for species and reference areas in the face of climate change and other stressors. Particularly as climate change
alters and makes more vulnerable ecological systems, habitats, and species composition and distribution, there is a need to
conserve migratory corridors, representation within protected areas, larger protected tracts, and more connections between
Thank you for your comments regarding the benefits of roadless areas. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid
them (Mawdsley et al. 2009). Roadless areas also provide opportunities for dispersed outdoor recreation and to connect
assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop th
people with nature, and they contribute to the local tourism economy. With increasing visitation and use, there may be a need
revised Forest Plan.
for additional designated areas that can provide a wilderness experience. There is a potential need and opportunity for
additional recommended wilderness, eligible wild and scenic rivers, and other special designations to protect and connect
highly deserving areas and resources, meet ecological needs for species, and enhance sustainable recreation opportunities.
The potential need and opportunity for additional designated areas must be balanced with providing for other multiple uses
and more active management strategies.
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The Forest is undergoing a Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation process as required in the Planning Rule. The
evaluation process is a multi-step process: 1) Eligibility, 2)Classification, 3)Suitability, 4) Agency Recommendatio
& Interim Management (if any river segments are identified as eligible and/or suitable, and 5) Congressional
To satisfy the potential ecological and social need for additional designated areas, opportunities should focus on areas that
Review and Designation.The public and cooperating agencies will be invited to participate throughout the proce
enhance terrestrial and aquatic connectivity, provide important habitat for sensitive species, contribute to ecosystem
At the time of the Draft Assessment, the WSR evaluation process for the Forest was just being initialized and no
representation and biological diversity, and provide quality opportunities to connect people with nature. Areas potentially
final Forest Recommendations have been made. Final decisions relating to WSR listing are decided by Congress.
suitable for recommended wilderness designation and potentially eligible wild and scenic river segments will be identified and
During the Forest's WSR evaluation process, the Forest will remain in compliance with all related laws and polic
vetted through planning process.
including NEPA.For more information about the current stage of the Wild and Scenic River Evaluation on the Ma
La Sal National Forest, visit our planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077
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In identifying and assessing unique and outstanding areas and features, the Forest Service should take a broad and inclusive
approach. The Forest Service Manual addressing special recreation designations describes some of the potential types of
special character that may warrant protective designation: areas with "scenic, geological, botanical, zoological,
paleontological, archaeological, or other special characteristics or unique values" should be "protect[ed] and manage[d] for
public use and enjoyment [as] special recreation areas."20 Those six categories, however, are in no way an exhaustive list of
the types of special features, values, or resources the Forest Service should identify in the assessment report, and special
recreation designations are just one of a slate of potential designations that the agency should consider during the plan
revision process.21 Thus, in addition to scenic, geological, botanical, zoological, paleontological, and archaeological resources,
the Forest Service should consider historic and cultural resources, aquatic resources, other recreational or educational
resources, and any other unique or special features, values, or resources across the forest.[...]20 Forest Service Manual
2372.02.[...]21 See 36 C.F.R. § 219.7(c)(2)(vii) (broad, non-discretionary duty to "[i]dentify existing designated areas other than
[Wilderness and Wild and Scenic Rivers]" and "determine whether to recommend any additional areas for designation"); see
also, e.g., FSH 1909.12, ch. 20, § 24, Exhibit 01 (providing a non-comprehensive list of "some types of designated areas that
the Responsible Official may consider" during the forest plan revision).
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Thank you for your comments regarding designated areas in the Assessment Report, and suggestions for additio
language to be included in the final draft of the report. The Assessment discusses existing designated wildernes
national monuments, wild and scenic rivers, inventoried roadless areas, national recreation trails, research natu
areas, scenic byways, and special interest areas. The Assessment also includes a discussion of trends associated
with the designated areas. Using existing information the Assessment discusses the potential new RNAs and
Special Areas that have been identified in past planning efforts. The Assessment also includes a description of th
ongoing Wilderness Evaluation process and the Wild and Scenic River review process. While the Assessment
primarily relied on existing information there will be opportunities for internal as well as public identification of
opportunities and needs for additional designated areas throughout the planning process.We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in
developing plan components related to Designated Areas.
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The final assessment must discuss and acknowledge public opinion demonstrating a need for additional wilderness, trends
indicating wilderness visitation is predicted to continue growing, and discuss the economic benefits to local communities of
protected public lands.23

Thank you for your comments and suggestions related to the socio-economic portions of the draft Assessment
Report. Your suggestions will be considered as the Report is finalized, and also while plan components are
developing addressing the social and economic needs of the communities who use the Manti-La Sal National
Forest in the revised Forest Plan.The assessment report addresses ecological, social, and economic conditions,
consistent with the 2012 planning rule and directives. The assessment captures the social and economic
contributions of the five multiple uses (timber, watershed, range, outdoor recreation, and wildlife and fish) as w
as other ecosystem services and forest uses (e.g., mineral extraction). The assessment present information both
the sectoral composition of the planning area economy as well as the specific contributions of the Manti-La Sal
National Forest to economic activity (pp. 128-144).The assessment identifies environmental justice populations
the planning area (pp. 126-128). It finds that San Juan County, UT and Montrose County, CO in the South Zone
contain larger shares of minority residents and/or experience higher rates of poverty than their respective state
Sub-county data on race, ethnicity, and poverty in the planning area have very high margins of error that do not
allow for a credible analysis. Therefore, the environmental justice analysis uses county-level information. The
possibility of including sub-county data will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Fore
Plan.
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Specifically, "the Wilderness" trail on Starvation Point in the Abajos needs to be reclaimed. It was 27 years into that process,
based on trees cut down in the tread, when local ATV enthusiasts from SULU were making their way with chainsaws all the
way to the tip of Starvation Point. Despite a temporary closure due to degradation of numerous springs and unique vegetation
communities, the closure order lapsed and the route is now open again, languishing and degrading. The process of evaluating
environmental impacts of roads and ATV trails should not languish, as it makes it very difficult to close routes that have what
rapidly become thought of as "historical" use.

Thank you for your comments related to unauthorized travel routes on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
Assessment is meant to be a rapid evaluation of current trends and conditions on the Forest. Site specific travel
management decisions are not part of the plan revision process. Unauthorized routes are closed and reclaimed
part of routine travel management. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related
the management of motorized recreation and OHVs in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for you comments related to Designated Areas in the Assessment Report. The Assessment is a baseli
report of current resource conditions on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available
Include the highly valuable "Little Forest" in your wilderness-quality lands, as it is contiguous, through BLM wildlands, with
Sinbad Ridge in Utah and Sewemup Mesa WSA in Colorado. A confusion of state, county and federal artificial boundaries must scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Thank you for your recommendations for additional
not obscure the fact that this is a huge, intact, valuable wilderness landscape.
information to be included, this will be considered when preparing the final Assessment Report, and while
developing the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments supporting tribal access to the Forest, and engagement in the Forest Plan revisio
process. We appreciate the recommendation of additional Tribes to be engaged during the Forest Plan Revision
the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Efforts to involve Tribes and tribal members in the planning process are on-go
throughout the Plan revision process including regular presentations at meetings of Tribal governments and
leaders and the opportunity for Cooperating Agency status and Government to Government Consultation.The
Manti-La Sal National Forest has provided Forest Plan Revision updates and provided the opportunity for
additional meetings in a variety of ways from 2016 to present including meetings of the the Utah Tribal Leaders
group, Navajo Utah Commission, Ute Business Council, and meetings of the All Pueblo Council of Governor's in
New Mexico. The Forest recently hosted a Tribal Engagement Workshop in May 2018, and continues to seek
opportunities to engage Tribes and tribal communities during Plan Revision. To contact the Plan Revision team
directly to suggest future opportunities, visit the website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning or call the Forest Plan Revision Team
directly at 436-636-3508.
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While we appreciate the Forest's discussion in the assessment of Special Interest Areas (SIAs), there is a need for greater
involvement of affected Tribes in SIA development. Many potential SIAs intersect with the assessment's "Areas of Tribal
Importance." Though certainly important, a mere listing of mapped and inventoried cultural and archaeological sites misses
the concept of the Forest as part of a series of broader cultural landscapes important to ancient and contemporary Native
American lifeways.
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Thank you for your comments supporting tribal access to the Forest, and engagement in the Forest Plan revisio
process. We appreciate the recommendation of additional Tribes to be engaged during the Forest Plan Revision
Mailing letters with little follow-up and physical attendance of Forest employees at Tribal Council meetings is not sufficient.
the Manti-La Sal National Forest. Efforts to involve Tribes and tribal members in the planning process are on-go
Contacts and working relationships must be established between the planning team and the Cultural and Historic Preservation
throughout the Plan revision process including regular presentations at meetings of Tribal governments and
Offices of the Tribes to fully divine the spiritual and traditional importance of the cultural landscapes found on the Manti-La Sal
leaders and the opportunity for Cooperating Agency status and Government to Government Consultation.The
National Forest. Nations to be further involved and consulted include the Ute Tribes, Paiute Tribes, Apache Tribes, Navajo,
Manti-La Sal National Forest has provided Forest Plan Revision updates and provided the opportunity for
Hopi, Zuni, and other Rio Grande Pueblos. Though tribal outreach has occurred on a limited basis, elected leaders, as well as
additional meetings in a variety of ways from 2016 to present including meetings of the the Utah Tribal Leaders
spiritual and cultural leaders, need to be more involved to advocate for the interests of their sovereign nations as planning
group, Navajo Utah Commission, Ute Business Council, and meetings of the All Pueblo Council of Governor's in
proceeds. It is in the best interest of the public, Tribes, and the Forest to engage with sovereign Native Nations to the same
New Mexico. The Forest recently hosted a Tribal Engagement Workshop in May 2018, and continues to seek
degree that the Forest has engaged with the State of Utah, and to a greater degree than with individual counties. The states,
opportunities to engage Tribes and tribal communities during Plan Revision. To contact the Plan Revision team
the federal government, and Tribes are all sovereigns under the U.S. Constitution, and the planning process must better
directly to suggest future opportunities, visit the website at
recognize and elevate this sovereignty.
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning or call the Forest Plan Revision Team
directly at 436-636-3508.
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Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
Grazing Is a Stressor At § 219.19 Definitions, the USFS 2012 Planning Rule defines stressors as the following: Stressors. For the
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
purposes of this subpart: Factors that may directly or indirectly degrade or impair ecosystem composition, structure or
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
ecological process in a manner that may impair its ecological integrity, such as an invasive species, loss of connectivity, or the
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
disruption of a natural disturbance regime. By this definition, livestock, which actively graze over 95% of the MLNF, are
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
stressors. Artificial populations of wild ungulates and exotic Mountain Goats are also stressors. The Draft Assessment,
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
however, fails to list livestock grazing as a stressor in its chapter on Stressors and Drivers. The following is the list of Stressors
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
and Drivers: * Climate * Wildfire * Vegetation Succession landsides and Geologic Hazards * Insects and Diseases * Invasive
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
Species * Recreation * Access * Cultural and Historical Resources and Uses * Wildlife * Groundwater Withdrawals * Mineral
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
Explioration and Development
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
That "Recreation" would be listed as a stressor but not "Livestock Grazing" is indefensible. At the Price and Moab Open
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
Houses in July 2017, a member of the planning team indicated to the public that livestock grazing was not included as a
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
stressor, because the MLNF was regarding big scale processes out of the Forest Service's control as considered
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
stressors/drivers. However, the Planning Rule does not limit the definition of stressors to "big scale processes out of the Forest
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
Service's control." It gives "big scale" examples, but even "invasive species" is not entirely out of Forest Service control, and is
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
associated with livestock grazing. Also, on p. 11, the Assessment describes several "social and multiple use stressors",
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
including "increased human population," "tourism," "increased water demand," "water diversions," "economic demand" --79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
but not livestock grazing. The fear by MLNF of admitting that the notoriously heavy livestock grazing on all three national
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
forests in southern and central Utah is a stressor is palpable. Livestock grazing impacts soil, water quantity, water quality,
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
hydrology, groundwater dependent ecosystems, invasive species, riparian areas, biodiversity, wildlife, and dust 1. The Draft
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
Assessment describes some impacts of livestock on the MLNF, which classify livestock as stressors.
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.
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Buried in the text are occasional, direct admissions that livestock grazing is a stressor, e.g., at p. 89: Floodplains in the Abajo
Mountains show impacts from a variety of stressors including dams and diversions, livestock grazing, wild ungulate browse,
roads, recreation, and climate change.
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B. The US Forest Service (Dixie, Fishlake, and Manti-La Sal NF) report, Initial Review of Livestock Grazing Effects on Select
Ecosystems of the Dixie, Fishlake and Manti-La Sal National Forests (submitted to the MLNF during the public comment period
for this Assessment) notes numerous impacts on the three southern Utah national forests, which individually and collectively
define livestock grazing as a stressor: 1. Riparian and Aquatic Ecosystems 1. Excessive bare ground which can lead to erosion,
invasive plants being present, and aquatic habitat degradation. 2. Lack of woody vegetation and diversity of ages and size
Thank you for your comments regarding aquatic and riparian resources. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid
classes which can lead to more erosion-prone streambanks, higher water temperatures, less value for wildlife species, aquatic
review of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components a
habitat degradation. 3. Unstable banks which can lead to more erosion, lower water quality, and aquatic habitat degradation.
developed for aquatic and riparian resources in the revised Forest Plan.
4. Lack of vegetation species diversity which can lead to lower forage production and less value for wildlife species. 5. Lack of
desirable deep rooted native riparian species which can lead to more erosion, channel incision, lower forage production, less
value for wildlife, and aquatic habitat degradation. 6. Conversion of hydric species to upland species which can lead to more
erosion and lower forage production. 7. Vegetation in the transition area between greenline and uplands is lacking diversity
and vigor which can lead to erosion, lower water quality, and aquatic habitat degradation and less value for wildlife species
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Thank you for your comment related to Fen and Wetlands. The assessment is a base-line report of current
resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
information as required in the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219.6(3)). The Manti-La Sal NF contracted out mapping the
fens on the forest to the Colorado Natural Heritage Program at the Warner College of Natural Resources at
b. Lakes, Ponds, Springs, and Wetlands 1. Trampling and hummocking can lead to soil compaction, reduction in forage
Colorado State University. The deliverable, including a report and GIS data, of this contract were submitted to t
productivity, and increased erosion. 2. Conversion of hydric to upland species (which are less productive for all species) and a
MLNF in April 2017 which was past the deadline for the Assessment report. Mapping the GDE on the Wasatch
general loss of what is currently a limiting resource for many other uses. 3. Loss of wetted area that can lead to a potential
Plateau is currently under contract with the Utah Geological Survey (UGS). Fens, which are difficult to replace o
reduction in ground water recharge, and loss of forage production as well as loss of wildlife habitat. 4. Increase in invasive
altered, form a critical hydrological function on the forest in terms of water quality and providing base flow to
plant species. 5. Excessive bare ground can lead to increased abundance of invasive undesirable plants and increased erosion.
streams later in the season. Little is know about the location of the fens on the forest. The comments suggest th
6. Lack of diversity of plant species or vegetation communities. 7. Lack of diversity of species and age classes of woody species,
they should be included in the assessment report. Similarly little is know about Groundwater Dependent
when present. 8. Potential for a loss of ground water recharge and a loss of available surface water for all users.
Ecosystems (springs and wetlands) on the Forest and the comments suggest much more attention should be pa
in the revised forest plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comme
will be taken into consideration as we move forward and develop plan components related to Fens and Wetlan
in the revised Forest Plan.
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c. Physical Stream Channel Habitat 1. Compaction and bank instability 2. Decreased infiltration rates and bank shearing 3.
Thank you for your comments regarding aquatic and riparian resources. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid
Incision, erosion and sedimentation 4. Loss of appropriate channel configuration (i.e., wider and shallower streams) 5.
review of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components a
Increased erosion, sedimentation and stream channel damage due to inappropriate use of mechanized equipment to maintain
developed for aquatic and riparian resources in the revised Forest Plan.
stock driveways.
Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
d. Aspen 1. Many sites lack regeneration or recruitment component. 2. Some stands have poor herbaceous layer (variable by Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
location). 3. Encroachment of conifers leads to loss of aspen over the long term and can lead to a loss of available forage.
Forest Plan.
e. Sagebrush Grasslands 1. Sagebrush communities are generally low or lacking in diversity and cover of perennial plant
species, especially perennial forbs. 2. Residual cover of herbaceous vegetation during nesting and brood-rearing not adequate
for reducing predation. 3. Presence of undesirable or invasive vegetation such as cheatgrass. 4. Lack a diversity of sagebrush
age-classes (including cliff rose, mahogany and serviceberry). 5. Sagebrush decadence and poor recruitment are also problems
on many sites. 6. Excessive bare ground between plants that is large and generally connected (includes a lack of litter). 7. Loss
of sagebrush grasslands from pinyon-juniper encroachment leads to less available forage.

Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
Forest Plan.
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C. The Trust document of 305 livestock impact photos taken on the Manti-La Sal NF, An Illustration of Forest Service Resource
Concerns: Photos on Manti-La Sal NF and submitted during the public comment period for this Forest Assessment, shows
some of the above, and adds several that the Forest Service Initial Review of Livestock Impacts document did not list, namely:
* Erosion * hummocking * plant pedestaling * headcuts * dominance/monocultures of unpalatable species (e.g., western
coneflower, corn lily, tall larkspur, smooth brome, crested wheatgrass) * lack of understory cover/diversity beneath
ponderosa pine as well as aspen * lack of forb and/or grass diversity On p.12, in the section on Drivers and Stressors, the Draft
Assessment notes that the following points were addressed for each stressor and driver: * What are the indicators and the
scale used to measure the conditions of each stressor and driver? [Indicators are present in all three of the above documents,
i.e., Draft Assessment, Initial Review, and 3o5 photos. As for scale, livestock grazing is permitted on more than 95% of the
forest, and ungulate grazing occurs on nearly 100% of the forest.] * What are the existing conditions and trends, both past
and future? [The three documents above indicate many existing conditions related to livestock grazing on the MLNF, though
the Assessment fails to discuss many others, e.g., the impacts of livestock plus artificial populations of elk on persistent aspen
(i.e., aspen stands in which conifer is not a significant presence), or the replacement of native palatable wet meadow plants by
Iris missouriensis, which is not palatable to livestock). As for trends, the Assessment repeatedly says that conditions related to
livestock grazing have improved from "past" overgrazing (100 years ago? When?) Because livestock grazing has not been
identified as a stressor, the Assessment fails to mention future trends that would be expected for livestock grazing amid
climate change, especially since livestock grazing and climate change in the Southwest exacerbate the impacts of each other
(Beschta, et al. 2013), submitted during the public comment period for the Assessment; amid growing recreational use,
growing demands for water. The significantly increased weight of livestock in the past six decades warrants significant change
in livestock management on the MLNF. * What are the resource areas impacted by these stressors and drivers? (Multiple.
There is no other multiple use of the forest that impacts more resource areas than livestock grazing - see the three documents
above: wetlands, riparian areas, soils, aspen, sagebrush communities, predators, water quality, water quantity, species of
conservation concern, plant species diversity, wildlife) * Are stressors reversible by taking management actions? Are stressors
under control of Forest management? * Identify stressors resulting from other stressors, overlapping stressors, and
accumulating stressors.

Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.
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Note: A major literature review of the relationship of grazing to climate change is Beschta, RL, DL Donahue, DA DellaSala, JJ
Rhodes, JR Karr, MH O'Brien, TL Fleischner, and C Deacon Williams. 2013. Adapting to Climate Change on Western Public
Lands: Addressing the Ecological Effects of Domestic, Wild, and Feral Ungulates Environmental Management 51:474-491
Available at www.uwyo.edu/law/directory/_files/donahue.pdf

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
Conclusion: That livestock grazing is a stressor on the MLNF is indisputable. The MLNF Draft Assessment failure to list livestock Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
grazing as a stressor is indefensible. The Final Assessment needs to explicitly discuss and examine the conditions and past and not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
future trends of this stressor, which will lead to a much more robust consideration of need for change than currently is posited Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
in the Preliminary Need for Change.
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.
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The MLNF Preliminary Need for Change regarding grazing consists of three sentences, reflecting the failure to address impacts
of grazing mentioned in the Draft Assessment, as well as failure to identify other impacts of grazing noted, for instance, in the
Initial Review of Livestock Grazing Effects on Select Ecosystems of the Dixie, Fishlake and Manti-La Sal National Forests and
others documented in Illustration of Forest Service Resource Concerns: Photos on Manti-La Sal NF : There is a need for plan
components to allow flexibility in rangeland management to react to changing conditions such as drought and fire, and social
and economic needs. There is a need for standards and guidelines that emphasize the restoration and conservation of native
grass and forb species in ecological types consistent with the respective desired conditions. In some areas, native grasses have
been replaced with invasive species which are not as effective in the prevention of erosion or as productive for forage.
Contrast the Draft Preliminary Need for Change with the needs for change identified by the on- ground Dixie, Fishlake, and
Manti-La Sal National Forest staff in Initial Review of Livestock Grazing Effects on Select Ecosystems of the Dixie, Fishlake and
Manti-La Sal National Forests regarding the current (1986) forest plans
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As well, there is a fundamental need for Reduced utilization limits to 30% to account for drought, sound economics, and
native biodiversity * direction to achieve a better balance of livestock-grazed and livestock-free areas on the MLNF *
adjustment of livestock capacity based on increased livestock weight since initial capacity determinations, and increased
drying of vegetation due to climate changte * linkage between riparian and upland grass/grasslike utilization and desired
Thank you for your comment expressing support for limiting grazing on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
conditions for pollinators, palatable woody plants, seedhead production, wildlife habitat * appropriate permittee
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
responsibility for protecting springs and riparian area (rather than relying on public money to build fences to protect those
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing grazing in the revised Forest Plan.
springs from livestock) and removal of invasive species from livestock watering troughs * direction regarding seeding of native
versus exotic species * direction for when livestock grazing will be resumed at recovery and restoration sites (e.g., post-fire,
post-native seeding) * direction for native pollinator conservation * desired conditions for height composition among
palatable woody riparian and upland vegetation
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Belote, R. Travis, Matthews S. Dietz, Brad H. McRae, David M. Theobald, Meredith L. McClure, G. Hugh Irwin, Peter S.
McKinley, Josh A. Gage, and Gregory H. Aplet. Identifying Corridors Among Large Protected Areas In the United States. 2016.
Identifying Corridors among Large Protected Areas in the United States. PLoS ONE 11(4): e0154223.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154223. http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0154223
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Carroll, Carlos, Richard J. Fredrickson, and Robert C. Lacy. 2013. Developing Metapopulation Connectivity Criteria from Genetic Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
and Habitat Data to Recover the Endangered Mexican Wolf. Conservation Biology DOI:10.1111/cobi.12156.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Crist, M.R., W.O Wilmer, and G.H. Aplet. 2005. Assessing the Value of Roadless Areas in a Conservation Reserve Strategy:
Biodiversity and Landscape Connectivity in the Northern Rockies. Journal of Applied Defenders et al. 2015. Planning for
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Connectivity: A Guide to Connect and Conserve America's Wildlife Within and Beyond the National Forest System. Yellowstone
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
to Yukon; Wildlands Network; The Center for Large Landscape Conservation; and Defenders of Wildlife.
http://www.defenders.org/publication/planning-connectivity
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Fields, Kenyon, David M. Theobald, and Michael Soulé. 2010. Modeling Potential Broadscale Wildlife Movement Pathways
Within the Continental United States. Whitepaper, July 2, 2010. Wildlands Network and Colorado State University.
http://rewilding.org/rewildit/images/Wild-LifeLines_Wildlands-Network_White-Paper_low-res-copy.pdf
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Page Section Needed changes to Forest Plan suggested by Dixie, Fishlake, and Manti-La Sal NF in Initial Review of Livestock
Grazing Effects on Select Ecosystems of the Dixie, Fishlake and Manti-La Sal National Forests; August 2014 11 Riparian
Desired conditions should reflect the need for variable age or height structure in cottonwood and willow. 11 Riparian
Desired conditions do not address the channel form and function necessary to maintain a stable system. 11 Riparian There is
no clear direction on how utilization should be evaluated in the riparian zone away from the greenline. 11 Riparian The
stubble height standard for Kentucky bluegrass dominated riparian sites does not allow desirable species to increase in the
area and improve the seral stage. 11 Riparian The Manti-La Sal forest plan calls for 30 to 60 percent utilization in riparian
areas and literature suggests no more than 35 percent. There needs to be consistency between national forests either using
stubble height or percent utilization, but not both. 11-12 Riparian While a management level classification system was
developed for a draft forest plan amendment, these designations were never carried forward into the forest plan. therefore,
we are managing all streams at a level that was intended to be for the lowest priority streams in the original forest plan
amendment 15 Wetlands, lakes, ponds springs Current forest plans lack desired conditions for lakes, ponds, springs and
wetlands ecosystems 15 Wetlands, lakes, ponds springs Best available science would suggest that portions of the direction
including standards and guidelines related to aquatic habitat in all three forest plans are outdated or inappropriate for the
geologic setting 15 Wetlands, lakes, ponds springs Indicators, attributes, and best management practices are not developed
to identify concerns appropriately and proactively. 15 Wetlands, lakes, ponds springs There is a need for clear direction
meeting the intent of Executive Orders (11988 for Floodplains and 11990 for Wetlands). Proposed actions are usually designed
to avoid impacts to wetlands and floodplains by buffering these areas. However, in the case of livestock grazing, this is not
always possible. 18 Physical Stream Channel Habitat Current forest plans lack good desired conditions for watersheds,
stream channel function, and floodplains. 18 Physical Stream Channel Habitat Utilization standards are really a surrogate for
compaction and yet many of the publications on which standards are based (University of Idaho 2004, and Clary and Webster
1989) fail to address this purpose for the standard and do not consider the influence of soils or hydrology. 18 Physical
Stream Channel Habitat Bank stability monitoring and visual observations on the Dixie National Forest have shown that
streams meeting long-term riparian vegetation monitoring objectives do not necessarily have stable streambanks or stream
channels in their expected channel configurations. 18 Physical Stream Channel Habitat There should be consistency across
the national forests for a streambank alteration standard. Currently, the Dixie is the only national forest that has one even
though all three national forests are using the multiple indicator methodology (MIM) to some degree or another. In order to
validate livestock management issues related to bank stability some standard or guideline directed at improving trampling
Ament, R., R. Callahan, M. McClure, M. Reuling, G. Tabor. 2014. Wildlife Connectivity: Fundamentals for Conservation Action. Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
Center for Large Landscape Conservation. Bozeman, MT.
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment. Habitat connectivity plays a vital role in sustaining healthy ecosystems and
improving wildlife habitats and biodiversity. Especially with an increase in the number people using the forest. T
is why habitat connectivity is an indicator used to measure the increased human recreation stressor/driver (pag
44 Assessment). This information will continue to inform the development of the revised Forest Plan.It is true th
MLNF has the opportunity to coordinate cooperation with adjacent National Forests undergoing forest plan revisions. This
connectivity is important to address across the landscape and it doesn't end at political boundaries. We will be
summer, Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison NFs initiated their revision process and in 2020, the Fishlake NF expects
looking at other management plans in addressing these key issues. The 2012 Planning Rule requires that Forest
NF to initiate its wilderness planning process. These preliminary efforts, along with the development of the Bears Ears National
Service planning efforts "…identify and consider relevant existing information in governmental or nonMonument management plan, provide an excellent opportunity to identify wildlife movement areas and develop
governmental assessments, plans, monitoring reports, studies, and other sources of relevant information" (36 C
management strategies to protect or restore the ecological function of connectivity. In addition, Fields et al. 2010; Belote et al.
219.16).The Forest planning process will make a concerted effort to recognize the many ongoing programs, plan
2016; Carroll et al. 2013; and Crist et al. 2005 describe existing and potential corridors that can provide a regional and national
and policies that are being implemented in and around the planning area by other land managers and governme
context.
agencies as required by the 2012 Planning Rule. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condit
on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in t
Planning Rule. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be consider
as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. Habitat connectivity plays a vital role in sustaining healthy ecosystems and
improving wildlife habitats and biodiversity. Especially with an increase in the number people using the forest. T
is why habitat connectivity is an indicator used to measure the increased human recreation stressor/driver (pag
44 Assessment). This information will continue to inform the development of the revised Forest Plan.It is true th
Ecologists have long recognized that the loss of core habitat and habitat connectivity poses the greatest threat to species
connectivity is important to address across the landscape and it doesn't end at political boundaries. We will be
persistence and overall biodiversity (Soulé and Terborgh 1999; TWS 2012). If not connected, even the largest protected and
looking at other management plans in addressing these key issues. The 2012 Planning Rule requires that Forest
ecologically intact areas are spatially inadequate to maintain full range of native species in natural patterns of abundance and
Service planning efforts "…identify and consider relevant existing information in governmental or nondistribution (Newmark 1995; Noss and Cooperrider 1994; Soule and Terborgh 1999). A review of 25 years of peer-reviewed
governmental assessments, plans, monitoring reports, studies, and other sources of relevant information" (36 C
articles reveals that the most frequently cited recommendation for protecting biodiversity is improved connectivity
219.16).The Forest planning process will make a concerted effort to recognize the many ongoing programs, plan
conservation to ensure species can move and adapt in response to climate-induced changes (Heller and Zavaleta 2009;
and policies that are being implemented in and around the planning area by other land managers and governme
Mawdsley et al. 2009).
agencies as required by the 2012 Planning Rule. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condit
on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in t
Planning Rule. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be consider
as we move forward.
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As you well know, the Forest Service is required by law to prepare a land management plan that detail strategies to protect
habitat and balance multiple uses to ensure the persistence of wildlife, including at-risk and federally protected species
(Defenders et al. 2015:2). In April 2012, the Forest Service finalized regulations implementing the National Forest
Management Act (NFMA). These regulations, commonly referred to as the "2012 Planning Rule" established a process for
developing and updating forest plans and set conservation requirements that forest plans must meet to sustain and restore
the diversity of ecosystems, plant and animal communities and at-risk species found on these public lands (36 C.F.R. §§ 219._1219; Defenders et al. 2015:2-3). The forest planning rule includes explicit requirements for managing for ecological
connectivity on national forest lands and facilitating connectivity planning across land ownerships (Defenders et al. 2015:3).
The revisions the MLNF forest plan provides a significant opportunity to protect and enhance the forest's diversity of habitat
and wildlife that promotes the conservation and restoration of ecological connectivity. In January 2015, the Forest Service
published Final Agency Directives for Implementation of the 2012 Planning Rule (FSM 1900 Planning, FSH 1909.12). While
those directives may in some cases describe different approaches to implementing the connectivity dimensions of the
planning rule, we believe the interpretations present by Defenders of Wildlife et al. (2015) are consistent with the planning
Thank you for your comment on requirements of the planning process. The Manti-La Sal National Forest seeks t
rule and NFMA and hope that guide is viewed as a useful companion set of recommendations from the perspective of
comply with all laws and regulations associated with the Forest Plan Revision process.
conservation organi-zations experienced in national forest planning, connectivity science and policy. - Forest Connectivity The
2012 Planning Rule defines connectivity as: Ecological conditions that exist at several spatial and temporal scales that provide
landscape linkages that permit the exchange of flow, sediments, and nutrients; the daily and seasonal movements of animals
within home ranges; the dispersal and genetic interchange between populations; and the long distance range shifts of species,
such as in response to climate change (219.19). The planning rule definition reflects both structural and functional aspects of
connectivity. The rule's reference to spatial scales and "landscape linkages" suggests a structure of connected patches and
ecosystems. Functional connectivity is also part of the definition: water flows, sediment exchange, nutrient cycling, animal
movement/dispersal, species climate adaptation and genetic interchange are all ecological processes that are sustained by
connectivity (Defenders et al. 2015 2015:5). Connectivity plays a key role in the rule's conservation approach (see Table 2,
(Defenders et al. 2015:8). As a key characteristic of ecosystems, connectivity may also be an "ecological condition" needed by
individual species, and so forest plans may need to address connectivity at the species level. For example, a recent
amendment to forest plans in Wyoming protects migration corridors between seasonal habitats for pronghorn (Ament et al.
2014).
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- Connectivity Coordination There is an additional requirement in NFMA that is particularly important to developing plan
components for connectivity. It is a procedural requirement that the planning process be "coordinated with the land and
resource mana

Thank you for your comment. Habitat connectivity plays a vital role in sustaining healthy ecosystems and
improving wildlife habitats and biodiversity. Especially with an increase in the number people using the forest. T
is why habitat connectivity is an indicator used to measure the increased human recreation stressor/driver (pag
44 Assessment). This information will continue to inform the development of the revised Forest Plan.It is true th
connectivity is important to address across the landscape and it doesn't end at political boundaries. We will be
looking at other management plans in addressing these key issues. The 2012 Planning Rule requires that Forest
Service planning efforts "…identify and consider relevant existing information in governmental or nongovernmental assessments, plans, monitoring reports, studies, and other sources of relevant information" (36 C
219.16).The Forest planning process will make a concerted effort to recognize the many ongoing programs, plan
and policies that are being implemented in and around the planning area by other land managers and governme
agencies as required by the 2012 Planning Rule. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condit
on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in t
Planning Rule. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be consider
as we move forward.
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Heller, N. E. and E. S. Zavaleta. 2009. Biodiversity Management in the Face of Climate Change: A Review of 22 Years of
Recommendations. Biological Conservation 142: 14-32

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Mawdsley, J. R., R. O'Malley, and D.S. Ojima. 2009. A Review of Climate Change Adaptation Strategies for Wildlife
Management and Biodiversity Conservation. Conservation Biology 23(5):1080-1089. Available at:
http://nctc.fws.gov/courses/climatechange/climateacademy/documents/Mawdsl_et_al_2009%20(2).pdf
Newmark, W.D. 1995. Extinction of Mammal Populations in Western North American National Parks. Conservation Biology
9(3): 512-526.

Soulé, Michael E., and John Terborgh. 1999. Continental Conservation: Scientific Foundations of Regional Reserve Networks.
Washington, D.C.; Covelo, CA: Island Press. 227 pages.
The Wilderness Society. 2012. Designating Wildlife Corridors on Public Lands: Protection Through BLM's Planning Process.
February 2012. www.tws.org

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

The Draft Assessment fails to provide any results or trends from monitoring that the FS has completed in 2014-2016. For
instance, the only mention of browsing is of one plant species in 2013 and one in 2015.

The Assessment was developed using currently available information in an effort to complete a rapid Assessme
of current conditions and trends. Thank you for your suggestion for including additional monitoring information
Monitoring reports will be incorporated as they becomes available, and will be published on the Forest website
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home.

The Draft Assessment fails to note that there are four USFS sensitive plant species in the alpine area, and four ( La Sal Daisy,
Baker's Oreoxis, La Sal Mtns Groundsel, and Eastwood's Podistera) are apparently being proposed by the MLNF/Regional
Office as Species of Conservation Concern, meaning their continued existence is threatened.

At the time of the Assessment the initial review process for species of conservation concern (SCC) was still in
progress therefore not all species identified as initial SCC were included in the draft Assessment. All species will
included in the updated Assessment. It is worth noting that the criteria for Sensitive Species listing is not the sam
as the criteria for Species of Conservation Concern which may be discrepancies between the two lists.For more
information regarding the Species of Conservation Concern evaluation process, or species identified on the Man
La Sal National Forest visit our website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534062

No expected trends are noted, even though the numbers of exotic goats are moving toward 200 as planned by the state are
causing obvious damage. For instance, Mountain Goats Impacts in the Mount Peale Research Natural Area (Coles-Ritchie
2017) reports on the beginning of a 2017 re-read of condition classes reported in 2015 at randomly-generated points within
the Mount Peale RNA, using a Forest Service-approved method of documenting physical damage to an area, whether due to
humans or other uses, e.g., Mountain Goats. Bare ground due to Goats (wallows, trails, trampling, etc.), broken alpine turf,
browsed plants and soil erosion are obvious and yet the Draft Assessment reports only on observations in 2013 and 2015.

Thank you for your comments related to the introduction of mountain goats and the importance of monitoring
impacts related to their introduction.The Assessment acknowledges the importance of the alpine communities,
and describes current conditions based on the best available science (pg. 57-58). Specific plan components for
management of alpine vegetation and associated species will be included in the development of the revised For
Plan. The potential for impacts to the alpine ecosystem from the introduced mountain goats is recognized in the
Assessment, and the subject will be carried forward in the plan revision process. Monitoring of the alpine
vegetation and soil resources in the La Sal Mountains is ongoing, but no apparent trends in vegetation or soil
conditions have been determined. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
comments will be considered as we move forward and develop plan components and monitoring related to alp
communities on the Forest.

The results of publicly-funded Forest Service and Utah Division of Wildlife Resources monitoring research in the La Sal
Mountains through 2016 needs to be reported in the Final Assessment and EIS.

The Assessment was developed using currently available information in an effort to complete a rapid Assessme
of current conditions and trends. Thank you for your suggestion for including additional monitoring information
Monitoring reports will be incorporated as they becomes available, and will be published on the Forest website
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home.
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Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Schmitz OJ, Lawler JJ, Beier P, Groves C, Knight G, Douglas ABJ, et al. Conserving biodiversity: practical guidance about climate Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
change adaptation approaches in support of land-use planning. Nat Areas J. 2015; 35: 190-203. doi: 10.3375/043.035.0120
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Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments related to the introduction of mountain goats and the importance of monitoring
impacts related to their introduction.The Assessment acknowledges the importance of the alpine communities,
On p. 34, the Draft Assessment writes: In some cases a non-native species may be introduced into a system to achieve a
and describes current conditions based on the best available science (pg. 57-58). Specific plan components for
management goal, but impacts of this species must be monitored to ensure no long-term habitat degradation [sic] occurs. One
management of alpine vegetation and associated species will be included in the development of the revised For
such example is the mountain goat introduction to the La Sal Mountains. In fact, the Forest Plan and U.S. Forest Service
Plan. The potential for impacts to the alpine ecosystem from the introduced mountain goats is recognized in the
management goal of no exotic species in Research Natural Areas (e.g., Mount Peale RNA) is being violated by Mountain Goats.
Assessment, and the subject will be carried forward in the plan revision process. Monitoring of the alpine
That grazing is a stressor is admitted for Mountain Goats (but not cattle and domestic goats) on p. 69: An additional stressor
vegetation and soil resources in the La Sal Mountains is ongoing, but no apparent trends in vegetation or soil
on the alpine community in the La Sal Mountains is the introduction of non-indigenous mountain goats in 2013 The Draft
conditions have been determined. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
Assessment fails to provide current observations and monitoring results:
comments will be considered as we move forward and develop plan components and monitoring related to alp
communities on the Forest.
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Need for Change from the 1986 Plan: * The MLNF needs to abide by national and forest regulations requiring removal of
exotic species from Research Natural Areas. * The MLNF needs to propose and defend a monitoring threshold for Mountain
Goat damage that would trigger removal of the Mountain Goats with the Mount Peale RNA.

Thank you for your comments related to the introduction of mountain goats and the importance of monitoring
impacts related to their introduction.The Assessment acknowledges the importance of the alpine communities,
and describes current conditions based on the best available science (pg. 57-58). Specific plan components for
management of alpine vegetation and associated species will be included in the development of the revised For
Plan. The potential for impacts to the alpine ecosystem from the introduced mountain goats is recognized in the
Assessment, and the subject will be carried forward in the plan revision process. Monitoring of the alpine
vegetation and soil resources in the La Sal Mountains is ongoing, but no apparent trends in vegetation or soil
conditions have been determined. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
comments will be considered as we move forward and develop plan components and monitoring related to alp
communities on the Forest.
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Cheatgrass The Final Assessment has made no estimate of the proportion of the forest that is occupied by "more than 5
percent cover" cheatgrass. Surely the grazing staff would be able to help with the mapping of the extent. To merely repeat
what is generally known about cheatgrass in the West, e.g., that it shortens the fire return interval; and that it is most
common in lower elevations and sagebrush, pinyon and juniper, and mountain brush; and where disturbances occur says
nothing about the extent in the MLNF. Aside from providing no reference for "Bradley 2009", the cheatgrass discussion on p.
36, i.e., that with decreased summer precipitation, cheatgrass might expand and with increased summer precipitation it might
contract, , says nothing about what has been being observed in the past couple of decades on the MLNF. The extent is
important, because to the extent cheatgrass has replaced native perennial grasses, less forage is present for the current
number of cattle and their AUMs, and more pressure is put on the remaining perennial bunchgrasses. The Draft Assessment
doesn't define "lower elevation" (p. 34), but cheatgrass is moving up in elevation with climate change, extending up to
13,000', as noted by Utah State University, on a web sheet, "The Great Basin and Invasive Weeds". This needs to be
acknowledge in the second on Trends. The Draft Assessment fails to note the widespread disturbance of livestock grazing
itself as a disturbance favoring cheatgrass on p. 35, where the disturbance of dispersed camping sites, mining sites,
campgrounds, communication sites, water troughs (associated with grazing) and corrals (associated with grazing) are noted as
associated with cheatgrass. For instance, we submit Reisner, et al (2013) which found, after looking at 75 sagebrush sites, that
native perennial bunchgrasses and biological soil crust limit dominance of cheatgrass. The researchers note, "Passive
restoration by reducing cumulative cattle grazing may be one of the most effective means of achieving these three goals [i.e.,
of high bunchgrass cover; high bunchgrass diversity; and biological soil crust]."

Thank you for your comments related to invasive species in the draft Assessment Report. The Invasive Species
report which is part of the Forest Plan project record included maps and tables that indicate how many acres of
weeds are found in each area. The Assessment, a summary of many reports, could not include all the informatio
provided by all the reports but this information would be available upon request. That report clearly does
recognize that Musk Thistle is both the weed with the highest amount of acreage inventoried and the most wid
spread. Found in 27 Land Type Associations and all Vegetation Types.Your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components addressing invasive species in the revised Forest Plan.
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Aspen Persistent Aspen Condition, Stressors, and Trends are Ignored in the Draft Assessment 1. The Draft Assessment fails to
assess the current condition or past and future trends of persistent aspen (aspen without a natural, significant conifer
component) on the forest.. The Draft Assessment focuses nearly all its aspen assessment on aspen/conifer stands, despite the
Draft Assessment estimate that persistent aspen accounts for more than one-fourth (i.e., 28%; 96,017 acres of 342,739 acres)
of the aspen on the forest (see chart below with all Draft Assessment sentences on aspen; note how nearly all discussion of
problems and management refer to conifer/aspen stands as opposed to persistent aspen stands. The Draft Assessment omits
any assessment of the landscape condition of the persistent (aka "stable") aspen type on the MLNF. 2. The challenges facing
persistent aspen (i.e., ungulate browsing) are fundamentally different than those facing aspen mixed with conifers (i.e.,
overtopping by conifers in long-term absence of fire, plus browsing). The Draft Assessment focuses on lack of fire in "aspen"
(i.e., seral aspen) while never mentioning the challenges faced by browsing, particularly on low-gradient slopes. The 2010
Guidelines for Aspen Restoration on the National Forests in Utah, the consensus recommendations of the multi-agency
(including the Forest Service), multi-interest Utah Forests Restoration Working Group, clearly differentiates the distinct
challenges faced by persistent versus seral aspen. The Guidelines suggest four steps for restoration of aspen: Step 1: Assess
the condition of aspen a) Assess the condition of aspen in the landscape/area including the determination of the aspen types
b) Assess the extent, and significance of aspen, (aspen's aerial coverage, stand structure, stand composition,
overstory/understory coverage, etc.) in the project area, and the relationship of the project area to the landscape setting or
watershed Step 2: Identify problematic aspen conditions and their agents/causes a) Identify through data collection the
condition(s) considered potentially problematic b) Identify through data collection the likely agents/causes of problematic
conditions, as observed in the stand and surrounding area Step 3: Select from among appropriate response options that
address the potentially problematic conditions Step 4: Monitor to assess aspen stand conditions and
management/restoration The Draft Assessment fails to undertake Step 1. Regarding Step 2, the Guidelines note three major
challenges facing aspen on the national forests in Utah: Major factors contributing to aspen decline in the national forests *
Shading by and/or competition with conifers (in low elevation stands this typically may be due to the absence of fire) *
Exessive browsing of aspen suckers by ungulates at specific locations * Multiple stressors (e.g., drought, insect/ diseases,
heavy browsing, compacted soils) impacting an area at the same time. Excessive browsing is never mentioned in the Draft
Assessment, though persistent aspen recruitment problems have been documented on Gentry Mountain, and are obvious on
areas of little slope in the La Sal Mountains and on Elk Ridge. For instance, in the Grand Canyon Trust 2016 report submitted to
the MLNF during the comment period on the Forest Assessment Significant Issue: Ungulate Aspen Herbivory: Without and

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Woodland Communities The Draft Assessment fails to use readily available science to assess woodland communities.
Specifically, the Assessment fails to apply to the MLNF findings that regional-scale climatic influences may be more important
than land use legacies in controlling tree cover of semiarid woodlands over longer time scales, and findings that patterns and
rates of pinyon juniper woodland expansion are not spatially random, but vary according to landscape gradients of topography
and productivity is not addressed. These should be included to give a more accurate assessment of woodland communities
with which to drive Needs for Change and management proposals.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
The Draft Assessment fails to assess the responses of woodland communities to thinning and mastication management actions
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
that have already occurred on the MLNF. The Final Assessment needs to assess these treatments to determine their efficacy
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
and ensure they are not increasing soil erosion and non-native plant invasion, as has been seen after woodland treatment in
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
other areas around the Southwest.
planning and development.
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
Additionally, the Draft Assessment does not address the likelihood of state-changes that have pushed woodland communities
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
past restoration thresholds.
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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The following research reports indicate differential vulnerability of pinyon and juniper to both climate change and vegetation
management and is thus highly relevant to both the Final Assessment and the EIS: Redmond, MD, NS Cobb, ME Miller, NN
Barger. 2013 Long-term effects of chaining treatments on vegetation structure in piñon-juniper woodlands of the Colorado
Plateau. Forest Ecology and Management 305: 120-128
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Over the last half-century a range of methods have been utilized to reduce trees and shrubs in order to reduce wildfire risk
and promote herbaceous vegetation to support livestock and wildlife. We examined the long-term (20-40 year) effects of past
tree-reduction treatments on vegetation and ground cover in piñon-juniper woodlands, which is the third most extensive
vegetation type in the continental United States. Tree-reduction treatments were conducted between 1963 and 1988 in
Grand Staircase- Escalante National Monument, Utah by the US Bureau of Land Management and involved chaining followed
by seeding to remove trees and often shrubs. . . Interestingly, treated areas had significantly less Pinus edulis (piñon pine)
recruitment compared to untreated areas, while there was no change in Juniperus osteosperma (Utah juniper) recruitment.
These results indicate that treated areas may become more J. osteosperma dominated in the future due to increased
establishment of J. osteosperma compared to P. edulis. Unlike J. osteosperma, P. edulis regeneration may be negatively
affected by chaining treatments, and consequently, treated woodlands may become increasingly J. osteosperma dominated.
Our results suggest that the chaining and seeding treatment method may result in an increase in J. osteosperma dominance,
which could negatively impact wildlife and communities that rely on P. edulis for forage, fuel wood, and habitat (Brown et al.,
2001). Additionally, there has been high drought-related mortality of P. edulis in certain areas across its range since 2002
(Breshears et al., 2005; Clifford et al., 2011), especially among reproductively mature trees (Floyd et al., 2009). There have also
been recent declines in P. edulis cone production associated with increasing temperatures (Redmond et al., 2012). Thus, both
recent mortality and decreased reproduction could further reduce P. edulis as a co-dominant in P-J woodlands.

Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
Forest Plan.
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Breshears, DD, NSCobb, PM Rich, KP Price, CD Allen, RG Balice, WH Rommei, JH Kastens, ML Floyd, J Belnapl, JJ Anderson, OB
Myers, and CW Meyer. 2005. Regional vegetation die-off in response to global-change-type drought. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences 102(42): 15144-15148.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Future drought is projected to occur under warmer temperature conditions as climate change progresses, referred to here as
global change- type drought. Here, we quantify regional-scale vegetation die-off across southwestern North American
woodlands in 2002-2003 in response to drought and associated bark beetle infestations. At an intensively studied site within Thank you for the additional information about the water efficiency in response to CO2 densities. Microbial
the region, we quantified that after 15 months of depleted soil watercontent, >90% of the dominant, overstory tree species
diversity and vegetation response to drought will be considered as we develop plan components for soils in the
(Pinus edulis, a pinon) died. Additionally, future production of pinon nuts, an important food source for several species of
revised Forest Plan.
birds and small mammals and for local people (28), is expected to be greatly reduced over an extensive area. Additionally, if
temperatures continue to warm, vegetation die-off in response to future drought may be further amplified.
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Mueller, RC, CM Scudder, ME Porter, RT Trotter III, CA. Gehring and TG Whitham. 2005. Tree mortality in response to severe
drought: evidence for long-term vegetation shifts. J. of Ecology 93, 1085-1093
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

On page 56 when examining growth and mortality, the Draft Assessment fails to address the widespread and severe Pinyon
Pine mortality events in 2002-2004 that killed up to 90% of Pinyon Pine trees in some areas around the Southwest. Instead,
the Draft Assessment treats pinyon-juniper as one ecosystem element, but pinyon are being more adversely affected by
drought in the West than juniper.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.
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Over the last decade, the south-western US has experienced six drought years, including the extreme droughts of 1996 and
2002, which led to widespread tree mortality across northern Arizona. We examined the impact of these droughts on the codominant tree species of the pinyon-juniper woodland (Pinus edulis and Juniperus monosperma), a major vegetation type in
the US. Pinyon mortality following both droughts was 6.5-fold higher than juniper mortality. In addition, large pinyons
suffered 2-6-fold greater mortality than small pinyons, a pattern associated with higher mortality of reproductively mature
trees and survival of smaller pinyons resulting from facilitation by established vegetation. Differential mortality of large
pinyons resulted in a vegetation shift such that the pinyon-juniper woodlands are becoming dominated by juniper, a species
that is typical of lower elevations and more arid conditions. Sites that experienced high pinyon mortality during the first
drought suffered additional mortality during the second drought, so that reductions in tree densities and the resulting release
from below-ground competition did not buffer surviving pinyons against additional mortality during the second drought. Such
repeated mortality events also suggest that these stands may suffer chronic stress. Below are additional woodland
community topics that have not been assessed in the Draft Assessmentk research relating to these, and relevance to the Draft
Assessment and EIS:
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Climate influence on pinon-juniper expansion and mortality Climate is not listed as a driver of pinon-juniper dynamics. Climate
needs to be discussed when assess woodland expansion and mortality on page 55. Clifford M., Cobb, N., Buenemann, M.
2011. Long-Term Tree Cover Dynamics in a Pinyon- Juniper Woodland: Climate-Change-Type Drought Resets Successional
Clock. Ecosystems. 14:6, 949 The MLNF is in the Southwest where woodland encroachment has been linked to climate. Needs
to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
Spatial variability in pinon-juniper expansion The spatial variability of pinon-juniper encroachment between mesic and xeric
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
sites needs to be assessed when discussion woodlands on page 55. Weisberg P., Lingua E., Pillai, R. 2007. Spatial Patterns of
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
Pinyon- Juniper Woodland Expansion in Central Nevada. Rangeland Ecology & Management. 60:2, 115-124 The MLNF is in the
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
Southwest where woodland encroachment has been linked to climate. Needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS
planning and development.
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Results of woodland thinning/mastication treatments The trends of mastication/thinning treatments done to remove
woodlands need to be assessed Stephens G., Johnston, D., Jonas, J., Paschke M. 2016. Understory Responses to Mechanical
Treatment of Pinyon-Juniper in Northwestern Colorado. Rangeland Ecology & Management. 69. 351-359. Ross, M., Castle, S.,
Barger, N. 2012. Effects of fuels reductions on plant communities and soils in Pinyon-Juniper woodland. Journal of Arid
Environments. 79.84-92. The MLNF is in the Southwest were woodland encroachment has occurred with his spatial variability.
Needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Ecological state changes of woodland communities The assessment does not include information about state-changes that
are occurring in woodlands that are making restoration more difficult or impossible. Huffman, D., Stoddard, M., Springer, J.,
Crouse, J. 2017. Understory Responses to Tree Thinning and Seeding Indicate Stability of Degraded Pinyon-Juniper Woodlands.
Rangeland Ecology & Management. McAuliffe et al. 2014. Non-equilibrium hillslope dynamics and irreversible landscape
changes at a shifting pinyon-juniper woodland ecotone. Global and Planetary Change. 122. 1-13 The MLNF is in the Southwest
were mastication and thinning treatments have resulted in soil erosion and non- native species invasion. Needs to be
addressed in the Assessment and EIS

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Large scale mortality of pinyon trees and decreased pinyon nut production Decline in pinyon nut production and likelihood of
extreme pinyon mortality are not mentioned. Should be mentioned in the Forested and Non-forested Vegetation trends on
page 65 and when discussing non- timber products on page 136 Redmond MD, Forcella F, Barger NN. 2012. Declines in pinyon
pine cone production associated with regional warming. Ecosphere 3:1-14. Barger NN, Adams HD, Woodhouse C, Neff JC,
Asner GP. 2009. Influence of livestock Grazing and climate on pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) dynamics. Rangeland Ecology &
Management 62:531- 539. Barger NN, Woodhouse C. 2015. Piñon pine (Pinus edulis Engelm.) growth responses to climate
and substrate in southern Utah, U.S.A. Plant Ecology 216:913-923. Clifford, Michael J.; Rocca, Monique E.; Delph, Robert;
Ford, Paulette L.; Cobb, Neil S. 2008. Drought induced tree mortality and ensuing bark beetle outbreaks in southwestern
pinyon-juniper woodlands. In: Gottfried, Gerald J.; Shaw, John D.; Ford, Paulette L., compilers. 2008. Ecology, management,
and restoration of pinon- juniper and ponderosa pine ecosystems: combined proceedings of the 2005 St. George, Utah and
2006 Albuquerque, New Mexico workshops. Proceedings RMRS-P- 51. Fort Collins, CO: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station. p. 39-51 The MLNF is in the Southwest where PJ expansion has caused statechanges. Needs to be addressed in the Assessment and EIS

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
The Draft Assessment fails to provide any citations for claimed historic conditions of pinyon- juniper on the MLNF on page 55. considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
Needs for Final Assessment: * Include all available science on woodland expansion, including information about climate,
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
spatial variability, and ecological state changes * Include information about differential pinyon pine/juniper mortality,
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
including any results the MLNF * Include citations for the information on historic conditions of woodland communities
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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Beaver Information that is highly relevant for an assessment of beaver on the MLNF was submitted to the MLNF in November
2016. Utah is fortunate in having both a Beaver Restoration Assessment Tool (BRAT) map for the entire state (including
MLNF), indicating where there is the greatest potential for beaver activity; and a Riparian Condition Assessment Tool (RCAT)
map for the state of Utah allowing anyone to combine RCAT and BRAT to get a sense of where potential exists for beaver now,
and in the future, with improved riparian condition. The Trust combined BRAT and RCAT for both the Ferron-Price RD and the
Moab-Monticello RD. There is no reason for the MLNF to have failed to use this information. The 2012 National Forest System
Land Management Planning Rule requires the Forest Service to provide opportunities for public participation in the
development of the assessment, including the submission of existing information by the public: 36 C.F.R. § 219.4(a) (generally
requiring "opportunities to the public for participating in the assessment process"); id. § 219.6(a)(2) (agency must
"[c]oordinate with or provide opportunities for . . . non-governmental parties[] and the public to provide existing information
for the assessment"). That the Forest instead chose to use none of the information but instead provide generalities about
beaver presence on the forest, e.g., on p. 89, "Beaver activity is still noted in some locations" and "Historically, beavers were
present in the La Sal Mountains and they continue to persist at lower numbers throughout the region (Muller and Sun 2003;
note this is a 13-year old document and no reference is provided for the citation in the Draft Assessment) amounts to
contempt for both those members of the public submitting hard-won information and those reading the Draft Assessment. As
well, the MLNF has expertise to describe much more candidly where beaver restoration is and is not likely on the Forest. For
instance, Barb Smith, Moab-Monticello Wildlife Biologist, has indicated in the past that relatively few creeks in the La Sal
Mountains are currently able to support beaver because of so many water diversions and human alterations of hydrology. We
therefore resubmit the information that the Trust submitted in November 2016, trusting that the Final Assessment will use the
Best Available Scientific Information rather than vague generalities.

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Dam-building North American beaver (Castsor canadensis) are a keystone species, providing myriad ecosystem services,
including but not limited to flood force amelioration; reconnection of creek beds to floodplains; expansion of riparian areas;
habitat for amphibians, birds, small and moderate-sized mammals; extension of seasonal streamflow; subirrigation of land
downstream of dams; cooling of water; and increased stream complexity. Far more suitable habitat for beaver exists on the
Manti-La Sal NF than is currently occupied by beaver. Beaver that are being killed for occupation of irrigation canals or for
other perceived or real conflicts with humans could be translocated to creeks and other aquatic areas on the Manti- La Sal per
the 2010-2020 Utah Beaver Management Plan.

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Manti-La Sal NF has the resources it needs (e.g., R-CAT maps and data layers; BRAT maps and data layers; UDWR and FS staff
knowledge of where beaver are and are not) to present, in the DEIS, an assessment of Existing Conditions for beaver. Given
the significant ecosystem services provided by dam-building beaver, the DEIS should focus extensive attention to the
assessment of where beaver are present; where beaver could be present; and where quick-return restoration would expand
the presence of beaver on the forest

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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And Wolves: The grey wolf is listed and well known to occur in the La Sals and Abajos historically, yet there is no mention of
the wolf under the TES section. The Mexican wolf is critically endangered. A population in the western Abajos would be vital
in re- establishing a link between the population south of I-40 and the northern grey wolf. Wolf recovery is mandated by the
ESA. The greater Canyonlands, of which Elk Ridge is the core, has outstanding potential.

Thank you for your comments regarding wolves in the draft Assessment Report. The gray wolf is currently listed
endangered in the southern portion of Utah and in Colorado. It is not known or believed to occur in Utah outsid
of the Northern Rockies DPS (northern Utah), where it has been delisted. The Mexican gray wolf is considered a
separate subspecies, and the MLNF is well outside the area currently considered for recovery of Mexican wolf
populations. No portion of the planning area is covered by a wolf recovery plan. Over time, gray wolves may
naturally disperse into Utah, and management of suitable habitat would be directed under the ESA at that time
Under Utah's wolf management plan, wolf populations would be managed to avoid conflicts with Ute Tribe wild
management, unacceptable livestock depredation, and not contribute to wildlife populations below manageme
objectives. Wolves were eliminated from Utah by the 1930s. Management of this predator is quite controversia
and would have potential benefits (wildlife viewing, indirect effects to habitat from changes in deer and elk
behavior) and also potential adverse impacts to big game management and livestock management. Wolves and
potential wolf habitat were not addressed in the Assessment, as that document covers current conditions in the
plan area and wolves are not known or believed to occur in the plan area at the current time. The Southwest wo
recovery program area includes AZ, NM, TX, OK and Mexico. In 2015, the US Fish and Wildlife Service
recommended delisting the northern Rocky Mountain population of gray wolves, and listing the Mexican gray w
as endangered. They designated an experimental population area and southwest recovery area which do not
include any lands in Utah or Colorado. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period,
your comments will be considered as we revise the draft Assessment and develop plan components related to
wildlife in the revised Forest Plan.
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The Draft Assessment appears to regard the not-uncommon economic difficulties of rural western towns to mean that the
Forest Service owes those communities the continuation of past extractive activities. The Assessment fails to note the role
the forest can play in non-extractive economic options. The San Juan County Economic Development Strategy, prepared by
Better City, for instance, notes the potential for tourism development and manufacturing in San Juan County, with particular
benefits for the Native American community members. Likewise, in doubling down on grazing, the Assessment fails to note
that a lower utilization rate has been found to be more economically sound than the heavy utilization currently employed on
the MLNF (Holechek, et al. 1999)

Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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1. [US Fish and Wildlife Service. 2015. The Beaver Restoration Guidebook] This USFWS 2015 guidebook by the most
prominent western U.S. beaver ecologists and practitioners (including Kent Woodruff of USFS) includes the ecology of beaver
(Section I on Ecology), which provides the basis for designating beaver as a focal species.

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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1. Stevens, C.E., et al. 2007. Beaver (Castor canadensis) as a surrogate species for conserving anuran amphibians on boreal
streams in Alberta, Canada] This research, comparing streams with and without beaver dams in boreal foothills in Canada,
showed that western toads (aka boreal toads, a sensitive species in Utah), boreal chorus frogs, and wood frogs were much
more common in streams with beaver dams. Beaver-dam streams had 24 more times western toads than unobstructed
streams. Boreal toads are being proposed by the Manti-La Sal NF as a species of conservation concern.

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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1. [Macfarlane, W. 2014. The Beaver Restoration Assessment Tool] This report presents the development and application of
the Beaver Restoration Assessment Tool (BRAT), a decision support and planning tool for beaver management, to analyze all
perennial rivers and streams in Utah. The Beaver Restoration Assessment Tool has been used by the State of Utah to assess
perennial creeks and water bodies throughout the state, for their potential to support beavers who can build dams that will be
able to persist at least two years. A description of the method used to derive BRAT maps is provided in the document.

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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1. [Map - Existing Beaver Dam Capacity - Dixie, Fishlake, and Manti-La Sal NF] This map places beaver capacity within the
context of the capacity of all three national forests in southern Utah. Note the comparatively greater potential for beaver
dams in the Ferron-Price and Sanpete districts of Manti-La Sal NF compared to the Moab and Monticello Districts. This,
however, does not diminish, but may heighten the importance of supporting beaver in the Moab and Monticello Districts
because of the concentration of biodiversity in beaver-dammed creeks.

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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1. Moab-Monticello BRAT-RCAT combined map-Ferron-Price BRAT-RCAT combined map These two maps (one for Ferron-Price
and Sanpete Districts and the other for Moab-Monticello District) have been generated to show the MLSNF creeks/streams
most capable of successful occupation by dam-building beaver. The streams are those that have been estimated to be in
"Intact" or "Good" riparian condition (Riparian Condition Assessment, see below) and are in one of the two most favorablyassessed conditions for supporting dam-building beaver, i.e., "Potential Conservation/Restoration" [aka "Low Hanging Fruit"]
or "Quick Return" (Beaver Restoration Assessment, see below). The Riparian Condition Assessment is a line network that is
symbolized by a field that represents overall riparian area condition (based on Riparian Vegetation Departure, land use
intensity, and floodplain fragmentation) on a continuous scale from 0 (poor) to 1 (intact) in a field called 'CONDITION'. These
values are broken into four bins: poor, moderate, good and intact. The Riparian Condition Assessment is a line network that is
symbolized by a field that represents overall riparian area condition (based on Riparian Vegetation Departure, land use
intensity, and floodplain fragmentation) on a continuous scale from 0 (poor) to 1 (intact) in a field called 'CONDITION'. These
values are broken into four bins: poor, moderate, good and intact.

Thank you for your comment. Beavers are a keystone species that do provide a variety of benefits to riparian
ecosystems. The Assessment notes that beaver are an important component of riparian ecosystems (pg. 79, 88
Beaver will continue to be considered during development of the riparian ecosystem portion of the revised Fore
Plan. Beaver restoration can be a valuable tool for watershed conditions and health. We greatly appreciate you
time and effort during this comment period. Your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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The Forest Service's assessment of areas and features with unique, special character should also consider climate refugia,
migratory corridors, rivers and streams, and other features that enhance species protection and habitat connectivity. As
described above, a robust, connected network of protected conservation lands is necessary to satisfy the 2012 planning rule's
substantive ecological integrity, sustainability, and diversity mandates.22 Particularly as climate change alters and makes more
vulnerable ecological systems, habitats, and species composition and distribution, there is an acute need to conserve
migratory corridors, replication and representation within protected areas, larger protected tracts, and more connections
between them (Mawdsley et al. 2009). In this context, and given their numerous environmental and social benefits, the forest
assessment should recognize the unique, special character of roadless and other undisturbed forest lands.

54

In identifying areas and features with unique special character, the Forest Service should make sure to assess information on
biodiversity and ecologically important areas, including corridors. The assessment of the ecological importance of designated
areas should be strengthened and better tied to the scientific literature.

58

It surprises me that more than 9 months has passed since I submitted preliminary comments for the Utah Farm Bureau. This
afternoon I will be doing an interview with EnviroIssues related to USFS Region 4 Forest Plan Revisions. That said, I did some
backtracking to see where we were on the Manti-LaSal Plan Revision. To my surprise, I found that the 30-day comment period Thank you for your comment. The sources you have provided and related recommendations will be considered
began on June 22, 2017. I did not receive any notification that the draft was posted and available for comments. At least that I we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this
am aware of. I couldn't find anything via email and not sure of the US Postal Service and delivery. That said, I have reviewed comment period.
the document for the multiple use and grazing component and would like to submit the attached document for the record. I
apologize for the submission a few days late and am hopeful you will add it to your comment file for consideration.
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The Utah Farm Bureau Federation is the largest general farm and ranch organization in the state of Utah representing more
than 31,000 member families. We represent a significant number of livestock producers who use the federal lands for sheep
and cattle grazing across the Utah landscape. Livestock ranching is an important part of the historic, cultural and economic
fabric of the state of Utah and is a major contributor to the state's economy. Utah's food and agriculture sector contributes to
the state's economic health and well-being generating billions of dollars in economic activity and providing jobs to tens of
thousands of Utah citizens. Utah farm gate sales in 2015 exceeded $2.1 billion and according to Utah State University. The
broader economic impact, the ripple effect especially in rural the rural counties of Utah, is dramatic. Forward and backward
linkages to industries like transportation, processing, packaging and determined food and agriculture are the catalyst for $21.2
billion in economic activity, or about 15.1 percent of the state GDP providing nearly 80,000 jobs. Utah is an animal agriculture
state, contributing more than 70 percent of farm gate sales. Access to and harvesting the annually renewing forage is critical
to sustainable and economically viable ranching businesses. With nearly two out of every three acres of Utah owned and
controlled by the federal government, federal understanding of the importance of the public domain to agriculture is critical
to food security, economic growth and future prosperity.

58

The importance of access to and use of the western public lands has been directly addressed by the President of the United
States and should be an important consideration of the United State Forest Service (FS) as the federal agency revises and
adopts the Manti-La Sal Forest Plan. President Donald Trump's Executive Order of April 25, 2017: "Promoting Agriculture and Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of access for a variety of reasons including maintenanc
Rural Prosperity in America" directing Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue provides clarity to the United States Forest
of existing infrastructure. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comment will b
Service to: Section 4 - (ix) ensure that water users' private property rights are not encumbered when they attempt to secure considered as we develop plan components that may influence access in the revised Forest Plan.
permits to operate on public lands; (xiii) address hurdles associated with access to resources on public lands for the rural
communities that rely on cattle (sheep) grazing, timber harvest, mining, recreation, and other multiple uses.
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Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
GRAZING ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN Family sheep and cattle ranches in Utah and across the western public lands states are
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
compelled to develop operations based on limited private property, privately held water rights and federal rangelands for
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
livestock grazing. The guiding multiple use principles that Congress laid down haven't changed, but the management
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
philosophies of the agencies have over time often change based on politics, court decrees or settlement agreements.
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
However, the needs of the ranchers remain. Ranchers, like any other business need certainty to make decisions. The changing
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
management philosophy of the FS regarding their on-the-ground decision-making has created an uncertain future for public
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
lands ranching. Much of the land currently under federal ownership and management was lands held in common during Utah's
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
pioneer settlement and used for the benefit of the community. Historic grazing of pioneer families sustained them then and
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
transitioned in today's livestock grazing rights that underpin Utah's rural economies.
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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MANTI-LA SAL FOREST PLAN REVISION ASSESSMENT REPORT According to Forest Supervisor Brian M. Pentecost, "Every Forest
in the National Forest System is required to have a land management plan in accordance with the National Forest
Management Act of 1976." The Manti-La Sal Forest Plan was established in 1986 and "needs to be revised to address the
changing need of the Forest and those who use it." The Revision will be in accordance with the 2012 Planning Rule that allows
public participation and will emphasize adaptive management, "enabling the Forest to more easily update the Plan in
accordance with changing conditions." According to the website, the Forest Plan is designed to: "Forest Plans guide
management of National Forest lands to provide for multiple uses and a range of social, economic, and ecological benefits for
the present and future. Forest plans set forth a vision for land management, describe the desired conditions within the Forest,
and lay out specific objectives, standards, and guidelines for how to achieve those desired conditions. They also identify the
suitability of lands for multiple uses such as vegetation management; timber; wilderness; fish and wildlife habitat; grazing;
Thank you for your comment on requirements of the planning process. The Manti-La Sal National Forest seeks t
recreation; mineral exploration and development; water and soils; and cultural and historic resources." The Manti-La Sal Plan comply with all laws and regulations associated with the Forest Plan Revision process.
being revised to: "Written in 1986, the current Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan is outdated in many ways. Since that time,
natural resource and social conditions have changed; new scientific knowledge exists; and additional land management laws
have been put into place. Changes in communities, economic activity, and shifting patterns of land and resource use drive the
need to revise the plan at this time." The public will be involved in revision the Manti-La Sal Plan: "Public engagement is
critical to Forest Planning. The Forest will engage the public—including Tribes, other Federal agencies, State and Local
governments, individuals, and public and private organizations—early and throughout the process. The Forest will provide
opportunities for the public to participate in the Assessment Phase and development of the Draft Forest Plan; to comment on
the Draft Plan and the disclosure of its Environmental Impact Statements; to participate during the Objection Process; and to
review Monitoring Results."
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Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. As we move forward into drafting our revised
Forest Plan we will continue to remain in compliance with all related laws and policies which include the Plannin
Rule (36 CFR 219; April 2012) and the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act. We recognize a variety of uses on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest and strive to integrate the social and economic elements of these uses in the revise
Forest Plan. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest P
and its associated monitoring program.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW LIVESTOCK RANCHING ON PUBLIC LANDS IN THE WEST Cattle and sheep ranching is one of the
traditional uses of the vast rangelands of the western United States. Grazing has been a recognized as one of the "multiple
uses" authorized by the United States Congress and policies of the federal land management agencies.

58

The federal government is the largest landowner in the 11 western public lands states with about 42% of the total land base
federally controlled. That figure varies from 22% in Washington to a high of 81% (some reports as high as 86%) in Nevada. The
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) of the Interior Department and the United States Forest Service (FS) of the Agriculture
Department manage most of the lands where livestock grazing occurs. Local communities have been established and evolved
throughout the rural parts of the western United States with varying degrees of dependence on the sheep and cattle ranching.
This unique business model, combining private base property and privately held water rights with public land grazing, is critical
to sustainable family ranching operations and the economic contributions they make to the state and the rural communities
they support. They provide and important service of harvesting the annually renewing rangeland forage.

Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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The federal government owns between 535-640 million acres making up approximately 28% of the total land mass of the
United States. Four agencies administer 609 million acres of this land: * The BLM administers 248 million acres * The FS
administers 193 million acres * The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service administers 89 million acres * The National Park Service
administers 80 million acres The BLM and FS manage a combined 441 million acres with a "multiple use, sustained yield"
mandate from Congress. Multiple use and sustained yield relates to various products and services including: grazing livestock,
timber harvest, recreation, watershed protection, fish and wildlife habitat. Management, or mismanagement, has elevated the
priority of wildfire protection with far-reaching economic and environmental impacts in recent years.

Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. As we move forward into drafting our revised
Forest Plan we will continue to remain in compliance with all related laws and policies which include the Plannin
Rule (36 CFR 219; April 2012) and the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act. We recognize a variety of uses on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest and strive to integrate the social and economic elements of these uses in the revise
Forest Plan. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest P
and its associated monitoring program.
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Federal land ownership is concentrated in the West. In the contiguous 11 western states, the federal government owns 47% of
the land. By contrast, the federal government owns only about 4% of the lands in the other states. This disparity has become a
major area of conflict with many western states arguing they are not equals to the eastern states based on the "Equal Footing
Doctrine." Throughout America's history there has been a level of conflict between the obligation to dispose of lands for the
establishment of new, independent states and keeping some lands under federal control. Passage of the Federal Land Policy
Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976 altered more than 200 years of the federal government disposing of lands to establish
independent states. Congress recognized the value of public lands and formally declared that, as a policy, "all public lands
Thank you for your comment. We greatly appreciate your time put into this comment period. Your comments w
would be retained by the federal government" and made private only if the national interest would be served by doing so. The
be considered as we move forward.
Act provided a framework in which public lands could be managed in perpetuity for the benefit of present and future
generation and was the culmination of a change in the federal governments approach to public lands. Passage of FLPMA and
perpetual federal ownership created a firestorm across the West. Opponents pointed out the western states would be
managed like territories or as property of the federal government rather than sovereign, independent states as the "Equal
Footing Doctrine" required. The Sagebrush Rebellion took root in the 1976 passage of FLPMA. Its legacy is still alive and active
across much of the American West. During a campaign speech in 1980 in Salt Lake City, Utah, soon to be President Ronald
Reagan declared "I happen to be one who cheers and supports the Sagebrush Rebellion. Count me in as a rebel."
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AUM Cuts and Impacts on Livestock Ranching in Utah One cannot view the actions of the FS or the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) independently as relates to sustainable sheep and cattle ranching in Utah. Generally speaking, the FS
administers higher elevation federal lands and the BLM administers lower elevation federal lands. The scenario provides
federal land dependent grazing operations with summer grazing on Forest System lands and winter grazing on BLM. An
analysis of federal management and dramatic cuts in livestock grazing has had major adverse impacts on the ranching
industry, families and rural communities on Utah. Historically, grazing AUMs in Utah hit a high point in the late 1940s at more
than 5.5 million administered by the BLM and FS. An AUM is the amount of forage required to feed one cow and calf or five
sheep grazing on rangeland for 30 days. There were 3,467 ranching families grazing sheep and cattle on Utah public lands in
1949 supporting businesses and their rural communities. At its peak, Utah private and public rangelands supported more than
3 million sheep. Today there are only about 295,000 sheep and lambs - a 90 percent drop. The FS reports in 2012
approximately 840,000 active AUMs, of which 225,000 are in non-use status. BLM reports in 2012, around 1,190,000 active
AUMs with 340,000 in suspended use (non-use) status. Of the more than 5.5 million AUMs originally managed by federal
agencies, only 2,028,000 AUMs remain today. However, it is important to note there are more than 550,000 of those so-called
"active" AUMs that are in non-use or suspended use status in Utah, completely at the discretion of BLM and FS. Utah livestock
ranching families have lost nearly 3.5 million AUMs total (cut and suspended use) for a shocking 74 percent cut! These actions,
cuts and suspended use, are solely at discretion of the federal land managers. The grazing industry has been heavily impacted
by these BLM and FS cuts. In 1949 there were 3,467 ranching families grazing livestock on federal lands. Of the 3,467 ranching
families in 1949, only 1,445 ranching families remain today producing beef and lamb and harvesting the forage that renews
each year on the public lands. That means more than 2,000 ranching families have given up or have been forced from Utah's
vast rangelands. Looking back to 2014, alone, even with beef prices at historic highs, Utah ranchers cut 30,000 head from the
Utah cattle herd. Certainly uncertainty and overreaching regulation was a major cause of the contraction. That reduction in
the Utah cattle head accounted for a loss to ranchers and our rural communities in excess of $70 million. And that is a loss
every year - year after year - until we rebuild the Utah cattle herd and activate some of the suspended or non-use AUMs. The
statutory obligation of the FS and BLM is to manage the lands to the benefit of the American people. The outcome of these
dramatic federal grazing cuts in Utah and across the West hits every American in the pocketbook through higher beef and
lamb prices. As for the western landscape, reduced grazing has ushered in an era of expanding acreages of noxious weeds and
unharvested grass, decadent and dying forage and unmanaged landscapes leading to catastrophic wildfires.
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Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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CONGRESSIONAL ACTIONS AND LIVESTOCK GRAZING Multiple Use and Sustained Yield Act of 1960 Since 1960, the lands
managed by the FS have been governed by the Multiple Use and Sustained Yield Act (MUSY). MUSY mandates that the
national forests be "administered for outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed and wildlife and fish purposes." The Act
codified what the FS was doing and identified the multiple uses. The Act stated that no specific use could predominate and
that a high level of annual output should be maintained without impairment of the productivity of the land. Although not
specifically in the Act, the discussion of the time was stability of rural communities, economic opportunities and jobs. Initially
there was little conflict. The idea of multiple use and competing interests based on resource use values and non-use or single
use interest groups has proliferated into management gridlock. Debate around multiple use and the Equal Access to Justice
Act (EAJA) has created a conflict industry where the antagonist's ultimate objective is to restrict or eliminate resource use by
ranchers. The Western Watersheds Project for example uses EAJA as a vehicle to accomplish their radical objective of "No
Livestock Grazing on Public Lands." Farm Bureau is concerned when the FS engages with Western Watersheds or any other
any other organiztion with an anti-grazing, anti-multiple use or anti-meat agenda to determine grazing levels and impacts.
Millions of dollars of investment have been made by livestock producers and other businesses - trucking, fuel, chemicals,
retail, etc., all dependent on family ranching and multiple-use activities on these public lands. Drought, wildfires, fluctuating
commodity prices make ranching a challenging endeavor. In recent years, agency actions and lawsuits by anti-grazing groups
have added greatly to the challenge.
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Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
HISTORIC GRAZING RIGHTS AND UNCERTAINTY Page 128 of the Revision Assessment Report entitled Livestock Grazing
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
recognizes that Livestock Grazing has both social and economic dimensions. As stated, "In the West, ranching cannot be
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
entirely understood through a commercial agriculture, economic lens. Indeed, in the Western U.S. most ranches have an offhave an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
ranch job." This recognition is both very real and troubling. When the numbers and history are analyzed, viewing western
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
public lands ranching through a "lens of uncertainty" would help understand the need for off-ranch employment! Uncertainty
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
has meant since the 1940s, grazing AUMs managed by the FS and BLM in Utah have been cut or suspended by more than 3.5
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
million and we have lost 58 percent (more than 2,000) of our family ranching businesses. Dealing with this uncertainty and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
even the Annual Operating Instructions (AOIs) that may require immediate reductions in AUMs obligates the permittee to be
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
resilient - and off-ranch employment is one of those avenues.
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
Stressors Throughout the report, we see the term "Stressor" as it relates to the myriad of complex issues and relationships
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
within the Revision Assessment Report. The analysis and use of the term seems to be narrow and one-sided. There are very
real impacts and "stressors" to the decisions the FS makes related to livestock grazing, reductions in AUMs, access, challenges to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
to the state's sovereign water rights that are not considered in the document. The obligation of the FS under Land and
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
Resource Management Plan Standards at Guidelines to "Provide forage to sustain local dependent livestock industry" (IV-36) is wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
critical to sustaining the history, culture and economic contributions of sheep and cattle ranching families today as much today wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
as in 1946 or 1986.
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. As we move forward into drafting our revised
Forest Plan we will continue to remain in compliance with all related laws and policies which include the Plannin
Rule (36 CFR 219; April 2012) and the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act. We recognize a variety of uses on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest and strive to integrate the social and economic elements of these uses in the revise
Forest Plan. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest P
and its associated monitoring program.
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Challenges to Congressional Mandates With the introduction of federal land management agencies, ranchers who had for
generations grazed the common lands since pioneer settlement were compelled to engage in a partnership with the federal
government and its land management agencies. Family sheep and cattle ranching operations needed FS and BLM partners
they could place their trust in and could work with. Balancing the needs of the resource along with the business needs of the
rancher has always been the goal of the ranching community. Ranchers understand the obligation of protecting the natural
resources in their care because their next grazing season and future success depends on it. A critical component in this privatepublic partnership is the ranchers' need for certainty. Like any other business on the American landscape, ranchers need
certainty to make business decisions, investments and to plan for the future. Congress recognized this critical reality and has Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. As we move forward into drafting our revised
provided statutory guidance for the agencies as it relates to multiple use. The Forest Reserve Act of 1891 provided authority Forest Plan we will continue to remain in compliance with all related laws and policies which include the Plannin
to establish the Department of Interior's Bureau of Forest for the management and orderly harvest of the nation's timber. The Rule (36 CFR 219; April 2012) and the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act. We recognize a variety of uses on the
Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 established necessary resource management while recognizing a grazing preference right giving the Manti-La Sal National Forest and strive to integrate the social and economic elements of these uses in the revise
ranching community much needed certainty. The Multiple Use - Sustained Yield Act of 1960 further defined the management Forest Plan. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest P
objective of the agency to: "meet and serve human needs." The Congress recognized and has provided a framework for the FS and its associated monitoring program.
land managers to work with the western livestock grazing industry and ranching families to ensure they have a viable and
sustainable future. Sadly, there is a growing level of conflict and confrontation between federal land managers and livestock
grazing interests often the product of anti-grazing, radical environmental groups and activist courts. These distractions are
today a part of doing business. Often, those with sheep and cattle grazing AUMs have been forced to vacate historic grazing
allotments or acquiesce to the demands of the federal land managers and the courts. Cuts in grazing AUMs by federal agencies
pushing for "non-use" or "suspended-use" have dramatically reduced livestock grazing AUMs across Utah has become
commonplace. Reauthorizing non-use or suspended-use AUMs is almost unheard of.
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Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
United States Forest Service Grazing Cuts Utah State University research and current FS reports establishes a troubling history
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
of FS management of Utah's sheep and cattle grazing on Forest System lands. The 77% cut in authorized livestock grazing
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
AUMs down from 2.7 million in 1940 to the current active AUM 614,000 level (excluding non-use AUMs) has dramatically
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
impacted ranching families and rural Utah. According to the "Revision Assessment Report" for the Manti-La Sal National
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
Forest, the grazing AUMs are only reported from 1986 to 2015. Still, in that short period of 30 years, grazing AUMs dropped
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
from 175,334 to 137,986 - or 21 percent. But, more dramatically, the 1986 permitted AUM number 175,334 and those
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
authorized to be utilized on grazing allotments at 124,697 is a more dramatic 29 percent reduction in actual livestock grazing
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
during that short 30 years. What were the reductions in AUMs prior to 1986 in the Manti-La Sal National Forest the impacts on
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
livestock ranching families from 1946 to 1986?
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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REGULATORY CHALLENGES TO GRAZING INDUSTRY Increasing Command & Control In the public lands states of the American
West, there has been a growing distrust of federal land management agencies, as they have imposed greater command and
control over the natural resources of the region. The changing attitudes within the agency seemingly driven by the politics of
the day creates uncertainty and economic challenges for sheep and cattle ranchers, as well as the businesses and communities
they support. There seems to be a growing culture and attitude among leaders and employees of the FS that has become
even more confrontational in recent years. They are seeking to exercise greater control over the public lands including
Thank you for your comment. We greatly appreciate your time put into this comment period. Your comments w
restricting access, limiting grazing rights and seeking ownership of livestock water rights. These confrontational actions are
be considered as we move forward.
seemingly without regard for the history, culture and economics as required by federal laws including FLPMA, NEPA and the
Organic Act. The agency actions adversely impacting the grazing industry may be as innocuous as voluntary reductions in
grazing Animal Unit Months (AUMs) agreed upon during an annual grazing review or as subversive as the introduction of a
competing species like the bighorn sheep with the ultimate long term goal of cutting or terminating domestic sheep grazing in
a specific geographic area. This is certainly not as dramatic and onerous as grazing cuts to facilitate growing numbers of elk,
but over time, just as effective.
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Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
Redefining "Multiple Use" The Revision Assessment Report points out in the Section "Benefits to the People" on page 128
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
that Multiple Use is enshrined in the Multiple Use & Sustained Yield Act of 1960 and the National Forest Management Act of
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
1976. Federal land management agencies actions have been using the Resource Management Planning (RMP) process to
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
redefine the importance of livestock grazing as a component of the multiple use concept as intended and defined by Congress
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
reducing historic grazing, ramping up uncertainty adversely impacting western livestock ranching businesses. Adverse agency
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
actions, including but not limited to, dramatic cuts in Utah livestock grazing AUMs, restrictions in access including closures of
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
historic RS 2477 roads critical to sustaining ranching operations, claims of ownership of water rights on federal lands
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
challenging state sovereignty and private property seizures without due process and just compensation creating uncertainty
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
for hard working ranching families.
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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Livestock grazing focus for "Adaptive Management" The Revision Assessment Report suggests the "adaptive management"
philosophy is to modify the intensity of livestock grazing as related to drought management, forage, water availability and
wildfires. The reality that growing numbers of wildlife, especially elk, is having dramatic impacts on the resource seems to be
missed. The FS makes adjustments to grazing AUMs but generally remains silent when the State's Wildlife Managers are
seeking input on wildlife numbers in the same area. The potential for misuse, or even abuse, of "adaptive management"
philosophy by Forest Service line officer and forest managers is having a chilling effect on historic livestock grazing certainty
offered by the . The obligation of the FS under Land and Resource Management Plan Standards at Guidelines to "Provide
forage to sustain local dependent livestock industry" (IV-36) is being substantially reduced or dismissed on the ground via
adaptive management.
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Viability Assessment The 1976 National Forest Management Act (NFMA) mandated a "viability assessment" on Forest System
Lands. In 1982, the FS promulgated broad agency regulations that provide near limitless authority to provide habitat, and in
some situations, at the expense of generations old ranching operations. The FS regulations state: "to provide habitat on
Thank you for your comment. We greatly appreciate your time put into this comment period. Your comments w
National Forests that will support viable populations of native and desired non-native vertebrate species well-distributed
be considered as we move forward.
across National Forest lands." Later revisions added the requirement to the FS regulations: "would extend to additional
species in the plant and animal kingdoms."
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Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.
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Endangered Species Act Enacted in 1973, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) was originally envisioned by Congress to protect
species believed to be on the brink of extinction. When the law was enacted, there were 109 species listed for protection.
Today, there are nearly 1,600 with another 125 candidate species. The failure of the ESA is widely known, with less than two
percent of all listed species being removed from the list. The ESA is arguably the most far-reaching and abused environmental
law ever passed. The prohibitions against "takings" can restrict a wide range of human activities. It allows special interest
Thank you for your comment. We greatly appreciate your time put into this comment period. Your comments w
groups, including anti-grazing groups, to sue anyone or any activity they view as in violation of the Act. It places the interests
be considered as we move forward.
of species above the interests of people. This litigation-driven model has provided tremendous challenges for ranchers grazing
livestock on the public lands. On the western landscape, the expanding reach of the ESA is of great concern. It is being applied
to public lands, private lands and the region's scarce water resources. Anti-grazing groups who identify like-minded federal
land managers, use the ESA to drive decisions and change the use of the resources. Protected species and resource restrictions
create considerable management problems, financial challenges family ranching operations and uncertainty.
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Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
Annual Operating Instructions (AOI) Annual Operating Instructions (AOI) provide the opportunity for the agency and the
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
rancher to work together to identify the needs of the allotment and come to an annual agreement. There are concerns that
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
the AOI process is being misused. The AOI cannot be used to make permanent or structural changes in the Grazing Permit
including AUMs cuts. According to 36 CFR 214.4(a)(1) in part, "Issuance of annual operating instructions does not constitute a agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
permit modification and is not an appealable decision." Farm Bureau agrees the AOI is not a mechanism to amend the permit, management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
but potential line-officer errors should be open to appeal.
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

The Bighorn Sheep Example: In 2010, the FS prohibited 13,000 head of domestic sheep from grazing on their historic grazing
allotments within the Payette National Forest in Idaho. The FS was compelled to ignore historic grazing rights and agency
commitments after domestic sheep ranchers agreed to transplant Bighorn Sheep. Ranchers were guaranteed the transplant
would not adversely impact their grazing operation. The legal action by Western Watersheds was based on an obscure
reference in the NFMA to maintaining "minimum viable" populations of all vertebrate species found there - a function of the
Viability Assessment. The Big Horn transplants in Utah, including the Uinta Mountains, and into areas they did not historically
occupy seems to have the objective of reducing or eliminating sheep grazing. The resulting conflict related to the FS viability
assessment raises the question of the authority of the FS to manage species and implement a policy that is contrary to the
position of the state. The state possesses the right, as well as the authority, to manage wildlife populations.
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WESTERN WATER RIGHTS AND LIVESTOCK GRAZING History Water was developed historically for the production of food and
fiber to meet man's most basic need. According to water rights experts, farmers, ranchers and agriculture interests own and
control the majority of western water rights. Scarcity of water in the Great Basin and much of the western United States led
to the development of a system of water allocation and water rights that is very different from how water is allocated in
regions graced with abundant moisture. Rights to water are based on actual use of the water and its continued use for
beneficial purposes as determined by state laws. Water rights across the west are treated similar to property rights, even
though the water is the property of the citizens of the states. Water rights can be and often are used as collateral on
mortgages as well as improvements to land and infrastructure. The principles of western water law are very different from an
eastern riparian interest in water. Western water law determines water rights based on the Doctrine of Prior Appropriation
(first in time, first in right) and beneficial use, not a property relationship with the waterway. However, under either style of
appropriation if the federal land management agency asserts control of private water rights, it violates constitutional
protections against government takings without due process and just compensation. Livestock water rights are critical to the
success and well-being on ranchers across the western public lands states. Water for livestock has been developed across the
Thank you for your comment and information provided related to water rights and grazing laws. We greatly
vast western rangelands since pioneer settlement and before the establishment of the BLM or the FS. Growth and
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop
opportunity in the public lands states continues to be adversely impacted by federal control of the lands coupled with the
plan components for the revised Forest Plan related to access, water and grazing.
aggressive actions of federal agencies on the region's water resources. Legal actions and federal water claims create
uncertainty and imperil historic state water laws and private property rights. Doctrine of Prior Appropriation The Doctrine of
Prior Appropriation, or "first-in-time, first-in-right," establishes that water rights are obtained by diverting water for "beneficial
use" as determined by state law. Those uses include irrigation, livestock watering (including water developed and used for
livestock watering on the federally owned land), domestic use, municipal use, manufacturing, mining, oil and gas
development, power generation and in some cases fish, wildlife and recreation based on state law. The amount of the water
right is the amount of water diverted and put to beneficial use. Western states adopted the doctrine of prior appropriation
and beneficial use to manage the development and to make sure of the judicious use of state's precious waters. CONGRESS
GRANTS WATER TO THE STATES To effectively and efficiently deal with water issues, settlers in the arid west developed their
own customs, laws and judicial determinations to deal with mining, agriculture, domestic and other competing uses
recognizing the Doctrine of Prior Appropriation or first in time, first in right. Out of this grew a fairly uniform body of laws and
rights across the western states. The federal government was original sovereign and owner of the land and water.
Congressional actions ultimately granted water ownership to the sovereign states and acquiesced to the states on all matters
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U.S. Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell In a conversation with Chief Tom Tidwell during House Appropriations Committee
meetings in 2015 he pointed out the need for the FS to hold an ownership interest in livestock water rights on the Forest
System lands is to assure water is available for future livestock grazing as mandated. Farm Bureau pointed out two critical
component to the argument: 1. Under the policies and grazing decisions of Region 4 and FS line officers, livestock grazing
AUMs have been cut or suspended by more than 75 percent, from 2.7 million AUMs in the 1940s to 614,000 active AUMs in
2012 - according to FS inventory numbers. This has led to the de facto ownership of historic, beneficially uses, livestock water
across the state. 2. Utah's Livestock Water Rights Act provides that provides greater assurance and certainty of future grazing
than FS policy in 73-3-31 (5): "A livestock water right is appurtenant to the allotment on which the livestock is watered." It
appears obvious, the state's policy related to water rights on livestock grazing allotments provides greater assurance to
ranching interests than the FS position and massive cuts in grazing AUMs, including just the last 30 years. A review of Utah
Water Law 73-3-31 as relates to the Livestock Water Rights Act is clear regarding federal ownership and the state's sovereign
water rights: 73-3-31 states in (2) "A public land agency may not (c) acquire a livestock watering right if the public land agency
is not a beneficial user." By definition, the Utah Legislature continues and defines in 73-3-31 (1)(d)(i) "Beneficial user" means
Thank you for your comment and information provided related to water rights and grazing laws. We greatly
the person that has the right to use the grazing permit. In (1)(d)(ii) the Legislature further establishes "Beneficial user" does
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop
not mean the public land agency issuing the grazing permit." To add clarity, 73-3-31 (3) states "The state engineer may not
plan components for the revised Forest Plan related to access, water and grazing.
approve a change application for a livestock watering right without the consent of the beneficial user." Finally, the Legislature
made it clear the state will hold livestock water rights that are in question where a federal land management agency's actions
reduce the rancher's ability to beneficially use the state's sovereign waters. And the state will study jurisdiction over water
rights including conflicts between local interests and the federal government. WESTERN CASE LAW: Over-filing Water Rights Joyce Livestock Company In Joyce Livestock Company vs. United States, the Owyhee County based cattle operation had
ownership dating back to 1898 including in-stream stock water rights. The United States over-filed on the Joyce water rights
based on a priority date of June 24, 1934 - the date of passage of the Taylor Grazing Act. The United States could not show
that Joyce or any of its predecessors were acting as it agents when they acquired or claimed to have acquired the water rights.
In 2007, after nearly a decade of legal actions and hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal costs, the Idaho Supreme Court
denied the United States claim and defined the standard of beneficial use. The Idaho Supreme Court said: "The District Court
held that such conduct did not constitute application of the water to beneficial use under the constitutional method of
appropriation, and denied the claimed rights. The Idaho Supreme Court concurred holding that because the United States did
not actually apply the water to a beneficial use the District Court did not err in denying its claimed water rights " Diligence
Thank you for your comments regarding Species of Conservation Concern in the Assessment Report! The Forest
identified Species of Conservation Concern (SCC) in compliance with the Planning Rule [36 CFR 219.7(c)(3); Apri
p. 5, Assessment Number and Topic #4: 11Species of conservation concern" is a new term and a new designation. What is the
2012]. All efforts were made to identify all potential threats for reviewed species. We greatly appreciate your ti
basis for its inception? Emery County questions the need of a totally new term, and does it then create a new designation of
and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop the revised Forest Pla
species? It seems very similar to the existing term "proposed and candidate species", can one of the terms be eliminated?
To learn more about the SCC process and identified species on the Manti-La Sal National Forest, visit our websit
here https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534062

p. 5, Assessment Number and Topic #11: Does not "Infrastructure" include more than "recreational facilities and
transportation and utility corridors"? For example, guard stations, parking areas, fence lines, spring developments, troughs,
ponds, trail heads, information kiosks?

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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P. 5, Assessment Number 15, Topic Title Used in This Report: "Wilderness and Other Designated Areas". A complete list of
Other Designated Areas should be provided.

Thank you for your comment related including the Bears Ears National Monument in the Assessment Report. Th
bulk of the Assessment document was completed before the proclamation was issued designating the Bears Ea
National Monument (BENM). A section discussing the monument can be found in Chapter 15.Wilderness; WSR:
other designated areas that briefly discusses the monument and the objects it was designated to protect. It sho
also be noted, that adjacent BLM lands currently included in BENM were discussed in the Assessment. As the
Forest Plan revision moves ahead, forest planning will adapt as needed to include BENM in the process.The
Assessment contains a discussion under Wilderness and other Designated Areas (pages 185-89) listing existing
Research Natural Areas (RNA's), and existing and potential Special Interest Areas (SIA's). We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan
components related to the Monument area.

30

p. 6, Benefits, Uses, and Opportunities. We suggest the following edited version of the first paragraph: There are many ways
the Forest benefits the communities and the nation. Providing ecosystem services, such as clean air and water, forage for
livestock and wildlife, mineral leasing (by BLM) for commodities vital to energy generation, giving families and children
opportunities to enjoy nature, and preserving cultural and natural treasures for future generations are some of the benefits
from, uses of, and opportunities on the forest. p. 6, Where is Our Forest, line 2: .....provides for multiple uses, such as
recreation opportunities, wildlife viewing and hunting, livestock grazing, and mineral exploration and extraction. Although
mineral leasing on the Forest is accomplished by BLM, it is important to Emery County that opportunities related to these
resources not be excluded in the narrative. p. 8, last sentence of second paragraph: Forest specialists will coordinate and work
with their Cooperating Agency counterparts during Forest Plan development.

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

p. 9, last paragraph: The Forest coordinated with outside land management agencies ... Who are these agencies?

When revising a land management plan, the Forest is required to identify and review the land use policies of oth
Federal agencies, State and Local Governments, and federally recognized Indian Tribes within the Plan area (FSH
1909.12 Chapter 20, section 21.11 (6))Appendix 6 on Page 267 of the Assessment Report provides a complete li
of the 183 Land Management Plans that have been identified as appropriate for review during the Forest Plan
Revision Process.

30

p. 10, Topic Specific, last bullet point: What are "Special Interest Areas"? These should be defined and listed.

Thank you for your comment related including the Bears Ears National Monument in the Assessment Report. Th
bulk of the Assessment document was completed before the proclamation was issued designating the Bears Ea
National Monument (BENM). A section discussing the monument can be found in Chapter 15.Wilderness; WSR:
other designated areas that briefly discusses the monument and the objects it was designated to protect. It sho
also be noted, that adjacent BLM lands currently included in BENM were discussed in the Assessment. As the
Forest Plan revision moves ahead, forest planning will adapt as needed to include BENM in the process.The
Assessment contains a discussion under Wilderness and other Designated Areas (pages 185-89) listing existing
Research Natural Areas (RNA's), and existing and potential Special Interest Areas (SIA's). We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan
components related to the Monument area.

30

Chapter 1, Stressors and Drivers p. 11, Table 2, Topic: Climate, Stressor: Suggest editing, strike "Climate Change" substitute
"change in long-term statistics of weather". Topic: Ground Water Withdawals and Disruptions. Topic: Air Emissions, shouldn't
the Topic be simply Air? Human use, wildfire, other oxidation processes. p. 12, Climate, Stressor or Driver Description, second
paragraph; " ... the Forest Service Intermountain Regional Office, the Rocky Mountain Research Station and other partners ...."
"other partners" need to be identified. Third paragraph: suggested edit: As much as science can determine, it has always been
the nature of the Earth's climate to change. This should be anticipated as the Plan Revision is created to best manage
resources in the next couple of decades. For instance, changes to the timing, amount, and type of precipitation can negatively
impact ..... .

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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p.13, Scale: The text states that" the Forest falls primarily within the Plateaus Subregion, which was used as the analysis scale,
combined with the Forest boundary. (Figure 3)." But then under Existing Condition of Indicators refers to Figure 4 to indicate
mean and maximum temperature increases. Figure 4 is the "Historical (1979-2009) mean annual monthly temperature (F)
across the Intermountain Region, The Intermountain Region is composed of Nevada, Utah, part of Idaho, and part of Colorado.
How many monitoring sites used to collect the data for the Intermountain Region are on the Manti-LaSal NF? How many in the
Plateaus Region and where are the locations?

Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.

30

p. 13, Existing Condition of the Indicators: "For the Plateaus Region, both mean and maximum temperatures have been
increasing over the last 50 years (USDA 2106, Figure 4)." Figure 4 represents a time period of 30 years, not 50

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

30

p. 15. Table 3. The County finds it very suspect that under "Climate Variables", resources that can be measured and quantified,
and have been over relatively long periods, the Confidence of Future Conditions are referred to in terms of "highly variable,
relatively robust, there is some uncertainty and difficult to predict," and that there are Data Gaps. Yet, the Confidence of
Future Conditions of temperature, based on 30years of data, and "although there are variations in climate change models" the
predicted results are "very likely". We contend that what is very likely, is that weather, temperature and precipitation
amounts will change. To accept and plan on predictions of weather conditions in 2100 is not wise. Better to accept the fact
that weather will change, and utilize adaptive management practices in the Plan Revision.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change and data modeling in the draft Assessment Report. Per
the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment
[§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)]. During the development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain i
compliance with the Planning Rule (and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as
well as other stressors/drivers and resources. Your comments will be considered as plan components are
developed to address climate in the revised Forest Plan.

30

p.16, Table 3, Greenhouse Gas Levels: Baseline: "Over the last century, greenhouse gases have been increasing with the rate
of increase growing in more recent decades". What is the data that indicates the condition/presence/effect of Greenhouse
gases for 100 years ago? Expected Direction of Change: "Rates of increase have been slowing, but still increasing." This
statement indicates past condition, not future condition.

Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.
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p.17, Resources Affected: Because of the stated uncertainties with predictive models and being that it isn't necessary to
identify a "correct" model, the narrative needn't refer to di mate change but to the element that changes. For example, under
the first bullet point, "Changes in precipitation ....have significant implications on aquatic habitats .... " whether the cause is
climate change or local weather patterns. Similarly, under the third bullet, " ... increase rainfall and flooding will pose
substantial risk to infrastructure .... " whether it is the result of changes in climate or not. Building resiliency into a natural
system or resource is the objective, regardless of what causes the variation.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change in the Draft Assessment Report. Per the Planning Rule
CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment [§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)] . During the
development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain in compliance with the Planning Rule
(and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as well as other stressors/drivers and
resources. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to Climate in the revised
Forest Plan.

30

p.19, Table 4, Wilderness/Special Designations. What are Wilderness Stewardship Performance Elements? And origin?

Wilderness Stewardship Performance Elements are a framework to track how well the U.S. Forest Service is
meeting our primary responsibility under the Wilderness Act—which is to preserve wilderness character.The ne
elements were introduced in 2016 and improve upon previous measures through linkages to wilderness charact
monitoring by allowing flexibility in the selection of individual elements to reflect local wilderness stewardship
priorities, while also correcting other long-acknowledged short-comings of the current measure.

30

Management Tools, states: "Successful management tools often involve educating and working with public and outside
organizations. Tools that support these efforts include joint fact-finding structured decision-making, adaptive management, as
well as computer/statistical modeling. The overall objective for managing for climate change impacts is managing for risk. For
land management agencies, that translates to managing for resiliency in an ecosystem or resource, while reducing
vulnerability." Isn't this the case regardless of whether or not climate change impacts are occurring? A better statement would
be: The overall objective for Forest management is managing for risk ..... etc.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change in the Draft Assessment Report. Per the Planning Rule
CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment [§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)] . During the
development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain in compliance with the Planning Rule
(and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as well as other stressors/drivers and
resources. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to Climate in the revised
Forest Plan.

30
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p. 21 Wildfire, Vegetation and fuels - "Management strategies (i.e., fire suppression and the lack of treating fuels} have
contributed to Forest conditions that encourage high-severity fires. The previous policy of fire suppression and the lack of
treating fuels have contributed to Forest conditions conducive of high-severity stand replacing fires'~ "The rate of
accumulation of fuels and tree mortality from insects and disease further increase the risk of catastrophic fires' "16% of the
Forest can expect high intensity stand replacing fires' In the Ecological Assessment section, a majority of the Forest Types
have moderate to high departure from historical conditions, especially the Aspen/mixed conifer type (84%) with the conifers
shading out the aspen. The current Brian Head fire and recent Seeley fire have heightened awareness of the devastation and
destruction of these catastrophic fires. Litigation of timber sales of beetle killed trees should be included in the Final
Assessment as a cause of the current undesirable forest condition
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
p.25, Table 10 National Strategy Management Options outlines the options to prevent catastrophic fires. The County
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
recommends placing high priority on fuels reduction (increased harvest of beetle killed trees, selective harvest in mixed
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
aspen/conifer stands), prescribed burning in both timber and decadent sagebrush plant communities, chaining and grinding of
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
P/J, and active Siviculture practices to create fire resistant and resilient stands.
planning and development.
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
p. 25 Vegetation Succession (refer to Chapter 2 Ecological Assessment of Terrestrial Vegetation) Vegetation succession was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
not adequately described as a major driver of the seral state and a determinant of the desired state of the Forest condition for considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
3 vegetation types.
planning and development.
Thank you for your comments addressing the information contained in the draft Assessment Report for soil
erosion, landslide risks and the importance of monitoring and managing for biological soil crusts. Your comment
Landslides and Geologic Hazards P.26, Indicators, last paragraph, third line: The "artificial terraces" are not evidence of past
will be considered as we develop plan components, and a monitoring program, to address soil resource issues o
watershed damage, they are the result of mitigation of past damage.
the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
Insects and Diseases p.27, Existing Conditions and Indicators, Can we assume the map referred to will be included in the Final graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
Assessment Report?
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
p.28, third paragraph, third line: "For example, bark beetle-caused tree mortality combined with decades of fire suppression
and timber harvest/thinning can result in fires that are both geographically larger than normal and more intense." The
vulnerability of Old Growth, monoculture stands in not included in this section.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

Invasive Species p.24, Existing Condition of Indicators: The text states that cheatgrass has invaded "some lower elevation
pinyon juniper and sagebrush habitats". This species is now at elevations much higher than in the past.

Thank you for your comments related to invasive species in the draft Assessment Report. The Invasive Species
report which is part of the Forest Plan project record included maps and tables that indicate how many acres of
weeds are found in each area. The Assessment, a summary of many reports, could not include all the informatio
provided by all the reports but this information would be available upon request. That report clearly does
recognize that Musk Thistle is both the weed with the highest amount of acreage inventoried and the most wid
spread. Found in 27 Land Type Associations and all Vegetation Types.Your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components addressing invasive species in the revised Forest Plan.

30

Invasive Species The text states that Brook Trout has lead to decline of native cutthroat trout populations. Current
management by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources includes treatment of non-native species and reintroduction of Colorado
Cutthroat in Ferron and Huntington drainages.

Thank you for your comment encouraging coordination with the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources during Fore
Plan Revision, especially while addressing Invasive Species. The Manti-La Sal works closely with the Utah DWR a
is reviewing state wildlife and invasive species plans as part of the Plan Revision process.

30

p. 27 Insects and Disease Although the disease, pathogens and insects are native and considered endemic, the cumulative
tree mortality has undesirable short and long term effects. The stated climate change favors insect outbreaks and drought
reduces tree defenses. p.28, third paragraph, third line: "For example, bark beetle-caused tree mortality combined with
decades of fire suppression, minimal timber harvest/thinning can result in fires that are both geographically larger than normal
and more intense." p. 33 Management Tools - "Silvicultural practices con modify stand and host type conditions so they are
no longer favorable to insects and disease." In addressing the County Plan objective to support the logging industry, we
suggest active management and promotion of commercial timber sales to attain healthy and resilient forests.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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p. 35 Cheatgrass invasion and spread is discussed. It's threat is mostly a low elevation disturbed areas and won't invade good
condition closed plant communities. An omission in this report is the greater threat and current explosion of musk thistle. It
has invaded the entire North Zone and is starting to explode and rapidly expand. Unlike other invasive weeds, it can invade
and take over undisturbed plant communities in good condition.

Thank you for your comments related to invasive species in the draft Assessment Report. The Invasive Species
report which is part of the Forest Plan project record included maps and tables that indicate how many acres of
weeds are found in each area. The Assessment, a summary of many reports, could not include all the informatio
provided by all the reports but this information would be available upon request. That report clearly does
recognize that Musk Thistle is both the weed with the highest amount of acreage inventoried and the most wid
spread. Found in 27 Land Type Associations and all Vegetation Types.Your comments will be considered as we
develop plan components addressing invasive species in the revised Forest Plan.
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In addressing the County Plan objective and Utah State Noxious Weed Law, we suggest elevating the priority of noxious weed
control in the new Forest Plan, and giving the Skyline Weed Management Association the resources and manpower to be
effective. The current noxious weed policy and approach is woefully inadequate. In the comments from Cooperating Agencies
in December, the County recommended the Forest adopt the Biological Wildfire model to control noxious and invasive weeds.
We recommend the forest officers sit down with the County Weed Supervisors to develop an effective approach using
chemical, biological, and grazing; and surveillance, monitoring and follow-up to eradicate these noxious weeds on the Forest.
Invasive and noxious weeds are the greatest biological threat to the health and proper functioning of upland and forest plant
communities.

Thank you for your comments regarding noxious weed policies in the revised Forest Plan. Your comments will b
considered as we develop plan components addressing invasive species and vegetation management in the rev
Forest Plan. For more information regarding the Region 4, Intermountain Region weed policy visit the following
website https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/r4/forest-grasslandhealth/invasivespecies. It includes elements of
prevention, early detection and rapid respond, restoration and rehabilitation and monitoring similar the Biologi
Wildfire model you have referred to. It also includes policy of collaboration. The revised Forest Plan will be
consistent with Regional directives.
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Recreation Existing Condition of Indicators The lack of a strategy or system to quantify all types of recreation on the Forest is
striking. With the exception of some trail counters trail register data (which is incomplete) in the southern zone, there is no
method to determine base numbers that are so valuable to planning. Vehicle registration by the state is used to make the very
general statements that "motorized recreation use has grown exponentially" and "the use of off-highway vehicles for
recreation and other outdoor activities has exploded in popularity over the last two decades." The creation of over a thousand
miles of un-authorized, user created motorized routes may indicated lots of use, but doesn't quantify it. All other resources
are managed by setting limits on some component of the resource. Livestock grazing is limited by numbers and duration, fish
and wildlife have seasons and limits, minerals are leased and royalties paid on quantity of extraction, forest products are
permitted and fees paid. It would be unthinkable for users of these resources to irresponsibly extract, graze or harvest in
unlimited quantities. There is an obvious lack of baseline data from which to begin management of some types of recreation.
Under Management Tools, "Develop Quantification System for Dispersed Camping, Trail Use, Bouldering" should be included.
Some innovation is needed in order to capture baseline numbers and then to make determinations of how much use of this
resource is too much and how will the Forest go about managing the resource before we lose it. Just as some types of
recreation were not in existence in 1986 when the current plan was written, we can be sure that there are new methods of
recreation that come about in the future. Some forms or aerial activity (drones) come to mind. This reality must be reflected in
the plan revision as much as possible allow for adaptive management to address new activity. Current and future population
increase data of areas near to the Forest (Wasatch Front, Western Colorado) should be included. Visitor use from these areas
will likely have the greatest impact on the Forest in the near future.

30

Thank you for your comment. Habitat connectivity plays a vital role in sustaining healthy ecosystems and
improving wildlife habitats and biodiversity. Especially with an increase in the number people using the forest. T
is why habitat connectivity is an indicator used to measure the increased human recreation stressor/driver (pag
44 Assessment). This information will continue to inform the development of the revised Forest Plan.It is true th
Wildlife p.44. Indicators, "number of Forest visitors are the measures of sustainability of wildlife." And Existing Conditions of connectivity is important to address across the landscape and it doesn't end at political boundaries. We will be
the Indicators: "Roads and trails can affect wildlife habitat quality by fragmenting habitat and, as Forest use increases,
looking at other management plans in addressing these key issues. The 2012 Planning Rule requires that Forest
disturbance from an increase in traffic on Forest roads and an increase in noise levels in areas may displace wildlife into areas Service planning efforts "…identify and consider relevant existing information in governmental or nonof less optimal habitat. An increase in forest use is leading to an increase in the development of unauthorized motorized roads governmental assessments, plans, monitoring reports, studies, and other sources of relevant information" (36 C
and trails across the Forest. These unauthorized roads and trails can reduce the size of refugia for wildlife and can affect
219.16).The Forest planning process will make a concerted effort to recognize the many ongoing programs, plan
habitat quality." These are other reasons that quantifying recreational use of the Forest is needed.
and policies that are being implemented in and around the planning area by other land managers and governme
agencies as required by the 2012 Planning Rule. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condit
on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in t
Planning Rule. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be consider
as we move forward.

Needs something regarding 18-8's comment.Thank you for your comment! Data on visitor use trends is being
collected and will be used in the preparation of the Forest Plan. Dispersed Recreation is difficult to quantify as it
by definition dispersed across the landscape. The forest contains hundreds of roads and trails that provide acce
to forest and monitoring all of them for use numbers would be a huge undertaking. That being said the Forest is
looking for innovative ways of quantifying use and will be looking for those methods to include in the monitorin
section of the Forest Plan. Visitor expectations are included in the assessment to describe the management
landscape the Forest Service is operating within, but it is true that we cannot meet all of these expectations and
that balancing uses and impacts to other users will be important in future management. We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the draft assessment of the forest plan revision effort. It is
understood that your recommendation entails including information in the assessment pertaining to operating
mines, mines in reclamation and mines that may begin operating or reopening during the planning process.On p
164 under Nonrenewable Energy and Minerals - Coal, provides some description of the current coal mining
situation on the Forest. This was not the intent of the stressor/driver reports as incorporated into the assessme
document. The assessment does not include information on the Greens Hollow Lease, which was not issued dur
Groundwater Withdrawls Mineral Exploration and Development p.49 Stressor or Driver Description: There are currently 4 or
the development of the assessment document. The assessment does not cover site specific leasing, permitting
5? active coal leases on the Forest and 3 active coal mining operations, producing XXX tons of coal annually.
reclamation directly. The assessment does provide a brief description of the Coal Unsuitability Analysis on pg
264.The objective of this assessment is to identify and assess a solid base of available information relevant to th
development of a new Forest land management plan. Therefore, your comments would more appropriately be
applied during the NEPA and land management planning phase.Thank you again for taking the time to submit yo
comments, they will be considered as the draft Assessment is revised and plan components related to mining a
developed in the revised Forest Plan.

Chapter 2 Ecological Assessment It would have been much more efficient to read and comment if the Existing Conditions of
each forest type had been followed immediately by its Trend.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

p.50 First paragraph. The BLM coal resource map referred to should be included. Also, oil and gas, potash and uranium
potential map.

Thank you for your recommendations of additional maps. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid review of curr
conditions and trends on the Forest, and as such, information will be provided generally and at the landscape
scale. Maps, graphs and tables will be utilized in greater detail in the Forest Plan itself. Your suggestions will be
considered for inclusion in the Assessment and Forest Plan as we move forward in the planning process.
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p. 52, 59- Spruce-Fir Communities (54,754 acres) "The spruce beetle has resulted in large-scale mortality of Engelmann
spruce" (90% of mature trees). Trend data suggest subalpine fir will fill in and dominate the stands for many decades. In the
North Zone, silviculture treatments have been removing standing dead. We recommend this practice increase, to provide
lumber for industry, reduce fuel loads and high intensity fire, and to clean up the forest. p.53, 62 -Aspen/Mixed Conifer,
Vegetation Succession {246,722 acres) "Aspen is an early seral tree species in the mixed conifer zone that relies on vegetative
suckering to regenerate. Lack of disturbance allows conifers to increase and dominate, resulting in less diverse stands that are
structurally continuous and more fire prone." Once conifer invasion approached 50%, undergrowth production is only a small
fraction of what it once was on these formerly excellent grazing lands." See comments on succession above. The County
recommends managing to keep mixed aspen/conifer type in the early to mid-seral stage, and the stable aspen type in a
healthy multi-age class state, by increasing prescribe burns and timber harvest. Ecosystem services of this forest type is the
greatest of all forest types in terms of water production, wildlife habitat, forage for livestock, and recreation. The Forest and
Communities dependent upon it are best served by early seral aspen dominated stands. p. 53, Aspen The distinction between
Seral Aspen and Stable Aspen is not clear {see review by Rogers and St. Clair (2016), Quaking Aspen in Utah: Integrating
Recent Science with Management; Rangelands 38 (5): 266-272). p. 54, 63 - Dry Mixed Conifer (106,133 acres) "Early
harvesting of Ponderosa Pine and subsequent fire suppression has resulted in secondary growth stands of high density,
interconnecting canopies and ladder fuels. Risk of catastrophic high intensity stand replacing fires is high." We recommend
implementing silvicultural practices of stand thinning and prescribed burns to reduce the risk of catastrophic wild tires and to
clean up the forest floor. p. 55, 65 - P/J Woodlands (21% of Forest) In the lower elevations, pin yon and juniper have
increased in density and invaded sagebrush, mountain brush and gamble oak communities. It has increased in extent 3-4 times
since settlement. As succession proceeds to late seral stage, understory shrubs, grass and forbs decline and are essentially
eliminated. Browse for wildlife, forage for livestock is greatly diminished, erosion accelerates, and potential for high intensity
crown fires increases. Type conversions should be considered to reduce erosion and improve watershed condition, increase
browse in critical winter habitats for wildlife, and forage for livestock. Practices such as chaining and seeding in dense mature
stands, grinding individual trees in stands where understory vegetation is still abundant, and prescribed burns to control
sprouts in old chainings and in areas it is starting to invade sagebrush sites. p. 56, 67 - Sagebrush (7% of Forest) "Most of the
sagebrush on the Forest is in intermediate and late structural stages." The role of ecological succession was omitted in the
Assessment Report, but in reality is the major driver of this plant community. Climate change, fire suppression, invasion of
juniper and cheatgrass all have an influence but succession is the major driver N RCS State and Transition models are readily

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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40 greenline studies in riparian areas show upward trends and most areas meeting desired conditions. Vegetation condition
of all the Forest Types or Plant Communities must be measured, not estimated. Species composition, as measured by either
cover or clipped weight, determines Ecological condition and Seral State of the plant community. The current condition
measured over time establishes Trend towards or away from Desired Condition that will be determined in the Forest Plan.
p.58-"Before establishment of the Forest in early 1900's, livestock grazing was unmanaged, causing long-lasting environmental
effects. There are still areas exhibiting remnants of these effects, but for the most part the ecological integrity and diversity of
vegetation species has since rebounded through years of proper stocking management of the intensity, duration and timing of
grazing use." p. 69- "Range trend studies show the composition of desirable plant species and ground cover has increased.
This trend may be in part due to decreases in stocking, but also improvements in grazing management." p.62 Succession of
Seral Aspen is not adequately described. "Aspen is an early seral tree species in the mixed conifer zone that relies on
vegetative suckering to regenerate. Lack of disturbance allows conifers to increase and dominate, resulting in less diverse
stands that ore structurally continuous and more fire prone." "Once conifer invasion approached 50%, undergrowth
production is only a small fraction of what it once was on these formerly excellent grazing lands." Succession of Stable Aspen
was omitted although a significant reduction in its population was noted. "Reduction in persistent aspen from 160,400acres
to 96,017 acres." Management objectives and treatments to maintain desired plant communities of the two aspen types
differ and should be described. The Assessment also failed to acknowledge that Aspen decline is a significant ecological
concern throughout the Region, both from succession to conifer dominance and from failure to regenerate stable stands. The
aspen plant community is the most productive vegetation type on the Forest. Its deciduous nature allows for more snow
accumulation and uses less soil moisture than conifers, allowing for higher water yields. Its canopy allows light penetration to
support a diverse array of shrubs, forbs and grasses, thus providing abundant forage for livestock, browse for wildlife, small
mammals, birds and insects, and pleasant aesthetics for recreation. Pinyon Juniper Woodland P/J encroachment and into
sagebrush and mountain brush and its causes were discussed, but not the natural succession of historical P/J stands, as well as
the invaded communities. The resulting old growth stands are devoid of understory vegetation for wildlife and livestock
forage. The closed canopy greatly increases the potential for large catastrophic wildfires. The barren understory greatly
increases erosion and resulting downstream sedimentation of reservoirs and irrigation structures. Sagebrush The statement
that Sagebrush plant community dynamics across the landscape are primarily driven by climate (p.68) is not totally accurate.
The past fire suppression policy and reluctance to conduct prescribed burns has allowed natural succession of sagebrush
communities to advance to the decadent old growth seral state Current science as reflected in NRCS State and Transition
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pp.72, 73, Power Plants Two power plants are located near the Forest. The Huntington power plant is located near the town
of Huntington and is located in the Huntington Creek 5th level watershed. The Hunter power plant is located near the town of
Castle Dale and is located within the 5th level Cottonwood Creek watershed. Both plants are considered to be of the
"recirculating tower type", where coal is burned to heat water and create steam. The steam is then used to turn turbine
blades, producing electricity (PacifiCorp 2011a and b, U.S.G.S 2010a and b). Hunter consumes approximately 4.5 million tons
of coal and Huntington consumes approximately 3 million tons (PacifiCorp 2015, Allred 2017). 73 At the Hunter power plant,
Thank you for you comments and the information you provided concerning the Water Use on the forest. We
water is withdrawn from the Joe's Valley and Mill site reservoirs. Water in these reservoirs comes from Cottonwood Creek and
greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period and your comments will be considered as w
Ferron Creek drainages, respectfully. During 2016, Hunter plant used a total of 14,225 acre feet of water. Of that, 10,628 acre
move forward in developing plan components that address water use in the revised Forest Plan.
feet was diverted from the Cottonwood Creek drainage and 3,597 acre feet was diverted from the Ferron Creek drainage
(Allred 2017). The Huntington plant water is withdrawn from shares in the Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company and from
Electric Lake Reservoir. PacifiCorp owns Electric Lake reservoir and surrounding lands. A total of 9,190 acre-feet was used in
2016 by the Huntington Plant (Allred 2017). Together, both plants withdraw more than 20 million gallons per day and use an
estimated 96-98 percent of the water for power plant operations, with the remaining 2 to 4 percent lost to evapotranspiration
(PacifiCorp 2015, Allred 2017).
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

30

Aquatic Ecosystems p.73, Fish A brief statement explaining conservation measures undertaken for Blue head Sucker and
Colorado Cutthroat Trout by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources in Emery County should be included here.

Thank you for your comment. We recognize the importance of water quality as it relates to species habitats and
viability. Water quality is mentioned throughout the draft assessment. The National Best Management Practice
Program was developed to improve management of water quality consistently with the Federal Clean Water Ac
and state water quality programs. Best management practices are specific practices or actions used to reduce o
control impacts to water bodies from non point sources of pollution, such as roads, campgrounds, parking lots,
buildings. The Watershed Condition Framework is a comprehensive approach for proactively implementing
integrated restoration on priority watersheds on national forest and grasslands. Primary emphasis is on aquatic
and terrestrial processes and conditions that Forest Service management activities can influence. Water quality
and wetland protection will continue to be an emphasis moving forward into developing the revised Forest
Plan.There is reference to conservation efforts; although no specifics are mentioned. More specific information
will be included about At-Risk species in the draft plan; including, habitat descriptions. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and
effort during this comment period, your comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the
revised Forest Plan.
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P. 77, second paragraph, first sentence: according to this statement, the temperature in July, 2050 will be 140 degrees.
Doesn't much matter what a plan revision says at that point.

Thank you for your comments regarding aquatic and riparian resources. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid
review of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components a
developed for aquatic and riparian resources in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
p. 77 Water Quality, third paragraph: Management of recreation activities will need to focus on minimizing bank disturbance, graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
sedimentation, human waste management and shade preservation.
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

30

Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. Water, like many natural resources, crossed ma
p. 77, 78 Water Quantity, Last paragraph, last sentence: "In addition, adaptations will need to examine the potential for
political boundaries. We recognize that plan components related to water resources will require coordination w
transfer of agricultural waters to help close the gap on the demands for municipal and industrial waters (State of Utah 2012)."
fellow land managers and communities who rely on those resources. Thank you for your comments, we will
Such transfers are out of the scope of the Forest Plan.
consider them as we move forward in developing plan components for the revised Forest Plan.

30

p.78, Potential Future Conditions, third paragraph: "Changing water use practices to more efficient methods and updating and
improving infrastructure planning, so that the most efficient options for using water are incorporated, will be important. Many
of these practices are out of the scope of a Forest Plan, therefore it will be important to develop strong working relationships
with partners and other agencies....... "
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30

p. 79, Table 26, Distribution of Riparian Vegetation, recreation should be included among Stressors.

30

.88, fifth paragraph: What is the source of the statement of increased average winter temperature and decreased average
winter precipitation? Over what time period? Also, what are some examples of mitigation of climate change on groundwater
and surface water?
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Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. Water, like many natural resources, crossed ma
political boundaries. We recognize that plan components related to water resources will require coordination w
fellow land managers and communities who rely on those resources. Thank you for your comments, we will
consider them as we move forward in developing plan components for the revised Forest Plan.
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
Thank you for your comment providing additional references or identifying typos within the draft Assessment
Report. We greatly appreciate the identification of typos and we will address these in the final draft. Please refe
to: USDA 2016, Peterson et al. 2011. As stated in a the Assessment Report, temperatures are expected to increa
5 to 10 F by the mid 21st century. Some statement clearly needs a citation and we will revisit this before writing
the Forest Plan.

30

Thank you for your comment related to watershed restoration in the draft Assessment Report. The issue of
general watershed restorative efforts on the forest was addressed on p 78 in the past conditions of the Watersh
Condition Section in the Trends - Watershed and Water:"Major degradation of watershed conditions occurred
from around 1880 to 1903 due to overgrazing, which lead to a lack of vegetation, excessive erosion, and floodin
p. 88- "Early decades of intense grazing and the following restorative efforts have transformed the landscapes, flood plains,
Since then watershed restoration activities have occurred, beginning mainly in the 1950s with contouring,
stream channels, and sediment sources of the Wasatch Plateau. Studies show that heavy grazing in this region led to a
furrowing, and seeding. Restoration activities have also been implemented to deal with the aftermath of severe
transition from a fairly stable landscape to a serious flood source. Furthermore, grazing exclusion does not satisfactorily
flooding and landslides in the early 1980s. The combination of improved land management practices and best
reduce erosion and flooding." Need to acknowledge large areas terraced in the Ferron and Cottonwood Creek drainages to
management practices have, overall, resulted in improved watershed condition since the period of 1880 to
prevent erosion and sediment in Mill site and Joes Valley reservoirs. Also acknowledge the resulting floods from the Seeley fire
1903."The specific drainages are project specific references which are beyond the scope of the Forest Plan
and current efforts to seed and rehabilitate the watershed.
Revision. Forest Plan Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan wil
provide the guidance for future project planning and development. We appreciate your time and effort during t
comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components addressing watershed
restoration in the revised Forest Plan
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p. 92 Riparian Trends- "Livestock grazing has occurred on the Forest for over 150years and will continue as part of the Forest's
directives to provide sustained yield and support local communities." "A use standard, such as herbaceous stubble height is an
indicator that is useful in determining if proper duration, timing and intensity is occurring, but is not itself the desired
Thank you for your comment. We agree that stubble height is not a condition of permit compliance.The draft
condition (Clay et al. 2000, Collaborative Group 2012, USFS 2014). This is an important acknowledgement that stubble height Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
is not a condition of permit compliance, but a management objective. More green line transects should be added to the
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing grazing in the revised Forest Plan.
present 40 transects, to determine current condition of the riparian plant communities and establish an equitable desired
future condition.
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Soils p.100, Harvesting: Interesting to consider the relatively minor impact to soils by minimal efforts at thinning and salvage
treatments (11,000 acres over 25 yrs), and compare with the impact one wildland fire had on nearly 50,000 acres in a few
weeks. p.100, Soil Erosion Hazard, Prescribed Fire and Wildland Fire: It would be helpful to include a map indicating the
locations of the landscape scale fires. There should be some discussion of the Seely Fire, its severity, and the impact such
catastrophic fires have on soils and other resources. p.101 Past Flooding and Erosional Actions: This statement needs to
reflect not only historic catastrophic flooding, but current flooding following the Seely Fire in 2012.

Thank you for your comments addressing the information contained in the draft Assessment Report for soil
erosion, landslide risks and the importance of monitoring and managing for biological soil crusts. Your comment
will be considered as we develop plan components, and a monitoring program, to address soil resource issues o
the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

30

Restoration Efforts, Last sentence: thinning and fuels projects also benefit restoration and should be included in the
statement.

Thank you for your comments regarding vegetation types and desired conditions on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest. The draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on th
Forest. Your comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing vegetation in the revis
Forest Plan.

30

At Risk Species The value of partnering with the state of Utah and Counties should be included in this narrative. The
compilation of valuable data as well as on-the-ground efforts on behalf of at risk species is invaluable, especially recent actions
concerning Greater Sage Grouse and Colorado Cutthroat Trout. p. 112-Sage Grouse Low numbers on Horn Mountain and
Wildcat Knowles, but there is little potential to increase because of limited habitat and geographic restrictions. With the
recent Interior Secretarial Order "Greater Sage-Grouse conservation and Cooperation with Western States, June 7 2017" and
con current letter from FS Chief Tom Tidwell, to review the 2015 Record of Decision, the implementation of the Federal
Standards and Guidelines have been put on hold and will likely be rescinded. For the Forest Plan process, we recommend the
local data from the Emery population and Parker Mountain Work Group be used for standards and guidelines. p.115,
Colorado Cutthroat Trout: Glaring by its omission is the DNR action benefitting the CCT in Ferron Creek drainage and Duck Fork
Reservoir.

Thank you for your comment regarding additional information related to Sage Grouse and Colorado Cutthroat
populations referenced in the draft Assessment Report. Sage Grouse were addressed in the draft assessment on
the following pages. Pg. 56, 57, 112, and 113. Your comments will be considered as we move forward into
developing plan components addressing these species in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your additional information related to the value of grazing for local communities, and as a tool fo
vegetation management on the Forest. The Forest recognizes the valuable contributions of ranchers to range
improvements on the forest and participating in adaptive management activities in support of long term range
land health. The Forest will work to recognize the value of these contributions in both the draft Assessment and
the revised Forest Plan which strives to integrate the social, economic, and ecological needs of the Manti-La Sal
Chapter 3, Social and Economic Assessment p. 128 Benefits to People Historic Conditions of Range Resources Estimates of
100,000 animals grazed on the LaSal Reserve in the late 1800's. What were the permitted numbers at the beginning of the
National Forest.Additional information regarding Animal Unit Month(AUM's) determinations: The decision of
LaSal Reserve? After establishment of the Manti Forest Reserve ... 200,000sheep and 28,000cattle were permitted. The 1986 AUMs permitted is at the project level. The level analysis that needs to be done to determine whether AUMs ca
Forest Plan permitted 175,334 AU Ms or about 20,700, cattle and 85,000 sheep. Since 1986, permitted AUMs have declined to increase for a specific area cannot be done at the Forest Plan landscape scale level. The Forest Plan will contain
components that would guide project level grazing decisions. We agree that permitted AUMs have dropped sinc
137,986 (21% reduction) Currently, permit obligations and estimated grazing capacity are close to balancing.
the 1986 Forest Plan and have been reduced due to drought and other factors such as completing site specific
Environmental Assessments on some grazing Allotments. We appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address grazing in the revised
Forest Plan.
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p. 129 Current Conditions The County requests that the Forest acknowledge the contribution of the Livestock Industry to the
improvement in rangeland condition. Permittees took 40-60% cuts in livestock numbers and time in the 1960's and early
1970's. Range improvements such as fences and water developments were installed, many areas were plowed and seeded,
and chainings were put in. Rest rotation or deferred rotation grazing systems were implemented on all allotments. Permittees
assisted the Forest in putting in these improvements and are required to maintaining them.

30

Forest Products, Current Levels: p.134, Table 44. 2013-2016 is an extremely small window. Surely there is data on Product
Harvest over a longer period of time. It would be extremely helpful to see the stats for North and South zones separately.
product harvest. The coinciding impact of litigation by Non-Government-Organizations should be discussed.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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p.137, Outdoor Recreation, Current Recreation Visitor Use: The County questions the validity of the data presented. What
methodology was used to gather and quantify this data?

Thank you for your comment requesting clarification of the source of data referenced in p.137, Outdoor
Recreation, Current Recreation Visitor Use. Data cited here is from the National Visitor Use Monitoring Report a
the US Census Bureau and can be found in the Reference section of the Report.

p. 140, Water Provision, first paragraph, last sentence: "Human health, agriculture, industrial production and recreation
opportunities are reliant on clean and plentiful water.

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality issues and the way it is addressed in the Assessment
Report, including the reference of human and non-wildlife related impacts such as Beavers. Water quality is one
indicator of the 12 watershed condition classification indicators. Watershed restoration is prioritized based on
total score of indicators. Beaver and tree falls can alter a stream course locally, their presence are considered
ecologically beneficial as they reduce the energy of the water, create elevated water tables where water is
temporarily stores and filter sediment out of the water all improving water quality. They do not prevent organis
moving along the stream as human diversions do. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment. The assessment is a baseline report of current resource condition at a landscape
level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Thank you f
your feedback specific to improvements to the way grazing impacts are addressed in the Assessment. Your
comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.

p.117, Heliotrope Milkvetch: the argument that livestock grazing is of little consequence to impact of this species and may
actually be a benefit can likely include other species as well.

30

Wildlife and Fish, second paragraph, third sentence: "Rainbow trout, Tiger Musky and Colorado Cutthroat Trout in particular
draw anglers to the Forest."

Thank you for your comment. We recognize the importance of water quality as it relates to species habitats and
viability. Water quality is mentioned throughout the draft assessment. The National Best Management Practice
Program was developed to improve management of water quality consistently with the Federal Clean Water Ac
and state water quality programs. Best management practices are specific practices or actions used to reduce o
control impacts to water bodies from non point sources of pollution, such as roads, campgrounds, parking lots,
buildings. The Watershed Condition Framework is a comprehensive approach for proactively implementing
integrated restoration on priority watersheds on national forest and grasslands. Primary emphasis is on aquatic
and terrestrial processes and conditions that Forest Service management activities can influence. Water quality
and wetland protection will continue to be an emphasis moving forward into developing the revised Forest
Plan.There is reference to conservation efforts; although no specifics are mentioned. More specific information
will be included about At-Risk species in the draft plan; including, habitat descriptions. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and
effort during this comment period, your comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the
revised Forest Plan.

p.141, Forest Infrastructure, first sentence: "Infrastructure on the Forest includes NFS roads, trails, bridges, public utilities,
private infrastructure, recreation facilities, drinking water systems, dams, administrative facilities, fences, stock ponds and
spring developments.

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.

30

Social and Economic Sustainability p. 142 Economic Contribution Analysis from Multiple Uses Grazing contributes the highest
number of jobs, and the 3rd highest income to the local economy and regional economy ( behind only mining and government
jobs), Note: Utah State Univ. is currently conducting an economic analysis of the contribution of livestock grazing on public
lands to the economy of Carbon, Emery and Sanpete counties, and will be available in the fall for the Final Assessment Report.
p.145, Contributions of Forest Programs, Resources, and Uses to Social and Economic Sustainability: second paragraph, second
sentence: is cattle ranching really susceptible to boom and bust cycles? p.147, Unemployment, second to last sentence:
''Agriculture is a major economic driver in Emery County and mining is in Carbon County." A more accurate statement would
be "Agriculture and mining are major economic drivers in Carbon and Emery Counties." p.149, last paragraph, second
sentence: The statement "As noted above, the North Zone population has grown rapidly since 2000" is misleading. According
to Table 52, population increased from 2000 to 2010, but from 2010 to 2014, five of the seven counties basically were static.

30

pp.151, 152, Dispersed Recreation. As stated, most visitation on the Forest involves dispersed recreation activities, and have
resulted in thousands of dispersed campsites. The narrative nowhere discusses the current impact to watershed health and
Thank you for your comments related to monitoring the impacts of dispersed recreation to watersheds. Your
potential impact that increased dispersed activity may have. Although there is an approximate number of dispersed
comments will be considered as we develop plan components, and a monitoring program, for dispersed recreat
recreation sites inventoried, there seems to be no further data of dispersed activity, such as number of days a site is occupied, and watersheds in the revised Forest Plan.
by how many people, for what type of activity? Better data collection is a must for effective planning.

30

Needs something regarding 18-8's comment.Thank you for your comment! Data on visitor use trends is being
collected and will be used in the preparation of the Forest Plan. Dispersed Recreation is difficult to quantify as it
by definition dispersed across the landscape. The forest contains hundreds of roads and trails that provide acce
to forest and monitoring all of them for use numbers would be a huge undertaking. That being said the Forest is
looking for innovative ways of quantifying use and will be looking for those methods to include in the monitorin
section of the Forest Plan. Visitor expectations are included in the assessment to describe the management
landscape the Forest Service is operating within, but it is true that we cannot meet all of these expectations and
that balancing uses and impacts to other users will be important in future management. We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Better data collection is a must for effective planning in regard to this issue as well. Also, the fact that there are certain
expectations from resource users, doesn't mean that those expectations can be met. Accommodating one resource user
group to the extent that it severely impacts other users is not the best management of public lands.

30

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
p.156, second paragraph: Partnerships and volunteer efforts indeed make it possible to keep many of the motorized and non- graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
motorized trails open.
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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p.157, second paragraph: There is not a BLM San Rafael Field office.

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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Mineral Resources and Renewable and Nonrenewable Energy There should be some text under this heading in regard to the
Coal Unsuitability Analysis Report (found in Appendix 4) that is being undertaken and begins at the Assessment Phase of this
Plan Revision

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the draft assessment of the forest plan revision effort. It is
understood that your recommendation entails including information in the assessment pertaining to operating
mines, mines in reclamation and mines that may begin operating or reopening during the planning process.On p
164 under Nonrenewable Energy and Minerals - Coal, provides some description of the current coal mining
situation on the Forest. This was not the intent of the stressor/driver reports as incorporated into the assessme
document. The assessment does not include information on the Greens Hollow Lease, which was not issued dur
the development of the assessment document. The assessment does not cover site specific leasing, permitting
reclamation directly. The assessment does provide a brief description of the Coal Unsuitability Analysis on pg
264.The objective of this assessment is to identify and assess a solid base of available information relevant to th
development of a new Forest land management plan. Therefore, your comments would more appropriately be
applied during the NEPA and land management planning phase.Thank you again for taking the time to submit yo
comments, they will be considered as the draft Assessment is revised and plan components related to mining a
developed in the revised Forest Plan.
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Forest Transportation System p.167, first bullet: "Funding inadequate for maintaining the current transportation system to
standard;" It should be stated that some of the roads in the Transportation System are maintained through agreements with
other partners (Counties} and that Emery County Road Department also has inadequate funding to maintain its road system to
the standard it has in the past. There is a possibility that joint maintenance agreements will not be possible in the future.

Thank you for your comment. We strive and do our best to keep roads and access well maintained and accessib
and value the partnerships we maintain with local, county and state entities to maintain this infrastructure. We
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop
plan components related to roads and facilities in the revised Forest Plan.
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p.167, it would be helpful to see the criteria used to come to the conclusion that "Approximately 615 miles (of Forest Roads)
were identified as "likely not needed" in the Travel Analysis Report. Perhaps include the report as an appendix.

The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel management will be a
separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during
this comment period.

30

p. 168, Dams: "The Forest has 17 forest-owned dams. Most dams are low hazard earth dams." It would be helpful to have a
table that identified these dams. It would also be helpful to include private and state-owned dams in the table.

30

p.169, Range Infrastructure: "There are many rangeland improvement structures located on the Forest. Examples are range
fences, corrals, and water troughs. For more information, see the Rangeland Systems in the Terrestrial and Aquatic
Ecosystems section of this report." Rangeland is referenced on pp.58, and 69 under Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems, there
is no Rangeland Systems section. There should be a comprehensive inventory of rangeland improvements, many of which
were installed, and all are maintained by Permittees, to sustain grazing as one of the multiple uses of the Forest.
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30

Trends. Decreasing maintenance budgets for roads, facilities, water systems and building upgrades and maintenance.

Thank you for your comment. We strive and do our best to keep roads and access well maintained and accessib
and value the partnerships we maintain with local, county and state entities to maintain this infrastructure. We
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop
plan components related to roads and facilities in the revised Forest Plan.

30

Land Status. Pending Acquisitions: The Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Donation-Candland Mountain Trail head is complete.

We appreciate the interest, involvement and input provided from the public and all of our cooperating agencies
We look forward to seeing you all at our future meetings.

30

Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision and Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation processes. A
Wild and Scenic Rivers. Emery County monitored the 2003 W&SR evaluation and participated with the Forest and the State of segments identified for review were identified using the current policy and guidance. Identification of a segmen
for review does not automatically result in a segment being deemed either eligible or suitable. All WSR eligibility
Utah in that process. The County supports the Record of Decision issued in 2008 where no rivers or streams on the Forest
were determined to be suitable. The County will participate in an evaluation process should there be river/stream segments draft findings will be shared with the public and cooperating agencies for review and comment. For more
which require further evaluation.
information about the Wild and Scenic River evaluation process, and the current stage, visit our website
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077.

30

Inventoried Road less Areas. Emery County believes past management of IRAs has not been consistent in protecting natural
resource values (watershed health and general forest health) and promotion of public health and safety. Temporary roads to
accommodate fuels treatments and tree thinning that are adequately reclaimed are not inconsistent with maintaining road
less characteristics.

Thank you for your comment regarding the Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas, and recommending no
additional designations.The Forest is required by the 2012 Planning Rule to identify and evaluate lands that may
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend an
such lands for wilderness designation. To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and the current
stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059

30

Coal Unsuitability Analysis Evaluation Process: "... a map illustrating area suitable for coal on the forest was developed with
data provided by the BLM." Was the statement intended to say "....areas suitable for coal mining"? This map should be
included in the document.

Thank you for your recommendations of additional maps. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid review of curr
conditions and trends on the Forest, and as such, information will be provided generally and at the landscape
scale. Maps, graphs and tables will be utilized in greater detail in the Forest Plan itself. Your suggestions will be
considered for inclusion in the Assessment and Forest Plan as we move forward in the planning process.

30

The Forest is undergoing a Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation process as required in the Planning Rule. The
evaluation process is a multi-step process: 1) Eligibility, 2)Classification, 3)Suitability, 4) Agency Recommendatio
& Interim Management (if any river segments are identified as eligible and/or suitable, and 5) Congressional
Wild and Scenic River Evaluation p.273: Eight streams have been identified for evaluation and will be shared with the public in
Review and Designation.The public and cooperating agencies will be invited to participate throughout the proce
the summer of 2017. What prevents the sharing of this information with Cooperators now (July 2017)? p.274, Next Steps:
At the time of the Draft Assessment, the WSR evaluation process for the Forest was just being initialized and no
"The Forest is in the process of determining if any streams need to move forward for classification. Any determinations wil I be
final Forest Recommendations have been made. Final decisions relating to WSR listing are decided by Congress.
shared with the public during the summer of 2017." Determinations made regard to stream evaluations in the Wild and Scenic
During the Forest's WSR evaluation process, the Forest will remain in compliance with all related laws and polic
River Analysis is pre decisional and inconsistent with NEPA and the MOU.
including NEPA.For more information about the current stage of the Wild and Scenic River Evaluation on the Ma
La Sal National Forest, visit our planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077
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30

Watershed health is the highest priority planning issue for Emery County. We believe it should be the priority of the Forest
Service as well.

30

Thank you for your comments related to climate change in the Draft Assessment Report. Per the Planning Rule
Climate change should not dominate the dialogue as the plan revision process develops. There is likely no action taken by the CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment [§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)] . During the
development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain in compliance with the Planning Rule
Forest Service that affects weather patterns, weather elements, or amounts of precipitation. What the FS can do is have
(and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as well as other stressors/drivers and
elements and strategies within the plan, through adaptive management to adjust activities if and when weather and
resources. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to Climate in the revised
precipitation variables persist.
Forest Plan.

30

1. Fuel loading on the watershed, especially on drainages upstream of water storage facilities and communities. There is the
potential to experience other fire events similar to the Seely Fire. The Plan Revision should specifically prescribe strategies to
reduce fuels as soon as possible.

Thank you for your comments. The Land Management Plans will help identify conditions for fuel reductions.
Analysis is done on a large-landscape scale necessary to identify the areas of greatest concern as a whole. This w
help land managers prioritize areas of greatest concern and potential measures to mitigate the concern. The ne
Land Management Plan will include analysis defining areas of greatest concern with high surface fuel loading an
potential fire behavior under various fire scenarios. Guidance will help land managers prioritize the areas of
greatest concern but will not identify specific strategies and tactics. Potential strategies and tactics will be includ
in project-specific analysis which will also include public input through official solicitations. We greatly appreciat
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

30

Needs something regarding 18-8's comment.Thank you for your comment! Data on visitor use trends is being
collected and will be used in the preparation of the Forest Plan. Dispersed Recreation is difficult to quantify as it
by definition dispersed across the landscape. The forest contains hundreds of roads and trails that provide acce
2. Projected population increase in highly-populated areas near the Forest and the resulting dramatic increase of recreational
to forest and monitoring all of them for use numbers would be a huge undertaking. That being said the Forest is
visitation. As stated earlier, there is no data nor a means of obtaining data that indicates current visitor use. In regard to some
looking for innovative ways of quantifying use and will be looking for those methods to include in the monitorin
recreation activities, there are no means to determine how much use is too much, with regard to maintaining a healthy
section of the Forest Plan. Visitor expectations are included in the assessment to describe the management
watershed.
landscape the Forest Service is operating within, but it is true that we cannot meet all of these expectations and
that balancing uses and impacts to other users will be important in future management. We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Thank you for your comment. The National Forest system is a partner in the Clean Water Action Pan (CWAP),
issued on October 15, 2009. This plan provides a blueprint for a cooperative approach to restoring and protectin
water quality. Under this approach, state, federal, tribal, regional, and local governments, as well as private
partners, work collaboratively to focus resources and implement effective strategies for protecting and restorin
watersheds identified by states and tribes as priorities through unified watershed assessments. A key element o
the Action Plan is the integration of public health and aquatic ecosystem goals when identifying priorities for
watershed restoration and protection. According to Utah administrative Code R309-605 (Drinking Water Source
Protection) it is the Public Water Systems (PWS) that are responsible for protecting their sources of drinking wa
from contamination. The National Best Management Practices Program was developed to improve managemen
of water quality consistently with the Federal Clean Water Act and state water quality programs. Best
management practices are specific practices or actions used to reduce or control impacts to water bodies from
non point sources of pollution, such as roads, campgrounds, parking lots, and buildings. The Watershed Conditio
Framework is a comprehensive approach for proactively implementing integrated restoration on priority
watersheds on national forest and grasslands. Primary emphasis is on aquatic and terrestrial processes and
conditions that Forest Service management activities can influence. Water quality and wetland protection will
continue to be an emphasis moving forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. We appreciate your time a
effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

30

Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
3. The Livestock industry is facing increasing opposition from NGO's and sometimes the public, for this productive use of public have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
lands. Livestock grazing of public lands, and permits held by long time ranches, predate the Forest Reserves. We acknowledge and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
that overgrazing and watershed degradation occurred. But the Livestock Industry has partnered with the Forest to heal these agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
lands and improve ecological conditions.
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.

30

The County requests that the number of animals at the beginning of the Forest Reserve be included in the Final Assessment to
compare with the numbers and AUMs permitted in the 1986 Forest Plan, and acknowledge the reduction in grazing use to
improve the ecological condition of the Range resource .
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30

p. 70, second paragraph: "Irrigation and natural sources contribute to increased dissolved solids."

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

30

p. 70, Fourth sentence: "Land management activities, such as timber harvest and vegetation management, road-related
activities, dams and diversions, fire, and livestock grazing, in higher elevation riparian areas are also noted to impact water
quality criteria such as stream temperature and turbidity, resulting in impacts to water quality (USDA Forest Service 2014)."
There is a noticeable exclusion of dialogue concerning wildlife in this report. We assume that wildlife is not considered "land
management activity" nor is wildlife managed by the Forest Service and therefore not included in the statement above.
Nevertheless, the impacts of wild ungulates should be disclosed. Domestic livestock are permitted (for a fee) to graze in
managed allotments for just over a hundred days each season. Wildlife, particularly elk, generally graze wherever and
whenever there is an absence of deep snow. Throughout this report, where ever impact by livestock grazing activity is
mentioned, impacts by wildlife grazing should be included as well.

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality in the Assessment. The Assessment Report is meant to b
a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends, and as a result a basic level of information references were
provided in the document. Thank you for identifying additional information for consideration in the Assessment
Report.Water quality data, including TMDLs, are monitored by the states and the results can be found on the
respective agencies websites. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.

30

p. 70, Water Quantity, second paragraph: "It is estimated that up to 75 percent of water supplies for the Western United
States are from snow melt (USDA Forest Service 2013 # 095, U.S. Geological Survey 2005." Although in some areas, such as
Western Emery County where valley rainfall is less than 8" and suitable groundwater is non-existent, snow melt likely supplies
more than 90 percent of the water supply. Drinking Water Protection Zones: In Western Emery County Where valley rainfall is
less than 8" and suitable groundwater is non-existent, snow melt likely supplies more than 90 percent of the water supply,
these Protection Zones are critical.

Thank you for your comment. The revised plan will include desired conditions for vegetation and for watershed
management at the 5th level Watershed HUC (hydrologic unit code). These will integrate socio-economic
conditions related to water supply, quality and quantity. We greatly appreciate your time and effort in this
comment period, your comment will be considered as we move forward in developing plan components for wa
resources in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
Ecological services to, and Multiple Uses of grazing and mining, contribute the greatest input to local and regional economies. payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.

30

Thank you for your comment. The National Forest system is a partner in the Clean Water Action Pan (CWAP),
issued on October 15, 2009. This plan provides a blueprint for a cooperative approach to restoring and protectin
water quality. Under this approach, state, federal, tribal, regional, and local governments, as well as private
partners, work collaboratively to focus resources and implement effective strategies for protecting and restorin
watersheds identified by states and tribes as priorities through unified watershed assessments. A key element o
the Action Plan is the integration of public health and aquatic ecosystem goals when identifying priorities for
watershed restoration and protection. According to Utah administrative Code R309-605 (Drinking Water Source
Protection) it is the Public Water Systems (PWS) that are responsible for protecting their sources of drinking wa
from contamination. The National Best Management Practices Program was developed to improve managemen
of water quality consistently with the Federal Clean Water Act and state water quality programs. Best
management practices are specific practices or actions used to reduce or control impacts to water bodies from
non point sources of pollution, such as roads, campgrounds, parking lots, and buildings. The Watershed Conditio
Framework is a comprehensive approach for proactively implementing integrated restoration on priority
watersheds on national forest and grasslands. Primary emphasis is on aquatic and terrestrial processes and
conditions that Forest Service management activities can influence. Water quality and wetland protection will
continue to be an emphasis moving forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. We appreciate your time a
effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.
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Overriding all other uses and special designations, stable watershed condition is essential to all the communities covered in
this Forest Plan.

43

Please consider this suggestion in support of more functional motorized singletrack in the La Sal Mountain Range. I apologize
for the late response, but I just became aware of this. I am an avid mountain biker, singletrack motorcycle rider, hiker and
hunter. I have worked and recreated in the Moab area for 15 years and have had the opportunity to ride the existing
motorized singletrack system in the La Sal and Abajo Mountains. The trails advocacy group "Ride With Respect" was kind
enough to show us around the La Sal Mountains but I found the system to be quite dysfunctional. While the trails are high
quality and well maintained, there just aren't any loops or significant length of quality trail to make for a meaningful ride. I am
very much supportive of any possible efforts to create a singletrack loop or loops that can be functional. I realize this is a
difficult time with budget constraints, but Ride With Respect does an excellent job of maintaining trails and I work with them
regularly. I would be happy to work on the trails in the La Sal Mountains and ease the burden on the USFS.

11

The Assessment highlights the connection between climate change and a change in visitor patterns in the forest because of
longer seasons for access.

11

This growing visitation season has been a particular concern to FCM because of the implications it has on cultural site
visitation. We also agree with the multiple references in the Assessment to the growing availability of site data online that is
directing more and more visitation to the forest, especially to archaeological sites.

742
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Thank you for your comments related to climate change the potential for increased visitation and the resulting
impacts. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest Plan
and its associated monitoring program.
Thank you for your recommendation for working with the Fuels Management Program to protect archaeology
during fuel treatment projects as a direct tool for protecting culture resources and other Fuel Management
Techniques. We appreciate your comment, and we will take your comment into consideration as we develop pl
components for cultural resources in the revised Forest Plan.

11

By highlighting these trends, the Forest Service positions itself to respond to these threats in the updated forest plan through
visitor management planning.

Thank you for your comments and suggestions related to the socio-economic portions of the draft Assessment
Report. Your suggestions will be considered as the Report is finalized, and also while plan components are
developing addressing the social and economic needs of the communities who use the Manti-La Sal National
Forest in the revised Forest Plan.The assessment report addresses ecological, social, and economic conditions,
consistent with the 2012 planning rule and directives. The assessment captures the social and economic
contributions of the five multiple uses (timber, watershed, range, outdoor recreation, and wildlife and fish) as w
as other ecosystem services and forest uses (e.g., mineral extraction). The assessment present information both
the sectoral composition of the planning area economy as well as the specific contributions of the Manti-La Sal
National Forest to economic activity (pp. 128-144).The assessment identifies environmental justice populations
the planning area (pp. 126-128). It finds that San Juan County, UT and Montrose County, CO in the South Zone
contain larger shares of minority residents and/or experience higher rates of poverty than their respective state
Sub-county data on race, ethnicity, and poverty in the planning area have very high margins of error that do not
allow for a credible analysis. Therefore, the environmental justice analysis uses county-level information. The
possibility of including sub-county data will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Fore
Plan.

11

Under the Stressors and Drivers section on Cultural and Historic Resources and Uses (page 43), we suggest two additional
management tools be added. An important indirect tool is additional survey, inventory, and recording. Since the Monticello
District is only 26% surveyed, increased survey is imperative to understanding cultural history, site conditions, and cultural
resource trends, stressors and drivers.

Thank you for suggestion to consider increasing the use of heritage surveys in the revised Forest Plan. Your
comment will be considered as plan components related to cultural and heritage resources, and the accompany
monitoring program, are developed in the revised Forest Plan.

11

We also recommend working with the Fuels Management Program to protect archaeology during fuel treatment projects as a
direct tool for protecting culture resources. There are specific actions that can be taken during fuels reduction projects that
reduce fire risk, protect cultural sites from fire, and prevent site damage from thinning. These measures include nonmechanized hand-thinning and leaving fuel loads in buffered blocks around cultural sites so that non-thinned cultural sites
don't stand out as "islands" that would attract looters. Based on our observations in San Juan County, we've learned that
vegetation management techniques like mastication can be very destructive to cultural resources while techniques like handthinning can protect archaeology and make firewood available to the public.

Thank you for your recommendation for working with the Fuels Management Program to protect archaeology
during fuel treatment projects as a direct tool for protecting culture resources and other Fuel Management
Techniques. We appreciate your comment, and we will take your comment into consideration as we develop pl
components for cultural resources in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

The Trends section on Cultural and Historical Resources and Uses (page 181) could benefit from this same addition of fuel
management techniques. The section outlines the impacts from fire but does not discuss preventative fuels treatment
techniques and how they can be carried out in a way that protects archaeology. FCM suggests adding to Trends on page 181
that techniques are available for fuels treatment projects, like hand-thinning and leaving contiguous untreated blocks of trees
to create buffers around sites, that protect archaeology without leaving obvious untreated areas that call attention to the fact
that they harbor resources.

Thank you for your recommendation for working with the Fuels Management Program to protect archaeology
during fuel treatment projects as a direct tool for protecting culture resources and other Fuel Management
Techniques. We appreciate your comment, and we will take your comment into consideration as we develop pl
components for cultural resources in the revised Forest Plan.

The subsection on Current Recreation Visitor Use in the Outdoor Recreation section (page 137) doesn't mention cultural
resource tourism under current visitor use. We believe that in the Monticello District, this would be a strong motivation for
recreation because of the archaeological density of the area. The updated Assessment should include figures on this type of
visitor motivation so that cultural resource tourism is on forest managers' radar in future planning.

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

11

FCM agrees with the analysis on Current Trends of Development and Dispersed Recreation in Chapter 3, although the
dispersed recreation section was missing trend data for the Southern Zone of the MLSNF (page 152). If trend data or baseline
data is not yet available to the Monticello District, we encourage the Forest Service to begin collecting data on dispersed
recreation.

Thank you for your interest, and information you have provided regarding trails on the forest. The Forest Plan
Revision is addressing landscape-scale planning as per 36 CFR 219.2. The revised Forest Plan will provide guidan
for future project planning and development. We appreciate your concerns for protecting trail infrastructure.
Recognizing and providing for the long-term sustainability of our trail system is consistently considered in all
project specific planning. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning, but will be a separ
NEPA process with public involvement at that time. Authorized use of roads and trails is enforced in accordance
with the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which is updated annually to reflect changes. Motorized use of nonmotorized trails has been a travel management concern for many years and will continue to be a challenge in th
future. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be conside
as we move forward.

11

Needs something regarding 18-8's comment.Thank you for your comment! Data on visitor use trends is being
collected and will be used in the preparation of the Forest Plan. Dispersed Recreation is difficult to quantify as it
by definition dispersed across the landscape. The forest contains hundreds of roads and trails that provide acce
If the Forest Service is looking for supplemental data from which to extrapolate visitor trends for the southern zone,
to forest and monitoring all of them for use numbers would be a huge undertaking. That being said the Forest is
specifically near the Monticello District, they could look to visitor data from Muley Point in the Glen Canyon National
looking for innovative ways of quantifying use and will be looking for those methods to include in the monitorin
Recreation Area managed by the NPS, Goosenecks State Park managed by Utah State Parks, or the Kane Gulch Ranger Station
section of the Forest Plan. Visitor expectations are included in the assessment to describe the management
managed by the BLM.
landscape the Forest Service is operating within, but it is true that we cannot meet all of these expectations and
that balancing uses and impacts to other users will be important in future management. We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

11

Thank you for your comment related including the Bears Ears National Monument in the Assessment Report. Th
bulk of the Assessment document was completed before the proclamation was issued designating the Bears Ea
National Monument (BENM). A section discussing the monument can be found in Chapter 15.Wilderness; WSR:
other designated areas that briefly discusses the monument and the objects it was designated to protect. It sho
also be noted, that adjacent BLM lands currently included in BENM were discussed in the Assessment. As the
Forest Plan revision moves ahead, forest planning will adapt as needed to include BENM in the process.The
Assessment contains a discussion under Wilderness and other Designated Areas (pages 185-89) listing existing
Research Natural Areas (RNA's), and existing and potential Special Interest Areas (SIA's). We greatly appreciate
your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan
components related to the Monument area.
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The Recreation Settings, Opportunities, Access and Scenic Character section of Chapter 3 could be greatly improved by
referencing the Bears Ears National Monument, which encompasses a portion of the MLSNF. The new Monument was
noticeably absent from the section on page 153 referencing adjacent BLM lands with "scenic character", page 155 on "trends
in broader landscape" and page 157 referencing "adjacent land influences." Since the assessment looks at current trends,
stressors, and drivers on the landscape, it would be shortsighted to leave the Monument out of the summary.

11

Our on-the-ground observations largely concur with the trends sections for Areas of Tribal Importance and Cultural and
Historic Resources and Uses in Chapter 3, which mention increased visitation, looting, recreation, drones use near sensitive
Thank you for your comments related to climate change the potential for increased visitation and the resulting
sites, and climate change. These sections (specifically on page 172) could be improved by making the connection drawn earlier impacts. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest Plan
and its associated monitoring program.
in the document that climate change will be another driver in visitation trends because temperature changes will open up
larger sections of the forest for longer visitation seasons.

11

One final comment is about the narrative around pinyon-juniper (PJ) expansion, particularly in reference to trends in
Sagebrush Communities (page 60, 66). FCM hasn't seen the data to support the encroachment theory locally, especially given
what PJ communities looked like prehistorically and how the Monticello District was denuded historically. The final
Assessment should source new and more local trend data, if available, when making claims about PJ expansion into grassland
areas.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

45

Subject: SMS's You guys are rapidly making yourselves laughing stocks. Scenery Management Systems? Why do you think
people go to the forest? Really? Because it's beautiful, and it's cooler than in the valleys, and there's free roaming wildlife?
Now you think you're going to attempt to manage nature? We weren't born yesterday, but obviously some of you were. It's
just another ploy to shut down more of the mountain to public access. AND…..to waste taxpayer money…..AND to create "job
justification". you guys have lost touch with reality with your search for "wilderness" Regards…..and isn't warm regards. Joan
Powell

Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan revision process. It is worth noting that the draft
Assessment document being reviewed is intended to be a report on the condition of natural resources within th
Forest and is not our revised Forest Plan which we have yet to draft. The public and cooperating agencies will
continue to have opportunities to participate in the Plan Revision process as we move forward into drafting the
revised Forest Plan.The draft Assessment is not a decision document and not part of our Plan Revision NEPA
process. The draft Assessment Review period is an effort to include the public and cooperating agencies from th
earliest steps in the long-term revision process. The Forest will continue to provide opportunities for cooperatin
agencies and the public to be involved per the Planning Rule and NEPA requirements.

20

The Manti-LaSal Forest has more than enough wilderness area. In fact please reduce the size of the Dark Canyon Elk Ridge
wilderness area. Please do not make any more Wilderness area designation in the Manti-Lasal National Forest.

Thank you for your comment regarding the Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas, and recommending no
additional designations.The Forest is required by the 2012 Planning Rule to identify and evaluate lands that may
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend an
such lands for wilderness designation. To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and the current
stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059

20

The tourism industry is also trying to limit the use of the forest, so they can get special use permits just for their business to
camp and use the forest, while excluding the local people. The temperament is not good here in San Juan County. The Bears
Ears National Monument being shoved down our throats, now the USFS wants to take away more rights, along with increasing
the wilderness area.

20

Which looks like an coordinated effort by extreme environmentalists in and outside the Federal Government trying to kill the
cattle industry and kill the local peoples access to the Forest and BLM lands. It appears the goal is for the locals to move away
so that Extreme Corporate Environmentalists take over all the public lands in the area. From reading the Plan Revision, it sure
looks like the wording and phrasing is designed to defend the USFS (who appears by the way to be working for the Sierra Club,
not the US Government)argument to shut down the forest to the local people and make it all a wilderness area and or off
limits to cattle grazing and all recreational uses except for bird watching and environmentalists to go on short hikes. I guess
the Corporate Environmentalists own the USFS, they have certainly infiltrated the staff of the USFS. It makes me wonder why
now does the Manti-Lasal forest decide to do the revision plan, when none of the other forests around the country except for
a very few are doing the plan. Is it because the corporate environmentalists are busy for it, or is it because the internal USFS
environmentalists want to slam the door on the local people's access to the forest in coordination with killing the locals with
the bears Ears monument?
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Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan revision process. It is worth noting that the draft
Assessment document being reviewed is intended to be a report on the condition of natural resources within th
Forest and is not our revised Forest Plan which we have yet to draft. The public and cooperating agencies will
continue to have opportunities to participate in the Plan Revision process as we move forward into drafting the
revised Forest Plan.The draft Assessment is not a decision document and not part of our Plan Revision NEPA
process. The draft Assessment Review period is an effort to include the public and cooperating agencies from th
earliest steps in the long-term revision process. The Forest will continue to provide opportunities for cooperatin
agencies and the public to be involved per the Planning Rule and NEPA requirements.

I am against the enlarging of or creating any new wilderness area(s) on or in the Manti-LaSal Forest.

Thank you for your comment regarding the Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas, and recommending no
additional designations.The Forest is required by the 2012 Planning Rule to identify and evaluate lands that may
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend an
such lands for wilderness designation. To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and the current
stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059

Instead of doing controlled burns To help control vegetation use cattle grazing to minimize the under growth fire hazards.

Thank you for your comment regarding grazing as a potential management tool for reducing fire fuel loads. The
assessment makes no decisions about prescribed burning or grazing. The assessment is a base-line report of
current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
information as required in the Planning Rule. The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future projec
planning and development. Your comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised
Forest Plan.

More camping sites need to be built and existing camp grounds need to be improved.

Thank you for your comments related to dispersed recreation needs on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The
recreation section of the Assessment portrays a base-line report of current resource conditions on the ground a
landscape level. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to dispersed
recreation in the revised Forest Plan. For current question or needs, contact your local district office directly.
Contact information may be found on our website here https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home

24

Nothing should limit the use of ATV's and motorcycle riders from using all Forest lands even the wilderness areas. Harvesting
of trees should be increased and new ways to increase timber sales should be aggressively pursued. The forest needs to be
used and accessible to the public.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

24

The entire public needs access to the forest, not just the corporate environmentalists, and tourism industry who are trying to
control the forest for their own agenda. Do not over think the planning process. The forest needs protection, but not over
protection. Think about it. The locals love to hunt in the forest, so they want to protect it. The locals want to camp in the
forest, so they want to protect it. The locals like to drive trucks, ATV's and motorcycles in the forest, so they want to protect it.
The locals love just to take drives in the forest so they want to protect it. There is no need for a bunch of silly rules and
restrictions. The environmentalists and tourism industry want to control all public lands, including the forest. The corporate
environmentalist make billions of dollars in donations from people all over the country thinking they are saving the world. Do
not allow corporate environmentalists and USFS internal environmental fanatics destroy the use of Manti-La Sal Forest. Global
warming is not endangering the forest corporate environmentalists are destroying the forest. Cattle grazing is not destroying
the forest, corporate environmentalists are destroying the forest. People camping, riding ATV's and Motorcycles in the forest
is not hurting the forest. Make the plan simple. Use the forest and the forest will be just fine. Stop using the forest, and
making a bunch of wilderness areas, will cause huge fires which will destroy the forest. Make the plan simple, do not let NEPA
screw up the use of the forest for the people by making up a complected report which would lead to a complected plan.

Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan revision process. It is worth noting that the draft
Assessment document being reviewed is intended to be a report on the condition of natural resources within th
Forest and is not our revised Forest Plan which we have yet to draft. The public and cooperating agencies will
continue to have opportunities to participate in the Plan Revision process as we move forward into drafting the
revised Forest Plan.The draft Assessment is not a decision document and not part of our Plan Revision NEPA
process. The draft Assessment Review period is an effort to include the public and cooperating agencies from th
earliest steps in the long-term revision process. The Forest will continue to provide opportunities for cooperatin
agencies and the public to be involved per the Planning Rule and NEPA requirements.
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29

1-Do not make any further wilderness areas on the Manti-La Sal Forest.

764

Thank you for your comment regarding grazing as a potential management tool for reducing fire fuel loads. The
assessment makes no decisions about prescribed burning or grazing. The assessment is a base-line report of
current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
information as required in the Planning Rule. The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future projec
planning and development. Your comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised
Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments supporting camping opportunities on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.The draft
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing camping opportunities in the revise
Forest Plan.

29

2- Expand cattle grazing to cut down on the undergrowth.

29

3- Instead of limiting camping expand camping opportunities.

29

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
4- Do not limit ATV and motorcycle riding in the forest, build more trails to facilitate off road vehicles and motorcycles, or just decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
let them ride all over the forest.
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

29

5- I am afraid that many many USFS employees are extreme environmentalists, and are on the side of extreme and corporate
environmental groups. They need to be removed from the forest planning process and planning committees. They are bias
and will not be objective in the planning or decision process for the best use of the Forrest. 6- The whole process for the
planning looks to already hijacked by the corporate environmentalists and the tourism industry. The local cattlemen, local
users of the Forrest will be ignored and silenced throughout this process because of the USFS internal environmental
extremest and the the bias towards corporate environmentalists. The fact that the plan is coming now on the heels of the
Bears Ears Monument disaster looks very suspicious and the fact you are only one of two, or just a few in the assessment
process and planning process at this time looks like the whole thing is coordinated with the corporate and extreme
environmental groups to destroy local citizens used of public lands. Before submitting anything to be finalized just
remember the local people and their rights to use the land not just corporate environmentalists and the tourism industry who
live in New York, California or other distance locations where people do not even know where the Manti-La Sal Forest is.
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Thank you for your comment regarding the Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas, and recommending no
additional designations.The Forest is required by the 2012 Planning Rule to identify and evaluate lands that may
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend an
such lands for wilderness designation. To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and the current
stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059

Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan revision process. It is worth noting that the draft
Assessment document being reviewed is intended to be a report on the condition of natural resources within th
Forest and is not our revised Forest Plan which we have yet to draft. The public and cooperating agencies will
continue to have opportunities to participate in the Plan Revision process as we move forward into drafting the
revised Forest Plan.The draft Assessment is not a decision document and not part of our Plan Revision NEPA
process. The draft Assessment Review period is an effort to include the public and cooperating agencies from th
earliest steps in the long-term revision process. The Forest will continue to provide opportunities for cooperatin
agencies and the public to be involved per the Planning Rule and NEPA requirements.

19

The plan looked like something that the Sierra Club would write, or some other extreme corporate environmental
organizations. The plan looked to me that the USFS wants to make the entire forest a wilderness area. If the USFS keeps up the
theme of the plan that I have read so far, it looks like cattle grazing will be totally banned in the Manti-La Sal National Forest. It
also looks like the goal of the USFS is to banned hunting, ATV's, motorcycles, any motorized four wheel drive vehicles, with
limited motor vehicle access allowed. The plan also looks like certain times of the year people will be banned from the forest
because of fear animals mating will be interrupted. Basically thge plan looks like all the local people that pay taxes and pay for
your wages will be banned from using the forest. It appears that the only ones that can use the forest is a few bird watchers,
hikers limited to certain areas, and maybe a few bicycles, which have limited trails. I am a environmentalist that believes in
using the land. In the current plan it looks like the forest will be shut down to human except for a very small area of the forest.
The area humans can use will very very limited, and only a few people can use it during the week. The plan looks like
something a communist and extreme environmentalist would write. No wonder you on the forest service planning committee
are trying to keep it away from the public by making things so confusing. The open house the USFS held in different areas was
a joke. The information presented was so vague and confusing it made it impossible for the public to understand what you are
really up to. The forest is for the public, not just for the extreme environmental groups wanting to completely shut down the
forest. I am sure tourism groups, corporate environmentalists, and the extreme USFS environmental employees are trying to
control the public lands. The forest is public lands and should be used by all members of the public, not just controlled by
environmental left wing groups. I hope President Trump and Secretary Zinke become active in your planning process and make
it the plan make sense for all the people not just your own agenda and the agenda of the corporate environmentalists and the
tourism business.

Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan revision process. It is worth noting that the draft
Assessment document being reviewed is intended to be a report on the condition of natural resources within th
Forest and is not our revised Forest Plan which we have yet to draft. The public and cooperating agencies will
continue to have opportunities to participate in the Plan Revision process as we move forward into drafting the
revised Forest Plan.The draft Assessment is not a decision document and not part of our Plan Revision NEPA
process. The draft Assessment Review period is an effort to include the public and cooperating agencies from th
earliest steps in the long-term revision process. The Forest will continue to provide opportunities for cooperatin
agencies and the public to be involved per the Planning Rule and NEPA requirements.

44

My concerns about the assessment process and the fear of future proposals for the forest plans for the Manti-LaSal Forest is
that is it totally skewed. The Forest Service seems to be working for the Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance or the Sierra Club.
It looks like the Forest Service is going to shut the local citizens that live near the Manti-La Sal Forest out of the forest. It looks
like the only reason the Forest Service is taking comments is to satisfy some legal requirements, and will basically ignore any
and all local comments and voices.

Thank you for your comments related to the Forest Plan Revision process and the importance of engaging the
public in the development of the plan. The Manti-La Sal National Forest planning process has been designed to
allow for a robust public participation throughout every phase, including the use of review and comment period
public open houses and workshops, cooperating agency status and meetings, and the NEPA process. Visit the Pl
Revision website to sign up for public meeting announcements and updates on Forest Plan Revision activities
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning

44

Thank you for your comment regarding the Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas, and recommending no
additional designations.The Forest is required by the 2012 Planning Rule to identify and evaluate lands that may
I hope that is not the case but it seems that way. It seems like the Forest Service wants to make the whole Manti-La Sal Forest
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend an
into a wilderness area. That is a big mistake. In fact the USFS needs to get rid of or greatly shrink the existing wilderness areas
such lands for wilderness designation. To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and the current
and for sure do not create any new wilderness areas. Please no new Wilderness areas.
stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059

44

The other thing that is scary about the assessment review is, is it looks like the USFS is going to stop cattle grazing in the
forest. Again that would be a huge mistake, Cattle are needed in the forest to eat the vegetation that is fuel for huge forest
fires.
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20

The other scary thing is it looks like the assessment review will lead to banning and and all motorized vehicles in the forest,
except for the tree huggers and their cars. Please do not ban ATV's, motorcycles, four wheel drive trucks or other recreational
vehicles from the forest, which the assessment review looks like the USFS wants to do. So from what I have ben reading scares
me to death. The Corporate Environmentalists and the Tourism Industry stand to make billions and billions of dollars off the
USFS, if the USFS shuts the forest down to the locals and make the area all a wilderness Forest. The sad part about the whole
upcoming process is that the USFS seems to be all for the Out of State out of the area Extreme Corporate Environmentalists
and hate and do not care about the locals that have lived in and around the area of the Manti-LaSal Forest. It appears more
and more like the USFS is going to ruin the lives of the locals for the sake of their own USFS Environmental agenda, and to
appease the outside Corporate Environmentalists. The forest needs to be used not restricted for the sake of Corporate
Environmentalists. It seems that USFS hate Americans, and will destroy Americans freedoms because of Corporate
Environmentalists, that are terrorist bent on destroying America and Americans Freedoms. So please do not ruin the forest by
making it all a wilderness area, please do not bann ATV's, and motorcycles. Please do not ban camping, please do not stop
cattle grazing in the forest. Please do not ban all uses like hunting, fishing, and other uses. Please do not allow the
environmentalists to shut the forest down.

Thank you for your comments regarding concerns over increasing closures on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
draft Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Yo
comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing recreation and access in the revise
Forest Plan.

Please increase ATV and motorcycle trails.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

Please increase camp grounds.

Thank you for your comments related to dispersed recreation needs on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The
recreation section of the Assessment portrays a base-line report of current resource conditions on the ground a
landscape level. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to dispersed
recreation in the revised Forest Plan. For current question or needs, contact your local district office directly.
Contact information may be found on our website here https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home

Do not stop cattle grazing, in fat look for ways to increase the number of cows that in the grazing plans.

Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.
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The forest is for multiple use, not just for the extreme corporate environmentalists not to use the forest plans.

Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan revision process. It is worth noting that the draft
Assessment document being reviewed is intended to be a report on the condition of natural resources within th
Forest and is not our revised Forest Plan which we have yet to draft. The public and cooperating agencies will
continue to have opportunities to participate in the Plan Revision process as we move forward into drafting the
revised Forest Plan.The draft Assessment is not a decision document and not part of our Plan Revision NEPA
process. The draft Assessment Review period is an effort to include the public and cooperating agencies from th
earliest steps in the long-term revision process. The Forest will continue to provide opportunities for cooperatin
agencies and the public to be involved per the Planning Rule and NEPA requirements.

22

I'd like to say I appreciate some of the efforts of the forest service and ride with respect With all the effort and hard work to
putting trails for single track motorcycle use in the mountains which is something we need a great deal more of there's no
reason why single track trails cannot be shared between single track users opposed to having to make new trails when it's just
as easy to allow two wheel singletrack motorized vehicles to share the same singletrack nonmotorized trails

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.

22

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
And because of the lack of shared singletrack trails in the mountains which is been clamed by mountain bikes forced me to not conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
do tours in the mountains and avoid the forest altogether for the past few years
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.

22

So as a commercial outfitter and a local Rider I would like to see more in future trails preferably shared with singletrack
nonmotorized users That already exist And with the use of more trails I may look to bring customers back into the forest but
until then I'll stay in the desert and out of the forest

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.

42

On page 41 in the Trends segment of the Access section the report states that "It is expected that the Forest's road system will
see a decline in road condition due to a large backlog of deferred maintenance and funding levels decreasing." San Juan
County understands the challenges the Forest faces with declining budgets and continuing maintenance needs. San Juan
County may be able to participate in helping meet some of these road maintenance needs and would like to discuss this
possibility with Forest management. We also understand that the Forest Service has certain guidelines for road maintenance
standards that may be difficult to implement with decreasing budgets. The County's observation is that some roads may not
be maintained to the Forest Service standard but are still usable. Failure to maintain such standards should not be rigidly used
as rationale for closing a road. Many vehicle drivers, especially some recreational drivers, expect that some roads will be rough
and relish the challenges such roads offer.

Thank you for your comment. We strive and do our best to keep roads and access well maintained and accessib
and value the partnerships we maintain with local, county and state entities to maintain this infrastructure. We
appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop
plan components related to roads and facilities in the revised Forest Plan.

42

This section of the document references a Travel Analysis Report (TAR) of 2015. This report categorizes Forest roads as either
"Likely Not Needed for Future Use" or "Likely Needed for Future Use". This report is an internal report prepared by Forest
Service staff. This report and the categorization of roads was apparently made without County or public input. Roads on the
Forest are part of the arterial network of the County essential to a viable economy, culture and lifestyle. The County has
essential local knowledge and expertise of the uses and needs for roads that could and should have been used in preparing the
TAR document. County input must be included in any assessment of the need for roads.

Thank you for your comment. The Forest Service refers to the Forest Travel Analysis Report (TAR) to make
informed future decisions on where and how to invest limited resources on building new roads, managing curre
roads, or decommissioning likely not needed road. Priority for decommissioning are given to roads located with
riparian and wetland influence zones; those that may impact special-status plants; those that may impact large
secure wildlife habitat blocks, important wildlife travel corridors, or key wildlife habitat linkages. The TAR is not
decision document. We greatly appreciate your time and effort in this comment period, and recommendations
future travel decisions. Your comments will be considered moving forward.

46

Thank you for your comment encouraging the use of State data and management objectives for wildlife
populations. This was addressed in the draft assessment report on the following pages. Best Management
The Plan Revision Assessment Report should incorporate State science and management objectives for wildlife populations on
Practices Pg. 36, 42, 48, 76, 78, 101 Cooperating Agencies Pg. 8, 252, 258. We will continue to work with the Sta
the Manti-La Sal National Forest
of Utah Department of Wildlife Resources regarding the development, implementation and monitoring associat
with the revised Forest Plan.
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46

Assessment Report Objectives Page 4, paragraph 3 The Forest Service should include economic aspects alongside the
evaluation of ecological and social aspects of the forest.

46

Thank you for your comment related to the use of Best Available Scientific Information and engaging Cooperati
Agencies. Every effort has been made to use the Best Available Scientific Information (BASI) and this comment
Best Available Scientific Information Page 9, paragraph 10 Cooperating agencies (CAs) were not actively included in gathering period was intended to help identify new, relevant sources of information as well as providing the opportunity f
the public and Cooperating Agencies to review the draft document and contribute to the final product.Cooperat
data and assessing current forest conditions while the Draft Assessment Report was being written. Under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), CAs are to be included at the earliest possible part of the process. CAs should have been
Agencies (CA) have been involved from the very beginning of the plan revision process. CAs were asked to
actively involved in data gathering and assessment along with drafting the Assessment Report. No CAs have been included as contribute information for inclusion in the Assessment Report, to identify external land management plans for
members of the interdisciplinary team. Presenting the current state of the forest to CAs after the data has been gathered and consideration in Forest Plan revision. CA meetings were held during preparation of the Assessment report and
assessed puts CAs in a reactive situation rather than a situation in which they are able to actively contribute their knowledge Interdisciplinary Team meetings are open to CAs. Since this comment has been received, the Forest has begun
and expertise during the creation of the Draft Assessment Report. CAs with relevant expertise should be included on the
hosting monthly Cooperating Agency meetings to provide additional opportunities for information exchange an
interdisciplinary team for the Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan Revision.
sharing of ideas during the planning process. The Assessment Report is not a NEPA document and the Forest ha
not yet begun the NEPA process, there will be additional opportunities for review and comment of draft
documents during the NEPA process.
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Thank you for your comments and suggestions related to the socio-economic portions of the draft Assessment
Report. Your suggestions will be considered as the Report is finalized, and also while plan components are
developing addressing the social and economic needs of the communities who use the Manti-La Sal National
Forest in the revised Forest Plan.The assessment report addresses ecological, social, and economic conditions,
consistent with the 2012 planning rule and directives. The assessment captures the social and economic
contributions of the five multiple uses (timber, watershed, range, outdoor recreation, and wildlife and fish) as w
as other ecosystem services and forest uses (e.g., mineral extraction). The assessment present information both
the sectoral composition of the planning area economy as well as the specific contributions of the Manti-La Sal
National Forest to economic activity (pp. 128-144).The assessment identifies environmental justice populations
the planning area (pp. 126-128). It finds that San Juan County, UT and Montrose County, CO in the South Zone
contain larger shares of minority residents and/or experience higher rates of poverty than their respective state
Sub-county data on race, ethnicity, and poverty in the planning area have very high margins of error that do not
allow for a credible analysis. Therefore, the environmental justice analysis uses county-level information. The
possibility of including sub-county data will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Fore
Plan.

46

Thank you for your comment regarding grazing as a potential management tool for reducing fire fuel loads. The
assessment makes no decisions about prescribed burning or grazing. The assessment is a base-line report of
When referencing how removing fuel can reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire the Forest Service should include grazing
current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
among the examples. Grazing specifically reduces fuel loads that add significantly to the risk of catastrophic wildfires within
information as required in the Planning Rule. The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future projec
forests and shrublands.
planning and development. Your comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised
Forest Plan.
The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
"All of the vegetation groups seem to be trending away from historical conditions on the Forest."1 This statement contradicts developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
statements made throughout the Plan Revision Assessment Report.[...]1 Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan Revision
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
Assessment Report, pg. 20
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
On page 59, "Data from 2011 and 2016 showed upward trends in these riparian areas and that most of the areas were
meeting desired conditions (MLNF 2060 Files);"2 as well, the majority of other riparian areas as functioning.[...]2 Manti-La Sal
National Forest Plan Revision Assessment Report, pg. 59
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Page 34, paragraph 5 Second sentence contains a misprint (perrenail) of the word perennial.

46

Page 46, last bullet point Wildlife should be included alongside livestock grazing as a cause for water diversion. Watering
sources throughout the forest are used by both livestock and wildlife. Some water sources are even exclusively diverted for
wildlife, which should be accurately reflected in this document.

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

46

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
Structured Diversity Pages 53-54 All other woody communities have a section detailing growth and mortality except Aspen
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
and Mixed Conifer Communities. Forest Service should include a section detailing growth and mortality due to the importance considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
of Aspen and mixed conifer for livestock and wildlife.
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

46

Page 55, paragraph 2 The State applauds the Forest Service's acknowledgement of the need for active management of
encroaching pinyon-juniper, especially in sagebrush communities. Active management is the best option to better improve the
health of the forest as well as maintain critical ecosystems. The State encourages the Forest Service to include policies
supporting the active management of encroaching pinyon-juniper throughout the forest to better facilitate healthy and
diverse ecosystems in both this document as well as the Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment regarding grazing as a potential management tool for reducing fire fuel loads. The
assessment makes no decisions about prescribed burning or grazing. The assessment is a base-line report of
Page 22, paragraph 2 Point out "improper" grazing may be a cause of vegetative departure away from historical conditions,
current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
not grazing. Proper grazing has proven to be beneficial in preserving ecosystems by reducing the risk of catastrophic
information as required in the Planning Rule. The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future projec
wildfires.3[...]3Davies et al.2015; Diamondet al.2009; Strandet al.2014
planning and development. Your comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised
Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comment regarding grazing as a potential management tool for reducing fire fuel loads. The
assessment makes no decisions about prescribed burning or grazing. The assessment is a base-line report of
Page 25, Table 10 Grazing as a non-fire fuels treatment under the national goal to "Restore and Maintain Landscapes," should
current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
be taken into account. In non-forest areas, proper grazing provides an inexpensive and effective way to manage fuel loads
information as required in the Planning Rule. The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future projec
while providing benefits for vegetation in the area.4[...]4Davies et al.2015; Diamondet al.2009; Strandet al.2014
planning and development. Your comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised
Forest Plan.
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And, upland range studies performed between 2001 and 2010 showed improvements in both ground cover and species
composition. On page 68, the Forest Service says mountain brush communities are increasing in both height and density. On
pages 69 and 129, rangelands are showing an increase in desired plant species.

Thank you for your comments related to the integrated social, economic and ecological impacts of grazing. As
stated in the assessment: "Livestock grazing has both social and economic dimensions. Ranching provides an
income for some individuals, but it also has sociocultural value. In the West, ranching cannot be entirely
understood through a commercial agriculture, economic impact lens. Indeed, in the western U.S. most ranchers
have an off-ranch job. Ranching provides noneconomic benefits, such as support for tradition and heritage (Smi
and Martin 1972, Raish and McSweeney 2003)." See also pages 131-133 of the assessment for information on
agriculture economics in local communities adjacent to the Forest.The Planning Rule defines "integrated resour
management" as "[m]ultiple use management that recognizes the interdependence of ecological resources and
based on the need for integrated consideration of ecological, social, and economic factors" (36 CFR
219.19).Therefore, the Forest Plan will consider social, economic and ecological factors related to grazing on the
Manti-La Sal National Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address t
social and economic impacts of grazing.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
Sagebrush Communities Page 57, paragraph 1 Include a statement that recognizes the need for active management of pinyonconsidered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
juniper encroachment to preserve the vital sagebrush ecosystems and the livestock and wildlife that depend on them.
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

46

Sagebrush Communities Pages 56 and 57 The perennial forbs and grasslands, sagebrush communities, and mountain brush
communities sections lack any type of data concerning percent ground cover. These data gaps need to be filled in to
accurately assess the current condition of these ecosystems. The alpine vegetation section includes this data; therefore, the
above-mentioned sections need to include these indicators as well. The three above-mentioned vegetative communities are
vital for livestock grazing. To accurately assess rangeland health, percent ground cover needs to be included in these sections.

46

Thank you for your comments regarding grazing as a stressor on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.It was not the
intention of the Forest convey the idea that it did not consider grazing (domestic and wild) as a major stressor
present on the Forest. It is recognized that because of the way the draft Assessment was structured with the
Stressor and Drivers topic having its own Chapter and grazing not being listed in this chapter, is one of the main
reasons that this became a concern for some of those that commented on the Assessment. As made apparent b
the public meetings held in Sept 2016, the Forest did consider grazing to be a stressor on the Forest.The draft
Assessment Report is organized by the 15 topics required to be addressed by the 2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 21
Grazing is not a stand alone topic, and as a result, grazing is discussed throughout the Assessment document an
Rangelands Page 58, paragraph 7 Include wildlife grazing alongside domestic livestock grazing. Wildlife impacts these same
not in a single location. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
factors that are being attributed to livestock. The State will continue focus management wildlife populations to improve range
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation) -pag
conditions and rangelands for all users.
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
recreation).The Final Assessment will include grazing (domestic and wildlife) as a listed stressor in Chapter 1.For
more information, the supporting reports that were written for the draft assessment containing discussions of
grazing as a stressor can be found on the MLNF planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd545576 .Your comments wil
considered as we develop plan components and associated monitoring programs related to grazing in the revise
Forest Plan.

46

Aspen and Mixed Conifer Communities Page 61, paragraph 3 Second sentence, misprint; remove the word "been."

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

Woodlands Communities Page 65 Edit the title from "Woodlands Communities" to Pinyon-Juniper Woodland Communities.

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.
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The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

46

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
Page 67, paragraph 4 The impacts of certain wildlife species should be considered throughout this document. Large ungulates
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
have effects on ecosystems just like livestock.
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

46

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
Mountain Brush Communities Page 68, paragraph 6 The purpose of this paragraph is unclear. The conditions on the Dixie and
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
Fishlake National Forest do not accurately depict conditions on the Manti-La Sal. In addition, the statement that pinyonconsidered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
juniper expand into ungrazed sagebrush/mountain brush communities weakens the argument that grazing was such a major
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
factor contributing to the expansion and encroachment of pinyon-juniper historically.
planning and development.

46

Thank you for your comment. Discussions of grazing as a stressor are found on the following pages of the draft
Assessment: Pages 42, 181 (stressor on Cultural Resources), pages 58 (rangelands), 62, 70, 73 (vegetation), page
79-80, 82, 84-86, 89-92 (grazing stress to springs, streams, watersheds), pages 110-111, 114, 116 (grazing stress
Rangelands Page 69, paragraph 6 Include a "Stressors and Drivers" section similar to all other sections. Also, include the
to wildlife), pages 117, 119, 121 (grazing stressors to TES), and page 185 (grazing stressors to wilderness and
population of large ungulates in the forest due to their impact on ecosystems. Overstocking by livestock is repeatedly referred
recreation).The Forest Service works closely with the State of Utah, Division of Wildlife Resources to coordinate
to as a stressor having negative effects on vegetation, however this document fails to even acknowledge herds of large
wildlife habitat on the Forest, and the wildlife populations who use them including elk, deer, and other grazing
ungulates.
wildlife. The State of Utah, DWR, manages wildlife through populations projections and issuing hunting permits
and other population control measures.Your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing p
components for wildlife and habitat in the revised Forest Plan.

46

Riparian Ecosystems Existing Conditions—Riparian Drivers, Stressors, and Indicators Pages 78-84 (See also pages 89-91)
Domestic livestock grazing is repeatedly referenced as a negative stressor on the health and vitality of riparian systems
throughout these pages. However, the Forest Service needs to rewrite this section to focus on the impacts of "improper"
grazing. Grazing, done right, can be used to improve riparian ecosystem and function. Also, the Forest Service should continue
to work with the State to identify any negative impacts that wildlife and large ungulates could be having riparian areas. The
document should fully discuss all potential stressors to riparian ecosystems.

46

Thank you for the recommendation of additional literature citations within the draft Assessment Report. The
Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid evaluation of current conditions and trends and as such. The
Trends- Riparian Page 92, paragraph 5 Proper livestock grazing has actually been shown to improve riparian areas through
increased species richness (Clary 1999), higher levels of biomass (Martin and Chambers 2001), as a disturbance tool (Sovell et recommended literature cited does not change the associated resource condition assessment itself, we appreci
al. 2000), and by preserving grassy riparian buffers (Lyons et al. 2000). These benefits need to be included in this paragraph.
the additional supporting information. These associated sources cited and related recommendations will be
considered as we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan.

46

Thank you for the recommendation of additional literature citations within the draft Assessment Report. The
Soil Quality and Productivity Grazing Page 99, paragraph 3 Include the positive effects that proper grazing has on soil, organic Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid evaluation of current conditions and trends and as such. The
matter, and water infiltration to show how proper grazing management is improving soil quality and productivity (Tohill and
recommended literature cited does not change the associated resource condition assessment itself, we appreci
Dollerschell 1990).
the additional supporting information. These associated sources cited and related recommendations will be
considered as we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your suggestion! We will look into putting improper grazing and proper grazing terminology into t
Assessment Report for further clarification. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment
period, your comment will be considered as we revise the draft Assessment Report and develop plan componen
for the revised Forest Plan.

46

Thank you for your comment regarding Canadian Lynx in the draft Assessment Report.The Manti-La Sal Nationa
Forest is required to address Canada lynx because it is on the Utah County list as a threatened species. As you
know, Utah County covers the northern portion of the forest. You are correct that no breeding populations hav
Canada Lynx Page 110, paragraph 3 The Canada Lynx needs to be removed from consideration. The Fish and Wildlife has not
been detected on the forest; however, individual lynx have been detected on the North Zone of the MLNF whic
designated any areas of the forest as critical or even potential habitat. In addition, there are no known instances of breeding
have been documented and are most likely dispersed individuals. The Forest Plan Revision Assessment Report i
populations within the forest. Acknowledgment of potential habitat on Uncompahgre Plateau is superfluous and outside the
not a decisional document but is more informational. The Conservation Plan from the Sage Grouse Local Workin
scope of Manti-La Sal Forest team's jurisdiction due to the fact that the plateau is part of a separate forest. The entire section
Groups, in particular, the Parker Mountain Adaptive Resource Management Local Working Group (PARM), the
on Canada Lynx needs to be removed.
Sage Grouse Record of Decision (ROD), input from the UDWR, and County Land Management Plans will all be us
going forward in developing the revised plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward.

46

American Pika Page 110, paragraph 6 Does all grazing potentially affect the American Pika or just overgrazing? This needs to
be clarified.

Thank you for your comment asking to clarify whether grazing impacts to Pika are related to general or
improper/over grazing practices. The inference is that if it is affecting local populations, it would be considered
overgrazing which can occur from domestic livestock and native or introduced ungulates.

46

Page 115, paragraph 9 Misprint; remove "havehavedeclined."

Thank you for your comment, and thorough review of the Draft Assessment Report. We recognize that there ar
typos in the Assessment report, and opportunities to improve it with the addition of more maps, tables, and
graphs. Grammatical and technical edits will be made in the final Assessment Report. The assessment process
meant to be a rapid review of current conditions and threats to the Forest at the landscape scale, not all
recommendations for additional information will be incorporated into the final report. We greatly appreciate yo
comments and recommendations.

46

Threatened, Endangered, Proposed, Candidate Species Heliotrope milkvetch Page 117, paragraph 2 The Forest Service must
properly analyze all potential stressors to Heliotrope milkvetch and identify impacts that ungulates and livestock could be
having on the plant. Also, if we have best available science showing that livestock grazing is not a stressor after all, then
livestock grazing should be removed from this sentence.

Thank you for your comment. The assessment is a baseline report of current resource condition at a landscape
level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Thank you f
your feedback specific to improvements to the way grazing impacts are addressed in the Assessment. Your
comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.

Arizona Willow Page 121, paragraph 3 The Forest Service should only note that improper and mismanaged grazing practices
could have impacts on this species until specific threats analysis are completed by the State or Forest Service.

Thank you for your comment. The assessment is a baseline report of current resource condition at a landscape
level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Thank you f
your feedback specific to improvements to the way grazing impacts are addressed in the Assessment. Your
comment will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.

Current Conditions Page 129, paragraph 2 With the inclusion of this policy could the future plan be written so that the
environmental impact statement would be more comprehensive and allow permittees to increase AUMs according to
condition under a DNA?

Thank you for your additional information related to the value of grazing for local communities, and as a tool fo
vegetation management on the Forest. The Forest recognizes the valuable contributions of ranchers to range
improvements on the forest and participating in adaptive management activities in support of long term range
land health. The Forest will work to recognize the value of these contributions in both the draft Assessment and
the revised Forest Plan which strives to integrate the social, economic, and ecological needs of the Manti-La Sal
National Forest.Additional information regarding Animal Unit Month(AUM's) determinations: The decision of
AUMs permitted is at the project level. The level analysis that needs to be done to determine whether AUMs ca
increase for a specific area cannot be done at the Forest Plan landscape scale level. The Forest Plan will contain
components that would guide project level grazing decisions. We agree that permitted AUMs have dropped sinc
the 1986 Forest Plan and have been reduced due to drought and other factors such as completing site specific
Environmental Assessments on some grazing Allotments. We appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components that address grazing in the revised
Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comment. The revised plan will include desired conditions for vegetation and for watershed
Page 129, paragraph 5 Forest thinning and the removal of pinyon-juniper encroachment will increase the amount of available management at the 5th level Watershed HUC (hydrologic unit code). These will integrate socio-economic
water by allowing snowfall to reach the soil rather than be stuck in the tops of trees and quickly evaporate. Also, a less
conditions related to water supply, quality and quantity. We greatly appreciate your time and effort in this
overgrown forest frees up more water for the rest of the forest.
comment period, your comment will be considered as we move forward in developing plan components for wa
resources in the revised Forest Plan.

46

Value Ranching Page 133, paragraph 1 Include an explanation outlining how much of the tourism that has become so
economically important stems from a desire by people throughout the world to experience the ranching/western/cowboy
culture. Without the ranching industry, this area would have significantly less tourist appeal. Consequently, the ranching
culture contributes to the economic value of tourism through its appeal/theme of the wild west. Ranching culture has both
social and economic value.

Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of the tourism industry for communities surrounding th
Manti-La Sal National Forest.The assessment identifies the importance of tourism to the local economy, noting
that about 12 percent of private employment in the communities surrounding the Ferron/Price and Sanpete
Ranger Districts and 20 percent of private employment in the communities surrounding the Moab and Montice
Districts are due to tourism (pp. 137-138).The assessment describes the role of ranching in contributing to sens
place in the planning area (pg. 133). However, an evaluation of the relationship between livestock grazing and
outdoor recreation visitation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest is not possible given existing information. As
reflected in comments provided, observing active ranching operations and understanding the legacy of ranching
the West could benefit the tourism industry and local economies.

46

Value of Forest Products Page 135, paragraph 1 Is the continuation of this downward trend due to a lack of demand for the
timber products or Forest Service management policies that made timber harvesting difficult, more expensive, and time
consuming? The likely reasons behind this continuous downward trend need to be identified and stated.

Thank you for your comment. * I have no clue about timber, insert something about the "downward trend"
mentioned* We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considere
we move forward.

46

Page 142, paragraph 1 Include all multiple uses (i.e. mineral extraction, logging, and grazing) as benefits to rural economies
rather than singling out tourism.

Thank you for your comments and suggestions related to the socio-economic portions of the draft Assessment
Report. Your suggestions will be considered as the Report is finalized, and also while plan components are
developing addressing the social and economic needs of the communities who use the Manti-La Sal National
Forest in the revised Forest Plan.The assessment report addresses ecological, social, and economic conditions,
consistent with the 2012 planning rule and directives. The assessment captures the social and economic
contributions of the five multiple uses (timber, watershed, range, outdoor recreation, and wildlife and fish) as w
as other ecosystem services and forest uses (e.g., mineral extraction). The assessment present information both
the sectoral composition of the planning area economy as well as the specific contributions of the Manti-La Sal
National Forest to economic activity (pp. 128-144).The assessment identifies environmental justice populations
the planning area (pp. 126-128). It finds that San Juan County, UT and Montrose County, CO in the South Zone
contain larger shares of minority residents and/or experience higher rates of poverty than their respective state
Sub-county data on race, ethnicity, and poverty in the planning area have very high margins of error that do not
allow for a credible analysis. Therefore, the environmental justice analysis uses county-level information. The
possibility of including sub-county data will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Fore
Plan.

46

Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision process. As we move forward into drafting our revised
Forest Plan we will continue to remain in compliance with all related laws and policies which include the Plannin
Page 152, paragraph 4 Alongside minimizing crowding and conflicts among visitors, the Forest Service should contemplate the
Rule (36 CFR 219; April 2012) and the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act. We recognize a variety of uses on the
need to minimize conflicts between increasing recreation/tourism demand and existing forest uses (i.e. grazing, mining, and
Manti-La Sal National Forest and strive to integrate the social and economic elements of these uses in the revise
logging).
Forest Plan. We will consider these recommendations as we move forward into developing our revised Forest P
and its associated monitoring program.
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The State of Utah (State) has reviewed the Draft Technical Report for Wild and Scenic Rivers on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest. The State has reviewed the Manti-La Sal Wild and Scenic River Analysis and is concerned with the proposal to
designate the eight potential river segments as wild and scenic rivers (WSR). These river segments do not meet the suitability
standards laid out in Chapter 80 of the Forest Service Handbook nor do they appear to meet the Congressional mandates for
WSR identified by Congress. The handbook states that a water source must be both eligible and suitable to be recommended
for designation by Congress. The eight river segments do not meet criteria for eligibility or suitability, they should be removed
from further consideration. Utah's water sources on the Manti-La Sal Forest were already analyzed for suitability during the
2008 Wild and Scenic River Suitability study and these segments are only being considered now due to administrative rule
changes that should not be applied to previously analyzed river segments. Considering the eligibility criteria, these eight
segments fail to have any significant outstanding remarkable value (ORV). These segments are similar in characteristics to all
other river segments throughout the Ashley National Forest, which all failed to meet the eligibility and suitability criteria
during the previous analysis by the Forest Service. Consequently, these eight river segments should also be removed from
consideration due to their similarity to other non WSR water sources throughout the forest. None of the rivers, or sections of
rivers qualify for protection under the WSR act. A river must be free-flowing and possess at least one "outstandingly
remarkable" value, such as scenic, recreational, geologic, fish, wildlife, historic, cultural, or other features. The brief analysis of
all eight rivers failed to analyze or demonstrate that all eight rivers are free flowing or possess "outstandingly remarkable
value." The Forest Service must provide greater technical analysis into whether or not the eight river segments are free
flowing. Further, the State requests the Forest Service consult with the State about any "outstandingly remarkable values" on
the river segments before moving forward with any analysis.

55

Thank you for your comment. The Forest is undergoing a Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation process as
required in the Planning Rule. Information regarding how a segment may be designated (wild, scenic, etc.) is
available on the Forest's Plan Revision Website:
Finally, the State is unclear as to the whether the river segments are to be classified as wild and scenic or merely scenic. River https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077 in the Wild and Scen
Rivers Eligibility Study Procedural Report (Final). The draft for this document was made available during the Jun
classifications reflect levels of development and natural conditions along a stretch of river. These classifications are used to
and July 2017 public meetings. It is important to note that only segments that are identified as 'eligible' are
help develop management goals for the river. Please clarify whether each river segment should be wild and scenic or just
scenic to find the proper balance between existing developments on or near each river segment.
assigned a designation.The evaluation process is a multi-step process: 1) Eligibility, 2) Classification, 3) Suitability
4) Agency Recommendation & Interim Management (if any river segments are identified as eligible and/or
suitable, and 5) Congressional Review and Designation. When the Classification step is completed, any identified
eligible rivers will be provided a classification of Wild, Scenic, or Recreational.

55

Serviceberry Creek is located near heavy concentrations of State Institutional Trust Lands (SITLA) as well as private land. The
current use and ownership of these lands, as well as the social and economic impact that any WSR might have, must be
considered prior to any designation. Similarly, Kane Springs Creek has moderate concentrations of both SITLA and private
lands close to the segment that is being considered. SITLA and private land ownership in the vicinity of these river segments
increases the necessary economic and social considerations that the Forest Service must analyze prior to finding any river
segments suitable for WSR designation. Next, there is ongoing grazing allotments surrounding all eight of the segments that
are being analyzed. Among the seven grazing allotments on the Utah portion of the forest, there are an estimated 6,443 head
months (HMs), which create a total economic value of $753,840. This vital income is earned and spent in rural counties, which
are dependent on access to public lands for large portions of their economies.

Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision and Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation processes. A
segments identified for review were identified using the current policy and guidance. Identification of a segmen
for review does not automatically result in a segment being deemed either eligible or suitable. All WSR eligibility
draft findings will be shared with the public and cooperating agencies for review and comment. For more
information about the Wild and Scenic River evaluation process, and the current stage, visit our website
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077.
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The Forest is undergoing a Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation process as required in the Planning Rule. The
evaluation process is a multi-step process: 1) Eligibility, 2)Classification, 3)Suitability, 4) Agency Recommendatio
& Interim Management (if any river segments are identified as eligible and/or suitable, and 5) Congressional
Review and Designation.The public and cooperating agencies will be invited to participate throughout the proce
At the time of the Draft Assessment, the WSR evaluation process for the Forest was just being initialized and no
final Forest Recommendations have been made. Final decisions relating to WSR listing are decided by Congress.
During the Forest's WSR evaluation process, the Forest will remain in compliance with all related laws and polic
including NEPA.For more information about the current stage of the Wild and Scenic River Evaluation on the Ma
La Sal National Forest, visit our planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077

55

Any type of WSR designation would prove harmful to the ranching community, who has responsibly grazed these allotments
for decades. Although the Forest Service process states that existing rights will not be rescinded, the reality is that ranchers'
access to water sources and ability to maintain water diversions for stock ponds and troughs from a WSR becomes increasingly
difficult, time consuming, and costly. Any maintenance of existing water developments or necessary water improvements face
heightened scrutiny under a WSR designation, and in reality limit permittees' access to grazing allotments in and around any
WSR water body. These increasing burdens effectively drive ranchers from allotments that have WSR designations. Recent
economic studies from Utah State University show that ranchers in the Southeastern portion of the state are dependent on
access to forage on public lands for their ranching operations (Jakus, Martin, and Hammill 2017). Consequently, the
designation of any of the eight river segments would potentially put agricultural producers in the area out of business and
harm the economies around the Manti La Sal forest.

55

The Forest is undergoing a Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation process as required in the Planning Rule. The
evaluation process is a multi-step process: 1) Eligibility, 2)Classification, 3)Suitability, 4) Agency Recommendatio
& Interim Management (if any river segments are identified as eligible and/or suitable, and 5) Congressional
The Forest Service is also required to consider the extent to which the State and its political subdivisions might participate and Review and Designation.The public and cooperating agencies will be invited to participate throughout the proce
At the time of the Draft Assessment, the WSR evaluation process for the Forest was just being initialized and no
support a WSR designation. Currently, the State and all counties adjacent to Utah's seven water segments have made public
their opposition to any additional WSR designations (See the county resource management plans for Carbon, Emery, Sanpete, final Forest Recommendations have been made. Final decisions relating to WSR listing are decided by Congress.
During the Forest's WSR evaluation process, the Forest will remain in compliance with all related laws and polic
Sevier, and San Juan Counties).
including NEPA.For more information about the current stage of the Wild and Scenic River Evaluation on the Ma
La Sal National Forest, visit our planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077

55

Finally, the Forest Service needs to consider the current water quality in the seven Utah segments when determining WSR
eligibility. Water quality is an issue on many streams throughout the Ashley National Forest and needs to be addressed
through active management and water quality projects. A WSR designation would make water quality improvements more
difficult by limiting the types of projects that can occur in and around these river segments.

The Forest is undergoing a Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation process as required in the Planning Rule. The
evaluation process is a multi-step process: 1) Eligibility, 2)Classification, 3)Suitability, 4) Agency Recommendatio
& Interim Management (if any river segments are identified as eligible and/or suitable, and 5) Congressional
Review and Designation.The public and cooperating agencies will be invited to participate throughout the proce
At the time of the Draft Assessment, the WSR evaluation process for the Forest was just being initialized and no
final Forest Recommendations have been made. Final decisions relating to WSR listing are decided by Congress.
During the Forest's WSR evaluation process, the Forest will remain in compliance with all related laws and polic
including NEPA.For more information about the current stage of the Wild and Scenic River Evaluation on the Ma
La Sal National Forest, visit our planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077

55

Overall, these river segments fail to meet multiple criteria for both eligibility and suitability under Forest Service guidelines.
The State appreciates the opportunity to comment and looks forward to continually working with the Forest Service and the
Manti- La Sal Forest Plan Revision Team to ensure that the current forest plan revision effectively implements a multiple use
sustained yield mandate and maintains a healthy forest.

Thank you for your interest in the Forest Plan Revision and Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation processes. A
segments identified for review were identified using the current policy and guidance. Identification of a segmen
for review does not automatically result in a segment being deemed either eligible or suitable. All WSR eligibility
draft findings will be shared with the public and cooperating agencies for review and comment. For more
information about the Wild and Scenic River evaluation process, and the current stage, visit our website
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077.

1

we appreciate the opportunity to provide early recommendations related to the discussion of baseline conditions on the
Forest. Please note that we would likely provide scoping recommendations, in accordance with our responsibilities under
Section 102(2)(C) of the NEPA and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act (CAA), should the USFS issue a Notice of Intent to prepare
an EIS for a Forest Plan revision at a later date in its process.

Thank you for your comment, The Forest will notify the public when the Notice of Intent (NOI) is published. The
Preliminary Need to Change Report will be sent to the public for review and comment when the NOI is publishe
Fall of 2018.The Forest Plan Revision Team will continue to provide opportunities for public input, and to provid
sufficient staffing and opportunities for Q & A during public meetings. To stay up to date on Forest Plan Revision
activities, visit our website https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning
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The Forest is undergoing a Wild and Scenic River (WSR) evaluation process as required in the Planning Rule. The
evaluation process is a multi-step process: 1) Eligibility, 2)Classification, 3)Suitability, 4) Agency Recommendatio
& Interim Management (if any river segments are identified as eligible and/or suitable, and 5) Congressional
Review and Designation.The public and cooperating agencies will be invited to participate throughout the proce
At the time of the Draft Assessment, the WSR evaluation process for the Forest was just being initialized and no
final Forest Recommendations have been made. Final decisions relating to WSR listing are decided by Congress.
During the Forest's WSR evaluation process, the Forest will remain in compliance with all related laws and polic
including NEPA.For more information about the current stage of the Wild and Scenic River Evaluation on the Ma
La Sal National Forest, visit our planning website here
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534077

1

Existing resource conditions will provide the basis for an effective future analysis of potential impacts. Therefore, we
recommend the Draft Assessment Report include the following baseline water resource information (see additional detail in
sections below): * A map and summary of planning area waters, including rivers, streams, tributaries, lakes, springs and
wetlands. It would be helpful if the summary identified high resource value water bodies and their designated beneficial uses
(e.g., agriculture, fisheries, drinking water, recreation); * Watershed conditions, including vegetation cover and composition,
soil conditions, and areas not meeting desired future conditions; * Surface water information, including available water quality
data in relation to current standards, stream functional assessments, stream channel/stream bank stability conditions,
sediment loads and aquatic life; * Types, functions and acreage of wetlands, riparian areas, and springs; * Available
groundwater information, including quality and location of aquifers; and * Using the most recent EPA-approved list, a map of
water body segments classified by the Utah Department of Environmental Quality (UDEQ) as water quality impaired or
threatened under the Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d); water bodies considered not impaired by the state; and water
bodies that have not yet been assessed by the state for impairment status. We also recommend that a table be provided to
identify the designated uses of water bodies and the specific pollutants of concern, where applicable. The UDEQ can
identify/validate any CWA Section 303(d) listed waterbodies in the planning area. The most recent EPA-approved 303(d) list
for Utah is dated 2014.

Thank you for your comment. The Assessment Report was compiled from Specialists Assessment Reports which
were based on existing information available at the submission deadline. The 2016 approved 303(d) lists for UT
and CO are used for the forest plan revision report. Because the assessment units used by the states do not
spatially correspond to HUCs or stream segments, the correlation between beneficial uses and HUC or NHD
databases is not made. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a
landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. W
greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered moving
forward.

1

Water Quality Data: Water quality data for the streams and lakes of the analysis area provide important information to guide
management for the Forest, as well as a baseline for future monitoring and evaluation of potential influence on downstream
water quality. We recommend the Draft Assessment Report provide a summary of available information and monitoring data
on water quality for the planning area, including parameters such as total nitrogen, total phosphorus, total suspended solids,
temperature and those of interest for impaired waterbodies within and downstream of the planning area. Identification of any
significant gaps in data may be helpful in developing monitoring plans.

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality in the Assessment. The Assessment Report is meant to b
a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends, and as a result a basic level of information references were
provided in the document. Thank you for identifying additional information for consideration in the Assessment
Report.Water quality data, including TMDLs, are monitored by the states and the results can be found on the
respective agencies websites. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.

1

Erosion and Sediment Load Analysis: Erodible soils may represent a source of pollutants in the planning area. Increased
sediment from surface disturbance may degrade water quality in receiving streams and may represent a significant source of
pollutants when mobilized by natural and human-caused soil disturbances. Depending on a host of variables including soil
characteristics, industrial operations, condition of roads/trails, and topography, associated runoff from future USPS-authorized
activities could introduce sediments as well as salts, selenium, heavy metals, nutrients and other pollutants into surface
waters. We recommend providing a map of fragile soils, such as those with elevated levels of salinity or selenium and/or
those prone to erosion, in the planning area. Because sediment loading is already a concern and future USPS-authorized
activities could result in new surface disturbance that may enable erosion, it is important to provide baseline information
about this issue. Therefore, we recommend including a qualitative assessment of erosion rates in the planning area. If this
qualitative assessment indicates the potential for significant impacts to water quality, then we recommend the Draft
Assessment Report provide a quantitative estimate of erosion rates. For example, erosion rates can be calculated using the
Water Erosion Prediction Project model (WEPP), a web-based interface developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Research Service, which can be accessed at http://www.ars.usda.gov/Research/ docs.htm?docid=18084&pf=l. We
recommend that the USFS consider using this model or another appropriate model that would be applicable to this planning
area.

Thank you for your comments addressing the information contained in the draft Assessment Report for soil
erosion, landslide risks and the importance of monitoring and managing for biological soil crusts. Your comment
will be considered as we develop plan components, and a monitoring program, to address soil resource issues o
the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
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1

Groundwater: Groundwater may be an important resource to analyze if it provides domestic and/or public water supply in the
analysis area. Groundwater quality is also important because groundwater may discharge to lakes and streams or be
recharged by these water bodies. Shallow aquifers are more susceptible to contamination because a contaminant introduced
at the surface may more rapidly enter the system, and there is less intervening soil to adsorb the contaminants before they
reach the groundwater. It appears that the planning area contains important water resources of the highest value, including
the Glen Canyon-Moab Sole Source Aquifer. Designated by the EPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.C. 300 et. seq.),
a sole source aquifer is one which supplies at least fifty percent of the drinking water consumed in the area overlying the
aquifer with no alternative drinking water sources. By this designation, the EPA has determined that if the sole source drinking
water aquifer is contaminated, it would create a significant hazard to public health.

Thank you for you comments related to groundwater in the draft Assessment report, and the provision of
additional information sources for consideration. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comme
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to groundwater sources in th
revised Forest Plan.

1

We recommend the Draft Assessment Report include a map of all groundwater resources of the Manti La Sal National Forest
and discussion to include the following information, if available: * Identification of major aquifers, their three dimensional
extent, physical and chemical characteristics, estimates of water quantity in the aquifers and aquifer recharge rates; *
Generalized maps depicting the location of sensitive groundwater resources such as sole source aquifers (available from the
EPA Sole Source Aquifer website at https://www.epa.gov/dwssa), municipal watersheds, source water protection zones,
sensitive aquifers, and recharge areas; * Location and extent of groundwater recharge areas; * Characterization of source
water protection zones designated by the State of Utah (see UDEQ website at
https://deg.utah.gov/ProgramsServices/programs/water/ground water/index.htm); * Location of shallow and sensitive
aquifers that are susceptible to contamination from surface activities, including alluvial aquifers along streams and rivers; *
Location of existing and potential (i.e., those that can reasonably be used in the future) underground sources of drinking water
(USDW) 1; and * Spatial relationship of groundwater to areas available for resource extraction activity (e.g. coal, oil, natural
gas, uranium, minerals, gravel).

Thank you for your recommendations of additional maps. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid review of curr
conditions and trends on the Forest, and as such, information will be provided generally and at the landscape
scale. Maps, graphs and tables will be utilized in greater detail in the Forest Plan itself. Your suggestions will be
considered for inclusion in the Assessment and Forest Plan as we move forward in the planning process.

1

Please include available groundwater quality information, and identify which shallow aquifers are sources for public water
systems, domestic wells or stock wells. We also recommend identifying any public water systems in the planning area with
water quality violations or with requirements for increased frequency of monitoring for nitrate or E. coli - contaminants to
which livestock grazing may contribute. The UDEQ is a good source of information concerning aquifers. Please contact Kate
Johnson at 801-536-4206 or katej@utah.gov for more information.

Thank you for your comment related to groundwater quality and public water systems.The Forest Plan will com
Federal and State laws and regulations. Public drinking water supply sources, sole source aquifers and source
water protection zones will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. The For
relies on State and Federal agencies for information about water quality and does not have a water quality
monitoring program. The revised Forest Plan will include Public Drinking Water Supply Sources, a discussion and
map of the municipal water management area and at least a discussion of source water protection zones.
Protections are provided by stating National BMPs and Regional SWCPs during the project NEPA pocess which
includes public involvement and by following them during project implementations. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort in this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward and develop pla
components addressing groundwater quality and quantity.

1

Public Drinking Water Supply Source Characterization: In order to ensure that public drinking water supply sources (e.g.,
surface water sources, including groundwater under the direct influence of surface water (GWUDISW) sources, and
groundwater sources) are protected from potential impacts associated with USFS authorized activities in the planning area, it
is important to identify where these sources are located. Therefore, the EPA recommends the Draft Assessment Report
include a map depicting municipal supply watersheds2 and source water protection areas for public water supply wells and
surface water intakes (streams, rivers and reservoirs) in accordance with State data security requirements. Please contact Kate
Johnson, UDEQ, at 801-536-4206 or katej@utah.gov for access to the state data portal map of the Source Water Protection
Zones for Public Water Supplies in the planning area. We also recommend identifying reservoirs that are drinking water
sources. Once these resources are identified, we recommend that the document include an analysis of the potential impacts
to drinking water sources.

Thank you for your comment related to groundwater quality and public water systems.The Forest Plan will com
Federal and State laws and regulations. Public drinking water supply sources, sole source aquifers and source
water protection zones will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. The For
relies on State and Federal agencies for information about water quality and does not have a water quality
monitoring program. The revised Forest Plan will include Public Drinking Water Supply Sources, a discussion and
map of the municipal water management area and at least a discussion of source water protection zones.
Protections are provided by stating National BMPs and Regional SWCPs during the project NEPA pocess which
includes public involvement and by following them during project implementations. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort in this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward and develop pla
components addressing groundwater quality and quantity.
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1

It appears there may be fen wetlands in the planning area, which may indicate the presence of high functioning wetlands. As
you are aware, fen communities are very sensitive to hydrologic alterations and restoration is extremely challenging once
function has been impaired. Due to the slow rate of accumulation of peat in fens, these ecosystems are generally considered
to be irreplaceable. Further underlining the uniqueness and importance of fen wetlands in Utah, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers revoked the use of the majority of Nationwide Permits in peatlands/fen-type wetlands to protect this unique
wetland type. We recommend that the Draft Assessment Report include a description, acreage, and maps of fens within the
planning area.

Thank you for your comment related to Fen and Wetlands. The assessment is a base-line report of current
resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
information as required in the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219.6(3)). The Manti-La Sal NF contracted out mapping the
fens on the forest to the Colorado Natural Heritage Program at the Warner College of Natural Resources at
Colorado State University. The deliverable, including a report and GIS data, of this contract were submitted to t
MLNF in April 2017 which was past the deadline for the Assessment report. Mapping the GDE on the Wasatch
Plateau is currently under contract with the Utah Geological Survey (UGS). Fens, which are difficult to replace o
altered, form a critical hydrological function on the forest in terms of water quality and providing base flow to
streams later in the season. Little is know about the location of the fens on the forest. The comments suggest th
they should be included in the assessment report. Similarly little is know about Groundwater Dependent
Ecosystems (springs and wetlands) on the Forest and the comments suggest much more attention should be pa
in the revised forest plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comme
will be taken into consideration as we move forward and develop plan components related to Fens and Wetlan
in the revised Forest Plan.

1

Roads/Trails: We recommend that the Draft Assessment Report include a map identifying the existing forest road/trail
network juxtaposed with planning area waters. It would be helpful to note current and foreseeable construction,
reconstruction, maintenance, storage, decommissioning, and watershed improvement activities, where such activities are
positively or negatively affecting known road/trail impacts to water resources.

Thank you for your recommendations of additional maps. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid review of curr
conditions and trends on the Forest, and as such, information will be provided generally and at the landscape
scale. Maps, graphs and tables will be utilized in greater detail in the Forest Plan itself. Your suggestions will be
considered for inclusion in the Assessment and Forest Plan as we move forward in the planning process.

1

The Draft Assessment Report discusses past and present oil and gas activity on the Manti-La Sal National Forest
(MLSNF) on pages 51, 141, 162, 163 and 167. The level of detail pertaining to oil in gas in the assessment, meet
the purpose and need of the document.Page 51 of the assessment states that the MLSNF will not process any o
and gas lease nominations until a new oil and gas leasing analysis is completed. The new leasing analysis, under
Oil and Gas Development: We recommend that the Draft Assessment Report provide a discussion of any past or present oil
requirements of NEPA, will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management plan and all applicable
and gas activity on the Manti-La Sal National Forest, the status of existing leases, and the availability of the forest for leasing.
rules and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions, to include the 2011 National MOU regarding air quali
We also recommend that the Draft Assessment Report include information regarding reasonably foreseeable development
for oil and gas decisions. Therefore, USFS will consult EPA on air quality impact analyses at the time the USFS
(RFD) scenarios for the area. Without more detail on an updated RFD, it will be difficult to definitively identify the appropriate
begins the NEPA process for a new oil and gas leasing analysis. The reasonably foreseeable development scenar
level of air quality analysis should a Forest Plan revision be deemed necessary. At the outset of the NEPA process that will
will also be completed for a new MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis and is a document provided by the Bureau o
include an oil and gas leasing analysis, the EPA would like to have discussions with the USFS regarding the air quality impact
Land Management (BLM). This information is not directly applicable to the assessment, but more appropriately
analyses, consistent with the process described in the June 23, 2011 National Memorandum of Understanding regarding air
addressed when NEPA is conducted for the oil and gas leasing analysis.It is recognized that the assessment wou
quality analyses and mitigation for federal oil and gas decisions through NEPA.
be complimented by the addition of the existing oil and gas leases and their status as well as the availability for
leasing on the MLSNF, however this information would be more appropriately addressed in the NEPA process fo
the oil and gas leasing analysis.Your responses are greatly appreciated and we look forward to working with you
future monitoring activities.
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1

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the draft assessment of the forest plan revision effort. It is
understood that your recommendation entails including information in the assessment pertaining to operating
mines, mines in reclamation and mines that may begin operating or reopening during the planning process.On p
164 under Nonrenewable Energy and Minerals - Coal, provides some description of the current coal mining
Coal Mining: We recommend that the Draft Assessment Report provide a discussion of coal mining districts in the Manti-La Sal situation on the Forest. This was not the intent of the stressor/driver reports as incorporated into the assessme
National Forest and identify operating mines, mines in reclamation, and mines that may begin operating or reopen during the document. The assessment does not include information on the Greens Hollow Lease, which was not issued dur
the development of the assessment document. The assessment does not cover site specific leasing, permitting
planning process (i.e., 10-15 years). Other useful information would include whether the mines are surface or underground
mines and whether there are historic coal mining areas on lands managed by the Forest Service that need additional
reclamation directly. The assessment does provide a brief description of the Coal Unsuitability Analysis on pg
reclamation or closure improvements.
264.The objective of this assessment is to identify and assess a solid base of available information relevant to th
development of a new Forest land management plan. Therefore, your comments would more appropriately be
applied during the NEPA and land management planning phase.Thank you again for taking the time to submit yo
comments, they will be considered as the draft Assessment is revised and plan components related to mining a
developed in the revised Forest Plan.

1

Thank you for your comments and suggestions related to the socio-economic portions of the draft Assessment
Report. Your suggestions will be considered as the Report is finalized, and also while plan components are
developing addressing the social and economic needs of the communities who use the Manti-La Sal National
Forest in the revised Forest Plan.The assessment report addresses ecological, social, and economic conditions,
consistent with the 2012 planning rule and directives. The assessment captures the social and economic
contributions of the five multiple uses (timber, watershed, range, outdoor recreation, and wildlife and fish) as w
the Forest Assessment include identification of any minority, low-income and tribal communities within the geographic scope
as other ecosystem services and forest uses (e.g., mineral extraction). The assessment present information both
of the impact area, including the sources of data and a description of the methodology and criteria utilized. The EPA
the sectoral composition of the planning area economy as well as the specific contributions of the Manti-La Sal
recommends comparing census block group percentages (if available, or, at a minimum, census tract data) for below poverty
National Forest to economic activity (pp. 128-144).The assessment identifies environmental justice populations
and minority populations with the state average. The EPA does not recommend use of higher thresholds.
the planning area (pp. 126-128). It finds that San Juan County, UT and Montrose County, CO in the South Zone
contain larger shares of minority residents and/or experience higher rates of poverty than their respective state
Sub-county data on race, ethnicity, and poverty in the planning area have very high margins of error that do not
allow for a credible analysis. Therefore, the environmental justice analysis uses county-level information. The
possibility of including sub-county data will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Fore
Plan.
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1

Thank you for your comments regarding mineral exploration in the draft Assessment Report and the developme
of plan components addressing mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan.Extensive historic exploration
conducted under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) failed to identify any significant uranium
mineralization zones within the Forest boundaries. Thousands of exploration holes were drilled in areas such as
Polar Mesa in the La Sal Mountains and Elk Ridge in the Abajo Mountains in an attempt to locate sizable deposit
Locatable Mineral Resources: We recommend the Draft Assessment Report identify the occurrence potential for uranium in
without success. The Manti-La Sal National Forest does not currently have a significant amount of land associate
the planning area and predict uranium extraction and processing over the Forest Plan planning horizon (i.e., 10-15 years). We
with uranium mining in the La Sal or Abajo Mountains. If future uranium mining or exploration is proposed on th
also recommend including a discussion of the existing requirements for the adequate bonding of exploration activities to
Forest, then it will be determined how much to bond for those activates in order to responsibly reclaim surface
restore the mining site and repair any road damage that may occur from high runoff events. In addition, we recommend
disturbances and protect Forest resources.The new oil and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA
including a discussion and map to specify the areas more likely to experience heavy exploration in the future or to be the sites
will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management plan (management goals) and all applicable ru
of new mines. If a Forest Plan revision is deemed necessary, such information will be critical to determine requirements for
and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the
higher reclamation and bonding standards for exploration and mining in areas that have not been previously mined and
MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to
improved reclamation of historic mining activities in areas with previous mining and incomplete reclamation.
protect multiple user resources and the environment. At present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis
cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas
leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land management plan is in place. We appreciate your
time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan component
related to mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan

28

we appreciate the opportunity to provide early recommendations related to disclosure of baseline conditions on the Forest.
Please note that we would likely provide scoping recommendations, in accordance with our responsibilities under Section
102(2)(C), should the USFS issue a Notice oflntent to prepare an EIS for a Forest Plan revision at a later date in its process.

Thank you for your comment, The Forest will notify the public when the Notice of Intent (NOI) is published. The
Preliminary Need to Change Report will be sent to the public for review and comment when the NOI is publishe
Fall of 2018.The Forest Plan Revision Team will continue to provide opportunities for public input, and to provid
sufficient staffing and opportunities for Q & A during public meetings. To stay up to date on Forest Plan Revision
activities, visit our website https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning

28

We note that some of the supporting information (i.e. Specialist Reports) were unavailable during much of the Draft
Assessment Report comment period. Without these Specialist Reports, it was difficult to determine the age and quality of data
relied upon for describing existing conditions. We generally recommend describing existing conditions using data no older
than 5 years, or providing an explanation as to why older data is appropriate. EPA suggests the Specialist Reports be included
as appendices to the Draft Assessment Report.

Thank you for your comment regarding the age and availability of data referenced in the draft Assessment Repo
In response to requests the draft specialist reports we uploaded to our website on July 13, 2017; we accepted
comments through the end of July. Seeing as how many ecosystems/resources have a lifecycle that extend beyo
5-years, limiting our analysis to data only from the last 5-years would not allow for a comprehensive condition
assessment. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considere
we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan
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28

The Draft Assessment Report provides a qualitative discussion of baseline conditions, with some exceptions. We recommend
providing quantitative supporting information and/or maps for the following issues (see the sections below for additional
detail): * A map and summary of planning area waters, including rivers, streams, tributaries, lakes, springs and wetlands. It
would be helpful if the summary identified high resource value water bodies and their designated beneficial uses (e.g.,
agriculture, fisheries, drinking water, recreation); * Surface water information, including available water quality data in
relation to current standards, stream channel/stream bank stability conditions, sediment loads and aquatic life; and * Using
the most recent EPA-approved list, a map of water body segments classified by the Utah Department of Environmental Quality
(UDEQ) and the Colorado Department of Public Health and the Environment (CDPHE) as water quality impaired or threatened
under the Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d); water bodies considered not impaired by the state; and water bodies that
have not yet been assessed by the state for impairment status. We note the Draft Assessment Report relied upon 2014 Utah
Integrated Report, and the 2012 Colorado Integrated Report, to identify impaired waterbodies. The most recent approved
Integrated Report for Colorado is 2016 and it is available at https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/WQ_20l6lntegrated Report_FINAL.pdf. The UDEQ and CDPHE can identify or validate any CWA Section 303(d) listed waterbodies in the
planning area. We also recommend that a table be provided to identify the designated uses of water bodies and the specific
pollutants of concern, where applicable.

Thank you for your comment. The Assessment Report was compiled from Specialists Assessment Reports which
were based on existing information available at the submission deadline. The 2016 approved 303(d) lists for UT
and CO are used for the forest plan revision report. Because the assessment units used by the states do not
spatially correspond to HUCs or stream segments, the correlation between beneficial uses and HUC or NHD
databases is not made. The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a
landscape level and was developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. W
greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered moving
forward.

28

Water Quality Data: Water quality data for the streams and lakes in the planning area provide important information to guide
management of the Forest, as well as a baseline for future monitoring and evaluation of potential influence on downstream
water quality. We recommend the Draft Assessment Report provide a summary of available information and monitoring data
on water quality for the planning area, including parameters such as total nitrogen, total phosphorus, total suspended solids,
temperature and those of interest for impaired waterbodies downstream of the project area. Identification of any significant
gaps in data may be helpful in developing future monitoring plans.

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality in the Assessment. The Assessment Report is meant to b
a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends, and as a result a basic level of information references were
provided in the document. Thank you for identifying additional information for consideration in the Assessment
Report.Water quality data, including TMDLs, are monitored by the states and the results can be found on the
respective agencies websites. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.

28

It appears that the planning area contains important water resources of the highest value, including Sole Source Aquifers. The
Draft Assessment Report notes there are several sole source aquifers in the Forest, three of them in the South Zone (Moab
District). The Report states that information regarding sole source aquifers in the North Zone could not be found. EPA
recommends the Draft Assessment Report include generalized maps depicting the location of sensitive groundwater resources
such as sole source aquifers (available from the EPA Sole Source Aquifer website at https://www.epa.gov/dwssa), municipal
watersheds, source water protection zones, sensitive aquifers, and recharge areas.

Thank you for your recommendations of additional maps. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid review of curr
conditions and trends on the Forest, and as such, information will be provided generally and at the landscape
scale. Maps, graphs and tables will be utilized in greater detail in the Forest Plan itself. Your suggestions will be
considered for inclusion in the Assessment and Forest Plan as we move forward in the planning process.

28

Designated by the EPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.C. 300 et. seq.), a sole source aquifer is one which supplies at
least fifty percent of the drinking water consumed in the area overlying the aquifer with no reasonably available alternative
drinking water sources. By this designation, the EPA has determined that if the sole source drinking water aquifer is
contaminated, it would create a significant hazard to public health. The Draft Assessment Report states there is a concern the
Moab/Glen Canyon aquifer is vulnerable to growth and activities in the recharge area, and that additional Forest Plan direction
is needed to prevent or limit impacts to drinking water protection zones. It also notes that GIS data shows drinking water
protection zones are not defined in the Moab District, and that definition of drinking water protection zones on the Monticello
District may be needed. EPA encourages the USFS to determine if additional data collection and source water protection zones
are warranted in the Forest Plan. For additional information on source water protection, please contact Kate Johnson, UDEQ,
at (801) 536-4206 or katej@utah.gov; and John Duggan, the CDPHE Source Water Protection Program (SWPP) Coordinator, at
(303) 692-3534 or john.duggan@state.co.us.

Thank you for your comments regarding water protection zones. The Monticello District will have a municipal
water source management area which will be managed for protection of water, watershed health and water
infrastructure. The Moab district has proposed a geographic area consisting of the Placer Creek - Colorado River
and the Mill Creek HUC5s that will have special management consideration for sole source aquifer protection,
scenery and recreation. Your comments recommending additional data collection and source water protection
zones will be considered as the revised Forest Plan and monitoring program are developed.
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28

Public Drinking Water Supply Sources: The Draft Assessment Report includes a qualitative discussion of domestic and
municipal water supply in the planning area. In order to ensure that public drinking water supply sources (e.g., surface water
sources, including groundwater under the direct influence of surface water (GWUDISW) sources, and groundwater sources)
are protected from potential impacts associated with future USFS authorized activities in the planning area, it is important to
identify where these sources are located. Therefore, the EPA recommends the Draft Assessment Report include a map
depicting municipal supply watersheds2 and source water protection areas for public water supply wells and surface water
intakes (streams, rivers and reservoirs) in accordance with State data security requirements. For Utah, please contact Kate
Johnson, UDEQ, at (801) 536-4206 or katej@utah.gov for access to the state data portal map of the Source Water Protection
Zones for Public Water Supplies in the planning area. For Colorado, please contact the CDPHE SWPP Coordinator John Duggan
at (303) 692-3534 or john.duggan@statc.co.us for additional information and these Geographic Information System (GIS)
layers. We also recommend identifying reservoirs that are drinking water sources.

Thank you for your comment related to groundwater quality and public water systems.The Forest Plan will com
Federal and State laws and regulations. Public drinking water supply sources, sole source aquifers and source
water protection zones will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. The For
relies on State and Federal agencies for information about water quality and does not have a water quality
monitoring program. The revised Forest Plan will include Public Drinking Water Supply Sources, a discussion and
map of the municipal water management area and at least a discussion of source water protection zones.
Protections are provided by stating National BMPs and Regional SWCPs during the project NEPA pocess which
includes public involvement and by following them during project implementations. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort in this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward and develop pla
components addressing groundwater quality and quantity.

28

Erosion and Sediment Load Analysis: Erodible soils may represent a source of pollutants in the planning area. Increased
sediment from surface disturbance may degrade water quality in receiving streams and may represent a significant source of
pollutants when mobilized by natural and human caused soil disturbances. Depending on a host of variables including soil
characteristics, industrial operations, condition of roads, trails, and topography, associated runoff could introduce sediments
as well as salts, selenium, heavy metals, nutrients and other pollutants into surface waters. We recommend providing a map
of fragile soils, such as those with elevated levels of selenium and/or those prone to erosion, in the planning area. Because
sediment loading is already a concern and future USFS-authorized activities would result in new surface disturbance that may
enable erosion, it is important to provide baseline information about this issue. The Draft Assessment Report includes a
discussion of soils and the forest soil erosion hazard, including information on erosion hazard ratings, landslide risk, acres of
Forest impacted, and impacts to water quality. We recommend that if a Forest Plan revision is deemed necessary, then the
associated EIS provide a quantitative estimate of erosion rates. For example, erosion rates can be calculated using the Water
Erosion Prediction Project model (WEPP), a web-based interface developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Research Service, which can be accessed at http://www.ars.usda.gov/Research/ docs.htm?docid=18084&pf=1. We
recommend that the USFS consider using this model or another appropriate model that would be applicable to this planning
area.

Thank you for your comments addressing the information contained in the draft Assessment Report for soil
erosion, landslide risks and the importance of monitoring and managing for biological soil crusts. Your comment
will be considered as we develop plan components, and a monitoring program, to address soil resource issues o
the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

28

Groundwater: The Draft Assessment Report includes a qualitative discussion of groundwater and source water in the planning
area. Groundwater may be an important resource to analyze if it provides domestic and/or public water supply in the analysis
area. Groundwater quality is also important because groundwater may discharge to lakes and streams or be recharged by
these water bodies. Shallow aquifers are more susceptible to contamination because a contaminant introduced at the surface
may more rapidly enter the system, and there is less intervening soil to adsorb the contaminants before they reach the
groundwater.

Thank you for you comments related to groundwater in the draft Assessment report, and the provision of
additional information sources for consideration. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comme
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to groundwater sources in th
revised Forest Plan.

28

We recommend that the USFS characterize existing air quality conditions to set the context for evaluating future USPSauthorized activities. To that end, we recommend the Draft Assessment Report include the following: * Identification of
sensitive receptors in the vicinity (such as population centers, Class I Areas and Sensitive Class II Areas); * Airshed
classifications and baseline conditions at nearby population centers; * Available emissions inventory data for the planning area
Thank you for your comments regarding air quality and opportunities for additional monitoring as part of the
and disclosure of any regional concerns in the area (e.g., particulate and/or ozone issues); and * Trends in air quality at nearby
revised Forest Plan. These comments will be considered during the development of plan components related to
Class I Areas over the past several years. Such data are available from UDEQ and/or the VIEWS site for air quality related
quality in the revised Forest Plan.
values (AQRVs) (http://views.cira.colostate.edu/web/). The most current National Emission Inventory data is available at
http://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/2014-national-emissions-inventory-nei-data.An understanding of baseline
conditions is needed to ensure that future USPS-authorized forest management activities, when combined with air quality
impacts from other sources, do not adversely impact the NAAQS or AQRVs such as visibility.
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Thank you for your comment related to Fen and Wetlands. The assessment is a base-line report of current
resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
information as required in the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219.6(3)). The Manti-La Sal NF contracted out mapping the
Special Consideration for Fen Wetlands: Fen wetlands provide important hydrological and water quality functions by
fens on the forest to the Colorado Natural Heritage Program at the Warner College of Natural Resources at
improving water quality in headwater streams, and may support rare assemblages of aquatic invertebrates. They also provide Colorado State University. The deliverable, including a report and GIS data, of this contract were submitted to t
critical ecological functions such as providing base flows to streams during late summer and/or drought periods. The EPA
MLNF in April 2017 which was past the deadline for the Assessment report. Mapping the GDE on the Wasatch
recognizes fen-type wetlands as ecologically critical in that they provide local and regional biodiversity. The U.S. Fish and
Plateau is currently under contract with the Utah Geological Survey (UGS). Fens, which are difficult to replace o
Wildlife Service (USFWS) designated fen wetlands a Resource Category 1 with respect to the USFWS Peatland Mitigation
altered, form a critical hydrological function on the forest in terms of water quality and providing base flow to
Policy. The mitigation goal of USFWS Resource Category 1 is no loss of habitat values and the Peatland Mitigation Policy places streams later in the season. Little is know about the location of the fens on the forest. The comments suggest th
the protection and avoidance of fen wetlands as a priority during CWA Section 404 reviews. In the EPA's view, these wetland they should be included in the assessment report. Similarly little is know about Groundwater Dependent
ecosystems are, for all practical purposes, non-renewable and irreplaceable.
Ecosystems (springs and wetlands) on the Forest and the comments suggest much more attention should be pa
in the revised forest plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comme
will be taken into consideration as we move forward and develop plan components related to Fens and Wetlan
in the revised Forest Plan.

28

Thank you for your comment related to Fen and Wetlands. The assessment is a base-line report of current
resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
information as required in the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219.6(3)). The Manti-La Sal NF contracted out mapping the
fens on the forest to the Colorado Natural Heritage Program at the Warner College of Natural Resources at
Colorado State University. The deliverable, including a report and GIS data, of this contract were submitted to t
MLNF in April 2017 which was past the deadline for the Assessment report. Mapping the GDE on the Wasatch
Plateau is currently under contract with the Utah Geological Survey (UGS). Fens, which are difficult to replace o
altered, form a critical hydrological function on the forest in terms of water quality and providing base flow to
streams later in the season. Little is know about the location of the fens on the forest. The comments suggest th
they should be included in the assessment report. Similarly little is know about Groundwater Dependent
Ecosystems (springs and wetlands) on the Forest and the comments suggest much more attention should be pa
in the revised forest plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comme
will be taken into consideration as we move forward and develop plan components related to Fens and Wetlan
in the revised Forest Plan.
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Wetlands: The Draft Assessment Report includes a qualitative discussion of wetlands, including fen wetlands. The Report notes
that no known fens have been documented on the Forest, but that wetland sampling on the Wasatch Plateau determined that
more than 15 percent of the sites sampled have peat soils and are likely fens. It also noted that Mont E. Lewis Special Interest
Botanical Area was established partly due to the occurrence of two rare plant species only found in Rocky Mountain fens.
Based on the information in the Draft Assessment Report it appears that there are fen wetlands in the planning area, which
may indicate the presence of high-functioning wetlands. As you are aware, fen communities are very sensitive to hydrologic
alterations and restoration is extremely challenging once function has been impaired. Due to the slow rate of accumulation of
peat in fens, these ecosystems are generally considered to be irreplaceable.

28

Thank you for your comment related to Fen and Wetlands. The assessment is a base-line report of current
resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was developed using best available scientific
Fen wetlands provide important hydrological and water quality functions by improving water quality in headwater streams,
information as required in the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219.6(3)). The Manti-La Sal NF contracted out mapping the
and may support rare assemblages of aquatic invertebrates. They also provide critical ecological functions such as providing
fens on the forest to the Colorado Natural Heritage Program at the Warner College of Natural Resources at
base flows to streams during late summer and/or drought periods. The EPA recognizes fen-type wetlands as ecologically
Colorado State University. The deliverable, including a report and GIS data, of this contract were submitted to t
critical in that they provide local and regional biodiversity. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) designated fen wetlands MLNF in April 2017 which was past the deadline for the Assessment report. Mapping the GDE on the Wasatch
a Resource Category 1 with respect to the USFWS Peatland Mitigation Policy. The mitigation goal ofUSFWS Resource Category Plateau is currently under contract with the Utah Geological Survey (UGS). Fens, which are difficult to replace o
1 is no loss of habitat values and the Peatland Mitigation Policy places the protection and avoidance of fen wetlands as a
altered, form a critical hydrological function on the forest in terms of water quality and providing base flow to
priority during CWA Section 404 reviews. Further underlining the uniqueness and importance of fen wetlands, the U.S. Army streams later in the season. Little is know about the location of the fens on the forest. The comments suggest th
Corps of Engineers revoked the use of the majority of Nationwide Permits in peatlands/fen-type wetlands to protect this
they should be included in the assessment report. Similarly little is know about Groundwater Dependent
unique wetland type. We recommend that the Draft Assessment Report include a description, acreage, and maps of fens
Ecosystems (springs and wetlands) on the Forest and the comments suggest much more attention should be pa
within the planning area.
in the revised forest plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comme
will be taken into consideration as we move forward and develop plan components related to Fens and Wetlan
in the revised Forest Plan.

28

Roads and Trails: The Draft Assessment Report included in its discussion cases where the Forest roads follow streams or cross
flood plains, and their potential impacts to natural resources and municipal water supplies. We recommend that the Draft
Assessment Report include a map identifying the existing forest road and trail network juxtaposed with planning area waters.
It would be helpful to note current and foreseeable construction, reconstruction, maintenance, storage, decommissioning, and
watershed improvement activities, where such activities are positively or negatively affecting known road/trail impacts to
water resources.

28

The Draft Assessment Report includes a discussion of sensitive receptors in the vicinity; airshed classifications; trends in air
quality at nearby Class I Areas over the past several years; and regional air quality concerns in the area (e.g. ozone issues in
San Juan County, Utah). The Report noted there are currently no comprehensive Forest emissions inventories that estimate
Thank you for your comments regarding air quality and opportunities for additional monitoring as part of the
emissions from Forest administrative and permitted operations. We recommend including the most current National Emission
revised Forest Plan. These comments will be considered during the development of plan components related to
Inventory data for the area, which is available at http://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/2014- national-emissionsquality in the revised Forest Plan.
inventory-nei-data. An understanding of baseline conditions is needed to ensure that future USPS-authorized forest
management activities, when combined with air quality impacts from other sources, do not adversely impact the NAAQS or
AQRVs such as visibility.
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Thank you for your recommendations of additional maps. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid review of curr
conditions and trends on the Forest, and as such, information will be provided generally and at the landscape
scale. Maps, graphs and tables will be utilized in greater detail in the Forest Plan itself. Your suggestions will be
considered for inclusion in the Assessment and Forest Plan as we move forward in the planning process.

28

The Draft Assessment Report discusses past and present oil and gas activity on the Manti-La Sal National Forest
(MLSNF) on pages 51, 141, 162, 163 and 167. The level of detail pertaining to oil in gas in the assessment, meet
the purpose and need of the document.Page 51 of the assessment states that the MLSNF will not process any o
and gas lease nominations until a new oil and gas leasing analysis is completed. The new leasing analysis, under
Oil and Gas Development: The Draft Assessment Report includes a discussion of past or present oil and gas activity on the
requirements of NEPA, will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management plan and all applicable
Manti-La Sal National Forest. EPA recommends the Assessment Report include the status of existing leases, and the availability
rules and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions, to include the 2011 National MOU regarding air quali
of the forest for leasing. We also recommend that the Draft Assessment Report include information regarding reasonably
for oil and gas decisions. Therefore, USFS will consult EPA on air quality impact analyses at the time the USFS
foreseeable development (RFD) scenarios for the area. Without more detail on an updated RFD, it will be difficult to
begins the NEPA process for a new oil and gas leasing analysis. The reasonably foreseeable development scenar
definitively identify the appropriate level of air quality analysis should a Forest Plan revision be deemed necessary. At the
will also be completed for a new MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis and is a document provided by the Bureau o
outset of the NEPA process that will include an oil and gas leasing analysis, the EPA would like to have discussions with the
Land Management (BLM). This information is not directly applicable to the assessment, but more appropriately
USFS regarding the air quality impact analyses, consistent with the process described in the June 23, 2011 National
addressed when NEPA is conducted for the oil and gas leasing analysis.It is recognized that the assessment wou
Memorandum of Understanding regarding air quality analyses and mitigation for federal oil and gas decisions through NEPA.
be complimented by the addition of the existing oil and gas leases and their status as well as the availability for
leasing on the MLSNF, however this information would be more appropriately addressed in the NEPA process fo
the oil and gas leasing analysis.Your responses are greatly appreciated and we look forward to working with you
future monitoring activities.

28

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the draft assessment of the forest plan revision effort. It is
understood that your recommendation entails including information in the assessment pertaining to operating
mines, mines in reclamation and mines that may begin operating or reopening during the planning process.On p
164 under Nonrenewable Energy and Minerals - Coal, provides some description of the current coal mining
Coal Mining: The Draft Assessment Report includes a discussion of coal mining districts in the Manti La Sal National Forest and situation on the Forest. This was not the intent of the stressor/driver reports as incorporated into the assessme
document. The assessment does not include information on the Greens Hollow Lease, which was not issued dur
identifies operating mines, and mines that may begin operating or reopen during the planning process (i.e., 10-15 years).
Other useful information would include mines in reclamation, and whether the mines are surface or underground mines and the development of the assessment document. The assessment does not cover site specific leasing, permitting
whether there are historic coal mining areas on lands managed by the Forest Service that need additional reclamation or
reclamation directly. The assessment does provide a brief description of the Coal Unsuitability Analysis on pg
closure improvements.
264.The objective of this assessment is to identify and assess a solid base of available information relevant to th
development of a new Forest land management plan. Therefore, your comments would more appropriately be
applied during the NEPA and land management planning phase.Thank you again for taking the time to submit yo
comments, they will be considered as the draft Assessment is revised and plan components related to mining a
developed in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding mineral exploration in the draft Assessment Report and the developme
of plan components addressing mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan.Extensive historic exploration
conducted under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) failed to identify any significant uranium
mineralization zones within the Forest boundaries. Thousands of exploration holes were drilled in areas such as
Polar Mesa in the La Sal Mountains and Elk Ridge in the Abajo Mountains in an attempt to locate sizable deposit
Locatable Mineral Resources: The Draft Assessment Report discusses the history of uranium mining on the Forest, and
without success. The Manti-La Sal National Forest does not currently have a significant amount of land associate
forecasts uranium extraction and processing over the Forest Plan planning horizon (i.e., 10-15 years). We recommend
with uranium mining in the La Sal or Abajo Mountains. If future uranium mining or exploration is proposed on th
including a discussion of the existing requirements for the adequate bonding of exploration activities to restore the mining site
Forest, then it will be determined how much to bond for those activates in order to responsibly reclaim surface
and repair any road damage that may occur from high runoff events. In addition, we recommend including a discussion and
disturbances and protect Forest resources.The new oil and gas leasing analysis, under the requirements of NEPA
map to specify the areas more likely to experience heavy exploration in the future or to be the sites of new mines. If a Forest
will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management plan (management goals) and all applicable ru
Plan revision is deemed necessary, such information will be critical to determine requirements for higher reclamation and
and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the
bonding standards for exploration and mining in areas that have not been previously mined and improved reclamation of
MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to
historic mining activities in areas with previous mining and incomplete reclamation.
protect multiple user resources and the environment. At present, the 1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis
cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas
leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land management plan is in place. We appreciate your
time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan component
related to mining opportunities in the revised Forest Plan

28

1 In general, this includes aquifers with a concentration of total dissolved solids (TDS) less than 10,000 mg/Land with a
quantity of water sufficient to supply a public water system. Aquifers are presumed to be USDWs unless they have been
specifically exempted or if they have been shown to fall outside the definition ofUSDW (e.g., 10,000 mg/L TDS).

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality issues and the way it is addressed in the Assessment
Report, including the reference of human and non-wildlife related impacts such as Beavers. Water quality is one
indicator of the 12 watershed condition classification indicators. Watershed restoration is prioritized based on
total score of indicators. Beaver and tree falls can alter a stream course locally, their presence are considered
ecologically beneficial as they reduce the energy of the water, create elevated water tables where water is
temporarily stores and filter sediment out of the water all improving water quality. They do not prevent organis
moving along the stream as human diversions do. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.

28

We recommend the Draft Assessment Report include a map of all groundwater resources of the Manti La Sal National Forest
and discussion to include the following information, if available: * Identification of major aquifers; * Location and extent of
groundwater recharge areas; * Location of shallow and sensitive aquifers that are susceptible to contamination from surface
activities, including alluvial aquifers along streams and rivers; * Location of existing and potential (i.e., those that can
reasonably be used in the future) underground sources of drinking water (USDW) 1; and * Spatial relationship of groundwater
to areas available for resource extraction activity (e.g. coal, oil, natural gas, uranium, minerals, gravel).

Thank you for your recommendations of additional maps. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid review of curr
conditions and trends on the Forest, and as such, information will be provided generally and at the landscape
scale. Maps, graphs and tables will be utilized in greater detail in the Forest Plan itself. Your suggestions will be
considered for inclusion in the Assessment and Forest Plan as we move forward in the planning process.

28

Thank you for your comment related to groundwater quality and public water systems.The Forest Plan will com
Federal and State laws and regulations. Public drinking water supply sources, sole source aquifers and source
Please include available groundwater quality information, and identify which shallow aquifers are sources for public water
water protection zones will be considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan. The For
systems, domestic wells or stock wells. We also recommend identifying any public water systems in the planning area with
relies on State and Federal agencies for information about water quality and does not have a water quality
water quality violations or with requirements for increased frequency of monitoring of contaminants. The UDEQ and CDPHE monitoring program. The revised Forest Plan will include Public Drinking Water Supply Sources, a discussion and
are good sources of information concerning aquifers. Robert Hillegas with the CDPHE Water Quality Standards Program can be map of the municipal water management area and at least a discussion of source water protection zones.
Protections are provided by stating National BMPs and Regional SWCPs during the project NEPA pocess which
reached at (303) 692-3137 or robert.hillegas@state.co.us; and Kate Johnson at UDEQ can be reached at (801) 536-4206 or
katej@utah.gov for more information.
includes public involvement and by following them during project implementations. We greatly appreciate your
time and effort in this comment period, your comments will be considered as we move forward and develop pla
components addressing groundwater quality and quantity.
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I am writing to support Ride with Respect's proposal to add 21 miles to the Travel Plan and create the Brumley-Twomile
motorcycle loop. I live in Colorado, but come to your Forest frequently to recreate, and this proposal would create an
attractive loop for riders like me. As you consider Forest Plan revision and Travel Management, please focus on loop
opportunities for all user groups, and this is a great example of how a small change can make a substantial improvement.
Without having been on the proposed loop, I will leave substantive analysis of the plan to those who have, but I think it is
important to note the philosophical importance of this proposal. Off-highway motorcycling is a growing sport, but trail
opportunities state and nationwide have been lost more often than gained in recent years. This can lead to overuse, but more
importantly, it can also lead to the OHV user group feeling unappreciated by agencies that make decisions which seem
incomprehensible to those outside the process. People who feel unappreciated and hopeless are not the best stewards, and
giving a user group that brings funding to the agencies and dollars to communities a win, will go a long way in them doing the
best they can to protect resources.
As an avid mountain biker and hiker as well, it has been my experience that multiuse trails are better for everyoneMotorcycle riders can make trailwork happen for others, and the number of people who would be on the trail should not
present any potential for conflict between groups. Finally, as Forest Plan Revision is the time for commenting on larger issues,
I would echo that multi-use is better over snow, too. As a backcountry skier and motorized snowbiker, it is my preference to
keep large areas open to both- it makes access easier, it is better for safety, and the different preferences in terrain minimize
overlap.
I am attaching here the City's 2016 Water Conservation Plan. The executive summary will guide you to pertinent section of the
plan that may influence your plan revision.

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

Thank you for your comments and additional information provided related to recreation, shared use, impacts a
conflicts on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to be a rapid assessment of
current conditions and trends on the Forest. We will consider your comments as we revise the draft Assessmen
and develop plan components related to recreation planning in the revised Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comments. The literature documents cited will be considered by the Forest as it moves forw
with development of the revised Forest Plan.

In particular, the City is ramping up efforts to establish source protection to our watershed, which is largely located within the
boundaries of the Manti-La Sal National Forest. It will be in the interests of all those entities which seek to ensure pristine
gravity-fed culinary water for our community to secure no surface development within the watershed, as well as a responsive
fire management plan that will minimize the impacts to our water supply due to catastrophic fire.

Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
Forest plan.

The City of Moab recently appointed a Water Conservation and Drought Management Advisory Board, which will draft
comments for your review in the coming weeks.
The report is very comprehensive and assesses several resources of concern to Moab. The most significant of these resource
concerns is water. Moab derives all of its municipal water from springs or groundwater that are recharged from the La Sal
mountain range. We are hopeful that the new Manti-La Sal National Forest Management Plan will protect our drinking water
through appropriate land use practices.

We appreciate the interest, involvement and input provided from the public and all of our cooperating agencies
We look forward to seeing you all at our future meetings.
Thank you for you comments related to groundwater in the draft Assessment report, and the provision of
additional information sources for consideration. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comme
period, your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to groundwater sources in th
revised Forest Plan.

15

Moab's most significant concerns involve Oil and Gas Development and Mining.

Thank you for comments regarding water resources and oil and gas leasing stipulations in the revised Forest Pla
It is recognized that the protection of groundwater/surface water resources is critical to the Moab Area Waters
Partnership (MAWP) and Trout Unlimited and that there is public concern over the development of oil and gas
resources on the Manti-La Sal National Forest (MLSNF). It is understood that the MAWP and Trout Unlimited
would like to see a "No Surface Occupancy" (NSO) stipulation for the protection of the Glen Canyon Aquifer
recharge area and surface waters with both Greenback Cutthroat and native Cutthroat trout, with a half-mile
buffer, located on the MLSNF.For the purposes of land management planning, the MLSNF will address the
protection of water resources and develop management goals. However, the NSO stipulation would be more
appropriately addressed during the NEPA process for the oil and gas leasing analysis. The new oil and gas leasing
analysis, under the requirements of NEPA, will have to be consistent with the new MLSNF land management pla
(management goals) and all applicable rules and regulations that pertain to oil and gas decisions. In the
development of the oil and gas leasing analysis, the MLSNF will work closely with BLM to identify areas that are
not suitable for oil and gas operations, in order to protect groundwater/surface water resources. At present, th
1992 MLSNF oil and gas leasing analysis cannot be used to consent/stipulate pending oil and gas leasing
nominations on the Forest. A new oil and gas leasing analysis will be completed once the new MLSNF land
management plan is in place.Thank you again for taking the time to comment on the MLSNF draft assessment.

15

The potential devastating impacts of these activities have been thoroughly explored and explained in the comment letter you
received from our sister community, the Town of Castle Valley. Moab has chosen not to repeat the information or conclusions
in that letter. To the extent possible, Moab supports their recommendation for No Surface Occupancy in municipal water
supply recharge areas. Moab also supports the 2008 BLM Moab Field Office Resource Management Plan which designates
recharge areas for our municipal water sources with No Surface Occupancy.

Thank you for your comment. Forest Plan Revision does not include leasing stipulations. Leasing will be address
during the NEPA process which will also have Public Comment Periods. We appreciate your suggestions for no
surface occupancy in these areas and they will be considered as we develop management direction in the revise
Forest plan.

15

Moab would also like to inform the Manti-La Sal National Forest that our community relies on surface water that originates on
the National Forest for irrigation and its resultant agricultural products. We commend the Manti-La Sal National Forest for
identifying surface water resource concerns in the Assessment Report. We are hopeful that the Assessment Report will lead to
a Forest Plan that adequately protects surface water through proper riparian and land use management. Examples of methods
for protecting surface water include addressing grazing impacts in spring and riparian areas, ensuring grazing is done in a
manner that regenerates rather than degrades soils; as well as prohibiting camping without a toilet in riparian areas and
specifying locations where it might be particularly important to install vault toilets or signage for waste removal when
camping.

Thank you for your comments related to Water Quality issues and the way it is addressed in the Assessment
Report, including the reference of human and non-wildlife related impacts such as Beavers. Water quality is one
indicator of the 12 watershed condition classification indicators. Watershed restoration is prioritized based on
total score of indicators. Beaver and tree falls can alter a stream course locally, their presence are considered
ecologically beneficial as they reduce the energy of the water, create elevated water tables where water is
temporarily stores and filter sediment out of the water all improving water quality. They do not prevent organis
moving along the stream as human diversions do. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comm
period, your comments will be considered as we move forward in developing the revised Forest Plan.

15

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
Also of concern to Moab is consideration of forest management as it relates to potential impacts on Moab's watershed due to
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
severe fire. Moab expects the Forest Plan will address the protection of soil and water from unacceptable damage caused by
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
wildfire, prescribed fire and chemical, biological, and mechanical land management treatments. While prevention of severe
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
fire is critically important for our watershed, so is restoration of native vegetation communities post-fire.
planning and development.
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15

The Final Assessment should describe what the Forest has found to be successful and less-successful post-fire mitigation and
restoration in the Forest.

Thank you for your comment related to post-fire rehabilitation efforts. Post-fire rehabilitation efforts are
important and critical for protecting both natural and human resources, it will not be addressed in the Assessme
report. The Assessment is meant to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest.Some
guidance and direction may be provided in the upcoming land management plan development. Most of post-fir
rehabilitation efforts are typically specific to the individual fire due to conditions such as fire severity, topograph
and size. Following a fire, specific individuals are assigned to conduct a thorough analysis and make
recommendations which are implemented shortly after the fire is declared safe to enter. This report and efforts
are called a BAER team or Burned Area Emergency Response
(https://www.fs.fed.us/biology/watershed/burnareas/). BAER teams use current available research to base the
decisions to minimize negative impacts
(https://www.fs.fed.us/biology/resources/pubs/watershed/burnareas/rmrs_gtr_63_effectivness_of_erosion.pd
We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comments will be considered as w
develop the revised Forest Plan.

15

Fire resilience is a topic of vital importance. Moab urges that the Final Assessment separately describe current conditions on
the Moab District of aspen-mixed conifer (seral aspen) and aspen stands in which conifers are not significantly present
(persistent aspen). Due to the fire-resistance of aspen, the current conditions of persistent aspen, as well as seral aspen,
should be described.

The assessment is a base-line report of current resource condition on the ground at a landscape level and was
developed using best available scientific information as required in the Planning Rule. Your comment will be
considered as we move forward into developing the revised Forest Plan.Forest Plan Revision is addressing
landscape-scale planning (36 CFR 219.2). The revised Forest Plan will provide the guidance for future project
planning and development.

15

Other matters related to the Forest Plan that Moab is interested in, which do not directly relate to our water resources,
include the degradation by exotic Mountain Goats of the rare, native alpine community within the Mount Peale Research
Natural Area and other areas above 11,000' in the La Sal Mountains. This is a prime and rare area valued by Moab residents
and visitors. The Final Assessment should describe what is known about the effects of the growing population of Mountain
Goats in the alpine area of the La Sal Mountains as well as predicted trends if the population grows to 200, as desired by the
State of Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

Thank you for your comments related to the introduction of mountain goats and the importance of monitoring
impacts related to their introduction.The Assessment acknowledges the importance of the alpine communities,
and describes current conditions based on the best available science (pg. 57-58). Specific plan components for
management of alpine vegetation and associated species will be included in the development of the revised For
Plan. The potential for impacts to the alpine ecosystem from the introduced mountain goats is recognized in the
Assessment, and the subject will be carried forward in the plan revision process. Monitoring of the alpine
vegetation and soil resources in the La Sal Mountains is ongoing, but no apparent trends in vegetation or soil
conditions have been determined. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
comments will be considered as we move forward and develop plan components and monitoring related to alp
communities on the Forest.

15

Finally, you may know that Moab has committed to a goal of 100% renewable energy in order to limit increases in greenhouse
gases. To this end, Moab requests that the Forest Plan consider management implications related to climate. Moab is
changing its view of how energy is used, and Moab encourages the Forest Service to think similarly hard about what significant
changes need to be made due to more stressors on the environment due to higher heat and earlier snowmelt; and to limit, to
its ability, any contributions to greenhouse gases through fossil fuel extraction and use.

2

Attachment: Moab Water Conservation Plan Update 2016
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Thank you for your comments related to climate change in the Draft Assessment Report. Per the Planning Rule
CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment [§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)] . During the
development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain in compliance with the Planning Rule
(and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as well as other stressors/drivers and
resources. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to Climate in the revised
Forest Plan.
Thank you for your comment. The sources you have provided and related recommendations will be considered
we move forward in developing our revised Forest Plan. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during this
comment period.

33

I support the substance and spirit of the proposal made by the local group Ride with Respect. Using existing closed routes in
combination with a limited amount of new trail construction makes sense to me. For the past ten years or thereabouts I have
been helping to clear trails on the South Block state forest section. Being on the receiving end of appreciation from motorized
and non motorized users has been a source of satisfaction for me. It's given me an appreciation for the value of these trails for
recreation. Part of that satisfaction comes from my memory of working on national forest trails on the La Sals as a teenager in
the 1980s. I'm pleased that acrimony among user groups seems not to be what it once was. My impression is that antipathy
toward motorized use in the 1980s was a factor in so few routes being designated for motorized use. I would note that
mountain bike use doesn't mix well with equestrian use, and where mountain biking has become popular, prudent horse folks
have abandoned the trails in the interest of safety. I would use Burro Pass and on down the mountain as an example, but
there are many. Today we have a healthy population of volunteers that are ready and willing to take on trail building and
maintenance. And we have a vast forest that can accommodate this use. I would encourage forest planners to consider this
opportunity for more and varied trails to help greet the larger and more diversified population.

57

We are just a bunch of simple ordinary people trying to enjoy our lives by doing the thing we do best. Enjoying this great land Thank you for your comment regarding providing access for senior and disabled users of the Forest. We greatly
by means of riding motorized vehicle. In many cases its the only way we can do it. Old age and some physical disabilities have appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comment will be considered as we develop p
components for recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.
place a lot of restriction on many of our members.

57

We are deeply concerned about the Forest Service effort to revise their management plan. We know it is necessary but the
complications of your procedures leave us totally lost. Your procedures may be simple to your work team but during all your
efforts to involve us we leave your meetings shaking our heads and wondering what you said, what you mean, what do we do,
and when do we do it. We also know that the odds are against us and that we must do something In total frustration we write
this letter in hopes that you will at least recognize that we do care and are trying to pass on our concerns. We hope you will
take these concerns as seriously as we do. Our two greatest concerns are travel and wilderness.

Thank you for your comments related to the Forest Plan Revision process and the importance of engaging the
public in the development of the plan. The Manti-La Sal National Forest planning process has been designed to
allow for a robust public participation throughout every phase, including the use of review and comment period
public open houses and workshops, cooperating agency status and meetings, and the NEPA process. Visit the Pl
Revision website to sign up for public meeting announcements and updates on Forest Plan Revision activities
https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning

57

Since the Forest Service tells us that they intend to reference a document you call, Travel Analysis Report, developed back in
2015, for information to develop this new plan and since our own review of this document finds it weak, personally
opinionated and lacking fair public involvement, we have decided to reserve our comments to this document. We do not
recognize a lot of professionalism in many of the recommendations we see in this document and find a lot of room to
challenge them.

The Forest Plan Revision effort does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel management will be a
separate NEPA process with public involvement at that time. We greatly appreciate your time and effort during
this comment period.

57

We do agree that recreation has become the major use of the forest. We remind the Forest Service that motorized recreation
is a major portion of that use. For a long time we felt that the Forest Service gave primitive recreation a higher priority over
motorized use and as a result there has been a tendency to close routes. A major change that the Forest Service has to be
aware of is the rapid and high use of side by side atvs. (UTVs). This has become a very popular recreation use with the general
public and they are in need of places to ride them. Currently the Forest Service has failed to face this problem. They have
refused to even discuss widening existing routes a few inches to better accommodate the new side by sides. If the Forest
Service fails to adequately deal with this need, then user group will provide for themselves and none of us will be happy with
the results. It is already occurring. Our comment is that motorized recreation be given a fair and equally balanced concern
with primitive recreation in the preparation of this plan. Your Transportation Analysis Report under the heading of Final
Transportation System Rule says, "the Forest Service needs to ensure transportation facilities are managed at a minimum level
while maintaining ecosystems health and providing for the needs and desires of the public for access".

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments related to recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest including how you use a
access the Forest. The draft Assessment Report is meant to provide a rapid assessment of current conditions an
trends on the Forest. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to recreation a
access on the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

57

As stated above, we are concerned about wilderness. Wilderness not only eliminates needed routes but eliminates
opportunities to use the land for other valid purposes as well. Our comments on wilderness are that no wilderness areas be
proposed in this plan revision. Second, that any area that has a route, road or atv trail, even if the Forest Service fails to
recognize them as routes roads or atv trails, will be eliminated from any wilderness proposal. If the area has any indication of a
route road or atv trail, they are therefore impacted and no longer meet the naturalness required for wilderness. It has been a
common practice for Forest Service to ignore this fact.

57

Also of great concern to us is the apparent attitude of the preparers of the document in regard to the subject of likely and
unlikely future need of routes. They listed hundreds of our routes as likely not needed. A good example is the Peavine Corridor Thank you for your comments regarding the importance of access for a variety of reasons including maintenanc
of existing infrastructure. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your comment will b
route into Dark Canyon. Established by Congress and placed on the list of not likely needed. That certainly is a personal
opinion. Our comment in this regard is for the Forest Service team to totally ignore this whole section of the document and to considered as we develop plan components that may influence access in the revised Forest Plan.
seek strong public involvement before taking a position on future needed or not needed routes.

57

Following is a list o some of the statements from the document that we believe are more personal than professional. 1. Under
wildlife, The list and statement that these species avoid routes. In our own experiences we often find all those species using
areas with routes. The one exception may be elk. They do tend to avoid areas with routes. 2. Soil erosion Routes may have an
effect on soil erosion but it is easily mitigated by controlling runoff rather than route closures. 3. weed The opinion that route
closures would greatly reduce the weed problem is just an opinion. Wind is a much higher carrier of seeds than are vehicles.
The statement that the transportation system could have a dramatic affect on weeds is itself a bit dramatic, 4--Cultural
Thank you for your interest and involvement in the Forest Plan Revision process. These comments regarding
Resources. Closing routes due to sites is not often necessary. There are other good mitigation opportunities that could work as Assessment content structure, organization or information included will be considered as the Final Assessment
well. The best mitigation procedure to use on routes is padding. Works very well. Distance avoidance of sites is also ridiculous. Report is completed.
Just miss the site in a reasonable distance. It worked in the past and will work again, 4. Recreation The Forest Service tends to
come off in a very unbalanced method in the category of routes verses primitive recreation. Remember motorized recreation
is a valid use of forest lands. Our final comment is that since we find this document filled with personal views instead of
professional statement and weak in public involvement that the Forest Service discontinue its use in the preparation of this
planning revision. Please take our remarks and concerns as serious as we do and thank you for allowing us to particiate.

16

We currently conduct the camp over two weeks at the group site at Warner Lake Campground. We day hike various trails from
here and conduct fishing and nature lessons. This has been a satisfactory alternative thus far in that we have been successful
at reserving consecutive dates desired in July via the Rec. gov system. We are concerned with increase in visitation to the
Forest overall, the Report stating increased trends in group camp site reservations, that we will not be able to make the
advance reservations needed for future years.

Thank you for your comments related to dispersed recreation needs on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The
recreation section of the Assessment portrays a base-line report of current resource conditions on the ground a
landscape level. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to dispersed
recreation in the revised Forest Plan. For current question or needs, contact your local district office directly.
Contact information may be found on our website here https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home

16

Promoting youth engagement, in particular from nearby communities is a stated goal of the plan. Our summer camps
primarily serve youth from Grand and San Juan counties and secondarily from western Colorado towns. Our camps are very
affordable with scholarships provided. We request an official "partnership" via More Kids in the Woods USFS youth program or
other mechanism to allow our and other permitted youth camps to operate in reserved settings. We would support the
addition of more group camp sites at Warner Lake and Oowah Campground if that would aid in this goal. The Moab office has
suggested Mason Draw to us but that does not have the variety of hiking opportunities from the base camp.

Thank you for your comments related to dispersed recreation needs on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The
recreation section of the Assessment portrays a base-line report of current resource conditions on the ground a
landscape level. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to dispersed
recreation in the revised Forest Plan. For current question or needs, contact your local district office directly.
Contact information may be found on our website here https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home

16

We have observed cows in both Oowah and Warner Lake Campgrounds already this year evidently due to tree blow downs on
Thank you for your comment expressing support for limiting grazing on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The dr
fences. Once reported, the local rangers got the cows out which we appreciate. However, over the years, having the cows
graze so close to the campgrounds on heavily used trails, really makes for unpleasant walking conditions, especially with
Assessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
frequent rain i.e. large gooey cow pies encountered frequently. Would it be possible to work with the grazing permittee and comments will be considered as plan components are developed addressing grazing in the revised Forest Plan.
volunteer or YCC crews to install drift fences to keep cows further back and away from these most popular trails?
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Thank you for your comment regarding the Wilderness and Inventoried Roadless Areas, and recommending no
additional designations.The Forest is required by the 2012 Planning Rule to identify and evaluate lands that may
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System and determine whether to recommend an
such lands for wilderness designation. To learn more about the Wilderness Evaluation process and the current
stage, visit the Forest Plan Revision website at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/mantilasal/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd534059

16

16

Thank you for your comments related to dispersed recreation needs on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The
I have been a Moab District trail user for over 30 years and definitely appreciate the improvement in signage and trail clarity, recreation section of the Assessment portrays a base-line report of current resource conditions on the ground a
both for summer and winter recreation. We support recreational funding adequate for USFS staffing and corps crew needed in landscape level. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to dispersed
recreation in the revised Forest Plan. For current question or needs, contact your local district office directly.
all seasons and support additional interpretive resources.
Contact information may be found on our website here https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home

16

We support protection of the antiquities on the Monticello District through increased education, law enforcement patrol and
monitoring through adequate staffing of archaeologist and outreach positions, and cooperative efforts with other agencies
and non profit groups.

16

Thank you for your comments related to the introduction of mountain goats and the importance of monitoring
impacts related to their introduction.The Assessment acknowledges the importance of the alpine communities,
and describes current conditions based on the best available science (pg. 57-58). Specific plan components for
Lastly, the natural condition of alpine and subalpine ecological communities is important to CFI. We use these areas upon
management of alpine vegetation and associated species will be included in the development of the revised For
occasion as classrooms We are concerned about further damage to sensitive plant species and these systems overall by the
Plan. The potential for impacts to the alpine ecosystem from the introduced mountain goats is recognized in the
presence of mountain goats that were introduced a few years ago by Utah DWR. Though not in the purview of this plan, we go Assessment, and the subject will be carried forward in the plan revision process. Monitoring of the alpine
vegetation and soil resources in the La Sal Mountains is ongoing, but no apparent trends in vegetation or soil
on record to support Forest efforts to limit range and better yet, remove the goats altogether.
conditions have been determined. We appreciate your time and effort during this comment period, your
comments will be considered as we move forward and develop plan components and monitoring related to alp
communities on the Forest.

10

Thank you for your comments related to motorized recreation on the Manti-La Sal National Forest and the Bear
Ears National Monument. Forest plan revision does not include route-specific travel planning. Travel manageme
Thank you for converting to 66" trails Today's ATV rider are now riding 1 UTV rather than 4 ATV with less impact. The Harmon
decisions will be made separately, and include project level NEPA and opportunities for public comment. The dr
trail in Six Mile Canyon Arapeen Trail #36 is currently gated 50" top to bottom. Could it please be gated to 50" on the EastAssessment report is intended to be a rapid assessment of current conditions and trends on the Forest. Your
West leg. And opened to 66" on the north / south leg to the Parley Ponds.
comments will be considered as we finalize the Assessment Report and develop plan components addressing
motorized recreation in the revised Forest Plan.

34

Bowie Resource Partners, LLC and its subsidiary companies (collectively "Bowie") respectfully submits the following comments
on the Manti-La Sal Forest Plan Revision ("Plan Revision") Draft Assessment Report ("Assessment"). In accordance with 36 CFR
§219.6, the stated purpose of the Assessment is to "Identify and consider relevant existing information in governmental or
non-governmental assessments, plans, monitoring reports, studies, and other sources of relevant information. Such sources of
information may include State forest assessments and strategies, the Resources Planning Act assessment, ecoregional
Thank you for your comment on requirements of the planning process. The Manti-La Sal National Forest seeks t
assessments, non-governmental reports, State comprehensive outdoor recreation plans, community wildfire protection plans, comply with all laws and regulations associated with the Forest Plan Revision process.
public transportation plans, State wildlife data and action plans, and relevant Agency or interagency reports, resource plans or
assessments. Relevant private information, including relevant land management plans and local knowledge, will be considered
if publicly available or voluntarily provided". Bowie appreciates the opportunity to provide the following comments on the
Assessment
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Thank you for your comments related to dispersed recreation needs on the Manti-La Sal National Forest. The
recreation section of the Assessment portrays a base-line report of current resource conditions on the ground a
landscape level. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to dispersed
recreation in the revised Forest Plan. For current question or needs, contact your local district office directly.
Contact information may be found on our website here https://www.fs.usda.gov/main/mantilasal/home

We support the continued upkeep of trails, and historic structures such as Warner Lake guard station. We appreciate the
campground hosts and willingness of rec staff to host volunteer projects with us. Additional interpretive signage identifying
mountain peaks at road side pullouts and other mountain prehistory and history would be appreciated. (There is very little
information given on prehistoric and Ute use and occupation in the LaSals other than Pinhook Massacre!)

Thank you for your recommendation for working with the Fuels Management Program to protect archaeology
during fuel treatment projects as a direct tool for protecting culture resources and other Fuel Management
Techniques. We appreciate your comment, and we will take your comment into consideration as we develop pl
components for cultural resources in the revised Forest Plan.

Avoid Overstating the impacts of Climate Change Throughout the Assessment there are multiple references to climate change
negatively affecting the Forest. One of the most repeated claims is that the minimum and maximum temperatures will
experience an increase of 5° to 10° F by the year 2100. Another claim in the Assessment is that "Climate Change threatens
human well-being across the world" (p. 141). Such egregious claims should be avoided, especially in this stage of the
Assessment. It is alarming that the Forest is talcing such a stance based on projected data that is often found to be misleading
and overstated. To reference the claim that the area will experience an increase in temperatures of 5° to 10° F within the next
80 years is a standard often used by politically motivated organizations. Computer generated models that predict the effects
of climate change are anything but accurate and reliable. The following chart serves as an example of how I 02 of these
models performed in comparison to real-world data.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change in the Draft Assessment Report. Per the Planning Rule
CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment [§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)] . During the
development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain in compliance with the Planning Rule
(and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as well as other stressors/drivers and
resources. Your comments will be considered as we develop plan components related to Climate in the revised
Forest Plan.

34

This chart statistically proves climate prediction models are not accurate, and in almost every case, severely overstate their
projections. Bowie discourages the Forest from using such data as the basis to change management practices in the Plan
Revision. The use of such inaccurate data could have lasting negative impacts to the Forest and surrounding communities.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change and data modeling in the draft Assessment Report. Per
the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment
[§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)]. During the development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain i
compliance with the Planning Rule (and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as
well as other stressors/drivers and resources. Your comments will be considered as plan components are
developed to address climate in the revised Forest Plan.

34

Mineral Exploration as a Stressor/Driver Mineral exploration is one of Bowie's main uses of the Forest. Exploration drilling is
necessary to define coal reserves and to explore resource areas for mining viability. Bowie finds the Assessment report mostly
accurate in the fact that the majority of exploration drilling has occurred on lease and in close proximity to existing mines. This
has been for a number of reasons besides that stated argument that exploration activity is dictated by market conditions. One
such reason is the delay experienced in the leasing process. In the past, leases issued by the Bureau of Land Management
("BLM") have been processed in a relatively short manner (3-4 years in duration). This shorter time frame allows mine
operators to perform both exploration drilling on lease and drilling for resource expansion. Recently, the coal leasing process
has turned into a ten year plus process. This longer duration in the leasing process has changed how exploration activities are
Thank you for your interest in the Manti-La Sal National Forest Plan. The 2012 Planning Rule emphasizes the
performed. Instead of utilizing exploration licenses to define resources in other areas, Bowie has been forced to use
integration of socio-economic plan components throughout the planning process. Your comments regarding the
exploration licenses to define mine plans while the pending lease application is caught up in the BLM process. The delays
impacts of permitting and litigation delays will be considered as we develop the revised Forest Plan.
experienced in the regulatory environment have also resulted in delays for issuing exploration licenses. Most recently, it took
Bowie over 2 years to receive an exploration license. These types of delays hamper Bowie's willingness to perform exploration
work in areas away from the immediate vicinity of existing mines. It is probable that economically viable resources exist
elsewhere within the Forest but are not yet discovered. The Plan Revision should promote exploration and development of
those resources. It is possible that these needless delays could be fixed under an updated regulatory environment. A more
expedited process to grant leases and exploration licenses would result in increased exploration activities on the Forest. If
leases were issued quicker, drilling for mine plan definition would be done on leases and exploration licenses would then be
used for further resource definition away from known reserve areas.
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34

One argument presented in the Assessment to explain the downturn in exploration activities is the impact of market forces on
the coal mining industry. The Assessment references EIA data derived from the U.S. average energy mix. While it is fair to say
that natural gas is the majority source of electricity in the U.S., that is not the case in the region surrounding the Forest. In
Utah, coal still makes up the majority source of electricity. Coal from the region surrounding the Forest is highly competitive
and oftentimes cheaper than the use of natural gas as an electricity source. This is mostly due to the close proximity of high
quality coal reserves to power plants along with a limited transportation infrastructure of gas pipelines. Based on Bowie's
calculations, natural gas would have to be below $2.00/MMBTU in order to be competitive with coal in this region. With such
a competitive advantage, coal will continue to be the predominate source of electricity generation in the Forest region. Bowie
requests that the Assessment consider that fact that the region surrounding the Forest is an exception to much of the U.S.
energy mix. There is still a large demand for coal in the region that would come from reserves located in the Forest
boundaries. Further, if the regulatory processes for leases and exploration licenses were streamlined, exploration could
expand to areas away from mines and lease areas.

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the draft assessment of the forest plan revision effort. It is
understood that your recommendation entails including information in the assessment pertaining to operating
mines, mines in reclamation and mines that may begin operating or reopening during the planning process.On p
164 under Nonrenewable Energy and Minerals - Coal, provides some description of the current coal mining
situation on the Forest. This was not the intent of the stressor/driver reports as incorporated into the assessme
document. The assessment does not include information on the Greens Hollow Lease, which was not issued dur
the development of the assessment document. The assessment does not cover site specific leasing, permitting
reclamation directly. The assessment does provide a brief description of the Coal Unsuitability Analysis on pg
264.The objective of this assessment is to identify and assess a solid base of available information relevant to th
development of a new Forest land management plan. Therefore, your comments would more appropriately be
applied during the NEPA and land management planning phase.Thank you again for taking the time to submit yo
comments, they will be considered as the draft Assessment is revised and plan components related to mining a
developed in the revised Forest Plan.

34

Renewable and Nonrenewable energy and mineral resources The North Zone of the Manti-La Sal Forest is historically known
to contain a large amount of coal reserves. Bowie suggests that the Assessment include the total acres of solid minerals under
lease as a leading indicator for the renewable and nonrenewable energy and mineral resources topic. This indicator would
make up the largest portion of this topic in the North Zone of the Forest. As discussed above, one of the primary uses of the
Forest for mineral development is exploration drilling for coal reserves. While exploration drilling has been occurring in close
proximity to known reserve areas, it is anticipated that exploration will expand to other areas. Contrary to the opinion in the
Assessment that as "coal is depleted, exploration will decrease",Bowie believes further exploration will be needed to maintain
coal production in this region. As known reserves are being depleted, further exploration will be required to define additional
reserve areas to properly plan for future market conditions. Within the renewable and nonrenewable energy and mineral
resources topics, Bowie is referenced multiple times for its three mines located within the Forest boundaries. While the
information about Bowie's mines is mostly accurate, there are a few changes that are suggested. Skyline mine was the
successful bidder of the Flat Canyon Coal lease in 2015. This lease is located entirely on the Forest. The Flat Canyon lease will
be the future area of mining for Skyline. Reserve estimates in the Assessment were reported at 25 to 30 million tons. Bowie
suggests the Assessment use the reserve estimates calculated by the BLM that were used for the competitive bid process
ofthis lease at 42 million tons. Bowie would also like to recognize that fact that in early 2017, the Sufco Mine was the
successful bidder to a coal lease commonly referred to as Green's Hollow. According to BLM data, this lease contains 55.7
million tons of recoverable reserves. This lease area is anticipated to be the future area of mining for Sufco and is located
partially on the Fishlake National Forest, with the majority of the lease located within the Forest boundary. These two new
leases along with another area of reserves known as the Fossil Rock mine are anticipated to be the future uses on the Forest in
relation to Bowie's operations. The existence of these operations requires the continued use of the Forest to effectively
develop and mine these valuable coal reserves.

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the draft assessment of the forest plan revision effort. It is
understood that your recommendation entails including information in the assessment pertaining to operating
mines, mines in reclamation and mines that may begin operating or reopening during the planning process.On p
164 under Nonrenewable Energy and Minerals - Coal, provides some description of the current coal mining
situation on the Forest. This was not the intent of the stressor/driver reports as incorporated into the assessme
document. The assessment does not include information on the Greens Hollow Lease, which was not issued dur
the development of the assessment document. The assessment does not cover site specific leasing, permitting
reclamation directly. The assessment does provide a brief description of the Coal Unsuitability Analysis on pg
264.The objective of this assessment is to identify and assess a solid base of available information relevant to th
development of a new Forest land management plan. Therefore, your comments would more appropriately be
applied during the NEPA and land management planning phase.Thank you again for taking the time to submit yo
comments, they will be considered as the draft Assessment is revised and plan components related to mining a
developed in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
Social and Economic Contributions of the Forest One of the greatest economic benefits the Forest provides to its surrounding
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
area is the accessible coal reserve found within its boundaries. This is particularly true in the counties surrounding the North
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Zone of the Forest. Bowie currently operates two mines within the boundaries of the Forest. These mines have a large
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
economic impact on the counties around them including Carbon, Emery, Sanpete and Sevier. Bowie's employees live, work
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
and play in these communities and many of the services and supplies the mines rely on come from businesses in the area.
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
According to the Assessment, only 321 mining related jobs are attributable to the Forest. This figure includes both direct and
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
indirect jobs for mining. The Assessment goes even further to say that only 130 direct mining jobs are related to the Forest.
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
Meanwhile, the same figures take into account the entire benefits derived from Forest employees including their labor income
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
and impact on indirect jobs. Bowie asks that the Assessment consider this scenario for all sectors realized by the economic
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
benefits of the Forest.
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
Bowie provides an economic benefit to the communities surrounding the Forest through the operation of the Skyline and
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
Sufco mines (both mines are located within the Forest boundary). The total employment between the two mines is
approximately 720 employees. The average annual payroll and benefits is approximately $110,000 per employee. Besides
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
payroll, Bowie also spends approx. $140M in supplies and services, the majority of which are through businesses located in the Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
counties surrounding the North Zone of the Forest. Bowie also pays approx. $44M in taxes and royalties annually, most which outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
go to the state and surrounding counties. The total direct economic benefit that Bowie contributes to the region through the payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
operation of the Skyline and Sufco mines is approx. $280M annually. There are also another 390 trucking jobs directly related both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to the operations of the two mines. The indirect economic impact for Bowie's employees is also calculated at 3 indirect jobs
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
for every employee of Bowie. This equates to another 2,160 jobs in non-mining sectors like construction, retail, health care,
professional services, etc. The economic impact on employment numbers for the two mines is 3,270 total direct and indirect supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
jobs. This is an economic benefit that should be recognized as being directly related to the management of the Forest.
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
Besides the two current operations, Bowie also owns the Fossil Rock Mine. This is a currently idled mine that is a viable
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
longwall operation. This mine has the possibility to employ over 300 people and have a similar economic impact as the Skyline
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
Mine. While the portals for this property sit on private property, much of the reserve is within the Forest. As such, the future
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
economic impact from its operation would also be directly related to the Forest.
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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These employment numbers, and the vast economic benefit they bring to the regional economy, are considered by Bowie to
be directly related to the management of the Forest. Without BLM coal leases at Sufco and Skyline issued by the BLM with
consent from the Forest, these mines could not operate. These BLM leases rely on the Forest, as the surface management
agency, to consent to the lease actions that make mining in this area possible. Bowie recognizes the fact that the role of the
Forest Service is critical in operating these leases. As such, the regional economy also relies on the Forest and the actions
taken to continue mineral development to maintain a healthy economy.

Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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As one of the largest economic contributors to Carbon, Emery, Sanpete and Sevier Counties, Bowie values the responsible
development and management of the Manti-La Sal National Forest.

Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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The Forest should avoid conflating climate change politics with real-world data in their Plan Revision. The use of data that has
been proven to be inaccurate and misleading should be avoided at all costs. The overall health and adaptability of the Forest
should be determined as conditions call for. Anticipating that climate change will threaten the well-being of humanity is not a
reasonable topic to change the Plan Revision.

Thank you for your comments related to climate change and data modeling in the draft Assessment Report. Per
the Planning Rule (36 CFR 219, April 2012) the Forest addresses Climate in the draft Assessment
[§219.5(a);§219.6(b)(3)]. During the development of the revised Forest Plan the Forest will continue to remain i
compliance with the Planning Rule (and all other related laws and policies) regarding consideration of climate as
well as other stressors/drivers and resources. Your comments will be considered as plan components are
developed to address climate in the revised Forest Plan.
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Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the draft assessment of the forest plan revision effort. It is
understood that your recommendation entails including information in the assessment pertaining to operating
mines, mines in reclamation and mines that may begin operating or reopening during the planning process.On p
164 under Nonrenewable Energy and Minerals - Coal, provides some description of the current coal mining
situation on the Forest. This was not the intent of the stressor/driver reports as incorporated into the assessme
There is a continued need for development and exploration of coal resources in the future. The streamlining and effort
document. The assessment does not include information on the Greens Hollow Lease, which was not issued dur
towards more efficient lease processes will further encourage exploration activities to further define energy resources not yet
the development of the assessment document. The assessment does not cover site specific leasing, permitting
discovered. The development of technologies will be ever-changing. The Plan Revision needs to account for the continued use
reclamation directly. The assessment does provide a brief description of the Coal Unsuitability Analysis on pg
of Forest lands for energy resources of all types including coal development.
264.The objective of this assessment is to identify and assess a solid base of available information relevant to th
development of a new Forest land management plan. Therefore, your comments would more appropriately be
applied during the NEPA and land management planning phase.Thank you again for taking the time to submit yo
comments, they will be considered as the draft Assessment is revised and plan components related to mining a
developed in the revised Forest Plan.
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There are revisions needed to accurately reflect federal agency data in relation to the continued operation of Bowie's mines.
The Assessment also needs to consider the fact that the Forest exists in a unique region where coal holds an economic
advantage to other energy sources. The continued use and viability of coal for electricity should not be simply dismissed.
There is a large coal resource in the Forest region that will continue to grow and develop throughout the life of the revised
Land and Resource Management Plan.
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Thank you for your comments regarding the socio-economic components of the draft Assessment Report. The
2012 Planning Rule (36 CFR 219) encourages the integration of social, economic and ecological plan component
throughout the planning process and final Forest Plan. The economic contribution analysis uses the best availab
scientific information. Economic contributions are modeled with IMPLAN, which is routinely used in governmen
industry, and academia to estimate employment and income associated with projects and programs. IMPLAN
captures direct, indirect, and induced employment and labor income attributable to activities on the Manti-La S
National Forest. The economic contribution analysis combines resource use data (e.g., number of recreational
visits, short tons of coal removed) with IMPLAN sectoral and trade flow data to estimate economic
contributions.The economic contribution analysis addresses the variety of forest resources and uses - both
consumptive and non-consumptive - that support economic well-being in communities adjacent to the Manti-La
Sal National Forest. The economic contribution analysis describes the employment and labor income due to
The economic and social impacts the Forest contributes to the regional economy severely understated. The economic impacts
outdoor recreation, livestock grazing, forest product removal, mineral extraction, Forest Service operations, and
Bowie alone contributes through the use of the Forest equate to over 3,200 jobs and $280M in direct economic benefit
payments to states and counties. Furthermore, the assessment captures the economic role of natural resources
annually. The Forest should further consider the employment numbers and spending local business contribute to the regional
both on and off the Forest, to the local economy. The economic importance of tourism, mining, and agriculture
economies that are derived from the benefits the Forest provides.
sectors are described in the assessment.Natural resource commodity sectors, including cattle ranching, are subj
to boom and bust cycles due to the role of global supply and demand forces in setting prices. Global shocks to b
supply (e.g., large-scale conversion of forest land to agricultural land in South America) or beef demand (e.g.,
income shocks in Asia that affect animal protein consumption) can affect the economic viability of cattle ranchin
operations in the United States.The assessment notes that population growth slowed between 2010 and 2014 (
146). However, it is true that the population near the Manti-La Sal National Forest has grown considerably since
2000. In the context of the wildland-urban interface discussion, the data on residential development in the
wildland-urban interface are from 2010. Therefore, rapid growth between 2000 and 2010 provides essential
context for this discussion.Thank you for the additional information provided, your comments will be considere
as plan components are developed to address the social and economic needs of the Manti-La Sal National Fores
and the communities who use it.
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